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COUNCIL  
 

 
AGENDA ITEM  

24th FEBRUARY 2010 PUBLIC REPORT 
 
 
BUDGET 2010/11 AND MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN (MTFP) TO 2014/15 
 
 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
FROM : Executive Director - Strategic Resources 
 
That Council is recommended to approve: 
 

a. The revenue budget for 2010/11 and the medium term financial plan for 2011/12 to 2014/15, 
set in the context of the Sustainable Community Strategy; 

b. The capital programme for 2010/11 to 2014/15 and related strategies and indicators; 
c. The council tax increase of 2.5% for 2010/11 and indicative increases of 2.5% for 2011/12 to 

2014/15;and 
d. The council tax setting resolution for consideration as set out in Appendix A, including the 

proposed council tax level for the new Hampton Parish Council 
 
 

 
 
1. PURPOSE AND REASON FOR REPORT 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to present budget proposals for 2010-11 through to 2014-15. 

For the first time, in response to the challenging financial environment, the Councils MTFP 
is based on a five year plan. 

 
1.2  Full Council are required to set the council tax for 2010/11 which includes not only its own 

requirements but that of the relevant precepting bodies i.e. Police, Fire and Parishes 
(where applicable). 

 
1.3  The decisions contained in the report are a matter reserved for Full Council. 
  

Is this a Major Policy 
Item/Statutory Plan? 

YES If Yes, date for relevant 
Cabinet Meeting 

n/a 

Date for relevant 
Council Meeting 

24 
February 
2010 

Date for submission to 
Government department 

Communities and Local 
Government (CLG) 
March 2010 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Cabinet, at its’ meeting on the 8th February 2010, considered a report entitled “Budget 

2010/11 and medium term financial plan (MTFP) to 2014/15”. The recommendations from 
Cabinet are attached at Appendix B.  
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 Since the Cabinet meeting the following changes have taken place: 
 

i) The final notifications of parish precepts have been received and require an 
increase of £25k to the amount shown in the Cabinet report. This includes the 
precept for the new Hampton Parish Council, that must be agreed by Council as 
part of the process of establishing that council.  A list of parish precepts is 
attached;  

ii) Official notification has been received of the Police Authority Council Tax – an 
increase of 3.0%. 

iii) Official notification has been received of the Fire Authority Council Tax – an 
increase of 2.7%; 

 
2.3 Increases to the Council Tax, excluding Parishes, can be summarised as follows: 
 

 Band D 
2009/10 

Band D 
2010/11 

Percentage 
Increase 

Peterborough City Council £1,068.99 £1,095.71 2.5% 
Cambridgeshire Police Authority £164.70 £169.56 3.0% 
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Fire Authority £56.34 £57.87 2.7% 
Total £1,290.03 £1,323.14 2.6% 

 
The average increase in Parish Precept is 7.2%. Some parishes have increased and some 
decreased their precepts. 

 
2.4 STATUTORY ADVICE – LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2003 
 
2.4.1 The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Finance officer to report on the 

adequacy of reserves and provisions and the robustness of budget estimates as part of the 
annual budget setting process. A full analysis of possible budget risks as well as the 
forecasts for levels of reserves are included in the MTFP, but in summary: 

 
• The key budget risk over the life of the MTFP is the uncertainty over future funding 

levels due to poor state of overall public finances. The need for early action has 
been flagged. 

• The 2009-10 budget report outlines how it has been necessary in the current year to 
use reserves to meet one-off costs. The MTFP provides for these reserves to be 
returned to a reasonable level. 

 
2.4.2 My opinion is based on the forecast of reserves and having regard to the commentary set 

out in the MTFP in respect of robustness of estimates and risk analysis. I conclude that the 
levels of reserves, balances and contingencies are sufficient for the authority in setting the 
budget and resultant council tax for 2009/10. 

 
 
3. IMPLICATIONS 
 
3.1 Elected Members 
 
3.1.1 Members must have regard to the advice of the Section 151 Officer.  The Council may take 

decisions which are at variance with this advice, providing there are reasonable grounds to 
do so.   

 
3.1.2 It is an offence for any Members with arrears of council tax which have been outstanding 

for two months or more to attend any meeting of the Council or its committees at which a 
decision affecting the budget is made, unless the Members concerned declare at the outset 
of the meeting that they are in arrears and will not be voting on the decision for that reason. 
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3.2 Financial implications 
 
 The totality of this report considers the Councils budget and financial position for the year. 

Full details are included in the attached MTFP. 
 
 
4. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 
 
 Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985) 
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Appendix A - Council Tax Resolution 
 
 

RESOLVED
1.

2.

(a)

(b) Part of the Council's Area
Ailsworth 234.51
Bainton 146.55
Barnack 362.67
Borough Fen 38.20
Bretton 3,577.47
Castor 340.74
City (non-parished) 33,934.53
Etton 51.90
Eye 1,434.20
Glinton 607.44
Hampton 3,152.07
Helpston 391.08
Marholm 75.52
Maxey 298.71
Newborough 550.91
Northborough 503.63
Orton Longueville 3,439.54
Orton Waterville 3,495.28
Peakirk 176.89
Southorpe 69.88
Sutton 68.95
Thorney 822.60
Thornhaugh 97.74
Ufford 123.95
Wansford 240.86
Wittering 750.99
SUB TOTAL 54,986.81

408.36

TOTAL 55,395.17

THAT it be noted that at its meeting on 14 December 2009 the Cabinet calculated the following
amounts for the year 2010/11 in accordance with regulations made under Section 33(5) of the Local
Government Finance Act 1992: -

Following consideration of the report to this Council on 24 February 2010 and the setting of the Revenue
Budget for 2010/11, the Council is requested to pass the resolution below.  

The Council tax base total for areas to which no special items relate 

COUNCIL TAX 2010/11

55,395 being the amount calculated by the Council, in accordance with regulation 3 of the Local
Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) Regulations 1992, as its council tax base for the
year.

being the amounts calculated by the Council, in accordance with regulation 6 of the Regulations,
as the amounts of its council tax base for the year for dwellings in those parts of its area to which
one or more special items relate.

THAT the Revenue Budget in the sum of £139,009,000 (being £257,122,000 less the Dedicated 
Schools Grant of £118,113,000) now presented be approved.
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3.

(a) £421,599,000

(b) (£282,590,000)

(c) £139,009,000

(d) £77,948,000

(e) £1,102.28

(f) £363,543

(g) £1,095.71 being the amount at 3(e) above less the result given by dividing the amount 
at 3(f) above by the amount at 2(a) above, calculated by the Council in 
accordance with section 34(2) of the Act, as the basic amount of its Council 
tax for the year for dwellings in those parts of its area to which no special 
item relates.

being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council estimates for the
items set out in Section 32(2)(a) to (e) of the Act. (Gross expenditure
including Parish Precepts and Special Expenses)

being the aggregate of the sums which the Council estimates will be
payable for the year into its general fund in respect of redistributed non-
domestic rates and revenue support grant increased by the amount of the
sums which the Council estimates will be transferred in the year from its
collection fund to its general fund in accordance with Section 97(3) of the
Local Government Finance Act 1988 

being the amount at 3(c) above less the amount at 3(d) above, all divided
by the amount at 2(a) above, calculated by the Council, in accordance with
Section 33(1) of the Act, as the basic amount of its council tax for the year.

being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council estimates for the
items set out in Section 32(3) a) to c) of the Act. (Revenue Income) 

being the amount by which the aggregate at 3(a) above exceeds the
aggregate at 3(b) above, calculated by the Council, in accordance with
section 32(4) of the act as its budget requirement for the year.
(Peterborough City Council Net Budget Requirement including Parish
Precepts)

being the aggregate amount of all special items referred to in Section 34(1)
of the Act. (Parish Precepts)

THAT the following amounts be now calculated by the Council for the year 2010/11 in accordance with
Sections 32 to 36 of the Local Government and Finance Act 1992: -
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(h) Parts of Council's Area

Parish Of: Band D
Ailsworth £1,112.72
Bainton £1,119.56
Barnack £1,111.46
Borough Fen £1,111.10
Bretton £1,120.01
Castor £1,120.55
Deeping Gate £1,095.71
Etton £1,126.04
Eye £1,126.31
Glinton £1,108.94
Hampton £1,103.54
Helpston £1,116.41
Marholm £1,096.34
Maxey £1,098.50
Newborough £1,129.19
Northborough £1,117.49
Orton Longueville £1,103.63
Orton Waterville £1,099.13
Peakirk £1,127.30
Southorpe £1,100.66
St Martins Without £1,095.71
Sutton £1,121.18
Thorney £1,136.57
Thornhaugh £1,143.05
Ufford £1,127.93
Upton £1,095.71
Wansford £1,130.99
Wittering £1,148.00
Wothorpe £1,095.71

Being the amounts given by adding to the amount at 3(g) above the amounts of the special items
relating to dwellings in those parts of the Council's area mentioned above divided in each case by
the amount at 2(b) above, calculated by the Council, in accordance with Section 34(3) of the Act,
as the basic amounts of its Council Tax for the year for dwellings in those parts of its area to
which one or more special items relate.
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    3.   (i)  Part of the Council's Area

Valuation Bands
A B C D E F G H

£  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p

Ailsworth 741.81 865.45 989.08 1,112.72 1,359.99 1,607.26 1,854.53 2,225.44
Bainton 746.37 870.77 995.16 1,119.56 1,368.35 1,617.14 1,865.93 2,239.12
Barnack 740.97 864.47 987.96 1,111.46 1,358.45 1,605.44 1,852.43 2,222.92
Borough Fen 740.73 864.19 987.64 1,111.10 1,358.01 1,604.92 1,851.83 2,222.20
Bretton 746.67 871.12 995.56 1,120.01 1,368.90 1,617.79 1,866.68 2,240.02
Castor 747.03 871.54 996.04 1,120.55 1,369.56 1,618.57 1,867.58 2,241.10
Deeping Gate 730.47 852.22 973.96 1,095.71 1,339.20 1,582.69 1,826.18 2,191.42
Etton 750.69 875.81 1,000.92 1,126.04 1,376.27 1,626.50 1,876.73 2,252.08
Eye 750.87 876.02 1,001.16 1,126.31 1,376.60 1,626.89 1,877.18 2,252.62
Glinton 739.29 862.51 985.72 1,108.94 1,355.37 1,601.80 1,848.23 2,217.88
Hampton 735.70 858.31 980.93 1,103.54 1,348.78 1,594.01 1,839.24 2,207.09
Helpston 744.27 868.32 992.36 1,116.41 1,364.50 1,612.59 1,860.68 2,232.82
Marholm 730.89 852.71 974.52 1,096.34 1,339.97 1,583.60 1,827.23 2,192.68
Maxey 732.33 854.39 976.44 1,098.50 1,342.61 1,586.72 1,830.83 2,197.00
Newborough 752.79 878.26 1,003.72 1,129.19 1,380.12 1,631.05 1,881.98 2,258.38
Northborough 744.99 869.16 993.32 1,117.49 1,365.82 1,614.15 1,862.48 2,234.98
Orton Longueville 735.75 858.38 981.00 1,103.63 1,348.88 1,594.13 1,839.38 2,207.26
Orton Waterville 732.75 854.88 977.00 1,099.13 1,343.38 1,587.63 1,831.88 2,198.26
Peakirk 751.53 876.79 1,002.04 1,127.30 1,377.81 1,628.32 1,878.83 2,254.60
Southorpe 733.77 856.07 978.36 1,100.66 1,345.25 1,589.84 1,834.43 2,201.32
St Martins Without 730.47 852.22 973.96 1,095.71 1,339.20 1,582.69 1,826.18 2,191.42
Sutton 747.45 872.03 996.60 1,121.18 1,370.33 1,619.48 1,868.63 2,242.36
Thorney 757.71 884.00 1,010.28 1,136.57 1,389.14 1,641.71 1,894.28 2,273.14
Thornhaugh 762.03 889.04 1,016.04 1,143.05 1,397.06 1,651.07 1,905.08 2,286.10
Ufford 751.95 877.28 1,002.60 1,127.93 1,378.58 1,629.23 1,879.88 2,255.86
Upton 730.47 852.22 973.96 1,095.71 1,339.20 1,582.69 1,826.18 2,191.42
Wansford 753.99 879.66 1,005.32 1,130.99 1,382.32 1,633.65 1,884.98 2,261.98
Wittering 765.33 892.89 1,020.44 1,148.00 1,403.11 1,658.22 1,913.33 2,296.00
Wothorpe 730.47 852.22 973.96 1,095.71 1,339.20 1,582.69 1,826.18 2,191.42

Total Non-Parished Areas 730.47 852.22 973.96 1,095.71 1,339.20 1,582.69 1,826.18 2,191.42

being the amounts given by multiplying the amounts at 3(g) and 3(h) above by the number which, in the proportion set out in Section 5(1)
of the Act, is applicable to dwellings listed in a particular valuation band divided by the number which in that proportion is applicable to 
dwellings listed in valuation band D, calculated by the Council, in accordance with Section 36(1) of the Act, as the amounts to be taken
into account for the year in respect of categories of dwellings listed in different valuation bands.  
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    4.   That it be noted that for the year 2010/11 the Cambridgeshire Police Authority and Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Fire Authority have 
stated the following amounts in the precept issued to the Council, in accordance with Section 40 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992,  
for each of the categories of dwellings shown below :-

Valuation Bands
A B C D E F G H

£  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p

Cambridgeshire Police Authority 113.04 131.88 150.72 169.56 207.24 244.92 282.60 339.12
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Fire Authority 38.58 45.01 51.44 57.87 70.73 83.59 96.45 115.74

TOTAL 151.62 176.89 202.16 227.43 277.97 328.51 379.05 454.86
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    5.   That having calculated the aggregate in each case of the amounts at 3(i) and 4 above , the Council, in accordance with Section 30(2) of
the Local Government Finance Act 1992, hereby sets the following amounts as the amounts of council tax for the year 2010/11 for each 
of the categories of dwellings shown below :-

Valuation Bands
A B C D E F G H

£  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p £  .  p

Ailsworth 893.43 1,042.34 1,191.24 1,340.15 1,637.96 1,935.77 2,233.58 2,680.30
Bainton 897.99 1,047.66 1,197.32 1,346.99 1,646.32 1,945.65 2,244.98 2,693.98
Barnack 892.59 1,041.36 1,190.12 1,338.89 1,636.42 1,933.95 2,231.48 2,677.78
Borough Fen 892.35 1,041.08 1,189.80 1,338.53 1,635.98 1,933.43 2,230.88 2,677.06
Bretton 898.29 1,048.01 1,197.72 1,347.44 1,646.87 1,946.30 2,245.73 2,694.88
Castor 898.65 1,048.43 1,198.20 1,347.98 1,647.53 1,947.08 2,246.63 2,695.96
Deeping Gate 882.09 1,029.11 1,176.12 1,323.14 1,617.17 1,911.20 2,205.23 2,646.28
Etton 902.31 1,052.70 1,203.08 1,353.47 1,654.24 1,955.01 2,255.78 2,706.94
Eye 902.49 1,052.91 1,203.32 1,353.74 1,654.57 1,955.40 2,256.23 2,707.48
Glinton 890.91 1,039.40 1,187.88 1,336.37 1,633.34 1,930.31 2,227.28 2,672.74
Hampton 887.32 1,035.20 1,183.09 1,330.97 1,626.75 1,922.52 2,218.29 2,661.95
Helpston 895.89 1,045.21 1,194.52 1,343.84 1,642.47 1,941.10 2,239.73 2,687.68
Marholm 882.51 1,029.60 1,176.68 1,323.77 1,617.94 1,912.11 2,206.28 2,647.54
Maxey 883.95 1,031.28 1,178.60 1,325.93 1,620.58 1,915.23 2,209.88 2,651.86
Newborough 904.41 1,055.15 1,205.88 1,356.62 1,658.09 1,959.56 2,261.03 2,713.24
Northborough 896.61 1,046.05 1,195.48 1,344.92 1,643.79 1,942.66 2,241.53 2,689.84
Orton Longueville 887.37 1,035.27 1,183.16 1,331.06 1,626.85 1,922.64 2,218.43 2,662.12
Orton Waterville 884.37 1,031.77 1,179.16 1,326.56 1,621.35 1,916.14 2,210.93 2,653.12
Peakirk 903.15 1,053.68 1,204.20 1,354.73 1,655.78 1,956.83 2,257.88 2,709.46
Southorpe 885.39 1,032.96 1,180.52 1,328.09 1,623.22 1,918.35 2,213.48 2,656.18
St Martins Without 882.09 1,029.11 1,176.12 1,323.14 1,617.17 1,911.20 2,205.23 2,646.28
Sutton 899.07 1,048.92 1,198.76 1,348.61 1,648.30 1,947.99 2,247.68 2,697.22
Thorney 909.33 1,060.89 1,212.44 1,364.00 1,667.11 1,970.22 2,273.33 2,728.00
Thornhaugh 913.65 1,065.93 1,218.20 1,370.48 1,675.03 1,979.58 2,284.13 2,740.96
Ufford 903.57 1,054.17 1,204.76 1,355.36 1,656.55 1,957.74 2,258.93 2,710.72
Upton 882.09 1,029.11 1,176.12 1,323.14 1,617.17 1,911.20 2,205.23 2,646.28
Wansford 905.61 1,056.55 1,207.48 1,358.42 1,660.29 1,962.16 2,264.03 2,716.84
Wittering 916.95 1,069.78 1,222.60 1,375.43 1,681.08 1,986.73 2,292.38 2,750.86
Wothorpe 882.09 1,029.11 1,176.12 1,323.14 1,617.17 1,911.20 2,205.23 2,646.28

Total Non-Parished Areas 882.09 1,029.11 1,176.12 1,323.14 1,617.17 1,911.20 2,205.23 2,646.28
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2009/10 2010/11

2010/11 
Council Tax 
@ Band D 
Equivalent 

£ £ £ 

Ailsworth 6,355          4,004          17.01           
Bainton 2,707          3,504          23.85           
Barnack 5,792          5,721          15.75           
Borough Fen 331             589             15.39           
Bretton 88,142        87,145        24.30           
Castor 8,477          8,484          24.84           
Deeping Gate -              -             -               
Etton 1,608          1,576          30.33           
Eye 44,764        43,933        30.60           
Glinton 5,041          8,068          13.23           
Hampton -              24,788        7.83             
Helpston 8,358          8,114          20.70           
Marholm 40               50              0.63             
Maxey 850             850             2.79             
Newborough 4,571          18,464        33.48           
Northborough 3,835          10,978        21.78           
Orton Longueville 29,101        27,499        7.92             
Orton Waterville 12,000        12,000        3.42             
Peakirk 4,803          5,596          31.59           
Southorpe 398             350             4.95             
St Martins Without -              -               
Sutton 1,735          1,758          25.47           
Thorney 30,644        33,647        40.86           
Thornhaugh 4,667          4,633          47.34           
Ufford 4,059          3,999          32.22           
Upton -              -             -               
Wansford 7,300          8,500          35.28           
Wittering 34,752        39,294        52.29           
Wothorpe -              -             -               
Total 310,330      363,543      

The following precepts have been levied on Peterborough City Council (comparable figures are
shown for 2009/10) :-

PARISH PRECEPTS 2010/11
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Appendix B - Cabinet Recommendations to Council 
 
CABINET  
 

 
AGENDA ITEM No 6.2 

8 February 2010 PUBLIC REPORT 

 
Cabinet Member(s) 
responsible: 

Cllr David Seaton – Cabinet Member for Resources 

Contact 
Officer(s): 

John Harrison, Executive Director - Strategic Resources 
Steven Pilsworth, Head of Strategic Finance 

Tel. 452398 
Tel. 384654 

 
BUDGET 2010/11 AND MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN (MTFP) TO 2014/15 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
FROM : Cllr David Seaton Deadline date: Council Meeting 24 February 2010 
 
Cabinet is recommended to:   
 
1. Have regard to the consultation comments and statutory advice detailed in the report when 

determining the following budget recommendations: 
 
2. Agree that the following be approved and recommended to Council on the 24 February 2010: 
 

a)  That the MTFP is set in the context of the community strategy (MTFP section 1). 

b) The Budget monitoring report for October as the first draft of a probable outturn position for 
2009/10. 

c)  The revenue budget for 2010/11 and indicative figures for 2011/12 to 2014/15 (including 
capacity and savings proposals). 

d)  The capital programme for 2010/11 to 2014/15, associated capital strategy, treasury      
strategy (updated to be compliant with the new Treasury Management Code of Practice) and 
asset management plan. 

e)  The medium term financial plan for 2010/11 to 2014/15. 

f)  The council tax increase of 2.5% for 2010/11 and indicative increases of 2.5% for 2011/12 to 
2014/15. 

g)  To spend at the level of the Dedicated Schools Grant for 2010/11 to 2014/15. 

h)  The proposals for reserves and balances. 

i) The Annual Accountability Agreement with the Primary Care Trust for 2010/11. 

j) The approach to budget management in 2010-11, including the need to approval of spend 
through the Council’s gateway process, and the proposed extent of delegation, (within the 
‘budget and policy framework procedures rules’), to be requested from council to ensure that 
the financial targets in the MTFP are delivered 

k)  The challenging financial position in future years, and the need to start planning early for 
meeting the financial deficits indicated in the later years of the MTFP. 

l) The financial arrangements for neighbourhood councils 
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Note that the council tax to be formally set on 24th February 2010 will be subject to the notifications 
of precepting bodies in respect of their budget requirements, and appropriate resolutions will be 
prepared for Council. 

 
1. ORIGIN OF REPORT 
 
1.1 The report is submitted to the Cabinet as a referral from the Cabinet meeting of 14 

December 2009. 

 
2. PURPOSE AND REASON FOR REPORT 
 
 
2.1 The purpose of this report is to present budget proposals for 2010-11 through to 2014-15. 

For the first time, in response to the challenging financial environment, the Councils MTFP 
is based on a five year plan. 

 
2.2  The proposals set out in this report are to enable recommendations to be made to the 

meeting of Full Council on 24 February 2010. 
 
2.3  The report is for Cabinet to consider under its Terms of Reference no.3.2.7 To be 

responsible for the Council’s overall budget and determine action required to 
ensure that the overall budget remains within the total cash limit. 

  
3. TIMESCALE 
 

Is this a Major Policy 
Item/Statutory Plan? 

YES If Yes, date for relevant 
Cabinet Meeting 

8 February 2010 

Date for relevant 
Council Meeting 

24 
February 
2010 

Date for submission to 
Government department 

Communities and Local 
Government (CLG) 
March 2010 

 
 
4. MTFP SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND 

4.1 Context 
 
4.1.1 The council, along with all other local authorities and businesses, has been negatively 

affected by the recession and its consequences. The situation in the economy this year has 
been unprecedented and historically stable sources of income (planning, land charges, car 
parking) have dramatically reduced. 

 
4.1.2 The strength of the business transformation programme, however, significantly mitigates 

the negative impact of this combination of increased costs and reduced income. 

4.1.3 The longer term impacts are starting to emerge, most notably on public finances. Whilst 
economic recovery should see a recovery in the local income sources, the weak state of 
public finances will impact on the councils grant levels for many years to come. 

 
MTFP Headlines 
 

• The new medium-term financial plan proposes council tax increases of 2.5% each 
year; in line with the previous medium-term financial plan. 

• The medium-term financial plan builds on our successful business transformation 
programme in response to the demanding financial climate. 
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• The overall financial position provides for a balanced budget in 2010-11 

• For 2011/12 the position now has a deficit of £400k. The previous papers had a 
balanced budget position for this year, but extra costs will arise from the Chancellors 
planned increase in national insurance contributions. This position assumes that the 
grant is frozen in that year. However this may be an optimistic view, and is also likely 
that further pressures will emerge before then. In reality the financial position in 2011-
12  is likely to be far more challenging, and it will be necessary to plan early and 
implement change to meet these financial challenges 

• The final three years of the MTFP show sizeable deficits. This adds to the need to 
consider options early, including looking at new ways of delivering services in 
partnership. Specific proposals in this regard were approved by Cabinet on December 
14th 2009, in the reports ‘Peterborough's New Growth Delivery Arrangements’ and 
‘Refreshing the Local Strategic Plan’. 

• As soon as this budget is approved, we will need to start work to refresh future years 
and plan for the challenging financial climate ahead. Given the scale of the financial 
challenges, it may be necessary to bring options forward for discussion with Members 
and our communities earlier, rather than wait for the next budget cycle. 

4.3 Investing in the city’s future  
 
Despite the financial challenges, the real story of this budget is to be found in the 
commitment it makes to the city’s future, and helps deliver our vision of a bigger and better 
Peterborough. The budget sets out proposals to invest in: 

• A university project to ensure we maintain our momentum to become a city with a 
robust higher education offering. 

• Funding for additional schools advisors to drive up secondary school standards. 

• New secondary schools in the south of the city – for the Ortons and Stanground. 

• Re-opening of a former secondary school to ease pressure of secondary school places 

• Improving outcomes for vulnerable people including safeguarding people from abuse 
and harm, through additional funding for adult social care. 

• Development of a culture and leisure trust to improve the level of leisure and culture 
activities available to local people. 

• Redevelopment of the John Mansfield Centre to provide a community facility. 

• £175,000 of capital monies to be split equally between neighbourhood councils to be 
spent in improving local areas. 

• City-wide investment in schools’ ICT to ensure young people have access to the latest 
technologies. 

• A water taxi and associated park and ride project to investigate new greener transport 
options in the city. 

• Creation of women’s enterprise centre to encourage and support local innovation and 
business initiatives. 

• Wi-Fi for the city centre. 

• Investment into the delivery of our Environment Capital priority 
 

In a difficult financial climate this is a responsible, measured budget that delivers 
investment in the city’s future, demonstrating a commitment to Peterborough’s residents, 
taxpayers, visitors and businesses. 
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4.4 Risk management  
 

Because the financial climate is so much harsher than has been the case in previous  
years, it is inevitable that setting a budget that balances community needs, future 
investment, an employer’s obligations and the council’s duty towards taxpayers involves 
some risks. A full assessment of risks associated with this budget is included in the MTFP. 

 

4.5 Budget management in 2010-11 
 
4.5.1 The 2010-11 financial year remains a challenging one. A full assessment of risks is 

included in the MTFP, and effective risk and budget management will be necessary during 
the year. To ensure that this is the case, the Council must have confidence that savings can 
be delivered before committing new resources. As such, approval for new spend will need 
approval through the Council’s project gateway process. 

 
4.6 Updates to the budget and MTFP since December Cabinet 
 
4.6.1 Since the December Cabinet meeting, the following updates have been made to the budget 

proposals and MTFP. These changes have no overall impact on the  budget proposals for 
2010-11, but do increase costs by £400k in latter years: 

 
• Include the impact of the football ground purchase as agreed by Council on 21st 

December 2009 (including residual capital budget, Capital financing costs and rental 
income as a saving, and reducing the reserve contribution in 2010-11 and 2011-12) 

• Collection fund surplus moved from savings to resourcing (reduces savings total by 
£934k) 

• Address £103k pressure created by the loss of the contract to provide legal services 
to Cross Keys Homes. 

• Update MTFP for the proposal in the Pre-budget report to increase National 
Insurance by 0.5% from 2011-12. This moves the Council from a position of being in 
balance to a £400k deficit in 2011-12, and increases the deficit in the last 3 years by 
similar sum 

• John Mansfield Centre – update to reflect full project budget and financing as per 
business case (not just £300k extra). 

• Consultation feedback to date now added (see section 10 of this report) 
• Update Treasury Management Strategy to ensure fully compliant with the new 

Treasury Management Code of Practice (that was only released after December 
Cabinet papers had been released) and to reflect plan to run down external cash 
investments 

• Final Annual accountability agreement and Fees and charges increases for adult 
social care now included (those fees that have been increased have increased by 
2.5%) 

• Update budget risks to reflect possible risks around increases in inflation (and 
subsequent interest increases affecting borrowing costs) 

• Updates to the children’s capital programme to reflect grant levels expected 
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5. 2009/10 BUDGET AND PROBABLE OUTTURN 
 
5.1 The budget monitoring report for October is attached at Appendix 2 of the MTFP and 

indicates in summary that the forecast for the year is over the agreed budget. 
 
5.2 The probable outturn of £145.1m is £0.8m more than the budget of £144.3m. It is expected 

that the management action being led by the Chief Executive and CMT will improve on this 
position by the end of the year.  The aim is to bring the cost within the overall budget. 

  
5.3  The budget for the medium term has had to have regard for any key issues arising from the 
 Budgetary Control Report. The following key issues have been factored into the MTFP: 

• Where emerging pressures have an on-going impact, these have been factored into 
capacity bids. 

• Balances used to meet one-off costs will be restored, returning the level to £6m. 
 
 
6. MTFP 2009/10 to 2014/15 
 
6.1 Financial Settlement 
 

The final grant settlement for 2010-11 was that as declared last year. Again Peterborough 
has lost grant through the clawback mechanism. The Government uses a formula to 
calculate the level of funding each authority should receive based on the needs of the 
people living in that area and this calculation shows we should have received about £4 
million more than we have. However, the government claws back funding over a certain 
level from those councils who would receive a greater amount to ensure every council in 
the country receives an increase. In effect this means we are subsidising other councils 
 
For future years, the council is assuming that its grant is frozen. The actual figures will 
depend on a future comprehensive spending review. It is likely that this is an optimistic 
view, and that the council may actually receive a cash reduction in grant 

 
  

2009/10 
 

2010/11 
Estimated 

2011/12 and 
beyond 

 £m £m £m 
Formula Grant Entitlement  78.9 80.8 80.8 

Less clawback (*) 4.5 3.8 3.8 

Amount to be paid 74.4 77.0 77.0 
% increase 4.1% 3.5% 0% 

 
 In addition, the Council also receives £15m of area based grants. 
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6.2 Budget Overview  
 

The summary figures underpinning the council tax proposals are: 
  

  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Funding           
Dedicated Schools Grant 118,113 120,475 120,475 120,475 120,475
Formula Grant & NNDR  77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014
Parish Precepts 339 339 339 339 339
Council Tax  60,697 62,836 65,051 67,344 69,718
Collection Fund surplus 934         
Total Funding 257,097 260,664 262,879 265,172 267,546
            
Total Expenditure 257,097 261,064 268,327 273,899 279,401
            
Budget Surplus/Deficit(-) 0 -400 -5,448 -8,727 -11,855

 
 

The Council has a balanced position for 2010/11 with a Council Tax increase of 2.5%. 
 
For 2011/12 the position is also shown as balanced, and this assumes that the grant is 
frozen in that year. However this may be an optimistic view, and is also likely that further 
pressures will emerge before then.  
 
For the last 3 years of the MTFP, the council is forecasting sizeable deficits. The Council 
has specifically extended its financial planning horizon to 5 years to be able to assess this 
position. It is essential that early planning and action occurs to deal with this future financial 
pressure. 

 
6.3 Capacity Bids 
 

In preparing a Medium Term Financial forecast it is important to ensure unavoidable 
spending pressures are accurately reflected in future budgets. A summary of these items 
are shown below, with full detail outlined in the MTFP. 
 
  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Inescapable 3,266 3,547 5,139 5,934 6,932
Essential 3,828 4,961 9,040 10,991 12,060
  7,094 8,508 14,179 16,925 18,992

 
 
The items are a mix of pressures that the council cannot avoid or has a legal duty to meet, 
on-going pressures from the credit crunch as well as investments in delivering our priorities 
and improved services, including the revenue costs of our capital programme. 

  
6.4 Savings 
 

The Council’s Corporate Plan is still founded on the basis of the council being efficient, 
effective and accessible.  The draft medium term plan is once again based around the 
philosophy of: 
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 “Minimising overheads, reducing bureaucracy and improving value for money to 
ensure that resources are available to improve front line service outcomes to the 
community whilst ensuring the impact on council tax levels is as low as possible” 

 
Peterborough City Council has delivered £24m in cash savings through Business 
Transformation since autumn 2006. The council’s effectiveness in this area has been 
recognised with a series of awards, the most significant of which, the Local Government 
Chronicle Finance Efficiency Award, has just been won. 

 
 

 
 
 
The new savings proposals are set out in the MTFP and can be summarised as follows: 

 
  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Efficiencies 3,142 5,827 6,065 6,480 6,507
Business Transformation 10,992 8,719 8,729 8,406 8,731
total 14,134 14,546 14,794 14,886 15,238

 
 
6.5 Council Tax 2009/10 – 2011/12 
 

The proposals for Council Tax for 2010/11, and for planning purposes in the MTFP after 
that are as follows: 
 
 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
 £k £k £k £k £k 
Council Tax increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Council Tax Band D £1,096 £1,123 £1,151 £1,180 £1,209
Council Tax Base - Band Ds 55,395 55,949 56,508 57,074 57,644
Council amount raised (£m) 60.7 62.8 65.1 67.3 69.7

 
 
The equivalent Band D Council Tax figure for 2009/10 is £1,069 for the Council, not 
including the precepts from the Fire and Police Authorities and Parishes. This is currently 
one of the lowest levels in the country. 
 
The proposal for a 2.5% increase is in line with the previous MTFP and strikes a balance 
between: 

 
• Delivering our priority of a bigger and better Peterborough. 

• Supporting vulnerable people and minimising the impact on services. 

• Recognising the impact the recession is having on our communities and minimising  
 their tax burden. 

 
Members will be aware that at the lowest band (A) the Council Tax is a third less than band 
D. In addition, single person discount (SPD) of 25% is available and if a council tax payer is 
already in receipt of council tax benefit then this will cover any increase. Some 51% of 
properties are subject to the full impact of Council Tax increases, while 24.1% are exempt 
or in receipt of full or partial benefits and 24.9% receive single persons or other discounts. 
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7.  CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2010/11 TO 2014/15 
 
7.1 The capital programme is driven by the Council’s contribution to the sustainable community 

strategy. In addition, it is based around the Capital Strategy that is integrated with the 
Council’s Asset Management Plan. These are included in the MTFP attached. 

 
7.2 The Capital Programme is included in the MTFP. In summary, the programme is as below.  

 
  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 
Total Capital Expenditure 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
Financed by:      

Grants  44,881 12,253 8,193 8,193 8,193 
S106 and Contributions 2,950 2,250 250 250 250 
Asset disposals 13,382 7,192 14,042 10,000 5,000 
Right To Buy Receipts 712 757 546 567 0 
Borrowing 44,399 57,415 47,286 19,646 22,756 

Total Capital Financing 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
      

 
 
7.3 Members should also be aware that the programme is reliant on capital receipts generated 

through asset disposal. Hence some capital schemes will only be initiated if resources are 
actually achieved. The whole programme has been re-assessed as part of the credit crunch 
analysis and schemes re-profiled based upon expectations of likely levels of capital 
financing available.  

 
7.4 Capital schemes will not progress until the following requirements have been satisfied: 
 

• External funding secured where supporting a scheme. 

• A full business case has been approved through the Councils project gateway process. 
 
7.5 The revenue impact of borrowing has been factored into the budget. The impact of this, 

including the report on the Prudential Code, Treasury Management Strategy and MRP 
Policy are included in the MTFP attached 

 
 
8. RESERVES AND BALANCES & ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATES 
 
8.1  The Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Finance officer to report on the 

 adequacy of reserves and provisions and the robustness of budget estimates as part of the 
 annual budget setting process. A full analysis of possible budget risks as well as the 
 forecasts for levels of reserves are included in the MTFP. 

 
8.2  The key budget risk over the life of the MTFP is the uncertainty over future funding levels 

 due to poor state of overall public finances. The need for early action has been flagged 
 already in this report. 

 
8.3  The 2009-10 budget report outlines how it has been necessary in the current year to use 

 reserves to meet one-off costs. The MTFP provides for these reserves to be returned to a 
 reasonable level. 
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9. BUDGET MANAGEMENT BY NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCILS  
 
9.1 When establishing the 7 councils at the May 2009 AGM it was agreed that for these bodies 

to have real impact in their local areas that they should control budgets at a local 
disaggregated level.  The ability of these bodies to mage services and priorities within their 
own area will ensure that ‘place shaping’ can occur and improved local outcomes are 
achieved.  

 
9.2 To enable this to happen then a series of principles need to be agreed. These are: 
  

• That they cannot control protective services – children’s and adults social care 
• It has to be legally possible to delegate – schools budgets would not be possible 
• They should not control services that although may be situated in that community 

are related to council wide facilities or those that service a wider community – for 
example  the lido 

• That they cannot control regulatory services ~ trading standards etc 
• That they cannot control centrally delivered services ~ benefits administration, tax 

collection 
• The decisions taken locally should be in accordance with the budget and policy 

framework and in particular seek to enhance the delivery of the sustainable 
community strategy and local area agreement targets 

• The cost of managing the budget should be proportionate to the benefits to be 
achieved at local level 

• There should be clear evidence based decision making to support the allocation of 
monies to a project or service area 

 
 
9.3 To achieve the above the following programme of delegation is put in place: 
 

• 2010/11 - a new capital allocation of project finance is provided for neighbourhood 
councils (£25k per annum each, a total of £175k) 

• 2010/11 – preparation and approval of community action plans to demonstrate 
priority areas for spend  

• 2010/11 – first phase delegation of budgets to neighbourhood councils 
• 2011/12 – second phase delegation of budgets following a review of year 1 

 
The services that are most likely to be included in phase 1 are: 

• Parks and play areas – play equipment, furniture etc 
• Grounds maintenance – replacement programmes 
• Grants to local third parties – community centres, community leadership fund etc 
• Graffiti 
• Cleansing hot spots 
• Footpath maintenance programme 
• The neighbourhood teams 

 
This level of budget delegation could be up to £5m in 2010/11. 

 
9.4 These proposals were discussed with Neighbourhood Councils at their December 

meetings, as part of the budget consultation process. Councils are developing their 
neighbourhood plans to determine how funding will be spent in their areas, and also to 
consider further levels of delegation. 

 
  A full report would then be presented to the next meeting in early 2010. 
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10. CONSULTATION 
 
10.1 December Cabinet started the process of consultation on the budget proposals. This has 

included the following: 
 

• Survey open to all residents (available on-line and in hard copy format from 
council offices). The survey was publicised in the local media, in Your 
Peterborough and websites 

• Discussions at neighbourhood councils in December 
• Scrutiny Committee review (two sessions were held where all Scrutiny Members 

were invited to provide a more joined up approach, rather than having several 
separate meetings 

• Parish Liaison Committee 
• Direct representations from the public 
• Sharing consultation material with the Youth Council 

 
The consultation approach has been extended this year to include discussions at the 
neighbourhood Councils. This has proved to be an extremely good approach in terms of 
reaching a wider audience and allowing direct discussion with our communities on budget 
proposals. Whilst the number of responses received to the survey are roughly the same as 
last year (around 100), over 180 residents and representatives of local interest groups 
attended the neighbourhood council sessions. 
 
Responses received to date are summarised and included in the MTFP. 

 
10.2 The consultation will continue to allow the maximum amount of time for our communities to 

respond. This will also include liaison with employee representatives and a follow up 
session with the Youth Council as necessary. Full responses will be included in the Council 
papers. 

 
11. ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES 
 
11.1 The Sustainable Community Strategy and the Local Area Agreement targets can only be 

achieved by ensuring that resources are aligned with these priorities.  The MTFP delivers 
this and also ensures that a balanced budget will be set. 

 
12. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
12.1 The Council must set a lawful and balanced budget. 
 
12.2 The Council is required to set a Council Tax for 2010/11 within statutory prescribed 

timescales. 
 
12.3 Before setting the level of Council Tax, the Council must have agreed a balanced budget. 
 
 
13. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
13.1  Alternative levels of Council Tax increase and areas for growth/savings can be considered 
 but this must be seen in the context of the Corporate Plan and other constraints. Each 0.1% 
 change (increase or decrease) is equivalent to approximately £61,000. 
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14. IMPLICATIONS 
 
14.1 Elected Members 
 
14.1.1 Members must have regard to the advice of the Section 151 Officer. The Council may take 

decisions which are at variance with this advice, providing there are reasonable grounds to 
do so.  

 
14.1.2 It is an offence for any Members with arrears of Council Tax which have been outstanding 

for two months or more to attend any meeting of the Council or its committees at which a 
decision affecting the budget is made, unless the Members concerned declare at the outset 
of the meeting they are in arrears and will not be voting on the decision for that reason.  

 
14.2    Legal Implications 
 
14.2.1 These are considered within the main body of the report. 
 
 
15.0 BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 
  
15.1 Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to  
 Information) Act 1985. 
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The City’s Vision
A bigger and better Peterborough that grows the 
right way, and through truly sustainable 
development and growth… 

● improves the quality of life of all its people and 
communities, and ensures that all communities 
benefit from growth and the opportunities it brings 

● creates a truly sustainable Peterborough, the 
urban centre of a thriving sub‐regional community 
of villages and market towns, a healthy, safe and 
exciting place to live, work and visit, famous as the 
environment capital of the UK 

The Medium Term Financial Plan in a Community Context 
Peterborough has a clear ambition and vision for the future of the City to meet the diverse needs of our 
communities as set out in the Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS).  The SCS priorities below combine the 
ambition for growth with the need to improve the life of our residents and service users and, in particular, 
those experiencing inequalities in outcomes.   
 

• Creating opportunities ‐ tackling inequalities; 
• Creating strong and supportive communities; 
• Creating the UK's environment capital; and 
• Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth. 

 

Led by the Greater Peterborough Partnership  (GPP), these priorities were developed  in consultation with 
our communities and refreshed in 2008 to ensure 
they  continue  to  reflect  community  needs  and 
changing  circumstances.  The  delivery  vehicle 
detailing  ‘how’ we will  deliver  this  vision  is  the 
Local Area Agreement (LAA).  This is a three‐year 
agreement  between  the  Council  and  the  GPP 
partners  as  well  as  regional  and  national 
government.  It  sets  out  through  transparent 
actions  what  we  will  undertake  to  deliver  and 
assigns accountability for this delivery.  
 
Our medium  term  financial  plan  has  aligned  to 
reflect  these priorities and  focused outcomes  to 
ensure the Council continues to deliver what our 
community wants and reinforcing our commitment to playing a lead role in delivering the SCS. 
 
Each  of  these  priority  areas  have  a  number  of  focused  outcomes  that  will  collectively  delivery  the 
improvements needed to achieve the vision for the City and meet the needs of the communities.   
 

Creating opportunities – tackling inequalities 
• Improving health – so that everyone can enjoy a life expectancy of the national average or above 

and benefit from speedier access to high quality local health and social care services. 

• Supporting vulnerable people –  so  that everyone  can access  support and  care  locally  to enable 
them to maintain independence, should they be affected by disadvantage or disability at any point 
in their lives. 

• Regenerating  neighbourhoods  –  so  that  the most  deprived  communities  can  achieve  their  full 
potential and therefore contribute to and benefit from 
sustainable economic growth in the Peterborough area. 

• Improving skills and education – so that the people of 
Peterborough have better  skills  and benefit  from high 
quality  education  from  cradle  to  grave,  including 
through the new university. 
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Creating strong and supportive communities 
• Empowering  local  communities  –  so  that  all  communities  and  individuals  are  engaged  and 

empowered, and take their opportunities to shape the future of Peterborough. 

• Making  Peterborough  safer  –  so  that  people  of  all  ages  and 
abilities  can  live, work and play  in a prosperous and  successful 
Peterborough without undue fear of crime. 

• Building  community  cohesion  –  so  that  new  communities  are 
integrated into Peterborough and welcomed for the contribution 
they bring to our city and rural areas. 

• Building pride in Peterborough – so that we recognise, celebrate 
and  take pride  in Peterborough’s achievements,  it’s diverse but 
shared  culture  and  the  exciting  opportunities  for  leisure  and 
relaxation. 

 

Creating the UK’s environment capital 
• Making  Peterborough  cleaner  and  greener  –  so  that  we  become  the  UK’s  greenest  city  with 

attractive neighbourhoods, surrounded by beautiful countryside and thriving biodiversity. 

• Conserving  natural  resources  –  so  that  we  reduce 
Peterborough’s  overall  consumption  of  the  Earth’s 
natural resources. 

• Growing  our  environmental  business  sector  –  so 
Peterborough  is  the  natural  location  for  green 
businesses. 

• Increasing  use  of  sustainable  transport  –  so  that 
Peterborough  has  the  highest  proportion  of  citizens 
using sustainable transport modes in the UK. 

 

Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth 
• Creating a safe, vibrant city centre and sustainable neighbourhood centres – so that people have 

more diverse and improved places to visit and enjoy. 

• Increasing  economic  prosperity  –  so  that  the  people  of 
Peterborough can work  locally, benefiting  from a strong  local 
economy  that  is  an  attractive  destination  for  business 
investment, particularly in higher skilled sectors. 

• Building the sustainable infrastructure of the future – so that 
we create the conditions for business, service and community 
prosperity and growth. 

• Creating  better  places  to  live  –  so  that  we  provide  better 
places to live for both new and existing communities, ensuring 
the highest environmental standards of new building 

 
Delivering  these outcomes cannot be achieved by  the Council alone, 

which  is  why  partnership  working  is  so  important  to  realising  the  Sustainable  Community  Strategy’s 
ambition.   We will continue  to build on our successes with  the Police,  the Primary Care Trust, and many 
other key partners to make this ambition a reality for the City and its community.   
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2. Medium Term Financial Plan Summary and Chief Financial 
Officer Report 

 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The previous section outlines what we intend to achieve with partners for our communities 
using their council tax. The rest of the MTFP outlines the specific financial proposals that 
will enable us to deliver these priorities. 
 
This section summarises the key financial information, and indicates where the full 
supporting detail can be found. 
 
Also Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the Chief Finance Officer 
(CFO) must report to the Authority in two areas: 

 
• the robustness of the budget estimates 
• the identification and management of risks together with the adequacy of the proposed 

reserves 
 
and that the authority must have regard to this report when making budget decisions. This 
report deals with these key issues. 
 
All figures in this MTFP now match the recommendations made to Full Council. 

 
 
2.2 APPROACH TO BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL PLANNING 
 
2.2.1 The budget report that was presented to Cabinet in October 2009 outlined the robust 

process that would be undertaken in preparing the Councils medium term financial plan. 
Following agreement at Cabinet in December 2009, the budget proposals were subject to 
extensive consultation, before Cabinet in early February 2010 considered the consultation 
feedback and made final recommendations to the meeting of Full Council on February 24th 
2010. 

 
2.2.2 Within the Council, draft Departmental Delivery Contracts have been drawn up to record 

what each department has agreed with the Chief Executive that it will deliver in the coming 
year. This ensures that the golden thread is maintained from partnership priorities, through 
the MTFP into individual departments. This is further maintained through service plans and 
individual appraisals. 

 
2.2.3 In preparing the budget, the Council must balance the needs of services with the impact on 

the taxpayer through Council Tax and fees and charges. The business transformation 
programme has helped to balance the budget to date but the likely financial pressures 
faced by the Council in coming years mean that alternative approaches may be needed to 
cope with the impact of the recession and public finances. 

 
2.2.4 It would be easy to simply do nothing and wait for the economy to naturally pick up in the 

fullness of time. This MTFP proposes a positive approach to investment in order that the 
Council is in a position to rapidly respond to and influence the turnaround. By considering 
new ways of delivering services, such as establishing special purpose vehicles for delivery 
of infrastructure projects and other innovative methods, the Council will be able to manage 
the finances available to it over the long term in a more efficient and effective manner. 
Specific proposals in this regard were approved by Cabinet on December 14th 2009. 
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2.2.5 The Council is well placed to deal with many aspects of the downturn and is determined to 
continue to invest in high quality services to underpin the growth of the City. The MTFP still 
provides investment in those services that need it. 

 
2.3 FINANCIAL SETTLEMENT FOR 2010-11 AND THE FUTURE PUBLIC FINANCE 

POSITION 
 
2.3.1 The final grant settlement was that as declared last year. 
 
2.3.2 The grant itself is calculated according to the Four Block Model. The model uses 

calculations relating to population and authority type (central allocation), local ability to raise 
Council Tax (Relative Resource), population characteristics and need (Relative Need). It is 
however then subject to Ministerial discretion over a minimum grant increase for authorities. 
Authorities with an increase above this level have their grant reduced to pay for the 
minimum increase in other authorities. 

 
2.3.3 Again Peterborough has lost grant through the clawback mechanism. The Government 

uses a formula to calculate the level of funding each authority should receive based upon 
the needs of the people living in that area and this calculation shows we should have 
received about £4 million more than we have. However, the government claws back 
funding over a certain level from those councils who would receive a greater amount to 
ensure every council in the country receives an increase. In effect this means we are 
subsidising other councils. 

 
  

2009/10 
 

2010/11 
Estimated 

2011/12 and 
beyond 

 £m £m £m 
Formula Grant Entitlement  78.9 80.8 80.8 

Less clawback (*) 4.5 3.8 3.8 

Amount to be paid 74.4 77.0 77.0 
% increase 4.1% 3.5% 0% 

 
For future years, the council is assuming that its grant is frozen. The actual figures will 
depend on a future comprehensive spending review. It is likely that this is an optimistic 
view, and that the council may actually receive a cash reduction in grant. This would also 
apply to the £15m Area Based Grant the Council receive and the Dedicated Schools Grant 
of £118m. 

  
2.3.4 The Chancellor’s pre-budget report was released on 9th December 2009. It is clear that the 

financial position for the coming years will be very challenging. 
 
2.3.5 As soon as this budget is approved, the Council will need to start work to refresh future 

years and plan for the challenging financial climate ahead. Given the scale of the financial 
challenges, it may be necessary to bring options forward for discussion with Members and 
our communities earlier, rather than wait for the next budget cycle. 

 
 
2.4 COUNCIL TAX 
 
2.4.1 Peterborough currently has one of the lowest council tax levels in the country. Out of 56 

unitary councils across the country, Peterborough has the fifth lowest council tax. 
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2.4.2 The proposals for Council Tax for 2010/11, and for planning purposes in the MTFP after 
that are as follows: 

 
 

 
 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
 £k £k £k £k £k 
Council Tax increase 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Council Tax Band D £1,096 £1,123 £1,151 £1,180 £1,209
Council Tax Base - Band Ds 55,395 55,949 56,508 57,074 57,644
Council amount raised (£m) 60.7 62.8 65.1 67.3 69.7

 
 
The equivalent Band D Council Tax figure for 2009/10 is £1,069 for the Council, not 
including the precepts from the Fire and Police Authorities and Parishes. This is currently 
one of the lowest levels in the country. 
 

2.4.3 The proposal for a 2.5% increase is in line with the previous MTFP and strikes a balance 
between: 

 
• Delivering our priority of a bigger and better Peterborough. 

• Supporting vulnerable people and minimising the impact on services. 

• Recognising the impact the recession is having on our communities and minimising 
their tax burden. 

 
2.5 BUDGET SUMMARY 
 
 
2.5.1 The summary figures underpinning the council tax proposals are: 
  

  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Funding           
Dedicated Schools Grant 118,113 120,475 120,475 120,475 120,475
Formula Grant & NNDR  77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014
Parish Precepts 364 364 364 364 364
Council Tax  60,697 62,836 65,051 67,344 69,718
Collection Fund surplus 934         
Total Funding 257,122 260,689 262,904 265,197 267,571
            
Total Expenditure 257,122 261,089 268,352 273,924 279,426
            
Budget Surplus/Deficit(-) 0 -400 -5,448 -8,727 -11,855

 
 

The Council has a balanced position for 2010/11 with a Council Tax increase of 2.5%. 
 
For 2011/12 the position now has a deficit of £400k. The previous papers had a balanced 
budget position for this year, but extra costs will arise from the Chancellors planned 
increase in national insurance contributions. This position assumes that the grant is frozen 
in that year. However this may be an optimistic view, and is also likely that further 
pressures will emerge before then.  
 
For the last 3 years of the MTFP, the council is forecasting sizeable deficits. The Council 
has specifically extended its financial planning horizon to 5 years to be able to assess this 
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position. It is essential that early planning and action occurs to deal with this future financial 
pressure. 

 
 
2.5.2 Capacity Bids 
 

In preparing a Medium Term Financial forecast it is important to ensure unavoidable 
spending pressures are accurately reflected in future budgets. A summary of these items 
are shown below, with full detail outlined in the MTFP. 

 
  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Inescapable 3,266 3,547 5,139 5,934 6,932
Essential 3,828 4,961 9,040 10,991 12,060
  7,094 8,508 14,179 16,925 18,992

 
The items are a mix of pressures that the council cannot avoid or has a legal duty to meet, 
on-going pressures from the credit crunch as well as investments in delivering our priorities 
and improved services. 

 
  
2.5.3 Savings 
 

The Council’s Corporate Plan is still founded on the basis of the council being efficient, 
effective and accessible.  The draft medium term plan is once again based around the 
philosophy of: 

 
 “Minimising overheads, reducing bureaucracy and improving value for money to 

ensure that resources are available to improve front line service outcomes to the 
community whilst ensuring the impact on council tax levels is as low as possible” 

 
Peterborough City Council has delivered £24m in cash savings through Business 
Transformation since autumn 2006. The council’s effectiveness in this area has been 
recognised with a series of awards, the most significant of which, is the Local Government 
Chronicle Efficiency Award, has just been won. 

 
The new savings proposals are set out in the MTFP and can be summarised as follows: 

 
  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
  £k £k £k £k £k 
Efficiencies 3,142 5,827 6,065 6,480 6,507
Business Transformation 10,992 8,719 8,729 8,406 8,731
Total 14,134 14,546 14,794 14,886 15,238

 
 
2.6 Reserves 
 

2.6.1 For the Chief Finance Officer to recommend the level of reserves and provisions the council 
should hold, consideration is given to the general economic conditions facing the authority, 
the internal control framework in operation, and the probability and financial impact of 
service risks, including specific budget risks identified within the budget process. 

2.6.2 Projected movements on reserves for this MTFP are shown in Appendix 1g 
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2.6.3 In line with the Council’s reserves policy, reviews of the Council’s reserves and balances 
have been undertaken, as part of the financial planning exercise and in the completion of 
the Statement of Accounts for 2008/09.  Final proposals for reserve usage are approved by 
members as part of the budget and final accounts approval process.  Reserves are 
reviewed and monitored during the year to ensure that the adequacy and application of 
reserve are valid and appropriate. 

2.6.4 It has proved necessary to use reserves in the current year to meet one-off costs. The 
MTFP specifically provides for contributions to be made to restore reserves as follows: 

o A contribution of £2m to the capacity building fund to support transformation 
projects 

o Restoring balances to £6m during the MTFP 

 
2.6.5 The Director has reviewed the financial risks identified (see Section 2.7 below), and the 

expected level of reserves at 1st April 2010.  On this basis the Director is satisfied with the 
reserves proposals in the MTFP. 

 
 
2.7  ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATES 
 
2.7.1 In setting a budget for 2010/11 including a medium term financial plan to 2014/15 it is 

important that Members consider the risks inherent in the financial figures presented and 
the potential for there to be variances and events that may occur that may significantly 
impact on them.  

 
2.7.2 The following is a summary of other matters that Members should take into account when 

considering the budget:  
  

Area Risk Action to Mitigate Risk 
Overall 
Budget 

The achievement of a balanced 
budget is reliant on an ambitious 
savings programme and 
organisational capacity to deal with 
speed of change. There is a risk that 
both savings already extracted from 
budgets and the new savings 
programme will not be achieved. 

The Business Transformation team will 
continue to work closely with managers 
across the organisation, with progress 
being monitored via the monthly budget 
monitoring process. 
 
There will be specific disclosure in the 
monthly budget monitoring process of the 
achievement of savings. 

Overall 
Budget 

The pay award for 2010-11 is not 
yet finalised. There is a risk that the 
award for this and for future years 
will exceed the sums allowed for in 
the budget/MTFP 

Funding for pay will be held centrally to 
allow the correct sums to be released once 
the pay award is known 

Overall 
Budget 

Increase in employer’s contribution 
rate to the pension scheme in future 
years (next triennial valuation due 
December 2010) 

Following discussions with the Actuary, 
and additional 1.5% per annum has been 
included in the MTFP. 

Overall 
Budget 

The current grant settlement 
finishes in 2010/11. Changes to the 
economic and political environment 
may impact the amount received. 

Planning for future years to being earlier 
than in previous rounds 

Overall 
Budget 

Interest rates decrease further to 
0% 

The Council is planning to run down cash 
balances and use them to finance the 
capital programme instead of borrowing to 
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Area Risk Action to Mitigate Risk 
maximise value for money 

Overall 
Budget 

Inflation risk 
 
Budget assumes that inflation 
remains low in the medium term 

Monitor inflation position and forecasts, 
and review impact on budget through 
budget monitoring process. 
Active procurement approach to secure 
improved rates and avoid inflationary 
increases. 

Overall 
Budget 

Interest rates increase in response 
to inflation pressure 

Capital financing estimates developed 
using latest forecasts of interest rates for 
MTFP (which allow for a level of increase). 
Review capital programme and debt 
portfolio if rates increase beyond forecast 
levels. 

Overall 
Budget 

Demand led service pressures. 
 
The Council provides services in a 
number of areas where the need for 
support lies outside the Council’s 
direct control, for example in 
childrens social care. The need for 
such services remains difficult to 
predict, and support must be 
provided where needed. 

Reviewed through monitoring of budget 
and management information on a monthly 
basis. 
 

Overall 
Budget 

Third Party contributions Reviewed through Business 
Transformation 

Overall 
Budget 

Impact of recession Review through monthly budget monitoring

Capital 
Expenditure 

The proposed Capital Programme is 
reliant on asset disposals being 
achieved. Any slippage will impact 
on capital financing requirements 

The estimates used are based on the 
latest information available in terms of both 
timing and capital receipt.  Schemes will 
be carefully managed and regular 
reporting will continue 

Capital 
Expenditure 

The proposed Capital Programme is 
reliant on developer contributions 
being achieved. 

As above 

 
 
2.8 EDUCATION FUNDING 
 
2.8.1 Funding for education is provided directly through a specific grant known as the Dedicated 

Schools Grant. The majority of this grant is delegated directly to schools, but some is held 
centrally and spent on education and children’s services across the city. 

 
2.8.2 The estimated Dedicated Schools Grant for 2010/11 is £118m. The final figure for 2010/11 

will not be known until May/June 2010, when pupil numbers are finalised. 
 
 
2.9 CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2010/11 TO 2014/15 
 
2.9.1 The capital programme is driven by the Council’s contribution to the sustainable community 

strategy. In addition, it is based around the Capital Strategy that is integrated with the 
Council’s Asset Management Plan. These are included as appendices. 

 
2.9.2 The Capital Programme is included in the MTFP. In summary, the programme is in the next 

table.  
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  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
Capital Expenditure by Service: £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Adult Social Care 921 3,466 3,165 165 165 
Deputy Chief Executives 10,696 8,593 1,221 1,242 1,225 
Children’s Services 41,219 37,860 32,144 12,487 10,487 
City Services 3,004 1,068 960 960 960 
Operations 35,232 14,820 11,259 9,700 9,360 
Strategic Resources 15,252 14,060 21,568 14,102 14,002 

Total Capital Expenditure 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
Financed by:      

Grants  44,881 12,253 8,193 8,193 8,192 
S106 and Contributions 2,950 2,250 250 250 250 
Capital Receipts 13,382 7,192 14,042 10,000 5,000 
Right To Buy Receipts 712 757 546 567 0 
Capital Financing Requirement 
(Borrowing) 44,399 57,415 47,286 19,646 22,757 

Total Capital Financing 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
 
2.9.3 Members should also be aware that the programme is reliant on capital receipts generated 

through asset disposal, and in some cases from the receipt of developer contributions 
(S106). Hence some capital schemes will only be initiated if resources are actually 
achieved.  

 
2.9.4 Capital schemes will not progress until the following requirements have been satisfied: 
 

• External funding secured where supporting a scheme. 

• A full business case has been approved through the Councils project gateway process. 
 
2.9.5 The Local Government Act 2003 introduced the prudential capital system. The key 

objectives of the prudential system are to ensure, within a clear framework, that local 
authority capital investment plans are affordable, prudent and sustainable and have regard 
to the Charted Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s Prudential Code. 

 
2.9.6 The revenue impact of borrowing has been factored into the budget. The impact of this, 

including the report on the Prudential Code, Treasury Management Strategy and MRP 
Policy are attached. 

 
2.9.7 The Treasury Management Strategy has been updated to ensure it fully compliant with the 

new Treasury Management Code of Practice (that was only released after December 
Cabinet papers had been released). In practice the TMS was already comprehensive, and 
only minor changes to wording have been required. 

 
2.10 ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
2.10.1 Attached is the Corporate Asset Management Plan (AMP). This document sets out how the 

Council will manage Council Property Assets in the future and builds upon the AMP 
prepared last year. The AMP sets out how we will address future challenges including: 

 
• A property portfolio that is ageing with excessive liabilities 
• A portfolio that is not suited to Council needs 
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2.10.2 In addition, it sets out how we will get the most from our property portfolio. This will include: 
 

• The options appraisal and delivery of nearly £50m of Capital Receipts over the next 
5 years in a falling market 

• Using property to support the Growth Agenda 
• Minimising the impact of property assets on the environment 
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Appendix 1a – Key Figures 
 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
£k £k £k £k £k

Funding
Dedicated Schools Grant 118,113 120,475 120,475 120,475 120,475
Formula Grant & NNDR 77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014 77,014
Parish Precepts 364 364 364 364 364
Council Tax Base 58,618 60,697 62,836 65,051 67,344
Council Tax Increase 1,465 1,517 1,571 1,626 1,684
Council Tax Growth 614 622 644 667 690
Collection Fund Surplus 934 0 0 0 0

Total Funding 257,122 260,689 262,904 265,197 267,571

Departmental Control Totals 258,578 266,127 267,967 270,885 274,672

Less: Savings 2010/11
Efficiencies -3,142 -5,827 -6,065 -6,480 -6,507
Business Transformation -6,408 -8,719 -8,729 -8,406 -8,731

Capacity Bids 2010/11
Inescapable 3,266 3,547 5,139 5,934 6,932
Essential 3,828 4,961 9,040 10,991 12,060

Sub Total 7,094 8,508 14,179 16,925 18,992

Risk Management Contingency 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Total Expenditure 257,122 261,089 268,352 273,924 279,426

Budget Surplus/Deficit(-) 0 -400 -5,448 -8,727 -11,855

Council Tax increase 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50%
Council Tax Band D 1,095.71£   £ 1,123.10 £   1,151.17 £   1,179.93  £   1,209.42 
Council Tax Base - Band Ds 55,395 55,949 56,508 57,074 57,644

Medium Term Financial Plan - 2010/11 - 2014/15

Key Figures (Grant Freeze from 2011/12 onwards)
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Appendix 1b – Capacity Bids 
 

Revenue Capacity Bids

Capacity Bid - Inescapable
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Department Issue £k £k £k £k £k
Adult Social Care Pressure arising from population growth - 

Older People, Dementia and Physical 
Disability 

500 500 500 500 500

Chief Executive Legal and Democratic Services - Contracts 103 0 0 0 0

City Services Additional costs relating to grounds 
maintenance issues with S106 agreements

31 31 31 31 31

Operations Funding required to address the planning 
and parking income shortfall in future years

750 750 750 750 750

Operations Investment in Heritage within Peterborough 
area

100 100 100 0 0

Operations Increased demand on concessionary fares 
based on latest estimates (net of grant)

268 435 715 904 1,103

Operations Concessionary Fares grant -720 -720 -720 -720 -720

Operations Maintenance costs of the fountains within 
Cathedral Square

15 15 15 15 15

Strategic 
Resources

Property - Ongoing impact of the credit 
crunch on the commercial property portfolio

500 500 500 300 100

Strategic 
Resources

Replenishment of General Fund re 
Icelandic Deposits

0 300 0 0 0

Strategic 
Resources

To meet the full costs associated with 
Pension Strain

1,187 1,104 943 822 621

Strategic 
Resources

Replenishment of General Fund re VAT 
Shelter

0 0 173 0 0

Strategic 
Resources

Increased employers NI costs as a result of 
the pre budget report

0 400 400 400 400

Strategic 
Resources

Impact of employers pension contribution in 
future years

532 132 1,732 2,932 4,132

3,266 3,547 5,139 5,934 6,932

Capacity Bid - Essential

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
Department Issue £k £k £k £k £k
Adult Social 
Care, Children 
Services, 
Operations

Green Shoots pilot - Investment in business 
process reengineering for resource 
intensive families

75 0 0 0 0

Adult Social Care Invest in prevention and reenablement to 
reduce demand on Adult Social Care 
budgets in future

275 0 0 0 0

Adult Social Care Implementation of Safeguarding inspection 
report recommendations

500 500 500 500 500

Corporate Implementation of Green Shoots agenda 700 200 200 200 200
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2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
Department Issue £k £k £k £k £k
Children Services Secondary School Phase 2 costs 0 292 389 0 0

Children Services Re-open Hereward College to meet school 
place demand in City / Eastern region. 
Rates and security costs

65 65 0 0 0

Children Services Children Services contingency for Looked 
After Children. (50% of current contingency 
already built into the current budget)

0 450 0 0 0

City Services Deferral of waste food project by one year 
to allow a waste education programme and 
impact of LATS adjustment

-554 827 1,151 775 1,002

Deputy Chief 
Executive

Peterborough University - Project 
Management

150 150 150 150 150

Deputy Chief 
Executive

Women's Resource Centre - rent and rates 
liability

100 100 100 100 100

Deputy Chief 
Executive

Environment Capital - Council's contribution 50 100 100 100 100

Children Services Key Stage 3 / 4 Secondary Advisor support 100 100 100 100 100

Operations Strategic Growth & Development 
operational costs of New Link

265 265 265 265 265

Operations Maintenance costs of cemetery and closed 
churchyard walls to comply with health and 
safety requirements

50 50 50 50 50

Operations Implementation of a programme of events 
for Peterborough area

170 170 170 170 170

Operations Environmental Projects 75 75 100 100 100

Operations Wi Fi City Centre - operational costs 105 113 113 120 120

Operations RSA bid. The Council is required to provide 
match funding as part of the bid for Citizens 
of the Future

125 125 0 0 0

Operations Water Taxi Infrastructure and associated 
Park and Ride 

50 0 0 0 0

Operations To meet the pressure within the library book 
fund

40 40 40 40 40

Operations / 
Strategic 
Resources

John Mansfield School revenue costs 210 210 210 210 210

Strategic 
Resources

Werrington Car Park - Rates liability and 
annual maintenance

6 6 7 7 8

Strategic 
Resources

Additional costs of borrowing incurred to 
fund new elements of the capital 
programme

912 1,547 2,605 3,858 4,233

Strategic 
Resources

Revenue impact of further changes to the 
capital programme

-2,415 -2,042 1,259 2,715 3,181

Strategic 
Resources

Impact of anticipated changes to interest 
receipts. 

774 1,413 1,531 1,531 1,531

Strategic 
Resources

Replenishment of capacity fund 2,000 205 0 0 0

3,828 4,961 9,040 10,991 12,060
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Appendix 1c – Savings and Transformation 
 

New Savings and Efficiencies
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Department Issue £k £k £k £k £k
Corporate Impact of reduced pay award in future 

years
2,454 4,089 5,335 5,792 5,819

Deputy Chief 
Executive

Your Peterborough - Reduce current 10 
publications to 6 per annum

70 70 70 70 70

Operations Passenger Transport - Bus Shelter 
cleansing and maintenance saving every 
three years to coincide with cyclical 
maintenance

0 0 42 0 0

Strategic Resources Reduction in External Audit Fee 118 118 118 118 118

Strategic Resources Rental income from shop units - 
Peterborough United Football Ground

500 500 500 500 500

Strategic Resources Icelandic capitalisation 0 1,050 0 0 0

3,142 5,827 6,065 6,480 6,507

Business Transformation
2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Programme Overview £k £k £k £k £k
Adult Social Care Sustainable savings following investment 

in prevention and reenablement, 
implementation of Independent Living 
Support Service and Green Shoots 
agenda

750 1,100 1,000 750 750

Children's Services Delivering efficiencies via Natural 
Alliances, outsourcing, business support 
review, education placements, income 
generation and commissioning

250 350 350 350 350

Efficiency Delivering efficiencies within processes 
across the Council and flexible working 
initiatives

5,008 6,619 6,729 6,656 6,981

Trading Services Trading opportunities with other 
organisations as part of the Total Place 
agenda

400 650 650 650 650

6,408 8,719 8,729 8,406 8,731

ADD Current MTFS new items relating to 2010/11 4,584

Gross Business Transformation Programme 10,992
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Appendix 1d – City Services Savings 
 
City Services savings 
 
As part of ensuring the most efficient delivery of services, the Council has undertaken a 
review of City services to see where greater efficiencies and savings could be found. 
 
A total of £1.8m of efficiencies have been identified. These are listed below, and include 
the more cost-effective, efficient four-day bin collection schedules that have been 
introduced. We are also sharpening the focus of our street cleansing programme into the 
areas of the greatest need. Standards of cleanliness will be maintained using this 
approach, as feedback from the teams on the ground indicates that the current input-
based schedules are generating visits to streets that do not require cleaning. 
 

 £k 
Catering:  
Remove subsidy from school meals (Loss on 
catering trading account)  210 
  
Grounds Maintenance  
Reduce shrub replacement programme  155 
Reduce contingencies                          95 
  
Street Cleansing  
Targeted street cleansing savings 120 
Replacement litter bins 30 
Close unattended public toilets 85 
  
Refuse and Recycling  
Introduction of 4 day week 360 
Bulky waste and white goods collections 
charge 35 
Replacement of new bin charge 35 
  
General  
Vehicle efficiencies 70 
Bus service realignment 75 
Additional school trip income generation 30 
New waste collection skip services 100 
Property Design and Maintenance income 100 
Senior management changes 145 
Other savings and efficiency measures 155 
  
TOTAL SAVINGS 1,800 
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Appendix 1e – Reserves 
 
Council Estimated Reserves 2010/11 to 2014/15 

 
 

Footnotes:  
The departmental reserves line includes £1,273k relating to Peterborough College of Adult Education (PCAE)  
The Capacity Reserve will have a £2,000k contribution in 2010/11 but full use of this reserve has been factored in 
 
 

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
Estimated 
Balance at 
31.03.11 

Estimated 
Balance at 
31.03.12 

Estimated 
Balance at 
31.03.13 

Estimated 
Balance at 
31.03.14 

Estimated 
Balance at 
31.03.15 

Reserve 

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 
Departmental Reserves Total 1,727 1,727 1,727 1,727 1,727 
Parish Council Burial Ground Reserve 42 42 42 42 42 
Insurance Reserve 2,341 2,241 2,141 2,041 1,941 
Schools Capital Expenditure Reserve 2,080 2,080 2,080 2,080 2,080 
Capacity Building Reserve - - - - - 
Corporate Reserves Total 4,463 4,363 4,263 4,163 4,063 
General Fund Working Balance 4,327 5,827 6,000 6,000 6,000 
Grand Total 8,790 10,190 10,263 10,163 10,063 
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Appendix 1f – Schedule of Grants 

Specific Grants - Revenue
Ring fenced / 
Non-ring fenced

Managing 
Directorate

Capital or 
Revenue Body

 Status for 
2010/11 (TBC = 

To Be 
Confirmed) 2010/11 £k

14 - 19 Partnerships/Consortia on 
Diploma Specific Formula Grant

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  TBC 0

AIDS Support Ring fenced ASC R DoH Announced 0
Area Based Grant Non-ring fenced SR R DCLG  Announced 15,318
Anti Social Behaviour Ring fenced OPS R DCLG Announced TBC
Bus Service Operators Grant (including 
Section 19) 

Non-ring fenced City R DfT  Announced 73

Childrens Workforce - Workforce 
Modernisation and Development, 
Support Staff and Golden Hellos

Ring fenced CS R TDA  TBC 0

Concessionary Fares Ring fenced OPS R DfT Announced 754
Demonstrating How to Deliver Stroke 
Care for Adults in the Community 

Ring fenced ASC R DoH  Announced 87

Diploma Formula Grant Ring fenced CS R DCSF  TBC 0
Discretionary Housing Payments Non-ring fenced SR R DWP  Announced 
Drug Intervention Programme MAIN 
Grant

Ring fenced OPS R HO  TBC 786 

DSG - Dedicated Schools Grant Ring fenced CS R DCSF Announced 118,113
Every Child Matters - Contact Point now 
in Area Based Grant from 10/11

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced ABG

Free Swimming Programme - Pot 
1(over 60)

Ring fenced OPS R DCMS  Announced 42

Free Swimming Programme - Pot 2 
(under 16)

Ring fenced OPS R DCMS  Announced 106

Future Jobs Fund Ring fenced OPS R DWP  TBC 0
Growth Area Fund III - Revenue Non-ring fenced DCE R DCLG Provisional 15
Growth Fund Revenue Grant - 
Opportunity Peterborough

Ring fenced DCE R DCLG  TBC 350

Handy Person Funding Ring fenced OPS R DCLG  TBC 70
Homelessness Revenue Grant Ring fenced OPS R DCLG Announced 90
Housing and Planning Delivery Grant Non-ring fenced SR R DTI Announced 548
Housing Benefit - Administration Costs Ring fenced SR R DWP  Announced TBC

Learning Disabilities - Closure of 
Campuses

Ring fenced ASC R DoH  Announced 906

Local Authority Business Growth 
Incentive 

Non-ring fenced DCE Both DCLG  TBC 293

Mortgage Rescue Programme Non-ring fenced OPS R DCLG  TBC TBC
Neighbourhood Crime & Justice Grants 
Work Priorities

Ring fenced OPS R HO  TBC TBC

Peterborough Crime & Disorder 
Reduction Partnership Vigilance 
Programme

Ring fenced OPS R HO  TBC TBC

Play Pathfinder & Play builder, Capital & 
Revenue Grant

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Provisional 13

RSA Citizens of the Future Ring fenced OPS R AC Provisional 250
School Standards Grant including 
Personalisation

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced 6,208

Sixth Form Funding Ring fenced CS R LSC  TBC TBC
Social Care Reform Grant Ring fenced ASC R DoH Announced 757
Standards Fund - Revenue Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced 14,694

Supporting People (ABG from 2010/11) Non-ring fenced OPS R DCLG  Announced ABG

Surestart, Extended Schools and 
Childcare - Main Revenue Block 
Childrens Centres

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced 7,816

Think Family Grant Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced 437
Welfare Foods Ring fenced CS R DoH  TBC 113 
Youth Opportunity Fund Ring fenced CS R DCSF  Announced 124
Total Specific Grants - Revenue 167,963  
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Other Grant Support - Revenue
Managing 

Directorate
Capital or 
Revenue Body

 Status for 
2010/11 (TBC = 

To Be 
Confirmed) 2010/11 £k

Adult & Community Learning - Learner 
Responsive

Ring fenced CS R LSC  TBC TBC

Alcohol (Crime & Disorder Reduction 
Partnership)

Ring fenced OPS R HO  TBC TBC

Citizenship Ceremonies Ring fenced SR R HO  TBC TBC
Communities for Health Ring fenced OPS R DoH  TBC 0 
Effective Practice Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 
Formula Grant Non-ring fenced SR Both DCLG  Announced 77,014 
Housing Benefit - Council Tax Benefits Ring fenced SR R DWP  Announced TBC
Housing Benefit - Rent Allowances Ring fenced SR R DWP  Announced TBC
Housing Benefit - Rent Rebates Ring fenced SR R DWP  Announced TBC
Investing in Communities - Economic 
Participation Programme

Ring fenced OPS R EEDA  TBC TBC

ISSP - Intensive Supervision & 
Surveillance Programme

Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 

KYPE Access to Employment & 
Learning Project

Ring fenced CS R LSC  TBC 0 

Peterborough Arts Council Ring fenced OPS R AC  TBC 0
Prevent Grant Funding Ring fenced OPS R DCLG  TBC 0 
Prevention Grant Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 

Prevention of Violent Extremism Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 
Private Finance Initiative Fund PFI Ring fenced CS R CWDC  Announced 4,731 
Private Space Violence Fund Ring fenced OPS R HO  TBC TBC
Resettlement and Aftercare Provision Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 
Rural Bus Subsidy S.19 Grant Non-ring fenced City R DFT  Announced 2 
Substance Misuse Worker (Youth) Ring fenced CS R YJB  TBC 0 
Supported Employment (Westcombe 
Industries)

Ring fenced ASC R DWP  Provisional 470 

Tackling Youth Alcohol Related 
Disorder Grant 

Ring fenced CS R DCSF  TBC 0 

Unaccompanied Asylum-Seeking 
Children

Ring fenced CS R HO/NASS  TBC 0 

Young Cultural Creators Ring fenced OPS R MLA  TBC 0
Youth4U Young inspectors Programme Ring fenced CS R NCB  TBC 37 

Total Other Grant Support - Revenue 82,254  
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Capital Grants
Managing 

Directorate
Capital or 
Revenue Body

 Status for 
2010/11 (TBC = 

To Be 
Confirmed) 2010/11 £k

Aids & Adaptations 'Now Social Care 
Single Capital Pot Specific Capital Pot

Ring fenced ASC C DoH  Announced 85

Basis Need Safety Valve Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Provisional 5,257
Clare Lodge Capital Extension Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Announced 35 
Detrunking Non-ring fenced OPS C DFT  Announced 120 
Disabled Facilities Grant Ring fenced OPS C DCLG  TBC 679
Drug Intervention Programme Ring fenced OPS C HO  TBC 0 
Growth Area Fund III - Capital Non-ring fenced DCE C DCLG  Provisional 896
Growth Area Fund III - Capital Non-ring fenced OPS C DCLG  Provisional 2,971
HIV Aids Capital Grant Ring fenced ASC C DoH  Announced 0
Housing & Planning Delivery Grant Non-ring fenced DCE C DTI  Announced 264
ICS Integrated Childrens System - 
Capital Grant for Mobile Technology to 
Support Children's Social Workers 

Ring fenced CS C DCSF  TBC 0

Investing in Communities Under 
'Economic Participation'

Ring fenced OPS C EEDA  TBC 0

Local Transport Plan - Bridge 
Strengthening 

Ring fenced OPS C DFT  Announced 6,310

Local Transport Plan - Integrated 
Transport Block Allocations

Non-ring fenced OPS C DFT  TBC 2,423

Local Transport Plan - Other allocations 
integrated transport

Non-ring fenced OPS C DFT  Announced 808

Mental Health Grant - Social Exclusion 
Unit (Mental Health) Now Single Capital 
Pot

Ring fenced ASC C DoH  Announced 102

Migration Impact Fund Ring fenced Various C DCLG  TBC 337
Peterborough Innovation Centre Ring fenced DCE C EEDA  TBC 0 
Play Area Capital Fund 09/10 Ring fenced City C BIG  Provisional 20 
Play Pathfinder & Play builder, Capital & 
Revenue Grant

Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Provisional 438

Public Realm Improvements Project 
7085 (b/f from 08/09 - complete 
omission)

Ring fenced DCE C EEDA  TBC 0

Regional Housing Pot Ring fenced OPS C DCLG  TBC TBC
Regional Strategic Partnership 
Improvement Fund

Ring fenced OPS C Go-East  TBC TBC

South Bank Railway Bridge Ring fenced OPS C  TBC 2,520 
South Bank River Foot Bridge Ring fenced OPS C  TBC 3,660 
Safer Stronger Communities Capital 
Grant

Non-ring fenced OPS C HO  Announced 39

Specific Road Safety Capital Grant Non-ring fenced OPS C DfT  Announced 72
Standards Fund - Capital Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Announced 15,309
Supported Capital Expenditure (Capital 
Grant) for IT Infrastructure

Ring fenced ASC C DoH  Announced 54

Sure Start, Early Years & Childcare 
Grant & Aiming High for Disabled 
Children Grant (AHDC) Capital

Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Announced 1,507

Traffic Asset Management Plans 
TAMPS

Ring fenced OPS C DfT  TBC TBC

Waste Infrastructure Non-ring fenced City C DEFRA  Announced 116
Youth Capital Fund  Ring fenced CS C DCSF  Announced 107
Total Capital Grants 44,129  
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TOTAL SPECIFIC & OTHER GRANT 294,346 

2010/11 £k
          272,748 
            10,330 
            11,268 
          294,346 

Provisional
To be confirmed
TOTAL

Analysis of Grants by Status after change to status
Announced

 
 

GLOSSARY
AC Arts Council
ACE Assistant Chief Executive 
BIG BIG Lottery Fund
CE Chief Executive
City City Services 
CKH Cross Key Homes
CO Cabinet Office
CS Children's Services
CWDC Children's Workforce Development Council
DCA Department for Constitutional Affairs
DCLG Department for Communities & Local Government
DCMS Department for Culture, Media & Sport
DCSF Department for Children, Schools and Families
DEFRA Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
DfT Department for Transport
DoH Department of Health
DTI Department of Trade & Industry
DWP Department for Work & Pensions
ECS Environment & Community Services
EEDA East of England Development Agency
EP English Partnerships
FSA Food Standards Agency
Go-East Government Office for the East of England
GPPCP Greater Peterborough Primary Care Partnership
HA Housing Association
HLP Healthy Living Partnership
HO Home Office
LSC Learning Skills Council
MoJ Ministry of Justice
MLA Museum, Libraries & Archives Council
NASS National Asylum Support Service
NCB National Children's Bureau
NOF New Opportunities Fund
NTA National Treatment Agency
OP Opportunity Peterborough
SE Sports England
SR Strategic Resources
TDA Training Development Agency
YJB Youth Justice Board  
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Appendix 1g – Fees and Charges 

Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

Operations 
Library 
Services Hire Fees 0.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Library 
Services Fines 0.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Library 
Services 

Computer use/ photocopying and fax 
charges 2.9% Council Lead   

Operations 
Library 
Services Room Lettings 6.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Library 
Services Other Services 6.2% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Artificial Turf Areas 3.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Athletics 4.5% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Badminton 0.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Basketball 3.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services BSC 3.1% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Hockey 5.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Netball 3.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Racketball 3.4% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Squash 3.4% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Table Tennis 3.4% Council Lead 

  
 
 

Operations 
Sports 
Services Tennis 5.1% Council Lead   
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Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

Operations 
Sports 
Services Training Grid 0.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Volleyball 3.4% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Bushfield Sports Centre 3.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Werrington Sports Centre 3.6% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Swimming 3.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Cityswim Tuition 2.1% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Swimming - Bishops Road Lido 0.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Swimming - Regional Pool 5.1% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Pool Hire – Jack Hunt Pool 5.9% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services School Swim Tuition 33.2% Council Lead 

Increase due to Pool Carer 
Service now bought in 

Operations 
Sports 
Services 

Embankment & Bushfield All 
Weather Pitches 3.2% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Active Membership 1.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Hire of Sports Coaches 2.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Sports 
Services Sports Development 0.5% Council Lead   

Operations Key Theatre Hire of Bar and Auditorium 5.2% Council Lead   
Operations Key Theatre Amateur Charges 4.4% Council Lead   
Operations Key Theatre Professional Charges 7.0% Council Lead   

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Crematorium fees 9.0% Council Lead 

Includes Environmental 
Surcharge 

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Remembrance books and cards -0.3% Council Lead   
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Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Plaques, vases and memorial trees 3.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Memorial gardens 3.5% Council Lead   

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Memorials 3.1% Council Lead   

Operations 
Bereavement 
Services Cemetery fees 4.3% Council Lead   

Operations Museum Museum room hire 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Museum Subsidiary Charges 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Museum Art Gallery 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Museum Education Services 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Museum City Tours and Walks 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Museum Archaeological Services 3.0% Council Lead   
Operations Licensing Gambling Act Licensing 2.1% Statutory   
Operations Licensing Hackney Carriage Licensing 2.9% Council Lead   
Operations Licensing Animal Welfare Licensing 4.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Business 
Regulations 

Other Environmental Health 
Licensing 3.6% Council Lead   

Operations 
Business 
Regulations Trading Standards 4.5% 

LACORS (Local 
Authority Coordination of 

Regulated Services   

Operations Licensing 
Street Trading Consents (Non 
Pedestrian Area) 3.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
City Centre 
Services 

Street Trading Consents (Pedestrian 
Area) 4.5% Council Lead   

Operations 
City Centre 
Services Banners across Bridge St 2.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
Community 
Protection Dog Services 2.7% Council Lead/Statutory   

Operations 
Community 
Protection Environmental Protection Act  0.0% Statutory   
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Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

Operations 
Community 
Protection Water Analysis 0.5% Statutory   

Operations 
Community 
Protection Environmental Enforcement 0.0% Statutory   

Operations 
Parking 
Services Off Street Parking 5.3% Council Lead/Statutory   

Operations 
Parking 
Services Off Street Parking Season tickets 1.5% Council Lead   

Operations 
Parking 
Services On Street Parking 5.0% Council Lead/Statutory   

Operations 
Parking 
Services Residential Parking 6.3% Council Lead   

Operations 
Parking 
Services Queensgate Bus Station 2.6% Council Lead   

Operations Street Works Licenses and permits 19.2% Council Lead 

Licences for mobile elevated 
working platforms (cherry pickers) 
bought into line with all other 
licences 

Operations 
Trans and 
Development Highways Development 0.1% Council Lead   

Operations 
Gladstone 
Park Hall & Youth wing charges 4.7% Council Lead   

Operations 
Gladstone 
Park Meeting Room charges 4.9% Council Lead   

Operations 
Gladstone 
Park Weddings & other charges -9.6% Council Lead   

Operations 
Gladstone 
Park Sports charges 4.4% Council Lead   

City Services Recreation Football 5.1% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Mini Football 5.4% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Allotments 5.1% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Putting 6.0% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Equipment Hire 6.1% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Bowls 4.9% Council Lead   
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Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

City Services Recreation Tennis 4.6% Council Lead   
City Services Recreation Outdoor playing pitch 5.0% Council Lead   

City Services 
Waste 
Management 

Bulky collection/Wheelie bin 
replacement 5.0% Council Lead   

City Services 
Waste 
Management Asbestos Collection 5.1% Council Lead   

City Services 
Waste 
Management Compost bins 5.1% Council Lead   

City Services 
Waste 
management Flytipping 5.0% Council Lead   

City Services Vehicles Abandoned Vehicles/MOT 3.6% Statutory 
DVLA set these charges in 
Feb/Mar each year 

Chief Executive Mayoralty/Civic Civic Room Lettings 4.8% Council Lead   

Chief Executive Land charges Search fees 50.0% Council Lead/Statutory 

Charges may change after 
resolution of interpretation of 
Environmental Information 
Regulations with respect to the 
inspection of property search 
data. 

Children’s Services 
Children & 
Families Hire of Playcentre 

To be 
Confirmed Council Lead   

Children’s Services 
Children & 
Families Hire charges 2.6% Council Lead   

Children’s Services 
Learning & 
Skills Placement costs recovery 

To be 
Confirmed Statutory 

Nationally agreed rates haven't 
been decided 

Children’s Services 
Learning & 
Skills 

Parental contribution to Bus Passes 
issued 2.9% Council Lead 

still waiting to hear from Central 
Govt if statutory fees will increase. 

Children’s Services 
Learning & 
Skills LEAP Programme 2.5% Council Lead   

Strategic Resources 
Registration 
Services 

Approved Premises/Registration 
Office 11.1% Council Lead 

Not increased for last 2 years and 
will remain competitive with other 
LA's 

Strategic Resources 
Registration 
Services Private Citizenship Ceremonies 10.7% Council Lead 

Not increased for last 2 years and 
will remain competitive with other 
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Directorate Service Area Charge 

Average % 
increase in 

fees &  
charges Council Lead/Statutory Comments 

LA's 

Strategic Resources 
Registration 
Services Nationality Checking 38.2% Council Lead 

Not increased for last 2 years and 
will remain competitive with other 
LA's 

Strategic Resources 
Registration 
Services Baby Naming/Renewal of Vows 3.3% Council Lead 

Not increased for last 2 years and 
will remain competitive with other 
LA's 

Strategic Resources 
Registration 
Services 

Registration Services – Statutory 
fees 0.0% Statutory 

Awaiting confirmation of any 
increases from Home Office  

Strategic Resources 
Strategic 
Property Property Rents 

Varies - see 
comment Council Lead 

Increases in rent are dictated by 
the terms of the leases 

Adult Social Care ASC Homecare - hourly rate 2.5% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC Extra Care Schemes 2.5% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC Day services 0.0% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC Direct payment rates  2.5% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC Respite - over capital threshold 2.5% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC In House Residential Homes 2.5% Council Lead   
Adult Social Care ASC Meals on wheels 0.0% Council Lead   
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Appendix 2 – Budget Monitoring Report Period 7 
 
 
CABINET 
 

 
 

14 December 2009  PUBLIC REPORT 

 
Cabinet Member(s) responsible: Cllr David Seaton 
Contact Officer(s): John Harrison, Executive Director of Strategic Resources 

Steven Pilsworth, Head of Corporate Services 
Tel. 452398 
Tel. 384564 

 
BUDGET MONITORING REPORT PERIOD 7 2009/10 – PROBABLE OUTTURN 
 

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
FROM : Executive Director of Strategic Resources Deadline date :  4 December 2009 

 
1. That the current forecast outturn position (based on expenditure at the end of October 2009) 

on the Council’s revenue and capital budget is adopted as the first published probable 
outturn of 2009/10 and incorporated into the process of setting the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy.  

 
2. Note that the Corporate Management Team (CMT), individually and collectively continue to 

take any necessary corrective action during the financial year to ensure proactive 
management of the budget position aiming to reduce the pressures.  

 
3. That the current performance on treasury management activities, payment of creditors in 

services and collection performance for debtors, local taxation and benefit overpayments be 
noted. 

 
 
 
1. ORIGIN OF REPORT 
 
1.1. This report is submitted to the Cabinet as part of the regular budget monitoring arrangements. 
 
2. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
2.1. The purpose of this report is to inform Cabinet of the financial performance for revenue and 

capital at 31 October 2009. 
 
2.2. This report also contains performance information on treasury management activities, the 

payment of creditors in services and collection performance for debtors, local taxation and benefit 
overpayments. 

 
3. TIMESCALE 

Is this a Major Policy 
Item/Statutory Plan? 

NO If Yes, date for relevant 
Cabinet Meeting 
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4. BUDGET MONITORING 2009/10 AS AT END OF OCTOBER 2009 
 
4.1. Corporate Overview 
 
4.1.1. Full Council approved the revenue and capital budget requirement for 2009/10 in February 2009. 

The budget was set in the context of the continuing effects of the recession and in particular the 
reduced income streams expected, the impact of the Icelandic bank investment and potential for 
increased pressure on demand led budgets.  

 
4.1.2. Throughout the financial year pressures have emerged and have been considered proactively with 

corrective action to ensure that the Council manages its finances accordingly. 
 
4.1.3. The Council remains committed to its strategy in delivering service efficiencies and improvements 

using a proactive approach to managing Council finances.  
 
4.1.4. In preparing the first published probable outturn for 2009/10 which has been reflected upon with 

budget setting for 2010/11 onwards, Corporate Management Team and Departmental 
Management Teams continue to review expenditure and income, taking appropriate corrective 
measures to ensure that the budget requirement is not exceeded as required in the Council’s 
scheme of delegation. Mitigations include: 

 
Corporate Management Team 
 

i. An ongoing assessment on the credit crunch both directly and indirectly comparing 
against the original assumptions made when setting the Council budget within the 
Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS); 

ii. Corporate review of vacancies and determine an appropriate course of action to recruit 
to business critical posts; 

iii. Challenge all budget managers to deliver under-spends or generate additional income; 
iv. Manage the pressures corporately; 
v. Consider the use of reserves appropriately for ‘one off’ expenditure; 
vi. Bringing forward work on efficiency savings to mitigate future pressures;  

 
Departments 

 
i. Develop and implement a robust action plan within Children’s Services to mitigate the 

pressures arising from demand led pressures and the overall savings programme; 
ii. Review all commitments on the Council’s financial system to identify whether the 

commitment is bona fide, possible re phasing of timescales and whether commitments 
are a priority in terms of business critical expenditure. This includes cancelling 
commitments as necessary; 

iii. Implementing a freeze on all non-business critical expenditure, for example training, 
temporary staff and supplies and services budgets;  

iv. Review current expenditure within the general fund to identify whether any expenditure 
can be capitalised, allocated to reserves or allocated against grant income in 
accordance with the CIPFA code of practice;  

v. Continue to review the Capital Programme including slippage within the programme for 
both financial implications and the Council’s ability to deliver its priorities; 

vi. Senior officers continue to review the savings programme to ensure that the savings 
targets within the programme can be met;  

vii. Continue to review the treasury policy and activity performance in light of the current 
economic situation. 
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4.1.5 Currently, this financial year has presented challenges such as: 

 
i. Managing the continuing impact and effects of the economic climate generally on 

income streams, financing and cash flow management; and demand led budgets; 
ii. The ability for the Council to implement a robust savings and efficiency programme 

against the backdrop of demand led pressures and reduced income streams; 
iii. Effect of ‘Baby P’ on Children Social Care budgets; 
iv. The Council’s ability to deliver the capital programme within available people 

resources. 
 
5. REVENUE MONITORING 
 
5.1      Overview 
 
5.1.1 The revenue monitoring report to the end of October 2009 shows an overall forecast overspend of 

£828k against the approved general fund budget of £144,259k.  The over spend is summarised in 
the table below at departmental level.  A further breakdown within departments is included in 
Appendix 1. 

 
5.1.2 The Dedicated Schools Grant shows an overspend of £228k against a budget of £114,141k. 

Schools Forum is responsible for decisions related to the Dedicated Schools Grant. This has been 
included for information purposes only. 

 

 
 

5.1.3 The key changes in the financial position since the previous outturn published in October can be 
seen in the next table. 
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5.2 Impact and Actions 
 

5.2.1 Departments have had a range of actions in place to address demand led pressures, reduced 
income streams and one off pressures throughout the financial year. Action plans include: 

 
i. Operations department continue to consider options to reduce the overall departmental 

pressures within their action plan alongside regular review at the Departmental 
Management Team meetings, taking corrective action as necessary; 

ii. Delay of implementation of projects and initiatives which would not be detrimental to the 
ability for the Council to deliver its priorities and needs of the public using its services. It is 
recognised that not all of these actions are sustainable in future years; 

iii. Management of risks corporately to meet emerging pressures. Since the previous financial 
position was forecast in October, there is a pending decision to re open Hereward College 
to meet school place demand in the east / city region of Peterborough. The costs to date 
associated with preparing the site for disposal would need to be met within revenue 
budgets rather than capital to comply with financial regulations. These one off costs would 
therefore be picked up by the Council’s reserve balances; 

iv. In the preparation of the 2008/09 Statement of Accounts a contingent liability was 
acknowledged regarding grants as follows: 

a. “As part of the delivery of services, expenditure is incurred by the Council which in 
turn may be funded directly from grants.  Some grants are allocated to the Council 
for specific purposes, and as such may require an audit certification to be 
completed to ensure the grant had been correctly applied.  Reimbursement of 
grants may be necessary if it is found that the Council has not met the term and 
conditions of use of the grant.  Amount and timings are dependent upon the results 
of any claim certification” 

A prudent view would be to set up a provision for grants that are likely to require an audit 
certification this financial year; 

v. The reserve balances identified in the above two points are the result of an internal review 
of the insurance fund; 

vi. Since October, further demands have been placed on demand led budgets such as 
concessionary fares, there has also been a worsening of income streams, therefore 
departmental action plans have been identifying further actions to mitigate the pressure. 
Corporately, any ongoing pressures that are likely in future financial years have been 
considered in proposing the Medium Term Financial Plan for future years; 

vii. Consideration will be given over the next few months within Corporate Management Team 
to reduce the over spend with a possible contribution being made from the residual 
balance within the capacity fund. 

 
 
5.2.2 Risks will continue to be monitored within Departmental Management Teams and corporately. 
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6. RESERVES MONITORING 

 
6.1. Overview 

 
6.1.1 In setting the 2009/10 budget, the level of Council balances was considered sufficient in meeting 

the MTFS recognising the requirement to review the balances to ensure delivery of the priorities 
within the Sustainable Community Strategy to 2011. The overall level of balances can be seen in 
the next table and assumes that the general fund working balance will be reduced during 2009/10 
by the re-profiling of the VAT Shelter income into future years, thus replenishing the working 
balance in 2011/2012.  

 

 
 

7 CAPITAL PROGRAMME 
 
7.1 Overview 
 
7.1.1 The Capital Programme for 2009/10, as agreed in the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFS), was 

£78.9m.  The final slippage of schemes from 2008/09 was £26.3m.  This is mainly the result of 
delays with projects and new capital projects being added since the MTFS which resulted in a 
revised capital programme as at 1st April 2009 of £105.8m.  

7.1.2 Between April and October 2009 £23.8m of capital budgets have been slipped into 2010/11 giving 
a revised budget at the end of October 2009 of £81.4m.  The main reason for this slippage is that 
the actual planned expenditure has been re-profiled into 2010/11. 

7.1.3 The actual capital expenditure as at the 31 October 2009 is £21.7m against a profiled budget of 
£39.1m and departments are predicting an under spend of £3.1m against the revised capital 
programme of £81.4m. 

7.1.4 It should be noted that various management actions are in place to ensure that the capital 
programme is adjusted to reflect the achievable delivery of capital projects, and this may result in 
further slippage in the future.   
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MTFS 2008 
to 2010

Revised 
1st April 09 

Budget

Revised 
budget at 

October 09

Profiled 
Budget

Actual 
Expenditure 

Total Budget 
Spent

Anticipated 
Outturn**

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 % £000
Adult Social Care 517 618 564 153 20 3.55% 564
Deputy Chief Execs 10,598 13,792 2,849 679 320 11.25% 1,527
Children’s Services 27,225 37,896 34,129 12,864 6,676 19.56% 34,121
City Services 1,958 3,503 3,324 977 882 26.52% 3,302
Operations 25,043 31,728 28,370 17,630 11,055 38.97% 25,553
Strategic Resources 14,489 18,677 13,105 6,805 2,704 20.63% 13,161
Contingency (968) (968) (968) - - 0.00% -
Total Expenditure 78,862 105,244 81,373 39,108 21,657 26.61% 78,227

Financed by:
Grants & Contributions 27,438 47,858 43,072 6,190 14.37% 41,402
Capital Receipts 5,020 9,347 5,751 - 0.00% 5,751
Capital Receipts Set Aside (4,734) (4,734) (4,734) - 0.00% (4,734)
Right To Buy Receipts 1,820 1,820 700 - 0.00% 700
Borrowing 49,318 50,953 36,584 15,467 42.57% 35,108
Total Resources - required 78,862 105,244 81,373 21,657 26.61% 78,227

Overall position of the Capital Programme 2009/10 as at October 2009

Capital Programme by Directorate:

             

7.1.5 Adult Social Care (ASC) – Three of the capital projects relate to grants received by the Council on 
behalf of ASC and are then transferred onto the Primary Care Trust (PCT) at the year end via an 
invoice in line with the ASC Pooling Arrangement.  The capital minor works programme and the 
aids and adaptations projects have budgets supported by corporate resources. 

7.1.6 Deputy Chief Executives (DCE) – The revised capital budget for DCE of £2.8m has been adjusted 
for the slippage of the Affordable Housing budget of £9.2m into future years. During July a review 
of the Growth Area Funding (GAF) was undertaken and this removed four capital projects from the 
programme and slipped the payment to the University Nursing School of £1.5m into 2010/11.  
During November 2009 it was agreed to reduce this payment to £500k and pay it in 2009/10 which 
is not reflected in the overall position of the capital programme as at October 2009.  The review of 
the GAF has also reduced the total capital projects in the programme from £23.6m to £18.2m 
because of the reduced grant allocation announced recently. 

7.1.7 Children’s Services (CHS) – The revised budget of £37.9m at the start of the financial year 
included £10.7m of budgets carried forward from 2008/09.  There have been further in year 
adjustments to the CHS capital programme of £4.4m mainly due to the slippage of the following 
two capitals project: Hampton College Phase 2 as the planned expenditure has been re-profiled 
into next year and the PFI Contingency fund is not required this year.  CHS are reporting an 
estimated out-turn of £34.1m. 

7.1.8 City Services (CS) -   CS have a revised budget of £3.3m and are anticipating that they will fully 
spend this budget during the financial year 2009/10. 

7.1.9 Operations (OPS) - A detailed outturn report was submitted by Operations in October 2009.  There 
is an anticipated under spend of £2.8m against the revised budget of £28.4m.   

7.1.10 Strategic Resources (SR) – There will be a small overspend against the revised capital budget in 
Strategic Resources.   

7.2 Impact and Actions 
 
7.2.1 In 2009/10 plans are now in place to ensure that the budget monitoring of the capital programme 

becomes more robust.  With the introduction of the Gateway Process and the Project Governance 
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Board all capital projects are now reviewed and regular highlight reports are requested so that 
delays in projects or queries on expenditure details are more effectively challenged. 

 
7.2.2 The process in place to challenge the services decisions to slip budgets between years needs to 

be more robust in the future as the budgets slipped into 2010/11 have increased the Council’s 
2010/11 budget from £74.2m to £105.6m which increases the revenue financing costs of the 
capital programme for the future years. 

 
7.2.3 Funding of the capital programme is forecast that capital receipts will be £6.4m, which is in line 

with the MTFS budgeted figure.  There are risks that not all the assets expected to be disposed of 
during 20091/0 will happen because of various factors that need to be taken into consideration 
before the disposal of assets.   

 
8 TREASURY MANAGEMENT 
 
8.1.1 The Council’s treasury activities are being substantially impacted by the prevailing local, national 

and global economic situation. 
 
8.1.2 There will be a considerable reduction in investment returns forecast in 2009/10 compared with 

previous years because: 
 

i. Interest rates have reduced since autumn 2008. However, the Council’s investment returns 
were still significantly outperforming the benchmark because of the fixed rate deposits that 
were made in anticipation of future cuts, these are now matured which counterbalance the 
low interest rates from the Debt Management Office. 

 
ii. Average invested balances will be smaller than previous financial years as the Council is 

currently following a policy of utilising cash balances for financing the capital programme in 
order to achieve value for money. 

 
8.1.3 The debt portfolio is far less susceptible to fluctuations in interest rates as all of the existing 

borrowings are secured on fixed interest rate terms.  
 
8.1.4 The treasury management policy will be refreshed as part of preparing the Medium Term 

Financial Strategy. 
 
9 PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
 
9.1 Overview 
 
9.1.1 The following table summarises the current status of various performance targets. Individual 

targets are shown with a RAG status and Direction of Travel based upon the performance against 
the targets set for 2009/10 and compared with the previous month. Further detail can be seen in 
Appendix 2. 
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9.2 Impact and Actions 
 
9.2.1 Each of the performance targets have specific actions to address the current performance and 

can be seen in Appendix 2 of this report. 
 
10 CONSULTATION 
 
10.1 Detailed reports have been discussed in Departmental Management Teams. 
 
11 ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES 
 
11.1 To note the first published probable outturn position for the Council. 
 
11.2 To note the performance figures for the Council. 
 
11.3 To note the actions being taken to address the issues highlighted in this report. 
 
12 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
12.1 This is a monitoring report to inform Members of the Council’s financial position compared to its    

approved budget for the year.  It is recommended that Directors continue to work with Portfolio 
Holders, service managers and budget holders to bring forecasts within Departmental cash limits 
with appropriate corrective action.  

 
13 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
13.1 None required at this stage. 
 
14 IMPLICATIONS 
 
14.1 This report does not have any implications effecting legal, human rights act or human resource 

issues. 
 
15 BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 
 
 Used to prepare this report, in accordance with the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 

1985). 
  Detailed monthly budgetary control reports prepared in Departments.  
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Appendix 2 

PERFORMANCE MONITORING DATA 
Treasury Management 
 
Treasury management activities cover 
borrowings raised to finance the Council’s capital 
expenditure and investment of its cash balances. 
The Council’s external debt as at 31 
October 2009, which is all at fixed rate, was 
£134.5 million at an average rate of 4.57%. This 
average rate can be compared to the Bank Base 
Rate, 0.50% from 5 March 2009, and interest 
receivable on investments. The actual total 
external debt of £134.5 million can be compared 
against the Council’s Authorised Limit for 
borrowing of £250.0 million which must not be 
exceeded, and the Operational Boundary 
(maximum working capital borrowing indicator) of 
£195.0 million.  

 

At 31 October 2009 external investments totalled 
£39.2 million and have yielded interest at an 
average rate of 2.10% in the financial year to 
date. The performance is above the target 
benchmark 7 day rate of 0.44%. This significant 
outperformance will gradually decline as 
investments that were made before the 
reductions in the bank base rate that began in 
earnest since October 2008, mature and are 
replaced. 

 

 

Table 1 : Performance on Borrowings 2009/10
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Table 2 : Performance External Investments 2009/10
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Prompt Payment (Invoices paid within 30 
Days) 

The cumulative performance (94.62%) for the 
prompt payment of invoices for 2009/10 in 
comparison to the cumulative performance for 
2008/09 is shown in Table 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 3 : Prompt Payment of Invoices 
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Sundry Debt Performance 
 
The latest outstanding sundry debt figures for 
debt over six months old are shown in Table 4 in 
comparison to 2008/09 figures. The impact of 
the recession has resulted in delayed payment 
of invoices by customers, non payment or 
rescheduling of the amount due into instalments. 
These figures include debt that will potentially 
require write off using the Cabinet Member 
Decision Notice as the individual debt is in 
excess of £10k. Decision notices are currently 
being prepared and a prudent view has 
accounted for the potential bad debt within the 
debt provision. 
 

• The amount of debt written off for 
2009/10 to date is £6,172.   

 
The Council’s strategy for writing off debt is 
followed accordingly. 
 
 

Table 4 : Sundry Debt Performance
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Table 5 : Amount Written Off
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Housing Benefit Overpayments 
 
Table 6 shows the total amount of housing 
benefit overpayments recovered against the 
cumulative target rate set for 2009/10.  
 
Although proactive work continues in this area 
our current performance is 0.98% below target 
the target of 26.25%.  Of the £114k per month 
overpayments being raised only £100k is being 
collected which means that the overall debt is 
increasing.  The amount being raised is around 
£20k per month more than the previous year and 
the large amount that remains unpaid at the start 
of this financial year (£1.9m) has meant 
performance in this area is very challenging 
indeed.  It should also be noted that Local 
Housing Association (LHA) will have a 
detrimental effect on collection rates as 
previously the landlord would have been liable to 
repay any overpayments whereas LHA changed 
this to the claimant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6 : Housing Benefit Overpayments Recovered
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Table 7 : Council Tax Collection
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Table 8 : Business Rates Collection
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Council Tax and Business Rates Collection 
 
The following tables 7 and 8 show the 
performance for collection of Council Tax and 
Business Rates for the period to date.  
 
Council Tax  
 
The collection rate for Council Tax at the end 
October 2009 is 66.49% against a target of 
67.01% (down 0.52%).  For the same period 
last year the collection rate was 66.76% which 
means that the current year collection is 
0.27% lower than last year.  The target is set 
when comparing the collection rates for the 
previous financial year.  Council tax is payable 
over a ten month period, April to January of 
the following year and when considering the 
previous years collection the amount of 
instalments that are due between February 
2010 and April 2010 has increased by 
approximately £225k, this means that we are 
likely to collect more for these two months 
than we did in the last financial year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Business Rates 
 
The collection rate for Business Rates at the 
end of October 2009 is 67.77%; this is -1.11% 
down on the published target of 68.88%.  The 
government introduced a scheme which 
allowed businesses to defer 3% of the net 
payable amount for the current financial year 
and repay the amounts for the next two 
years.  This amount is cash from “good 
payers” and amounts to around 0.6% of the 
annual debit which means that this amount 
has become uncollectable in year and 
therefore this will be reflected in the 
achievement against target. 
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Appendix 3 – Capital Strategy, Programme and Disposals 
Summary 
 

 
 
 

Capital Strategy  
 

2010 – 2015 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 This Capital Strategy brings together the key priorities and targets for the Council, 

aspects of partnership working within the local community, and investments to 
deliver the aims and objectives of the Council as described in the Sustainable 
Community Strategy and business plans.  It aims to bring together the over-riding 
issues identified in those documents which require capital investment to deliver 
the services and growth agenda for the city. 

1.2 The Capital Strategy is prepared within a framework of the Sustainable 
Community Strategy (Growing Peterborough the Right Way – A bigger and better 
Peterborough).  Examples of other supporting plans include: Information and 
Communications Technology Strategy, Corporate Accommodation Strategy, and 
Strategic Business and Departmental Plans. 

1.3 The Sustainable Community Strategy is the overarching document setting out the 
vision for the future of the city and its surrounding rural areas whilst delivering the 
priorities and outcomes that fulfil community needs and aspirations. It aims to 
substantially improve the quality of life of the people of Peterborough and to raise 
the profile and reputation of our City as a great place in which to live, visit and 
work. 

1.4 The Capital Strategy aligns with the Local Area Agreement and Sustainable 
Community Strategy priorities of, 
• creating strong & supportive communities, 
• creating the UK’s environment capital, 
• delivering substantial & truly sustainable growth, and 
• creating opportunities, tackling inequalities, 

These priorities are underpinned by the need to provide accessible services 
effectively. These priorities are monitored and reported on a monthly basis to the 
Corporate Strategic Improvement Board (CSIB).  The purpose of CSIB is to 
ensure that the direction set by the Corporate Management Team is effectively 
translated into activities that will deliver, and that critical delivery areas perform 
effectively throughout the year. 

1.5 The Capital Strategy demonstrates how the Council plans its capital investment to 
ensure that limited funds are utilised to maximum effect, in substantially 
contributing to the overall objectives of the Sustainable Community Strategy, in 
addressing the greatest needs.  The potential capital projects are subject to a 
formal appraisal process to ensure that these aims are fulfilled. 

1.6 The Capital and Sustainable Community Strategies are closely aligned to ensure 
that goals and actions are understood and communicated.  Together, these 
documents are reviewed and updated annually to coincide with the budget setting 
process.  This helps to ensure that business plans and the Capital Strategy reflect 
the priorities of the Council. 

1.7 During the coming year the Council can significantly influence the preparation of 
the Regional Spatial Strategy for 2011-2031, which will determine the level of 
growth for the next 20 years and beyond. 
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2 Key aspects of Capital Expenditure 
2.1 The down turn in the economic climate, resulting from the ‘Credit Crunch’ of last 

year, has been an underlying theme in the preparation of this five year Capital 
Programme. Reporting a five year Capital Programme will give an extended 
outlook and allow better planning of the Council’s capital strategy over the short to 
medium term. 

2.2 With values of land and property on a downward trend, with little hope of 
improving in the medium term, the assumptions used for the funding of the 
programme have been amended to ensure that the Council can continue to 
deliver and meet its stated objectives. 

2.3 As noted later in this document, 3.1, the capital programme and governance 
arrangements have undergone a review to ensure that resources are focussed on 
key projects and programmes. 

2.4 The Council’s Capital Programme for 2010/11 – 2014/15 totals £331.4m and is 
summarised in the Core Data (Annex 1).  Individual schemes are itemised at the 
end of this Strategy on pages 51-52.  The following is a summary of the key 
elements of the strategy by service area. 

2.5 Delivery of the Sustainable Community Strategy 
2.5.1 Through its Core Strategy and associated documents, the City Council is 

translating the Sustainable Community Strategy into a series of land allocations 
and planning policies to guide public and private investment decisions.  The Core 
Strategy, Integrated Development Programme and Planning Obligations Scheme 
together identify and programme funding for the underpinning infrastructure for 
growth.  

2.5.2 It is intended that, over the next 15-20 years, the city centre will become more 
vibrant, dynamic and diverse, offering a high quality built environment, 
employment, learning and leisure opportunities by encouraging new investment 
into the city.  Sensitive areas such as historic buildings and sites of archaeological 
interest will be protected; parklands, open spaces and areas of natural beauty will 
be enhanced as part of sustainable development.   

2.5.3 The city’s transport infrastructure will need to be enhanced as part of the 
proposals and, consistent with the City Centre Framework (jointly developed by 
the Council, English Partnerships and the East of England Development Agency), 
the Local Transport Plan 2 identifies three specific major transport infrastructure 
schemes to accommodate future accessibility to the city centre for an enlarged 
Peterborough.  The Framework includes the comprehensive redevelopment of the 
railway station, Southbank and North Westgate areas.  The Council has secured 
ownership of both accesses to the Southbank development site and assisted in 
the relocation of the retail outlets formerly based there.  

2.5.4 The Council has also demolished the Corn Exchange building in the city centre 
and has begun to facilitate a step change in the creation of high quality city centre 
public realm around Cathedral Square and routes leading to the station and river. 

2.5.5 The delivery of major growth schemes in a difficult economic climate requires 
different arrangements to those of the boom of preceding years.  In December 
2009, the Council’s Cabinet approved revised arrangements for growth that will 
ensure the city continues to be well-equipped to progress the growth agenda.  In 
broad terms, this results in Opportunity Peterborough focussing more intently on 
its core economic development strength, with major schemes being developed by 
a revised and strengthened revised Council growth function.   
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2.5.6 The method by which such development schemes were funded previously has 
essentially disappeared and for the growth agenda to continue new arrangements 
needed to look to the capital markets directly to secure investment.  As part of the 
new growth delivery arrangements, the establishment of a new Council capability 
known as the Peterborough Delivery Partnership will ensure this happens.  The 
PDP will take responsibility not only for assembling finance necessary for taking 
major development schemes forward, but will also be accountable for the physical 
delivery and associated risk and programme management.  Supporting this 
function will be world-class expertise in both the financial markets and the delivery 
of major redevelopment. 

2.6 Children’s Services  
2.6.1 The Peterborough’s Children and Young People Plan 2008-2011 sets out how the 

Council and its partners will work together to achieve better outcomes for Children 
and Young People.  This includes 10 outcome focused priorities.  The 
assessment of need will inform future built environment priorities and further 
develop the Department’s Corporate Asset Management Plan and School related 
Asset Management plans.  

2.6.2 The main purpose of the Children’s Services Department is to ensure a three star 
service, such that everything the Department undertakes is based on achieving 
the five outcomes encompassed in the ‘Every Child Matters’ agenda for all 
children and young people in the Peterborough area.  The Department is also 
responsible for adult education.  In response to the Children Act 2004, work is 
underway to develop more effective integrated services and structures, fulfilling 
the requirements for Children’s Trust arrangements. 

2.6.3 Children’s Services approach is underpinned by the ‘Children and Young Peoples 
Plan’.  The Department is currently reviewing its Corporate Asset Management 
Planning process and has a robust system of school related Asset Management 
Plans.  Children’s Services has a drive to begin delivery of services from locality 
centres.  This will ultimately change and inform the Department’s Asset Strategy.   

2.6.4 The Department will re-introduce the School Organisation Plan in 2010, once a 
statutory document.  This strategic document will include information on 
demography and will inform the needs of schools into the future. 

2.6.5 The Council has implemented a major modernisation of Peterborough’s 
secondary schools through the city’s Secondary School Review covering all 
secondary schools in the city in two main phases.  In September 2007 the 
Thomas Deacon Academy and the Voyager School opened as successor schools 
to five closing secondary schools with major refurbishments to Jack Hunt School 
and Ken Stimpson Community School. 

2.6.6 The Kings School and St John Fisher R.C. School have completed major 
refurbishments, leading to improved facilities at both schools and additional 
places at King’s.  Arthur Mellows Village College still has works taking place. All 
of these have been, funded through the successful bidding for Government 
grants. 

2.6.7 Phase 2 of the review is underway covering Ormiston Bushfield Academy, 
Stanground College and Orton Longueville School.  Outline agreement has been 
received that the project will be funded through the Building Schools for the 
Future programme which will bring around £80m of capital investment into these 
schools from the government.   
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2.6.8 The Government’s plans for investment in the Primary School Estate were 
announced in November 2008.  This is a 15 year programme which anticipates 
that 50% of the Council’s primary school estate will benefit from projects ranging 
from total rebuild to minor refurbishment.  £3,000,000 was received for 2009-10, 
with £5,378,000 for 2010-11. Rising numbers of primary age children are leading 
to shortfalls in places and the focus of the Primary Capital Strategy is changing to 
ensuring sufficient places. 

2.6.9 The Council’s success in securing a grant of £5,270,000 towards increasing 
primary school places has just been announced. Combined with funding from the 
Primary Capital Programme, this will ensure provision of sufficient places in 
permanent buildings that meet our other targets of suitability for 21st century 
learning, innovative design and sustainability. 

2.6.10 Children’s Services continue to be committed to incorporating sustainable 
solutions into all of its building projects, working towards the Government’s target 
of zero carbon schools by 2016. Joint working is being established with the 
Council’s Climate Change team, with an initial target of installing Smart Meters in 
all schools.  

2.6.11 An increased pressure on primary school places and the need to provide sixth 
form facilities at the secondary school has required the Council to invest in a 
school building programme in the Hampton area.  

2.6.12 Significant modernisations continue to Clare Lodge (our secure residential 
accommodation) and a further application has been made to the DCSF to provide 
additional separation areas and develop a 14-19 curriculum offering.   

2.7 Transport   
2.7.1 The transport capital programme essentially follows the four themes for transport, 

linked to the seven shared priorities agree nationally for local government, 
tackling:   

• congestion  
• delivering accessibility 

• safer roads 
• better air quality 

2.7.2 This programme was broadly set out in Peterborough’s Second Local Transport 
Plan (LTP2) spanning 2006 to 2011, as submitted to the Department of Transport 
(DfT) at the end of March 2006.   

2.7.3 The LTP2 sets out how the Council aims to address the four themes listed above 
sustainably by tackling the growing demand for travel through an increase in 
walking, cycling, bus and rail travel, whilst allowing for economic growth.  It also 
sets out how the Council is working with the Peterborough Primary Care Trust 
(PCT) (through the Integrated Passenger Transport project) to draw together the 
sub-regional transport needs related to day centres, schools, health clinics and 
hospitals.  Additionally, the plan contains strategies that will address and manage 
congestion to ensure the continued economic growth and prosperity of 
Peterborough.  Work is about to commence on LTP3, which will include both a 
long term transport strategy and a programme of works. This will take forward 
transport policy in the context of the Government’s Delivering a Sustainable 
Transport System. The infrastructure required to deliver growth in the areas is set 
out in the Council’s Integrated Development Programme.  

2.7.4 The LTP2 was rated as “good” by the DfT and the overall LTP capital allocation 
for   2008/09 to 2010/2011 represents a significant increase from LTP1 
allocations. Work is about to commence on LTP3, which will include both a long 
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term transport strategy and a programme of works. This will take forward 
transport policy in the context of the Government’s Delivering a Sustainable 
Transport System. The infrastructure required to deliver growth in the areas is set 
out in the Council’s Integrated Development Programme. 

2.7.5 The Council was designated as one of only three national ‘Sustainable Travel 
Demonstration Towns’ (supported by a £3.24m 5-year revenue allocation from 
central government which ran out in March 2009) and the LTP2 helped showcase 
and support this work.  The initiative has now been mainstreamed in the Council’s 
revenue budgets. This work is supported by capital schemes outlined in the LTP2; 
therefore it is important that the overall LTP allocation is £12.2m over the next five 
years.  The Service was awarded Beacon Status for Accessibility in 2008 and 
was also awarded Transport Authority of the Year, as well as runner-up in the 
category for Infrastructure on the back of these projects and investment. 

2.7.6 The Council’s five year capital programme for Operations (including transport)   
currently includes £80m of planned expenditure to address the highest priorities.  
The Council has successfully bid for Growth Area Funding 1, 2, and 3 and a 
number of key transport infrastructure improvements have been delivered through 
this route including two Parkway widening schemes and public realm 
improvements in Cathedral Square. Work will commence in 2010 on A1139/A15 
Junction 8 improvement using GAF3 money.  

2.7.7 The Council has also progressed the development of a Highway Asset 
Management Plan (HAMP), in accordance with Department for Transport 
requirements.  This “HAMP” will help define the extent of additional sums required 
firstly to tackle the backlog of maintenance work and thereafter, maintain the 
existing highway infrastructure.   

2.7.8 The Council is working with Lincolnshire County Council to deliver the £81m 
A1073 Spalding to Eye major improvement scheme.  The County Council is 
leading on this project which will open in Summer 2010.  The scheme is to be 
funded from the East Midlands and East of England regional funding allocations 
and a capital contribution from Lincolnshire County Council's corporate funds.  In 
2010, the Council will commence work on traffic calming schemes on parallel 
routes to deter traffic from migrating upon opening of the new A1073 route.  
These schemes will be part funded from the Council's LTP allocation. 

2.8 Neighbourhoods 
2.8.1 The Council transferred its stock of 9,750 houses to Cross Keys Homes (CKH) in 

October 2004 under a large scale voluntary transfer (LSVT) following a tenant 
vote.  At that time, a backlog of maintenance (estimated at £108m) was identified 
for the renewal of elements of the dwellings over the next 10 years, resources 
that the Council would not be able to attract.  CKH are nearing the end of a 
programme of work to bring houses up to the Decent Homes Standard, ahead of 
the 2010 government target.   

2.8.2 During the first 10 years of the contract, under the Preserved Right to Buy 
(Council tenants transferred to CKH retain the right-to-buy), the Council will 
receive part of the sale proceeds on an agreed basis.  Whilst these receipts form 
part of the Council’s overall corporate resources, the Council is committed to 
pump-prime opportunities for future affordable housing schemes, in partnership 
with registered social landlords.   

2.8.3 Other new affordable housing provision will be addressed through Section 106 
planning agreements.  The Council aims to ensure that 30% of all new housing 
(on eligible sites) is delivered as affordable homes. The affordable housing target 
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varies each year according to funding allocations. For 2010/11, there is a 
provisional target of 318 units, but this will be kept under review.  

2.8.4 The Council has an overall target in its emerging Core Strategy to deliver at least 
25,500 additional dwellings between 2009 and 2026, although it is anticipated that 
this could rise to 40,000 through accelerated growth.   

2.8.5 The Council is working with English Partnerships to secure financial support for 
the regeneration of Brownfield sites for housing and other development.   

2.8.6 Council resources are also targeted at home renovation grants and Disabled 
Facilities Grant (DFG), helping to encourage improvement of housing and 
independent living at home. 

2.9 Cultural Services 
2.9.1 Cultural Services within the city face significant challenges which relate to growth 

and the re-development of existing facilities to meet changing customer 
expectations. 

2.9.2 The growth of the city is driving the following potential projects: 

• Development of future Cemetery space 

• Development of Hampton joint service centre (library, sport, health provision) 

• The provision of a regional sports facility as part of the redevelopment of the 
Northern embankment 

2.9.3 Customers are demanding ever increasing quality of service and much of the 
city’s built cultural infrastructure falls short of customer aspiration.  Agreed 
development includes: 

• The development of the Museum 

• Redevelopment of the Orton Centre, including the possible remodelling of 
sports and library facilities. 

• Development of sports facilities to refresh and upgrade existing provision. 

2.9.4 Consideration is being given to the longer term need for theatre provision in the 
City. As a minimum, this will require the further redevelopment of the Key 
Theatre. In addition to this, early planning is being considered on the resource 
implications of the development of an auditorium or arena space capable of 
delivering to audiences in excess of 1,200 people. 

2.9.5 In addition, the Council has recently determined to reduce Mercury emissions at 
the Crematorium.  This is closely linked to the city’s aspiration to become the 
environmental capital. 

2.9.6 To reflect the city’s aspirations of growing the right way, a number of innovative 
projects are also being explored including the creation of a ‘digital centre for 
excellence’. 

2.10 Adult Social Care  

2.10.1 An Older People’s Accommodation and Housing Related Support Strategy has 
been jointly produced by the Council and the Primary Care Trust (PCT).  It 
builds upon an extensive consultation with local people and partner 
organisations about a shared vision for the future of accommodation and 
housing related support provision for older people in the City.  The strategy aims 
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to support older people in their own homes whenever possible and in extra care 
housing which provides flexible care and support to meet higher needs. 

2.10.2 Capital investment is required as part of this strategy and extra care housing has 
in the main been funded with external capital.  Partnerships with registered 
social landlords, section 106 contributions and Department of Health extra care 
capital funding are all anticipated to be ongoing sources of the capital 
investment required. 

2.10.3 Two residential homes for older people will require replacement in the medium 
term and it is anticipated that external funding can be identified for these re-
builds. 

2.10.4 Investment in aids and adaptations and in technology which monitors domiciliary 
service providers (electronic call monitoring) is essential in delivering cost 
effective services which support people to remain living at home.  Investment in 
mental health services aims to decrease social exclusion, encourage healthy 
lifestyles and support mental health recovery. 

2.10.5 Information Technology requirements continue to change year on year with 
developments needed to support new business processes such as self-directed 
support.  The client IT system currently in place (RAISE) requires replacement 
and will no longer be supported by its provider beyond the short-term. 

2.10.6 As part of the Integrated Growth Study, the PCT has highlighted the need for 
additional Adult Social Care infrastructure in support of a mixed model of 
provision i.e. two additional care homes and nine additional Extra Care facilities.  
This Strategy has been developed under the guidance of the Older People's 
Working Party, administered by the Council. 

2.11 Strategic Property   
2.11.1 The review of the Property Portfolio is underway and is set out in the Corporate 

Property Strategy which is scheduled for review in 2010/11.  This has 
established the principle of front office delivery from key assets.   

2.11.2 The moves started in the of Spring 2007 with services including Strategic 
Property, Strategic Finance, Human Resources and Internal Audit having moved 
to Manor Drive.  This released space within Bayard Place which allowed the 
relocation of elements of Children’s Services.  This approach released a number 
of assets that are either in the process of disposal or are being recycled within 
the Council.  Overall the Council aims to save approximately £4.9m over three 
years. 

2.11.3 The relocation of elements of planning from Bridge House to Stuart House has 
now been completed and are located next to Opportunity Peterborough.  This 
released decant space within Bridge House pending a decision on the 
development on the South Bank.  This move has brought together key elements 
of the planning function which support the area’s Growth Agenda.   

2.11.4 Overall the Council aims to dispose of surplus assets and use the capital 
receipts raised to support other initiatives.  Work is ongoing to identify further 
sites that are suitable for disposal but it should be noted that in the current 
economic climate the disposal decision is no longer the only clear option.  The 
final decision takes into account issues such as holding costs. 
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3 Managing & Monitoring the Capital Programme & Projects 
3.1 A review of project government arrangements for the capital programme was 

undertaken, last financial year, with the resulting improvements now being 
experienced: 

• alignment of the programme and project management to corporate outcomes 
• development of expertise in commercial negotiation and supplier 

management 
• development of robust specifications to deliver fit for purpose solutions 
• development of risk profiling and management 
• development of the sharing of best practice 
• maximising of income sources, including the expansion of further trading 

opportunities 
• implementation of a robust gateway review process, aligned to robust 

management of existing project methodology and register 
• establishment of the status of current capital and non-capital programmes / 

projects and implement process of challenge as appropriate 
• establishment of a senior position to be accountable for governance of the 

Capital Programme  

3.2 Project Governance 
3.2.1 The Council operates a project management approach which is governed by two 

main corporate project boards.  These are the Savings Board which monitors the 
performance and delivery of the Business Transformation Programme and the 
Project Governance Board which oversees business cases and monitors the 
performance of major Council projects, outside of the Business Transformation 
Programme. 

3.2.2 Option appraisals and feasibility studies are required to support and justify a 
business case for projects.  The programme management team are responsible 
for co-ordinating and monitoring this process.  The longer term property and 
revenue implications (i.e. whole-life considerations) are part of this process that is 
consistent with the principles set down in the Prudential Code for Capital Finance 
in Local Authorities. 

3.3 Structural Changes to Deliver New Ways of Working 
3.3.1 The Strategic Improvement Team, within the Strategic Resources Department, 

works on the improvement in delivery of public services, working closely with 
directors, heads of service and teams to help identify and deliver improvements in 
their business areas.  Specific examples include the implementation of business 
planning to ensure alignment with strategic priorities, integrating performance and 
risk management communicated through a scorecard model, and a management 
competency framework based programme of development for employees. 

3.3.2 The Strategic Improvement Team, is responsible for facilitating the 
implementation of the Council’s strategies and objectives through robust project 
and programme management.  A centre of excellence for project management is 
the information centre for projects and programmes, and provides training, 
mentoring and guidance on project management throughout the Council.  This 
centre is also responsible for embedding a “project management culture” 
throughout the Council. 
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3.4 Capital Spending Focus 
3.4.1 Government support is focused on three main areas of capital spending: 

children’s services, transportation, and housing.  The budget is allocated in 
accordance with priorities identified in the service business plans.  Specific 
allocations may also become available for projects under the Growth Agenda.   

3.4.2 The Strategic Growth Board is accountable for the delivery of the growth 
programme and oversees progress across all of its component sub-programmes 
of projects.  The scope of the growth programme covers projects designed to 
deliver and support the delivery of the growth targets for additional housing, jobs 
and population for Peterborough as set out in the strategic plans of the Council 
and its partners. 

4 Sources of Capital Funding  
4.1 The Capital Programme is funded from:- 

 2010/11
£000 

2011/12
£000 

2012/13
£000 

2013/14 
£000 

2014/15
£000 

Grants  44,881 12,253 8,193 8,193 8,193 
S106 and Contributions 2,950 2,250 250 250 250 
Capital Receipts 13,382 7,192 14,042 10,000 5,000 
Right To Buy Receipts 712 757 546 567 0 
Capital Financing 
Requirement (Borrowing) 44,399 57,415 47,286 19,646 22,756 

Total Capital Financing 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
(Source: MTFS 2010-15) 

4.1.1 External Sources arise from the Council’s aims, together with partners, to 
maximise opportunities for funding from any source, including European and 
Government Grants and applications for National Lottery funding for schemes.  
Corporate Resources consist of Capital Receipts and Borrowing.  Under the 
Prudential Code for Capital Finance, the Council has the ability to borrow money.  
To do this, the Council must be able to show that any borrowing is affordable, 
prudent and sustainable, see the prudential code and treasury management 
strategy Appendix 4. 

4.1.2 The Council is required to pay English Partnerships a percentage of gross capital 
receipts from sales of Community Related Assets (CRA) transferred to it from the 
Peterborough Development Corporation.  From October 2009, this is 58% 
(diminishing annually by 2%).  Although this represents a significant loss of 
opportunity for the Council, English Partnerships is encouraged to reinvest the 
receipt back into Peterborough. 

4.1.3 The Council seeks to influence capital investment in education, housing, transport 
and other services through S106 agreements.  Examples include Hampton 
Township, development of the City Centre and road infrastructure improvements.   

4.1.4 The Council’s S106 Strategy was developed during 2009/10 to provide greater 
certainty for developers as well as providing parity with other authorities’ 
arrangements.  The key features of the new scheme, amongst others, include: 

• a costed social and physical infrastructure programme to which new 
development need to make a contribution 

• the principle that all significant developments make a contribution to 
infrastructure because of the resulting impact on social and physical 
infrastructure such as schools and public transport 
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• standard contribution figures for a range of different developments 

• scenarios showing the impact of a new development 

4.1.5 Project procurement has been reviewed in line with recommendations of 
Modernising Construction.  Partnering contracts have been established, including 
Clayton Phoenix Special Education Needs School, alteration and refurbishment of 
the Key Theatre, and the re-provision of Newborough School.  The contracts 
provide for a share of any identified savings to be re-invested back into the 
projects.  The constructor ‘gains’ the remaining share; therefore, an incentive 
exists to encourage all aspects of the project to be continually reviewed for value. 

4.1.6 The continued efforts to achieve saving targets encourage consideration of more 
effective methods of procurement.  Efficiencies achieved through partnering can 
take 2-3 years to be realised, since the costs associated with change in working 
practices tend to make them more expensive at the outset.  However, there are 
benefits to be achieved in the longer-term.   

4.1.7 The new international financial accounting standards (IFRS) are anticipated to 
have a major affect on the accounting arrangements of the Council’s capital 
programme.  This includes the financing of the capital programme and the 
calculation of the minimum revenue provision (MRP).  For further information 
about IFRS see the MRP policy at Appendix  4. 

4.2 Alternative Financing Arrangements 
4.2.1 The Council has actively investigated public / private partnerships and other 

innovative financing arrangements in relation to a range of capital projects.  
Examples include:- 

• Close collaborative working with our private sector contractor and consultant 
within the Environment, Transport and Engineering service to investigate ways 
of making significant savings and providing increased value for money.  

• A strategic partnership for the re-provision of the former Corporate Services 
Department funded and operated by the private sector; the proposals did not 
deliver value for the Council and were ultimately not pursued 

• Joint venture partnership for the North Westgate development. 

• Partnership with Lincolnshire County Council for the A1073 Eye to Spalding 
road improvement scheme 

• Partnership arrangements with various Registered Social Landlords for the 
provision of affordable housing 

• A 5-year highway term maintenance contract with scope to become a 10-year 
partnering contract 

• For future delivery of the programme, investigations into Special Purpose 
Vehicles (SPV), which is a private, company that as been set up with a specific 
and sole objective of carrying out a given project.   

4.3 Capital Receipts 
4.3.1 The Council has a programme of property disposals to support the funding of the 

Capital Programme.  This is being carried out as part of the Asset Challenge, in 
conjunction with the Corporate Property Strategy.   
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4.3.2 The approach adopted has been amended to take into account the impact of the 
‘Credit Crunch’, with volatility in values of land and property and the timing of 
sales.  

4.3.3 Receipts taken into account are as follows, with further details shown in  
Appendix 3: 

 From Property disposals 2010/11
£000 

2011/12
£000 

2012/13
£000 

2013/14 
£000 

2014/15
£000 

Capital Receipts - General 5,232 7,192 11,042 10,000 5,000
Capital Receipts - Schools  8,150 3,000  -
Capital Receipts - Cross Keys 712 757 546 567 -

Total used in Capital Programme 14,094 7,949 14,588 10,567 5,000

5 Procurement Strategy 
5.1 Procurement has an important part to play in the delivery of the Council’s 

Sustainable Community Strategy and its core aims and objectives.  Principally, 
this can be achieved through procurement activity that enhances quality, provides 
savings and better value for money and promotes equality of opportunity for 
service users and businesses.  The Council will be under increasing external 
pressure to reduce costs and increase efficiency.  The Council’s core aims and 
objectives, and the savings required, cannot be delivered without both effective 
and efficient procurement procedures and skilled, professional staff to deliver 
those processes across the Council and the wide range of goods and services 
that it requires. 

5.2 A Business Transformation Team was established in the autumn of 2006 to 
support the council in finding more efficient ways of working and procuring goods 
and services, primarily in order to release resources for further investment in front 
line services.  The team’s work focuses on both revenue and capital spend. The 
Commercial and Procurement Unit formed in April 2007, has developed a 
Procurement Strategy (2007-2011) to underpin the aims and objectives of the 
Business Transformation Programme. 

5.3 Investment in some areas (e.g. City Market, remaining housing estate, shops, 
adult education, and crematorium) is restricted by the Value Added Tax (VAT) 
partial exemption 5% de-minimus limit.  Careful procurement, programming and 
monitoring of any proposed works is required to avoid breaching this limit, which 
could cost the Council in the region of £850,000 per annum.  This demonstrates 
that a range of issues can impact on capital financing decision making. 

5.4 The development of Departmental Asset Management Plans will include greater 
emphasis on whole life considerations when assessing the need for construction 
projects, better use of existing property (refurbishment in lieu of building new 
facilities/maximise use of space) and energy efficiency (running costs including 
maintenance).  The Commercial and Procurement Unit is currently undertaking a 
review of Capital Projects within the City Services directorate, with a view to 
making savings through consolidation of projects that are of a similar nature.  All 
projects are required to be procured in accordance with the Council’s Contract 
Regulations. 

5.5 The Council has successfully achieved better value for money through the use of 
term contracts, which are predominantly used by health sector and schools, 
however the Commercial and Procurement Unit are reviewing these during 2010 
to look for further opportunities of savings through aggregation of additional 
capital and revenue spend into larger frameworks. 
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5.6 Framework agreements will be considered as an alternative to the use of term 
contracts.  Framework contracts are being used in a number of public sector 
organisations, e.g. NHS Estates, Norfolk Property Services and Salford City 
Council to deliver a strategic approach through:- 

• Replacing tendering with longer term alliances which deliver services on a 
continuing cost effective basis, 

• Linked partner initiatives and partners to add to existing resources (e.g. joint 
venture contracts). 

• The Council is currently using framework agreements for legal services, 
professional services, maintenance, and highways and engineering.  A range 
of procurement options are considered as part of the Council’s overall strategy 
in this area. 

5.7 The procurement approach is underpinned by the whole-life costing methodology; 
that decisions are based on the full life costs through the life-cycle of the 
procurement process. 

5.8 As per point 3.1 earlier, the review of the Capital Programme management is 
planned to work on standardising contractual terms and the tender process, 
introducing e-auctions, as well as looking into supplier management, sourcing and 
the use of preferred suppliers. Progress has been made with the introduction of 
‘Supplierforce’, a software package that enables the Council to maintain a 
Contract Register, ensure that a robust Contract Management system is 
introduced and to further embed the use of e-tendering and e-auctions. 

6 Links to Partners 
6.1 The Council is committed to partnership working in all sections and recognises 

the benefits of shared understanding of needs and opportunities for joint 
solutions. 

6.2 The Greater Peterborough Partnership (GPP) launched the Sustainable 
Community Strategy for Peterborough (2008-2021) in June 2008, along with the 
2008-2011 Local Area Agreement (LAA).  The LAA is the three year action plan 
for the delivery of outcomes and targets that will support the long term aspirations 
of the Sustainable Community Strategy.  The Community Strategy sets out an 
ambitious plan for growth in the Peterborough area.  Significant partnerships have 
already been identified in the Capital Strategy.  Other examples include Sport 
England, SureStart, Urban II, IIC and Parish Councils. 

6.3 The Council will continue to attract significant capital investment into the area 
through partnerships.  The Council and its partners have pooled or aligned 
resources to support the objectives of the Local Area Agreement.  The integrated 
business and financial planning process of the Council seeks to ensure that 
delivery plans across the partnership are appropriately resourced, and that the 
flexibility of funding streams is put to the best possible effect.  

6.4 The aims of the economic regeneration plans will make a significant contribution 
to improving the attraction of the city to inward investors, and facilitating local 
businesses to grow.  Partners will expect to make significant savings from shared 
delivery of public services e.g. shared health services. 
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7 Conclusion 
7.1 The Capital Strategy comments on the challenges facing Peterborough City 

Council in meeting the strategic objectives and growth agenda, as laid out in the 
Community Strategy. 

7.2 The Council is implementing changes to its core business and culture to ensure 
that limited funding is prioritised and effectively targeted to deliver the objectives, 
through reviewing the current capital programme for efficiencies in procurement 
and rationalisation of programmes. 

Summary Capital Programme 

  2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
Capital Expenditure by Service: £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Adult Social Care 921 3,466 3,165 165 165 
Deputy Chief Executives 10,696 8,593 1,221 1,242 1,225 
Children’s Services 41,219 37,860 32,144 12,487 10,487 
City Services 3,004 1,068 960 960 960 
Operations 35,232 14,820 11,259 9,700 9,360 
Strategic Resources 16,179 14,060 21,568 14,102 14,002 
Contingency (927) - - - - 

Total Capital Expenditure 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
Financed by:      

Grants  44,881 12,253 8,193 8,193 8,193 
S106 and Contributions 2,950 2,250 250 250 250 
Capital Receipts 13,382 7,192 14,042 10,000 5,000 
Right To Buy Receipts 712 757 546 567 0 
Capital Financing Requirement 
(Borrowing) 44,399 57,415 47,286 19,646 22,756 

Total Capital Financing 106,324 79,867 70,317 38,656 36,199 
      

Prudential Code for Capital Finance 
This Code gives local authorities greater freedom to borrow to meet capital expenditure, 
providing that the borrowing is affordable, sustainable and in accordance with 
professional good practice.  The Prudential Code requires the Council to set a range of 
Prudential Indicators for 2010-11 and provisional values for the four following years.  
These are detailed in the Medium Term Financial Strategy, Appendix 4. 
 
The value of the Council’s fixed assets as at 31st March 2009 totalled £408.2m  A 
comprehensive asset register is available and details are given of the Unique 
Establishment Reference Number, Service Holding Committee, Valuation and any dual 
use functions.  An electronic copy is available on request. 

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) has, for the present 
time, relaxed its requirements to submit Corporate Property Asset data.  However, the 
Audit Commission’s Comprehensive Performance Assessment places greater 
emphasis on use of property resources.  The Department for Children, Schools and 
Families (DCSF) requires school property asset data to be submitted to them 
periodically.  This includes condition, suitability, sufficiency and energy data and is sent 
in electronic format.  Comprehensive property records are in place to support this 
process. 
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Annex One - Core Data 
Statistical and Financial Information 

Fixed Asset Values Gross book 
value Depreciation Net book value  

at 31st March 2009 
 £m £m £m
Land and buildings 224.9 (5.4) 219.5
Vehicles, plant and 17.8 (4.4) 13.4
Infrastructure assets 102.6 (5.8) 96.8
Community assets 2.8 - 2.8
Investment Properties 56 (0.2) 55.8
Surplus Assets 10.5 (0.1) 10.4
Assets Under Construction 9.5 - 9.5
Total 424.1 (15.9) 408.2

(These values follow recommended practice for presenting accounts and are not 
indicative values for insurance purposes nor do they reflect potential disposal 
values.) 

Fixed Asset Summary 
2008 Assets Held 2009 

 Operational Assets - Land & Buildings 
2 Town Hall and Bridge House Offices 2
1 Bayard Place  1
1 Peterscourt 1
1 Central Depot 1
7 Sub Depots  7

38 Area / Sub Offices 38
1 Key Theatre 1

16 Car Parks 16
1 Crematorium 1

16 Public Conveniences 16
3 Swimming Pools 3
1 Priestgate Museum and Art Gallery 1
3 Materials Recycling Facility, Composting &  Refuse Disposal facilities 4
1 CCTV Control Centre 1
9 Central Library and 8 Branch Libraries 9

51 Schools (excludes Foundation, VC & VA schools) 49
4 Further Education Establishments 4

20 Smallholdings 20
17 Social Services Premises 17
42 Community Centres 41

1 St Barnabas Church 1
24 Play Centres 24

1 Peterborough Arts Centre 1
 Operational Assets - Community Assets 

861 Acres of landscaping 1,004
1,248 Acres of parks (See note below) 1,340

130 Acres of allotments 130
5 Community Grounds 5
5 Cemeteries 5

888 Infrastructure Assets - Kilometres of roads 888
 Non-Operational Assets - Investment Properties - Commercial and Industrial 

1 General Market 1
1 Food Hall Market 1

206 Shops, commercial and industrial units 206
1 New England Complex 1

379 Acres of land for future development 396
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Capital Programme Budget & Funding Summary 2010/11 to 2014/15 
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* Actual GAF Allocations for 2010/11 is dependent on GAF related expenditure in 2009/10 and subject to review 
ALL CAPITAL SCHEMES NEED FULL BUSINESS CASES TO BE APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL’S PROJECT GOVERNANCE BOARD BEFORE PROCEEDING 
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Appendix 4 – Prudential Code, Treasury Management 
Strategy and Minimum Revenue Provision Strategy 
 
 
 
 

The Prudential Code  
 

& 
 

 Treasury Management 
Strategy 

 
2010 – 2015 

 
 

Including the Minimum Revenue 
Provision Policy 2010/11  
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1 Background 
1.1 CIPFA has amended the CIPFA Treasury Management in the Public Services 

Code of Practice (the Code), the associated guidance notes, and the Treasury 
Management Policy Statement.  This strategy statement has been prepared in 
accordance with the revised Code. 

1.2 CIPFA also issued a revised Prudential Code which primarily covers borrowing 
and Prudential Indicators.  Three of these indicators have been moved from being 
Prudential Indicators to being Treasury Indicators.  However, all indicators are 
presented together as one suite.   

1.3 It should also be noted that the Department of Communities and Local 
Government is currently undertaking a consultation exercise on draft revised 
investment guidance which will result in the issue of amended investment 
guidance for English local authorities to come into effect from 1 April 2010.  It is 
not currently expected that there will be any major changes required over and 
above the changes already required by the revised Code. 

1.4 The Local Government Act 2003 allows local authorities to determine locally their 
levels of capital investment and associated borrowing.   

1.5 To ensure probity, affordability and accountability the Authority should comply 
with the code of practice, the 'Prudential Code', which requires the Council to 
determine a number of key indicators prior to setting its council tax each year.  
These indicators must be consistent with the Council's budget strategy. 

1.6 Principally, this process requires an assessment that: 
a)  capital investment plans are affordable 
b) all external borrowing and other long term liabilities are within prudent and 

sustainable levels, and 
c) treasury management decisions are taken in accordance with professional 

good advice 

1.7 The Code also requires councils to consider, and set indicators for the next five 
years as part of their Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).  These indicators 
should be monitored during the year and must be reviewed annually. 

1.8 The aim of the code is to allow Members to be informed of the impact of capital 
investment decisions on the overall Council budget.  The Council must set 
indicators.  These are set out at Section 2 below and need to be considered as a 
whole: the sequence of presentation is not an indication of relative significance. In 
addition the Code requires the Council to set borrowing limits which establish 
borrowing ceilings and the 'debt mix' of any borrowings to be made.  Under the 
Code the Council is also required to approve its annual Treasury Management 
Strategy and this is set out at Section 3 below for 2010/11. 

1.9 The Council is required to agree its policy on charging Minimum Revenue 
Provision (MRP), i.e. the amount it is required to charge to revenue in relation to 
capital expenditure financed from borrowing.  The policy is set out in Section 11 
below for 2010/11. 
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2 Treasury Management Prudential Indicators 
CIPFA has updated the Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities 
(the Prudential Code), which underpins the system of capital finance.  Local 
authorities determine their own programmes for capital investment in fixed assets 
that are central to the delivery of quality local public services. The Prudential 
Code has been developed as a professional code of practice to support them in 
taking these decisions.  

2.1 Indicator One: Local authority has adopted the CIPFA Code of Treasury 
Management in the Public Services 

2.1.1 This Strategy has been developed in accordance with the revised Code.  In 
approving this strategy the Council is adopting this new Code. The Code 
represents best practice in the regulation and management of borrowing and 
investments and related activities. Treasury Management Practices (TMP's) have 
been established with advice from Sector Treasury Services and applied to the 
Council's treasury management. 

2.2.2 The Code was originally adopted by the Council in 2002, and the revised Code 
will be adopted with this Strategy in February 2010. 

2.2 Indicator Two: Estimates of / actual capital expenditure 

2.2.1 The Council has to make reasonable estimates of the total of capital expenditure 
that it plans to incur during the forthcoming financial year and the following four 
financial years. These have been based on the Capital Programme for that 
period. 

2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

£57.9m 
Actual £86.6m £106.3m £79.9m £70.3m £38.7m £36.2m 

 

2.3 Indicator Three: Estimates of / actual capital financing requirements and net 
borrowing 

2.3.1 The Council must make reasonable estimates of the "total capital financing 
requirement". 

2.3.2 The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) measures the Council's underlying 
need to borrow money in the long term for capital purposes. It is calculated from 
various capital balances in the Council's balance sheet. The need to borrow can 
be met not only from external loans and financing but also by the temporary use 
of internally generated cash from revenue and other balances. The Council must 
ensure that its net borrowing is only for capital purposes other than exceptional 
and temporary borrowing for revenue cash flow purposes: the indicators are 
consistent with this restriction on borrowing. 

2.3.3 The table below shows the actual CFR at 31st March 2009 and the projected 
CFR at the end of 2009/10, 2010/11, 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14 and 2014/15.  
These levels are below the limits set out in Indicator 6. 

31/03/2009 31/03/2010 31/03/2011 31/03/2012 31/03/2013 31/03/2014 31/03/2015

£145.9m 
Actual 

£178.9m 
Projected £216.2m £265.1m £301.9m £309.6m £320.1m 

2.3.4 It is intended to use funds generated from the sale of assets to finance a 
proportion of the capital programme and to limit the growth of the CFR. If sales 
are not completed in time to meet capital expenditure that has been incurred, 
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borrowing may have to be utilised instead. Similarly plans to avoid or redeem 
debt using disposal proceeds may have to be postponed if asset realisations are 
delayed. Either of these outcomes will result in the CFR for future years being 
higher than indicated until sale proceeds are received and debt is repaid. 

2.4 Indicator Four: Affordability (1) Estimate of / actual ratio of financing costs 
to net revenue Stream 

2.4.1 The Council must estimate the proportion of the revenue budget, which is taken 
up in financing capital expenditure i.e. the net interest cost and to make 
provision to repay debt. 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

5.3% 6.3% 7.8% 8.6% 8.7% 

2.5 Indicator Five: Affordability (2) - Estimate of the incremental impact of 
capital investment decisions on the Council Tax 

2.5.1 The Council has to forecast the impact of the capital investment programme on 
council tax for the next five years. 

2.5.2 The calculation of this indicator is based upon the estimated amount of the 
capital programme that is to be financed from borrowing. The calculation is 
based on the interest assumptions for borrowing that have been included in the 
capital financing budget. It also includes an estimate of the additional revenue 
costs arising from those schemes financed by this method. 

2.5.4 The estimated capital financing and operating costs are divided by the estimated 
tax base for the year: 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

(£27.97) (£12.78) £61.18 £104.86 £115.42 

2.5.5 In order to offset the impact of reduced anticipated capital receipts (used to 
finance the capital programme) because of the ‘Credit Crunch’ last year, 
significant elements of the capital programme were slipped.  This reduces the 
impact on Council Tax, as demonstrated in the table above in 2010/11. 

2.6 Indicators Six: External Debt Prudential Indicators 
2.6.1 The Council must set prudential limits for its total external debt, gross of 

investments, separately identifying borrowing from other long-term liabilities. 

2.6.2 The Council’s external debt (borrowing and other long term liabilities) at 31st 
March 2009 was £134.5 million and is estimated to be the same at 31st March 
2010.  This reduction is due to an estimated increase in the use of internal cash, 
rather than borrowing externally.  This is due to external borrowing rates 
currently being higher than investment interest rates. 

2.6.3 In order to ensure that over the medium term net borrowing will only be for a 
capital purpose, the Council’s MTFS ensures that net external borrowing does 
not, except in the short term, exceed the total of the capital financing 
requirement in the preceding year plus the estimates of any additional capital 
financing requirement for the current and next four financial years. This is a key 
indicator of prudence. 

2.6.4 The authorised limit sets a ceiling on external debt, the maximum amount the 
Council may borrow at any point in time in the year. It has to be set at a level the 
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Council considers is "prudent". The proposed indicator takes account of the 
capital financing requirement estimated at the start of each year, plus the 
expected net borrowing requirement for the year. 

2.6.5 The limits also incorporate a margin of around £10 million in total to allow for 
exceptional short-term movements in the Council's cash flow and changes to 
the timing of capital payments and fluctuations in the realisation of capital 
receipts. 

2.6.6 The recommended Total Authorised Limit is shown below: 

Borrowing Other Long Term 
Liabilities* 

Total Authorised 
Limit 

 £m £m £m 
2010/11 311.9 4 315.9 
2011/12 319.6 6 325.6 
2012/13 330.1 8 338.1 
2013/14 340.1 10 350.1 
2014/15 350.1 12 362.1 

 * These are subject to change due to the new PFI accounting standard being 
introduced in the 2009 Statement of Recommended Practice (SoRP) in line with 
the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)  

2.6.7 It is ultra-vires to exceed the authorised limit so this should be set to avoid 
circumstances in which the Council would need to borrow more money than this 
limit. However the Council can revise the limit during the course of the year. 

2.6.8 Note that "Other long term liabilities" include items that would appear on the 
balance sheet of the Council under that heading. For example, the capital cost 
of finance leases would be included. 

2.6.9 There is a second requirement to set an operational limit (set below the 
maximum authorised limit) that the Executive Director - Strategic Resources 
must operate within. The operational boundary is a measure of the maximum 
amount the Council would normally borrow at any time during the year. The 
code recognises that circumstances might arise when the boundary might be 
exceeded temporarily, but that this should only ever be a short term expedient. 

2.6.10 The recommended Total Operational Boundary is shown below: 

Borrowing Other Long 
Term Liabilities* 

Total Operational 
Boundary  

£m £m £m 
2010/11 226.2 3 229.2 
2011/12 275.1 3 278.1 
2012/13 311.9 3 314.9 
2013/14 319.6 3 322.6 
2014/15 330.1 3 333.1 

* These are subject to change due to the new PFI accounting standard being 
introduced in the 2009 Statement of Recommended Practice (SoRP) in line with 
the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)  
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2.7 Indicator Seven: Variable interest rate exposure 
2.7.1 The Council must place an upper limit on the total amount of net borrowing 

(borrowing less investment) which is at variable rates subject to interest rate 
movements. 

2.7.2 The limits proposed are as follows:  

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

£54.0m £66.3m £75.5m £77.4m £80.0m 

2.7.3 The intention is to keep the variable rate borrowing below 25% of the total gross 
borrowing.  

2.8 Indicator Eight: Fixed interest rate exposures 
2.8.1 The Council must put an upper limit on the total amount of net borrowing 

(borrowing less investment) which is at fixed rates secured against future 
interest rate movements. 

2.8.2 The proposed limits (expressed as the value of total borrowing less investment) 
are as follows, and represent 100% of the Total Authorised Limit per Indicator 6: 

 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Upper limit £311.9m £319.6m £330.1m £340.1m £350.1m 

2.8.3 The upper limits for fixed interest rate exposure are set to allow for flexibility in 
applying a proportion of the investment portfolio to finance new capital 
expenditure. It also reflects a position where the great majority of borrowing is at 
fixed rates, which provides budget certainty. 

2.9 Indicator Nine: Prudential limits for the maturity structure of borrowing 

2.9.1 The Council must set upper and lower limits with respect to the maturity (debt 
profile) structure of its borrowing. 

2.9.2 The proposed prudential limits have been set with regard to the maturity 
structure of the Council's borrowing, and reflect the relatively beneficial long 
term rates that are expected to be available over the next few years.  

2.9.3 The proposed limits are as follows: 

Period Upper Limit Lower Limit 
Under 12 months 30%  0% 
1 - 2 years 30%  0% 
2 - 5 years 80%  0% 
5-10 years 80%  0% 
over 10 years 100% 10% 

2.10 Indicator Ten: Total investments for periods longer than 364 days 

2.10.1 Authorities are able to invest for longer than 364 days; this can be 
advantageous if higher rates are available. However it would be unwise to lend a 
disproportionate amount of cash for too long a period particularly as the Council 
must maintain sufficient working capital for its operational needs. The Executive 
Director - Strategic Resources has therefore sought the advice of Sector Treasury 
Services Ltd, the Council’s treasury advisors, who recommended that, given the 
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structure of the Council’s balance sheet and its day to day cash needs, it would 
be reasonable to maintain the limit for investments with life spans in excess of 1 
year to £25 million. Consequently it is proposed to keep the limit for investments 
that may be deposited for more than 1 year at £25 million for 2010/11 and later 
years. 

3 Treasury Management Strategy  
3.1 The CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in Local Authorities was 

last updated in 2001 and has been revised in 2009 in light of the default by 
Icelandic banks in 2008.   

3.2 CIPFA recommends that the Council adopts the following four clauses: 

a)  this organisation will create and maintain, as the cornerstones for effective 
treasury management: 

o A treasury management policy statement, stating policies, objectives and 
approach to risk management of its treasury management activities 

o Suitable treasury management practices (TMPs) setting out the manner 
in which the organisation will seek to achieve those policies and 
objectives, and prescribing how it will manage and control those activities 

The content of the policy statement and TMPs will follow the 
recommendations contained in Sections 6 and 7 of the Code, subject only to 
amendment where necessary to reflect the particular circumstances of this 
organisation.  Such amendments will not result in the organisation materially 
deviating from the Code’s key priorities. 

b)  this organisation will receive reports on its treasury management policies, 
practices and activities, including as a minimum, an annual strategy and 
plan in advance if year, a mid-year review and an annual report after its 
close, in the form prescribed in its TMPs. 

c)  this organisation delegates responsibility for the implementation and regular 
monitoring of its treasury management policies and practices to Audit 
Committee, and for the execution and administration of treasury 
management decisions to the Executive Director – Strategic Resources, 
who will act in accordance with the organisation’s policy statement and 
TMPs and CIPFA’s Standard of Professional Practice on Treasury 
Management. 

d) this organisation nominates the Audit Committee to be responsible for 
ensuring effective scrutiny of the treasury management strategy and 
policies. 

3.3 The Council annually reviews and approves the Treasury Management 
Strategy; this is a requirement of the Prudential Code which was adopted by the 
Council.  The Prudential Code introduced new requirements for the manner in 
which capital spending plans are to be considered and approved; it requires the 
development of an integrated treasury management strategy. 

3.4 This strategy covers: 
• treasury management policy statement 
• the current treasury position; 
• borrowing requirement; 
• prospects for interest rates; 
• the borrowing strategy; 
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• debt rescheduling; 
• the investment strategy; 
• the MRP policy; 
• treasury limits in force which will limit the treasury risk and activities of the 

Council. 

4 Treasury Management Policy Statement 
4.1 Treasury Management is the detailed day-to-day management of the Council's 

cash flows, banking, investments and borrowings.  Responsibilities include 
monitoring functions and policies, taking decisions in relation to capital financing 
and borrowing, and ensuring that the systems which control the functions are 
developed and observed.  This includes the reporting of the Treasury 
Management Performance indicators on a monthly basis as contained within the 
Council’s performance management suite. 

3.4 This function operates under the powers delegated to the Executive Director - 
Strategic Resources and the daily treasury management activity is conducted in 
Strategic Finance within Strategic Resources.  The policies in relation to 
borrowing and the investment of cash resources not immediately required are 
reviewed not less frequently than quarterly and advice is obtained from Sector 
Treasury Services Ltd, whom the Council retains on a fee basis. 

3.5 The Council's primary treasury management objectives are: 
a)  to reduce the revenue cost of the Council's debt in the medium term by 

obtaining financing at the cheapest rate possible in the light of current interest 
rate forecasts;  

b)  to seek to reschedule debt at the optimum time; and 
c)  to invest available cash balances with a spread of dependable institutions 

over a spread of maturity dates and periods of notice at interest rates that are 
higher than the cost of borrowings. 

5. Current Treasury Position 

5.1 The Council currently has a spread of borrowing ranging from 1 - 50 years, but 
positioned mainly at the longer end of the maturity range, that effectively 
manages the risk of volatile interest rate movements. All of this debt is at fixed 
interest rates. 

5.2 The Council's treasury portfolio position at 27th January 2010 comprised: 

Principal Average 
Rate 

Average 
Interest Type of Borrowing / 

Investment Source 
£000 % £'000 

PWLB 117,006 4.57 5,341 Fixed Rate Funding 
Market 17,500 4.53 793 

Total Gross Debt  134,506 4.56% 6,134 
 

Total Investments  30,121 1.87% 563 
Net debt balance 104,385   

(PWLB – Public Works Loan Board) 

N.B. Investment income has been adjusted for interest due from Icelandic bank 
subsidiaries. 
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5.3 The Council currently has a difference between gross debt and net debt of £30m.  
The aim of this treasury management strategy is to reduce the difference between 
the two debt levels over the next year in order to reduce the credit risk incurred by 
holding investments.  However, measures taken in the last year have already 
reduced substantially the level of credit risk so another factor which will be 
carefully considered is the difference between borrowing rates and investment 
rates to ensure the Council obtains value for money once an appropriate level of 
risk management has been attained.   

6. Prospects for Interest Rates 

6.1 The Council has appointed Sector Treasury Services as treasury adviser to the 
Council and part of their service is to assist the Council to formulate a view on 
interest rates.  The following table gives the Sector central view. 

Sector Bank Rate forecast for financial year ends (March) 
• 2010  0.50% 
• 2011  1.50% 
• 2012  3.50% 
• 2013  4.50% 

6.2 There is downside risk to these forecasts if recovery from the recession proves 
to be weaker and slower than currently expected.  

6.3 The forecast rates as at 27 January 2010 from Sector, the Council’s Treasury 
advisors, are detailed in the table below: 
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Bank 
Rate 0.50% 0.50% 0.75% 1.00% 1.50% 2.25% 2.75% 3.25% 3.50% 3.75% 4.25% 4.25% 4.50% 

10yr 
PWLB 
rate 

4.00% 4.05% 4.15% 4.30% 4.45% 4.60% 4.80% 4.90% 5.00% 5.10% 5.10% 5.15% 5.15% 

25yr 
PWLB 
rate 

4.55% 4.65% 4.70% 4.80% 4.90% 5.00% 5.05% 5.10% 5.20% 5.30% 5.30% 5.35% 5.35% 

50 yr 
PWLB 
rate 

4.60% 4.70% 4.75% 4.90% 5.00% 5.10% 5.15% 5.20% 5.30% 5.40% 5.40% 5.45% 5.45% 

6.4 Sector recognises that at the current time it is difficult to have confidence as to 
exactly how strong the UK economic recovery will prove to be.  The above 
forecast rates are founded on major assumptions and research which could or 
could not turn out to be correct. 

However, Sector feel that the risks that long term gilt yields and PWLB rates will 
rise markedly are high. 

There are huge uncertainties in all forecasts due to the major difficulties of 
forecasting the following areas: - 

• degree of speed and severity of fiscal contraction after the general election 
• timing and amounts of the reversal of Quantitative Easing,  
• speed of recovery of banks’ profitability and balance sheet imbalances 
• changes in the consumer savings ratio 
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• rebalancing of the UK economy towards exporting and substituting imports  
The overall balance of risks is weighted to the downside i.e. the pace of 
economic growth disappoints and Bank Rate increases are delayed and/or 
lower. 
There is an identifiable risk of a double dip recession and creating a downward 
spiral of falling demand, falling jobs and falling prices and wages leading to 
deflation but this is considered to be a small risk and an extreme view at the 
current time on the basis of current evidence 

6.5 The Council’s entire debt portfolio is currently on long term fixed interest rates 
whilst the majority of the investment portfolio is more susceptible to movements 
on variable interest rates.  Investments tend to be of a shorter duration to 
minimise credit risk and to ensure that the Council has sufficient liquid funds for 
its working capital needs.  Hitherto the Council derived a benefit as the yield on 
its investments exceeded the average rate paid on its borrowings.  That 
advantage is unwinding as investments mature and, in future, is likely to result in 
a deferral of borrowing in preference to using cash resources instead and/or to 
borrow at variable interest rates or fixed term for shorter durations.  78% of the 
value of loans in the Council’s existing debt portfolio are due to mature in over 
20 years time, and are at a very low average interest rate, so current market 
conditions create an opportunity to spread this concentration into some of the 
shorter periods and perhaps reintroduce some variable interest rate funding.  

6.6 It is still possible to reschedule existing borrowings and either prematurely repay 
those targeted using cash or replace them with new loans, although available 
terms for doing so are less attractive than they have been in the past.  It is more 
difficult to achieve refinancing savings these days but given the disparity 
between interest rates for shorter dated and longer dated maturities and the 
relationship between fixed and variable interest rate borrowings and 
investments, rescheduling opportunities may arise during the forthcoming year.  

6.7 The average rate of interest on the Council's borrowing was 4.57% in 2009/10 
and is expected to rise above this level over the period of the MTFS to 4.93%. 

7.  Borrowing Strategy 

7.1 The suggested strategy is: 
a) in the absence of favourable borrowing opportunities, utilise available internal 

cash balances that are not required for working capital purposes to finance 
capital expenditure;  

b)  to consider the rescheduling (early redemption and replacement) of loans to 
maximise interest rate savings and possible redemption discounts,  

c)  to exploit funding opportunities at fixed rate interest levels that are below 
forecasted variable interest rate borrowings in the medium term; 

d) to borrow at variable rates of interest in the absence of suitable opportunities 
for fixed rate funding; 

7.2 It remains the Council's intention to repay external loans (or avoid new 
borrowings) when it is in the best financial interest to do so.  It is sensible to 
maintain appropriate levels of fixed and variable rate loans to provide budget 
certainty and to exploit lower interest costs when these become available.  The 
proportions of fixed and variable rate borrowings are included in the Prudential 
Indicators. 

7.3 The Council’s net borrowing (its borrowing less its investment) had reduced in 
recent years but is expected to increase in the future as further capital 
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expenditure investment is made in the City financed by supported (assisted by 
Government grant) and unsupported (met directly from Council Tax) borrowing. 

7.4 The Council is planning to maintain its borrowing in line with the Capital Financing 
Requirement over the period of the Medium Term Financial Strategy. 

8. Debt Rescheduling 
8.1 The introduction of the new PWLB rates structure on 1 November 2007 

introduced a spread between the rates applied to new borrowing and repayment 
of debt and this has meant that PWLB to PWLB debt restructuring is now much 
less attractive than before that date.  However, following the closure of its 
consultation in January 2010 PWLB is expected to introduce changes to the way it 
sets its rates leading to a reduction in the value of early repayment fines on loans.  

8.2 As short term borrowing rates will be considerably cheaper than longer term rates, 
there are likely to be opportunities to generate savings by switching from long 
term debt to short term debt.  However, these savings will need to be considered 
in the light of their short term nature and the likely cost of refinancing those short 
term loans, once they mature, compared to the current rates of longer term debt in 
the existing debt portfolio.   

8.3 The reasons for any rescheduling to take place will include: 
• the generation of cash savings and / or discounted cash flow savings, 
• helping to fulfil the borrowing strategy outlined in section 7 above, and 
• enhance the balance of the portfolio (amend the maturity profile and/or the 

balance of volatility) 
8.3 In order to maximise the benefit of rescheduling debt, the Executive Director – 

Strategic Resources has delegated powers, and any decisions will be in line with 
the Prudential Indicators as set in this strategy, with particular reference to 
Indicators 7 to 9.  All rescheduling will be reported to the Cabinet at the earliest 
opportunity in accordance with the progress report on Treasury Management 
performance indicators. 

9.  Investment Strategy 

9.1 The Prudential Code requires that an annual investment strategy be determined. 

9.2 Currently the Council invests reserves and cash flow surpluses throughout the 
year to generate investment income.  When making these investments there is 
the requirement to ensure that the investment is both secure and liquid to assist 
the Council's cash flow.  Based on this the market is monitored to ensure the 
optimum return on investments. 

9.3 The Council currently has the following investments frozen in the UK subsidiaries 
of Icelandic banks: 

Principal Interest 
Due 

Total 
Amount Borrower Date of 

Deposit 
Maturity 

Date £000 £000 £000 
Heritable Bank Ltd 02/04/2007 02/04/2009 1,000 122 1,122 
Kaupthing Singer & 
Friedlander Ltd 03/04/2007 03/04/2009 2,000 118  2,118 

TOTAL 3,000 240  3,240 

The Icelandic Government has stated its intention to honour all its commitments 
as a result of their banks being placed into receivership.  The U.K. Government is 
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working with the Icelandic Government to help bring this about.  At the current 
time it is not possible to say with certainty that the Council will recover the entirety 
of its investments or when reimbursements will be made.  The Local Government 
Association is coordinating the efforts of all UK authorities with Icelandic 
investments.  Members will be periodically updated on the latest developments on 
these efforts. 

9.4 The recommended primary objectives of the Annual Investment Strategy are: 
• to ensure that sums are invested with credit worthy / dependable 

organisations to limit the exposure against loss; 
• that the Council maintains sufficient liquidity (access to funds) for its 

perceived needs; 
• to achieve advantageous returns commensurate with security, liquidity 

requirements, debt management alternatives (avoidance of borrowings, 
premature repayments etc, if these would generate greater savings in the 
medium term), and interest rate forecasts, and 

• to have a flexible, responsive approach towards counterparties (bodies with 
which we invest funds). 

10 The Council’s Investment Principles: 

10.1 The following Investment Principles are recommended for adoption: 
• Investments will be in £ Sterling and are currently managed by the in-house 

Finance Team on a daily basis. 
• In addition, using existing delegated authority, the Executive Director – 

Strategic Resources may appoint external fund managers to access markets 
not available to the in-house Finance Team, diversify the investment 
portfolio and to optimise investment income returns. Depending upon market 
conditions external fund managers may be able to supplement the 
performance of the Council's core investment portfolio by following a pro-
active investment strategy buying government stock, other bonds and similar 
instruments and then selling them with small price movement gains within a 
short period of time, on a regular basis. Fund Managers will only be used 
subject to the Executive Director – Strategic Resources being satisfied that 
the risk of loss is minimised and that the fund manager/s can provide 
material out-performance when compared against comparative cash 
benchmarks. 

• The investment priorities are the security of capital and maintaining sufficient 
liquidity (access to funds) for the Authority's perceived financial needs. 

• The objective is to achieve advantageous returns on investments within the 
above parameters. 

• Borrowings will not be undertaken for the sole purpose of making an 
investment. However at any time the Council may obtain loan and other 
financing at what are considered advantageous opportunities in anticipation 
of need, which may be invested temporarily. The Council may also borrow in 
the day to day management of its cashflow operations or as an alternative to 
redeeming higher yielding investments. 

• The upper limit for the total amount to be invested with institutions or in 
instruments that are "Non - Specified" Investments is £50 million. This figure 
is set at a high level in order to allow for short term peaks in cash flows, 
arising from asset disposals or other inflows, to be invested effectively.  
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10.2 Liquidity 

• Based upon current forecasts, it is anticipated the Council will run-down its 
cash balances to support capital expenditure before any new borrowing is 
undertaken.  

• For cash flow purposes only, it is envisaged that small balances will be 
invested and that these sums will primarily be invested on call or for periods 
of up to 12 months commencing from the date on which funds are paid over 
to the counterparty. Approval is requested that up to £25 million at any one 
time may be invested for periods greater than 12 months and this facility will 
be utilised if favourable opportunities are identified, subject to cash liquidity 
being maintained. It is recommended that Full Council grants this approval 
for the coming financial year.  

10.3 Security and “Specified” and “Non-Specified” Investments 

• Understandably the security of funds is considered a greater importance 
than the rate of return that might be achieved. In the current money market 
conditions it has been considerably more difficult to form a reliable view 
which organisations offer relative dependability and will be in a position to 
fulfil their obligations to repay deposits and remit interest when they fall due. 
This is reflected in the operational application of the List of Acceptable 
Investment Counterparties activities in compliance with the over-arching 
broad investment strategy.  

• Legislation and guidance requires authorities to differentiate its investments 
between “specified” and “non-specified” types. Briefly these are categorised: 

“Specified” Investments -  
o Offer high perceived security such as placements with Central 

Government agencies, Local Authorities or with organisations that have 
strong credit ratings. 

o Offer high liquidity i.e. short-term or easy access to funds. 
o Are denominated in £ Sterling. 
o Have maturity dates of no more than 1 year. 
 
“Non- Specified” Investments –  
o With the same bodies as “specified” investments but with maturity dates 

in excess of 1 year, or 
o Are offered by organisations that are not credit rated or the credit rating 

does not meet the criteria set out below. 
o Shares, loans, mortgages etc, which have to be financed from capital or 

revenue resources. 

• Notes on various categories of Approved “Specified” and “Non-Specified” 
Investments, the upper limits for investments, and relevant commentary are 
set out in Annex A to this report. 

• Transactions will not be made where the investment has to be financed 
from capital resources or revenue budgets, without specific approval by the 
Cabinet Member for Finance and Human Resources.  Investments in loan 
or share capital are possible where the Authority has a temporary surplus of 
capital receipts, providing that the investment shall be redeemed when the 
proceeds are required to finance new capital expenditure. 
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• Investments with the UK Government, including agencies with Central 
Government backing, and local authorities are considered as having the 
highest level of security and meet the “Specified Investment” criteria. 

• Credit quality of counterparties (issuers and issues) and collective 
investment schemes e.g. Money Market Funds will, in the first instance, be 
determined by reference to credit ratings published by Fitch Ratings Ltd or 
another internationally recognised agency e.g. Standard and Poor’s or 
Moody’s Investor Service Ltd. All credit ratings are monitored at least on a 
quarterly basis (currently monthly or as and when individual ratings change) 
and may result in a counterparty being removed, suspended or upgraded on 
the Council’s operational List of Acceptable Investment Counterparties. For 
the purpose of determining whether an institution or investment scheme 
qualifies as a “Specified” Investment, it must have a minimum rating of: 

Short term Rating Long Term RatingAgency 
(All highest credit quality) (High credit quality)

Fitch Ratings Ltd F1 A 
Moody's Investor Service Ltd P1 A 
Standard & Poor's AAA A 

(Each credit rating agency uses its own scoring and rating terminology 
setting out their judgement on an organisation’s ability to meet its credit 
obligations (repay borrowings and deposits) in the long and short term and 
the likely level of support it might receive from a national government, 
central bank or parent company in the event of financial difficulties. Scores 
range from very high credit quality, strong ability to meet repayments to very 
weak intrinsic financial strength, “speculative” grade). 

• In addition the Council will also make "non-specified" investments with 
regulated bodies, such as UK building societies and other authorised 
deposit-taking institutions, or in collective schemes that have not found it 
necessary or desirable to maintain credit ratings. These bodies and 
schemes will be assessed by the Executive Director - Strategic Resources 
to determine whether they should be included in the List of Acceptable 
Investment Counterparties, the maximum sum to be invested and the 
maximum period of investment. A detailed list of counterparties is 
maintained for operational purposes. 

• In view of the turmoil in money markets and the collapse of the Icelandic 
banks and their UK subsidiaries, as a temporary measure it was decided to 
restrict lending to: 
UK Government & UK Government agencies 
Debt Management Agency Deposit Facility (part of HM Treasury) 
UK Local Authorities 
Barclays Bank plc & its subsidiaries 
HSBC Bank plc & its subsidiaries 
Lloyds TSB Bank plc & its subsidiaries 
Nationwide BS 
Royal Bank of Scotland plc & its subsidiaries 

This practice is kept under regular review and will be modified, reduced 
and/or expanded in line with the overall Investment Strategy and permitted 
List of Acceptable Investment Counterparties once market conditions 
become clearer. 
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11. Minimum Revenue Provision Policy  

 What is a Minimum Revenue Provision? 

11.1 Capital expenditure is generally expenditure on assets which have a life 
expectancy of more than one year e.g. buildings, vehicles, machinery etc.  It 
would be impractical to charge the entirety of such expenditure to revenue in the 
year in which it was incurred and so such expenditure is spread over several 
years so as to try to match the years over which such assets benefit the local 
community through their useful life.  The manner of spreading these costs is 
through an annual Minimum Revenue Provision, which was previously 
determined under Regulation, and will in future be determined under Guidance.   

New Statutory Duty 
11.2 Statutory Instrument 2008 no. 414 s4 lays down that:  

“A local authority shall determine for the current financial year an amount of 
minimum revenue provision that it considers to be prudent.” 

The above is a substitution for the previous requirement to comply with 
regulation 28 in S.I. 2003 no. 3146, (as amended) 

New Government Guidance 
11.3 Along with the above duty, the Government issued new guidance in February 

2008 which requires that a Statement on the Council’s policy for its annual MRP 
should be submitted to the full Council for approval before the start of the 
financial year to which the provision will relate.   

11.4 The Council are legally obliged to “have regard” to the guidance, which is 
intended to enable a more flexible approach to assessing the amount of annual 
provision than was required under the previous statutory requirements.   The 
guidance offers four main options under which MRP could be made, with an 
overriding recommendation that the Council should make prudent provision to 
redeem its debt liability over a period which is reasonably commensurate with 
that over which the capital expenditure is estimated to provide benefits.   The 
requirement to ‘have regard’ to the guidance therefore means that: - 

1. Although four main options are recommended in the guidance, there is no 
intention to be prescriptive by making these the only methods of charge under 
which a local authority may consider its MRP to be prudent.     

2. It is the responsibility of each authority to decide upon the most appropriate 
method of making a prudent provision, after having had regard to the guidance. 

Option 1: Regulatory Method 
Under the previous MRP regulations, MRP was set at a uniform rate of 4% of 
the adjusted CFR (i.e. adjusted for “Adjustment A”) on a reducing balance 
method (which in effect meant that MRP charges would stretch into infinity).  
This historic approach must continue for all capital expenditure incurred in years 
before the start of this new approach.  It may also be used for new capital 
expenditure up to the amount which is deemed to be supported through the 
SCE annual allocation. 
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Option 2: Capital Financing Requirement Method 
This is a variation on option 1 which is based upon a charge of 4% of the 
aggregate CFR without any adjustment for Adjustment A, or certain other factors 
which were brought into account under the previous statutory MRP calculation.  
The CFR is the measure of an authority’s outstanding debt liability as depicted 
by their balance sheet.   

Option 3: Asset Life Method. 

This method may be applied to most new capital expenditure, including where 
desired that which may alternatively continue to be treated under options 1 or 2.   

11.5 Under this option, it is intended that MRP should be spread over the estimated 
useful life of either an asset created, or other purpose of the expenditure.  There 
are two useful advantages of this option: - 

• Longer life assets e.g. freehold land can be charged over a longer period 
than would arise under options 1 and 2.   

• No MRP charges need to be made until the financial year after that in which 
an item of capital expenditure is fully incurred and, in the case of a new 
asset,  comes into service use (this is often referred to as being an ‘MRP 
holiday’).  This is not available under options 1 and 2. 

11.6 There are two methods of calculating charges under option 3:  
a. equal instalment method – equal annual instalments 
b. annuity method – annual payments gradually increase during the life of the 

asset 

Option 4: Depreciation Method 
Under this option, MRP charges are to be linked to the useful life of each type of 
asset using the standard accounting rules for depreciation (but with some 
exceptions) i.e. this is a more complex approach than option 3.  

11.7 The same conditions apply regarding the date of completion of the new 
expenditure as apply under option 3. 

Date of implementation 
11.8 The previous statutory MRP requirements cease to have effect after the 2006/07 

financial year.  However, the same basis of 4% charge could continue to be 
used without limit until the 2009/10 financial year, relative to expenditure 
incurred up to 31/3/2009. 

11.9 In general it is recommended that authorities should adopt the 
recommendations contained within the guidance.  However, in certain cases the 
guidance may recommend a useful life period/MRP for expenditure which it may 
not be considered appropriate to adopt.  It is suggested that full details of MRP 
options/principles adopted should be set out and approved as part of the annual 
MRP Policy Statement.   

Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement 2010/11 
11.10 The Council implemented the new Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) 

guidance in 2007/08 and assessed MRP for 2007/08 in accordance with the 
main recommendations contained within the guidance issued by the Secretary 
of State under section 21(1A) of the Local Government Act 2003.   
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11.11 All the MRP for 2007/08 related to the more historic debt liability that will 
continue to be charged at the rate of 4%, in accordance with option 1 of the 
guidance.  Expenditure funded by unsupported borrowing reflected within the 
debt liability after the 31st March 2008 will be subject to MRP under option 3, 
which will be charged over a period that is reasonably commensurate with the 
estimated useful life applicable to the nature of expenditure, using the equal 
annual instalment method.  For example, capital expenditure on a new building, 
or on the refurbishment or enhancement of a building, will be related to the 
estimated life of that building. 

11.12 Estimated life periods will be determined under delegated powers.  To the extent 
that expenditure is not on the creation of an asset and is of a type that is subject 
to estimated life periods that are referred to in the guidance, these periods will 
generally be adopted by the Council.  However, the Council reserves the right to 
determine useful life periods and prudent MRP in exceptional circumstances 
where the recommendations of the guidance would not be appropriate.  

11.13 As some types of capital expenditure incurred by the Council are not capable of 
being related to an individual asset, asset lives will be assessed on a basis 
which most reasonably reflects the anticipated period of benefit that arises from 
the expenditure.  Also, whatever type of expenditure is involved, it will be 
grouped together in a manner which reflects the nature of the main component 
of expenditure and will only be divided up in cases where there are two or more 
major components with substantially different useful economic lives. 

11.14 This policy will be reviewed during the year and any proposed changes reported 
accordingly. 

11.15 The new international financial reporting standards (IFRS) will be incorporated 
into the Council’s MRP policy and it is currently anticipated that there will be a 
net nil impact on revenue demands. 
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Approved “Specified” Investment 
Collective 

Limit 
Individual 

Limit Investment Type Repayable within 12 months Commentary / Credit Security 
£M £M 

Term deposits with UK Government & 
local authorities Maturities of up to 1 year Sovereign risk / high security although 

not credit rated 100 75 

Term deposits & Certificates of Deposit 
with regulated banks & UK building 
societies 

Maturities of up to 1 year Minimum ratings - F1 (Fitch - short 
term) A (long term) 100 15 

Deposit accounts with regulated banks 
& UK building societies Repayable on call, without notice. Minimum ratings - F1 (Fitch - short 

term) A (long term) 100 15 

Money Market Funds Repayable on call, without notice. Minimum rating - AAA (Fitch, S&P A-
1etc) 60 15 

Forward term deposits with regulated 
banks & UK building societies 

Date from negotiated deal plus 
period of deposit up to 1 year Minimum short term rating - F1 (Fitch) 45 15 

UK Government & Local Authority Stock 
Issues Maturities of up to 1 year Sovereign risk / high security although 

not credit rated 100 75 

Debt Management Agency Deposit 
Facility 

Currently only accepts deposits up 
to 6 months duration. UK Government backed 100 75 

Commercial Paper (short term 
obligations issued by banks, 
corporations & other issuers). 

Up to 9 months. Minimum short term rating - F1 (Fitch)  
(Held by custodian) 10 10 

Gilt & Bond Funds (open ended mutual 
funds investing in Gov. & corporate 
bonds) 

Highly liquid, may be sold at any 
time. 

Minimum rating - AA- (Fitch, S&P A-1 
etc) 10 10 

Reverse Gilt Repos (Gilts bought with 
commitment to sell on a specified date 
or on call, at agreed price) 

Maturities of up to 1 year UK Government backed 
(Held by custodian) 10 10 

Maturities of up to 1 year UK Government backed 
Treasury Bills Issued through a bidding process 

at a discount to face value (Held by custodian) 
20 20 

Bonds issued by a financial institution 
guaranteed by UK Government Maturities of up to 1 year UK Government backed 

(Held by custodian) 15 15 

Bonds issued by multilateral 
development banks Maturities of up to 1 year Minimum rating - AAA (Fitch, S&P A-

1etc) 15 15 
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 Approved “Non-Specified” Investment - (External Fund Managers & Advisors may be used where appropriate) 
Collective 

Limit 
Individual 

Limit Investment Type Repayable within 12 months Commentary / Credit Security 
£M £M 

Term deposits with UK Government & 
Local Authorities Maturities of 1 - 5 years Sovereign risk / high security although not 

credit rated 20 20 

Term deposits & Certificates of 
Deposit with regulated banks & UK 
building societies 

Maturities of 1 - 5 years  
Certificates of Deposit are 
tradable 

Minimum ratings - F1 (Fitch - short term) A 
(long term) 10 10 

Callable deposits with regulated banks 
& UK building societies 

Maturities of 1 - 5 years  
Borrower only has right to repay 
before maturity. 

Minimum ratings - F1 (Fitch - short term) A 
(long term) 10 10 

Forward term deposits with regulated 
banks & UK building societies 

Date from negotiated deal plus 
period of deposit 1 - 3 years 

Minimum ratings - F1 (Fitch - short term) A 
(long term) 10 10 

UK Government & Local Authority 
Stock Issues 

Maturities of 1 - 10 years but 
tradable 

Sovereign risk / high security although not 
credit rated 20 20 

Foreign Government Stock Issues 
(priced in £ Sterling) 

Maturities of 1 - 10 years but 
tradable 

Minimum rating - AAA (Fitch, S&P A-1etc)  
(Held by custodian) 10 10 

Term deposits with regulated banks & 
UK building societies guaranteed by 
credit rated parent 

Maturities of up to 1 year Minimum parent ratings - F1 (Fitch - short 
term)  A (long term) 50 10 

Term deposits with UK building 
societies without formal credit ratings Maturities of up to 1 year Financial position assessed by Executive 

Director of Resources 50 10 

Bonds issued by a financial institution 
guaranteed by UK Government 

Maturities of 1 - 10 years but 
tradable 

UK Government backed Minimum rating - 
AAA (Fitch, S&P etc) 10 10 

Bonds issued by multilateral 
development banks 

Maturities of 1 - 10 years but 
tradable Minimum rating - AAA (Fitch, S&P A-1etc) 10 10 

Floating Rate Notes (fixed term but 
interest rate varies quarterly) 

Maturities of 1 - 5 years but 
tradable 

Financial position assessed by Executive 
Director of Resources  
Requires capital or revenue financing as 
share or loan capital 

10 10 

Bonds issued by corporate issuers 
other than sovereign bonds  

Maturities of 1 - 10 years but 
tradable 

Minimum rating - AAA (Fitch, S&P A-1etc)  
Requires capital or revenue financing as 
share or loan capital 

10 10 
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Executive Summary 

Asset Management Plan 

1.0 Background 
1.1 Peterborough City Council is a major property owner with an asset base of over 2000 

properties and a gross book value exceeding £380m.  These assets are used to deliver the 
Councils wide ranging objectives. 

1.2 However, as a Council we face a number of major challenges with regard to the property 
portfolio.  These include: 
• A property portfolio that is ageing with excessive liabilities 
• A portfolio that is not suited to Council needs 
• An ad-hoc approach to management of the portfolio 

1.3 In addition we need to get the most out of our portfolio.  This will include: 
• The delivery of in excess of £50m of Capital Receipts in a falling market over the next 

five years to support the Capital Budget 
• Revenue savings of £2.24m 
• Using Property to support the Growth Agenda 

1.4 As a Council we need to establish and embed the way we manage property to get the most 
from it.  The attached Asset Management Plan (AMP) sets out how to do this ensuring that 
the portfolio is fit to face the challenges of the 21st Century. 

 
2.0 The Format of the Asset Management Plan 
2.1 The AMP consists of four parts: 

• Part 1 – Sets out the strategy for managing the portfolio and what PCC will do to meet 
the challenges faced.  It sets targets and benchmarks against which we can measure 
our performance.  It also aligns with the recent guidance provided by the RICS and 
ODPM. 

• Part 2 – Sets out the processes and procedures to be followed in the management of 
the Property Portfolio 

• Part 3 – Sets out future property needs for individual services. 
• Part 4 – Glossary of Terms 

2.2 In addition to meeting the requirements of an Asset Management Plan this document also 
aims to bring together into one document processes and procedures that govern the 
management of the property portfolio.  It is intended that those who deal with property on a 
day-to-day basis will use this document as a guide allowing them to get the best from the 
property portfolio. 

 
3.0 The Future Management of Property    
3.1 The AMP sets out how we will manage property in the future.  In particular it: 

• Reinforces and strengthens the role of the Corporate Property Officer (CPO). 
• Establishes the CPO as the single point of responsibility for all Council property. 
• Establishes property as a strategic resource which will be managed corporately 
• Establishes the Corporate Asset Management Group which will take a strategic 

overview of the property portfolio. 
• Establishes processes and procedures for the management of the property portfolio. 
• Sets challenging targets for the generation of savings from the Property Portfolio 
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• Sets challenging targets for the realisation of Capital Receipts from the Property 
Portfolio. 

3.2 In addition the AMP also sets out how we will get more from the portfolio.  This will include 
the following: 
• Challenging the use of property by services.  Each service will be required to justify the 

property it uses and its degree of usage. 
• Allocating property on ‘need’ and best fit.  It will also be in accordance with the 

Accommodation Strategy contained within the AMP. 
• Recycling properties which are declared surplus.  Any future use will be subject to the 

completion of a Business Case that is supported by an Option Study and Investment 
Appraisal. 

• Co-location of services where practicable to benefit from economies of scale.   
• Offering surplus property to Partner Organisations.  If there is no further use then the 

property will be offered for disposal.  
• Maximise the use of properties that are held ‘In Trust’ for the use of the Community. 
• Requirements being delivered from Council premises.  Property will only be leased in 

exceptional circumstances. 
• Disposal of those operational property assets that have the greatest outstanding 

liabilities.  These liabilities will include DDA, Backlog of maintenance, Energy Efficiency, 
Asbestos etc. 

• Working with partners to maximise the joint use of property and benefit from economies 
of scale. Accommodation will be provided in accordance with the Accommodation 
Strategy.  

• Transfer of the ownership of property to partners where the objectives of that partner 
accord with the objectives of the Council. 

• Ensuring that all assets built by or on behalf of the Council accord with good practice, 
demonstrate best value and are economically and environmentally sustainable. 

• Focussing expenditure onto those assets that have a long term future.  Services will 
consult with the CPO when works are required.  The CPO/Service relationship is set out 
in the User Occupancy Agreement contained within the AMP 
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Introduction 

The Asset Management Plan in Context 
In the past, the Corporate Plan has outlined those areas where the Council intended to focus its 
efforts over the following year, priority areas that had been developed through engagement with 
our community to ensure they represented the needs of our community.    This year that 
engagement took place as part of the work the Council and partners did in developing the 
Sustainable Community Strategy, a strategy with the vision and outcomes to effectively match the 
ambition of our community.   

The Asset Management Plan this year will reflect these priorities and outcomes already agreed, 
ensuring the Council continues to deliver what our community wants and reinforcing our 
commitment to playing a lead role in delivering the Sustainable Community Strategy. 

The four priorities as defined by the Sustainable Community Strategy are as follows: 

• Creating the UK’s environment capital 
• Creating strong and supportive communities 
• Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth 

Each of these priority areas has a focus on a number of outcomes that will collectively delivery the 
improvements that Peterborough’s community rightly expects.   

Creating opportunities – tackling inequalities 

• Improving health – so that everyone can enjoy a life expectancy of the national average or 
above and benefit from speedier access to high quality local health and social care 
services. 

• Supporting vulnerable people – so that everyone can access support and care locally to 
enable them to maintain independence, should they be affected by disadvantage or 
disability at any point in their lives. 

• Regenerating neighbourhoods – so that the most deprived communities can achieve 
their full potential and therefore contribute to and benefit from sustainable economic growth 
in the Peterborough area. 

• Improving skills and education – so that the people of Peterborough have better skills 
and benefit from high quality education from cradle to grave, including through the new 
university. 

Creating strong and supportive communities 

• Empowering local communities – so that all communities and individuals are engaged 
and empowered, and take their opportunities to shape the future of Peterborough. 

• Making Peterborough safer – so that people of all ages and abilities can live, work and 
play in a prosperous and successful Peterborough without undue fear of crime. 

• Building community cohesion – so that new communities are integrated into 
Peterborough and welcomed for the contribution they bring to our city and rural areas. 

• Building pride in Peterborough – so that we recognise, celebrate and take pride in 
Peterborough’s achievements, its diverse but shared culture and the exciting opportunities 
for leisure and relaxation. 

Creating the UK’s environment capital 

• Making Peterborough cleaner and greener – so that we become the UK’s greenest city 
with attractive neighbourhoods, surrounded by beautiful countryside and thriving 
biodiversity. 

• Conserving natural resources – so that we reduce Peterborough’s overall consumption of 
the Earth’s natural resources. 
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• Growing our environmental business sector – so Peterborough is the natural location 
for green businesses. 

• Increasing use of sustainable transport – so that Peterborough has the highest 
proportion of citizens using sustainable transport modes in the UK. 

Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth 

• Creating a safe, vibrant city centre and sustainable neighbourhood centres – so that 
people have more diverse and improved places to visit and enjoy. 

• Increasing economic prosperity – so that the people of Peterborough can work locally, 
benefiting from a strong local economy that is an attractive destination for business 
investment, particularly in higher skilled sectors. 

• Building the sustainable infrastructure of the future – so that we create the conditions 
for business, service and community prosperity and growth. 

• Creating better places to live – so that we provide better places to live for both new and 
existing communities, ensuring the highest environmental standards of new building 

Delivering these outcomes cannot be achieved by the Council alone, which is why partnership 
working is so important to realising the Sustainable Community Strategy’s ambition.  We will 
continue to build on our successes with the Police, the Primary Care Trust, and many other key 
partners to make this ambition a reality for the City and its community.   

Asset Management can be described as ‘making the best use of assets in terms of service benefits 
and financial return’ (DLTR Best Practice Guide 2000).  It has a long term dimension and is 
concerned with Council-Wide management issues.  In particular, it is associated with the following 
principles: 

• An integrated approach between service areas and the corporate centre 
• separate responsibility for strategic asset management 
• explicit authority-wide objectives for holding property and other assets 
• changes to the portfolio consistent with corporate objectives 
• a performance management system 
• sufficient data to analyse the performance of the portfolio and to make strategic decisions 
• Allowing the Council to deliver in accordance with short, medium and long term priorities. 

This Asset Management Plan (AMP) 

• Sets out the overall direction and framework for managing the Council’s assets  
• Pulls together cross-service issues into an authority-wide, corporate plan  
• Is linked to the Council’s corporate policies and priorities  
• Incorporates the Key Issues of service property requirements   
• Compliments the Council’s Capital Strategy. 
• Develops and updates Peterborough City Council’s (PCC) earlier AMPs. 

What is an Asset 
There are various different definitions of an asset but this AMP is concerned with the Property 
Assets of the Council.  This include all the land and property (both owned and leased-in) that is 
operated to support the corporate objectives of the Council 
 

The use of Assets 
The AMP will assist the Council in pursuing the by objectives set out in the Sustainable Community 
Strategy for optimising the contribution that the Council’s property assets make to delivering quality 
services to the community. More specifically, it will: 
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• help to prioritise Council’s decisions on spending on the estate 
• integrate property and other asset decision making into the Council’s service and ultimately, 

the corporate planning process 
• identify opportunities for innovation 
• provide a context for evaluating capital projects 
• provide a basis for developing partnerships 
• identify assets suitable for investment or disposal 
• identify opportunities to increase income generation or reduce expenditure 
• encourage innovative methods of securing service property requirements 
• ensure value for money from the operation of the council property portfolio 
• ensure that the property portfolio is managed effectively and efficiently 
• contribute to reducing the Council’s contribution to climate change and adapting to its 

effects 
The relationship of the AMP to other key corporate documents is set out in Part 1. These linkages 
support and complement the Council’s overarching corporate values which underpin all that we do 
in Peterborough:  

GROWING THE RIGHT WAY FOR A BIGGER AND BETTER PETERBOROUGH 
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Part 1 - Management of the Property Assets of Peterborough City Council 
Chapter 1 - Organisational Arrangements for Asset Management 

1.1. CPO – Roles and Responsibilities 
1.1.1. The Head of Strategic Property is the Council’s Corporate Property Officer (CPO).  As a 

member of the senior management team, the CPO has the responsibility and authority to 
implement the necessary actions to facilitate effective asset management.   

1.1.2. Strategic Resources incorporates a wide range of services that are concerned with Core 
operation of the Council.  This includes Strategic Property, Finance, IT and Business 
Transformation.  The CPO’s role is supported by the Corporate Asset Management Group 
(CAMG) which includes representation from all areas of the Council.  In order to give a more 
effective focus to asset management the Council created in 2005 an integrated Strategic 
Property function within Strategic Resources.  An Asset Management Team is now working 
within Strategic Property to assist the CPO in the day-to-day work involved in implementing a 
proactive asset management approach. 

1.1.3. Under the Council’s constitution, Cabinet and the Council have agreed the roles and 
responsibilities of the CPO. These are: 
• Chairs the Corporate Asset Management Group.  
• Leads the process for the preparation of the review of the Corporate AMP and ensures 

that this process is co-ordinated with that for the Capital Strategy and Education AMP. 
• Incorporates and considers the Council’s policies and priorities in the asset 

management process. 
• Prepares and links service based property key issues to the corporate and service 

delivery plans and takes account of Best Value reviews. 
• Consults with Heads of Service, partners, stakeholders and users during the 

preparation of the Corporate AMP. 
• Consults with Heads of Service, partners, elected members, stakeholders and users 

during the management of the Property Portfolio 
• Maintains up to date records about the condition and suitability of the Council’s property 

portfolio and the data management systems and indicators required to manage its 
performance. 

• Regularly reports to the CMT and the Cabinet on the performance of the Council’s 
property portfolio. 

• Leasing and Letting property on behalf of all services of the Council. 

1.1.4. However, it is recognised that the Corporate Asset Management Group (CAMG) needs to 
evolve to meet current and future challenges.  Given this its terms of reference and 
constitution will be kept under constant review. 

1.2. Reporting Framework – Cabinet & Corporate Management Team (CMT) 
1.2.1. The Council’s constitution is based on a Leader and Cabinet style of decision making. The 

Cabinet meets on a regular basis to make decisions within the terms of the constitution and 
to make recommendations to Council on matters of policy when appropriate. The Council, 
which meets monthly, approves the annual capital and revenue budgets and agrees matters 
of policy. 

1.2.2. The Leader of the Council chairs a Cabinet of 9 Members. Each Cabinet Member has lead 
responsibility for a portfolio area.  Areas of responsibility are as follows: 
• Leader of the Council 
• Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Environment Capital and Culture 
• Cabinet Member for Strategic Growth, Planning and Human Resources 
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• Cabinet Member for Regional and Business Engagement 
• Cabinet Member for Neighbourhood, Housing and Community Engagement 
• Cabinet Member for Educations, Skills and University 
• Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care 
• Cabinet Member for Childrens Services 
• Cabinet Member for Resources 

1.2.3. The Council places a high priority to asset management and the resource implications of 
delivering the Council’s policies.  In recognition of this importance, the responsibility for asset 
management lies with the Cabinet Member for Resources.  As the relevant portfolio holder, 
the Cabinet Member is the political lead on asset management and is responsible for leading 
change through review and development of services related to asset management as set out 
in the Council’s constitution.  However the Cabinet Member for Children’s Services currently 
has delegated responsibility for Asset Management in Schools. 

1.2.4. The Cabinet member acting under delegated powers considers reports on the Council’s 
property issues and asset management as presented by the CPO.  The Cabinet, Cabinet 
Member or CPO are responsible for making decisions on acquisitions, disposal and on the 
most appropriate use of assets to deliver the Council’s policies.  It also considered as part of 
the Budget Process.  The Council’s strategic maintenance budget is part of the capital 
programme, and is a key element in the implementation of the AMP, underpinning the 
integrated nature of these processes. 

1.2.5. Scrutiny Committees and Panels are an integral part of the Council’s framework and form 
part of a constructive process, which is open, accountable and contributes to policy 
development. 

1.2.6. The Corporate Management Team (CMT) leads the officer contribution to strategic 
development and thinking in the Council and is made up of the Chief Executive and the 
Council’s Senior Group of Managers.  The CMT meets every other week and receives 
reports from the Corporate Asset Management Group following the monthly meeting.  They 
consider issues affecting the Council’s Asset Management Plan. This includes an annual 
report on performance against property Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 

1.3. Corporate Asset Management Group – Terms of Reference 
1.3.1 The CAMG will support the CPO and will constitute the senior Strategic Group dealing with 

property. It will have direct links with other Groups such as the Asset Disposal Group, Capital 
Monitoring Group but will consider property from a holistic perspective.  It will confirm 
decisions made at both of these groups.  TORs for this Group are as follows: 
• The CAMG is the link between CMT and individual services with regard to asset 

management issues. The CPO chairs the group and members have a key role in the 
development, delivery and monitoring of the asset management plan.  The Corporate 
Asset Management Group, through the CPO, advises CMT and Cabinet on asset 
management.  The Corporate Asset Management Group is constituted as follows: 
o Head of Strategic Property (CPO and Chair)  
o Head of Legal Services 
o Head of Strategic Finance 
o Other representatives as nominated by Directors 

• Acts as the officer forum for consideration and development of strategic asset 
management issues within the authority. 

• Makes linkages and demonstrates the Corporate AMP, Childrens Services AMP, and 
the Capital Strategy and service plans compliment each other. 

• Formulates and keeps under review a Corporate AMP on behalf of the CPO. 
• Ensures that the Property Portfolio delivers value for money.   
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• Considers feedback from stakeholders following specific consultation exercises and 
best value reviews. 

• Supports the CPO in consulting with users and stakeholders and takes into account 
views expressed throughout the asset management process. 

• Prepares reports for the Corporate Management Team and Cabinet on the performance 
of the Council’s property and on issues relevant to asset management. 

• Oversees the development of the Council’s –property data management processes and 
procedures.  

• Monitoring the performance of the Council’s property and challenges performance.  
• Identifies suitable performance indictors for the Property Portfolio 
• Makes recommendations based on performance indicators on activities to improve 

performance.  
• Facilitates the development of service asset management plans through property 

review and forward planning.   
• Considers an annual programme for the strategic maintenance of the Council’s property 

consistent with the Council’s priorities.  
• Develops and maintains a procedure for option appraisal and corporate prioritising 

between property projects as part of the asset management process.  
• Critically examines the property requirements of stakeholder groups and makes 

recommendations to Cabinet. 
• Ongoing review of the Property Assets of the Council making recommendations as 

appropriate on disposal options. 
• Consider how PCC assets can support the Growth Agenda. 
• Consults with Heads of Service during the preparation of the Corporate AMP on behalf 

of the CPO 
• Property issues are considered within a corporate framework and decisions can be 

made by members knowing that: 
o A strategic approach has been adopted when dealing with issues such as 

acquisitions, disposals and investment in both maintenance and improvement of 
properties. 

o Buildings are assessed for suitability for service provision both now and into the 
future. 

o The optimisation of the use of both land and buildings is regularly under 
consideration. 
 Buildings are managed in the most effective and economic manner. 
 Capital receipts are maximised. 
 Costs are minimised. 
 Value for Money is a Prime Consideration 
 Impact on the environment is minimised 

1.4. Links to Strategies and Plans 
1.4.1 The CPO, as lead officer, is responsible for ensuring that the Corporate AMP reflects the 

aspirations of the Council and reflects other policies that are in place. The Corporate Asset 
Management Group is the main area of consultation on property matters and the various 
plans and strategies required for successful asset management.   

1.4.2 The Sustainable Community Strategy 2008-21 has been produced by the Greater 
Peterborough Strategic Partnership and is an overarching plan to promote and improve the 
economic, social and environmental well being of local people.  As such the plans and 
strategies of all the partner organisations feed into this umbrella plan.  The strategy 
identifies key priorities for action.   
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1.4.3 The Capital Programme Group meets monthly and is chaired by the Executive Director of 
Strategic Resources.  It is made up of Heads of Service and Business Managers and 
considers the Capital programme from a Strategic perspective.  In addition individual 
programme boards consider specific projects in their sphere of influence.  This will include 
the review of the programme and budget. 

1.4.4 The Capital Strategy has been developed as a key policy document, which brings together 
the strategic capital requirements emerging from the service strategies as identified in the 
plans detailed above.  It determines the Council’s approach to capital investment and sets 
in place the process for monitoring investment to achieve the Council’s policy priorities. 

1.4.5 Through the Corporate AMP, Housing Business Plan and Strategy, the Education AMP and 
the Capital Strategy, the Council has a complete management framework for all of its 
property assets.  Each of these documents is determined by the Council’s policy priorities 
and facilitates the delivery of quality services to the people of Peterborough.  

1.4.6 Housing Services produce a Peterborough Housing Strategy 2004-2007 and Sub-Regional 
Strategy Statement that sets out the objectives from a housing objective.  The Vision for the 
sub-region is as follows: 

1. To ensure everyone can live in a decent home at an affordable price. 
2. To contribute effectively to social inclusion among communities. 
3. To maintain and create sustainable communities. 
4. To enable housing to contribute fully to ensure good health and promote health 

equality. 
5. To use housing investment to compliment sustainable economic development 
6. To contribute to a sustainable environment. 

1.4.7 In addition the Council works closely with a number of Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) 
who provide Social Housing within the PCC area. This includes the Cross Keys Homes who 
were formed by the Council in January 2003.  This involved the transfer of the Council’s 
housing stock of approximately 10,000 units.  Cross Keys Homes officially took over the 
management of the stock in October 2004. 

1.4.8 The Peterborough’s Children and Young People Plan 2007-2010 sets out how the Council 
and its partners will work together to achieve better outcomes for Children and Young 
People over the next three years.  This includes 10 outcome focussed priorities high quality 
opportunities for learning and ensures children are safe.  The assessment of need will 
inform future built environment priorities and further develop the Department’s Corporate 
Asset Management Plan and School related Asset Management Plans  

1.4.9 The main purpose of the Children’s Services Department is to ensure that everything the 
Department undertakes is based on achieving the five outcomes encompassed in the 
‘Every Child Matters’ agenda for all children and young people in the Peterborough area.  
The Department is also responsible for Adult Education.  In response to the Children Act 
2004 work is underway to develop more effective integrated services and structures, 
fulfilling the requirements for Children’s Trust arrangements.  In addition, there is presently 
a push to make learning opportunities available for all adults. 

1.4.10 The Department’s approach is underpinned by a series of statutory plans – Early Years 
Development and Childcare, Education Development, School Organisation, Special 
Education Needs Strategy and the Quality Protects Actions Plan.  With the changes in 
legislation the Department has now commenced the development of aggregating these 
plans into a single 'Children and Young People’s Plan' based on an assessment of need 
across the city.  The assessment of need will inform future built environment priorities and 
further develop the Department’s Corporate Asset Management Plan and Education related 
Asset Management plan  

1.4.11 The Local Development Framework sets out how we as a Council see the development of 
Peterborough moving forward.  In particular it integrates the various approaches to ensure 
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that any development is coherent and compliments the ambitious growth programme for 
Peterborough.  

1.4.12 The Local Transport Plan reflects a local approach to transport needs.  Capital needs and 
the approach to investment is shaped by an indicative breakdown between maintenance 
and integrated transport themes. 

1.4.13 The Council has demonstrated it commitment to equalities and diversity by the 
development and implementation of equality schemes on race, disability and gender. It also 
has comprehensive equality and diversity policies and procedures that focus on service 
users, staff and working with our partners to meet the needs of the diverse communities 
that it serves. Over the next 12 months the Council will be developing an Access Strategy 
that will identify emerging needs, agree standards and determine systems to make its 
Services available to its equality target groups – people with disabilities, race, gender, 
religion/belief, sexual orientation and age. This will build on the work undertaken by the 
One Community Project and involve the Disability Forum to contribute in the development 
of access plans. 

1.4.14 Use of capital resources to support adult social care reports to the Commission for Social 
Care Inspection through the Delivery and Improvement Statement on an annual basis. This 
information forms part of the evidence used by CSCI in its annual review of Social Services 
Performance and Star Ratings. 

1.4.15 PCC have already implemented an Accessibility Strategy for schools.  It has recently 
started developing a Local Authority Access Strategy that will cover accessibility for all to 
Council Services.  The requirements of both of these strategies will nee to be considered 
when looking at the future development of the Property Portfolio.   

1.4.16 The CAMP also relates to the Service Business Plans that are developed by each Service 
setting out the way in which they will deliver to customers over the short, medium and long 
terms.  However it is recognised that services will need to be flexible to meet the future 
demands.  Given this Part 3 and Part 4 of the report are flexible and will be updated on a 
regular basis as changes are reported to the Corporate Asset Management Group.  

1.4.17 In addition Peterborough aims to be an example of how we can work together with our 
partners to build on our Environmental City status by becoming the UK’s Environment 
Capital. This aspiration will be a core theme in the revised Community Strategy and Local 
Area Agreement. 

1.5. Asset Management, Best Value and the Efficient Management of the Property 
Portfolio 

1.5.1 The implementation of the Asset Management Plan in conjunction with the Capital Strategy 
ensures the efficient and effective management of property for the Council’s activities. 
These activities are determined through the Council’s corporate policy framework.   

1.5.2 The Best Value process requires a fundamental review of key service areas and is fully 
integrated into the policy development framework.  The purpose of Best Value reviews is to 
provide better quality services at a reasonable cost, enable local people to have more say 
and to set robust targets for improving services.  Best value reviews examine the efficiency 
of services (amongst other criteria), specifically looking at whether the right service is 
produced with the correct resources.  This applies to the property implications of service 
delivery and delivering the Council’s policy priorities.  The Council’s Performance Plan 
reinforces the policy priority of managing resources effectively to deliver quality services.  
The relevant service principle states that: “The Council is committed to providing the best 
service possible for people of Peterborough”.  One of the key aims of supporting this 
principle is managing the Council’s portfolio of land and buildings effectively and ensuring 
the provision of safe and efficient accommodation for all of its activities. 

1.5.3 The property assets of the Council will also be going through a best value review.  This will 
include marketing testing of areas of our investment portfolio and the establishment of 
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relevant Key Performance Indicators that will allow the Council to measure performance 
against both other Councils and the Private Sector. 

1.5.4 In conducting best value reviews the Council uses the “4 C’s” of challenge, compare, 
consult and compete.  A key aspect of its reviews is therefore consultation with 
stakeholders including local people, service users and employees.  By necessity the best 
value review process takes account of the property aspects of service delivery and in doing 
so uses stakeholder feedback in making recommendations. Ensuring that a service 
optimises use of resources including buildings forms a key part of the five year action plan 
that is put in place following each review to ensure services improve. 

1.6. The use of IT to support property 
1.6.1 Organisations cluster around the information they hold in order to do their business: 

traditionally this information is paper based and held in filing cabinets, to ensure easy 
access and to enable sharing of this information workers gathered around the filling 
cabinets.  

1.6.2 Use of ICT – whilst not re-promising the paperless office – enables the organisation to 
access that information from any where, any place, any time. 

1.6.3 Investment and development of the Council’s ICT can enable greater use of mobile and 
nomadic working, home working and the opportunity to provide access to services from 
community based facilities (e.g. social workers based in schools). The first steps will be in 
the provision of a secure and robust ICT facilities to enable home working, as technologies 
become more stable and greater bandwidth available then truly mobile working can be 
facilitated. The further deployment of agile working will enable greater flexibility for ‘nomadic 
working’ - i.e. those workers who move from site to site, and can work from any number of 
office locations. This will increase the demands placed on information and building security 

1.6.4 The Council has appointed an external provider of ICT Services; it may be that they will 
fund some elements of the infrastructure with the Council retaining ownership of the assets. 

1.6.5 At present, computers are generally moved with staff as they are relocated and this 
generates significant cost because of the need for disconnection, reconnection, and 
changes to personal profiles to enable use of network printers, etc., in addition to the 
transportation costs and potential for damage to equipment.  A review of IT is being carried 
out at present. 

1.6.6 The Council has embarked on an ICT Improvement program to upgrade and maintain all 
central ICT systems and services.  Standards and Policies for ICT are now being 
implemented.  

1.6.7 This approach will support the rationalisation of the property portfolio as it will allow greater 
use of a flexible portfolio.  This is essential to maximise usage and given the   increased 
opportunities from home will also the opportunity to reduce the number of core assets that 
we hold. 

1.7. Customer Service Centres – Peterborough Direct 
1.7.1 In working towards the joined up delivery of the Council’s policy priorities the strategic 

deployment of assets within the context of the Asset Management Planning processes is 
crucial.  Integration of services within a single location improves service delivery, while 
optimising the use of Council buildings.   

1.7.2    Peterborough Direct is a business service concept that aims to improve the level of public 
access to a variety of council services and potentially other organisations that work in 
partnership with the Council.  This will be achieved by broadening the types of access 
channels and increasing the complexity of enquiry that each access channel can cope with. 

1.7.3   The focal point of Peterborough Direct is the customer service centre which opened at 
Bayard Place in January 2007.  A range of specific services are provided to customers from 
the centre together with general advice, information and sign posting on a multitude of other 
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council and non-council services..  The centre also has a call centre and a number of ‘self-
service’ kiosks where customers are assisted to access information about services the 
council and other relevant organisations provide. 

1.7.4 Service improvements have continued to be made since the customer service centre 
opened both in terms of customer access and efficiency.  In February 2009, the customer 
service centre was awarded the Customer Service Excellence (CSE) certificate.  The 
certificate is a central government standard which has replaced the Charter Mark Award 
that shows, through independent assessment that a service is delivering excellent customer 
service. 

1.7.5 During 2009 two further city centre receptions have closed and the front facing elements of 
these services are now being delivered through the customer service centre.  A number of 
properties that were used by children’s services across the authority have also closed with 
the bulk of the front facing contact now also being delivered through the service centre.  
Work is also ongoing to further increase the services available through the call centre and 
so ensure more customer queries can be responded to during a single contact.  Further 
work is also being undertaken to better understand customer demand, minimise avoidable 
contact and support service delivery through the most efficient access channels.  The 
recently revamped website is key to achieving these aims as will be close working with the 
localities and neighbourhood management projects. 

1.8. Partnership Working 
1.8.1 Peterborough also takes the opportunity whenever practicable to work in partnership to 

deliver joint outcomes.  For example the Council works with organisations such as the 
Primary Care Trust and Peterborough Regional College to deliver a range of services to the 
community. 

1.8.2 In particular PCC is a partner in the Greater Peterborough Partnership (GPP).  In 2007 the 
partners within GPP reviewed and updated the Sustainability Strategy.  As a result four new 
priorities and key outcomes have been identified: 
• Creating Opportunities – tacking inequalities 

o Improving Health – so that everyone can enjoy a life expectancy of the national 
average or above and benefit from speedier access to high quality local health and 
social care services. 

o Supporting vulnerable people – so that everyone can access support and care 
locally to enable them to maintain independence, should they be affected by 
disadvantage or disability at any point in their lives 

o Regenerating Neighbourhoods – so that the most deprived communities can 
achieve their full potential and therefore contribute to and benefit from sustainable 
economic growth in the Peterborough area. 

o Improving skills and education – so that the people of Peterborough have better 
skills and benefit from high quality education from cradle to grave, inclusion through 
the new University. 

• Creating Strong and Supportive Communities 

o Empowering local communities – so that all communities and individuals are 
engaged and empowered, and take their opportunities to shape the future of 
Peterborough 

o Making Peterborough Safer – so that people of all ages and abilities can live, work 
and play in a prosperous and successful Peterborough without undue fear of Crime. 

o Building Community Cohesion – so that new communities are integrated intro 
Peterborough and welcomed for the contribution they bring to our cities and rural 
areas 

o Building pride in Peterborough – so that we recognise, celebrate and take pride in 
Peterborough achievements, its diverse but shared culture and the exciting 
opportunities for leisure and relaxation. 
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• Creating the UKs Environmental Capital 

o Making Peterborough cleaner and greener – so that we become the UK’s greenest 
city with attractive neighbourhoods, surrounded by beautiful countryside and thriving 
biodiversity 

o Conserving natural resources – so that we reduce Peterborough’s overall 
consumption of the earth’s natural resources 

o Growing our environmental business sector – so that Peterborough is the natural 
location for green businesses 

o Increasing use of sustainable transport – so that Peterborough has the highest 
proportion of citizens using sustainable transport modes in the UK 

• Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth 

o Creating a safe, vibrant city centre and sustainable neighbourhood centres - so that 
people have more diverse and improved places to visit and enjoy. 

o Increasing economic prosperity – so that the people of Peterborough can work 
locally, benefit from a strong local economy that is an attractive destination for 
business investment, particularly in higher skilled sectors 

o Building the sustainable infrastructure of the future – so that we cerate the 
conditions for business, service and community prosperity and growth 

o Creating a better place to live – so that we provide better places to live for both new 
and exiting communities, ensuring the highest environmental standards of new 
building 

1.8.3 In addition we will look to partner with other organisation to ensure that we encourage and 
support the Growth Agenda in Peterborough.  Examples in respect of local NHS 
developments are identified below: 

• Hampton Joint Service Centre 
Primary health care incorporating General Practitioner and NHS Dentistry services with 
leisure and library services, building on the experience of co locating health and library 
services at Hampton Health.  

• Recognition – formerly known as the Well Being Centre 
Procurement being led by NHS Peterborough utilising Investing in Communities funding 
via PCC and East of England Development Agency. Preferred site unfortunately did not 
receive planning approval but PCC and NHS Peterborough are working collaboratively 
to identify and appropriate alternative site. 

• City Care Centre 
Procurement completed with new site opening in May 09 via Private Finance Initiative. 
A range of primary care and community services are provided at this site including NHS 
Walk in Centre and GP Out of Hours Services. NHS Peterborough and the City Council 
are working collaboratively on the implementation of a comprehensive Travel Plan for 
patients and staff. 

• Old B & Q 
NHS Peterborough is leasing from the City Council this site to provide for 3000m2 of 
storage space for all public agencies in the city. The site has played a prominent role in 
providing storage facilities in minimising the effects of swine flu for the city and the 
whole of Cambridgeshire. This site is also used as a NHS Park and Ride for staff 
working at the City Care Ctr. The shuttle bus service was procured on behalf of NHS 
Peterborough by the City Council Travel Choice Team. 

• Adult Mental Health Services – Cavell Centre 
Procurement has been completed for a new Adult Mental Health facility via Private 
Finance Initiative by Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Community Foundation Trust. 
New build is to be at the Edith Cavell Hospital site. 

• New Peterborough Hospital 
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Procurement underway via Private Finance Initiative by the Peterborough and Stamford 
Hospitals Foundation NHS Trust for a new hospital to be located at the Edith Cavell 
Hospital site which will replace the existing hospital at Edith Cavell and Peterborough 
District Hospital. Construction is expected to be completed in late 2010. The City 
Council in conjunction with  Opportunity Peterborough, Hospitals Trust and NHS 
Peterborough are considering future site development options as part of the Hospital 
Quarter regeneration as set out in the City Centre Area Action Plan. 

• City Centre - Primary Care Centre 
Procurement being led by NHS Peterborough in conjunction with the City Council and 
Opportunity Peterborough, with four potential sites being identified. A review of the 4 
sites is currently being undertaken as part of the City centre Area Action Plan and is 
expected to be completed in the late spring of 2009. The NHS Peterborough Board will 
then consider and propose a preferred site location for wider consultation with patients 
and service providers. Procurement and construction is anticipated to be completed in 
late 2011 

• Healthy Living Centre – Huntly Grove 
Site now established and providing services to patients with long term conditions such 
as diabetes services. Site is also providing a venue for local community groups to utilise 
out of hours so as to improve community cohesion. 

• Rivergate Centre – Oasis Centre 
NHS Peterborough leased site is being developed in partnership with Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary to establish the country’s first Sexual Assault Referral Centre which is to 
the latest forensic standards. This will enable the Police and the Crown Prosecution 
Service to improve rape conviction rates and to provide an on going support service to 
rape victims and their families. The site will primarily be used by the Cambridgeshire 
force but neighbouring forces are likely to use this facility. 

• Alma Road Primary Care Centre – Equitable Access Centre 
NHS Peterborough Board opened this site in May 09 and provides walk in access to 
General Practitioner services 7 days a week between 7am and 10pm. Development 
plans are being advanced for a permanent new build. 

• Werrington, Paston, Stanground South, and Bretton - Primary Care Centres 
Procurements in partnership with PCC departments, following PCC spatial study 
reviews 

• Grange Medical, Westwood, Dogsthorpe, Welland and Burghley Road – 
Neighbourhood Primary Care Centres 

• Procurements in partnership with PCC departments, following PCC spatial study           
reviews 

• Orton Centre - Primary Care Centre 
Procurement being led by NHS Peterborough in partnership with Orton Shopping Ctr. 
New build proposal will include for primary healthcare and community services including 
NHS dentistry in a 1000m2 planning application proposal to be submitted in late 
December 09. NHS Peterborough has agreed with a new dental service provider to 
provide temporary dental facilities from April 2010. Planning consent for the temporary 
build has been approved by City Council Planners. 

• Palliative Care Centre 
Procurement being led by Sue Ryder to replace Thorpe Hall with negotiations nearing 
completion with the City Council for the acquisition of a City Council owned site. . 

• National Framework Procurement 
Department of Health has established a  framework agreement  for Primary Care 
Trusts, Local Authorities, regeneration companies and partners associated within a 
local strategic partnership to establish a Special Purpose Delivery Vehicle for property 
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procurements and asset management including private capital investment. This SPV is  
known as Express LIFT ( Local Investment Finance Trust ) and is effectively a public 
private partnership obviating the need for any European Union procurement processes 
to be undertaken by individual public bodies. NHS Peterborough understands there to 
be significant potential for the implementation of this model and the PCT Board 
approved the submission of an application to the East of England Strategic Health 
Authority and the Department of Health in September 09. NHS Peterborough will be 
submitting an application at the end of October 09 on behalf of the PCT and the City 
Council. A Peterborough Express LIFT company could be established by the spring of 
2010. 

• Adult Social Care 
City Council and NHS Peterborough are working jointly on a service review of the 
Council owned care homes. Of concern is the significant backlog maintenance work 
and costs associated with these homes requiring capital investment from the City 
Council. The Asset Management Plans have shown the work that is required which if 
not undertaken will present an increasing risk to the City Council in terms of property 
management and potentially to NHS Peterborough in terms of continued commissioning 
of services to residents at these sites. NHS Peterborough and the City Council are 
establishing formal Lease agreements in line with the Partnership Agreement. The City 
Council and NHS Peterborough have successfully decommissioned Vawser Lodge 
following the successful transfer of services to the City Care Centre in May 09. The City 
Council is now looking at future options for this site as part of the regeneration of the 
Hospital Quarter area. 

• Car Parking and Travel Plans 
In recognition of the need to improve health and well being and to reduce carbon 
emissions the City Council and NHS Peterborough are working collaboratively to 
integrate Travel Plans and the development of park and ride sites. The City Council 
Travel Choice Team have put in a bid for funding to the Department of Transport for 
funding in support of a staff and patient shuttle bus that will link key health sites across 
the city including the rail and bus stations.  

• Accommodation Utilisation 
NHS Peterborough is working in partnership with a software company to develop 
software that would enable real time information on space utilisation of key clinical 
rooms and support areas. This is to ensure that capacity demand is managed on a daily 
basis with hourly charges raised as appropriate. The applicability of this methodology 
could easily be extended through the Web and Outlook to other public assets and MHS 
Peterborough will work with the City Council to take this forward as appropriate. 

1.9. The Growth Agenda – Opportunity Peterborough 
1.9.1 We aim to promote substantial growth in the region and have ambitious targets to meet by 

the year 2020.  To assist with this Opportunity Peterborough (OP) was established in April 
2005.  Its objectives are to assist, promote, encourage, develop and secure regeneration of 
the social, physical and economic environment of Peterborough.  The aim is to position 
Peterborough as a premier location for business and industry, increasing the prosperity of 
the area to facilitate employment and training opportunities and increase housing choice. 

1.9.2 Whilst operating through PCC the prime objective of OP is to implement the £1 billion 
masterplan which will regenerate the following 10 sites: 
• Queensgate and North Westgate 
• South Bank (including Carbon Challenge)
• Heart of the city and bridge Street 
• Station Quarter 
• Rivergate 

• Old Town / Priestgate 
• Northminster 
• Peterborough District Hospital 
• East Embankment 
• Embankment 
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1.9.3 In addition to the projects highlighted in the masterplan, a number of public and private 
sector initiatives have either been delivered, are planned or under development.  These 
include: 
• The provision of an innovation centre at Peterscourt. 
• Work has started on the £300m Greater Peterborough Health Investment Plan driven 

jointly by Peterborough and Stamford Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Greater 
Peterborough Primary Care Partnership and Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Health 
Partnership NHS Trust. 

• The Hampton Township on Peterborough’s southern perimeter which will eventually 
have 7,300 homes and a further 2 years supply of land has been sold. 

1.9.4 As a Council we are fully committed to working with our partners in Opportunity 
Peterborough (OP) to support, encourage and promote the growth agenda.  In particular 
this will require us to work closely with OP to ensure that we benefit from the various 
synergies.  It addition we are looking to identify those areas where we share objectives and 
we can transfer skills.  Such an approach requires us to operate as true partners in the 
deliver of the Growth Agenda for Peterborough.  

1.9.5 As a Council we recognised the contribution our property assets will make to the growth of 
Peterborough.  To date the sites have identified below have the potential to be included 
within future developments. 

Assets held to Support the Growth Agenda 
Site Current Use Comments 
Wirrina Car Park Use to be identified 
Matalan and B&Q Retail Part of the South Bank development   
Dickens Street Car Park Car Park Gateway to the City 
Bridge House Offices High value development site 
Embankment Recreation Use to be identified 

Eastern Embankment Grazing Restoration works likely to give the site a 
negative value. 

7-23 London Road Entertainment 
and Retail 

Potentially part of the South Bank 
Development 

Wellington Street Car Park Car Park Use to be identified 

Market Retail Future use to be identified.  Market will 
need to be relocated. 

Cripple Sidings - Former 
Public House Vacant Plot Residential.  Planned to be part of Carbon 

Challenge 
 
1.9.7 It should be stressed that these future uses are indicative only.  In reality the market will 

dictate the use of these sites and the therefore the capital receipt.  However we as a 
council should recognise the financial contribution we are making to the growth agenda 
which demonstrates our ambition. 
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Chapter 2 – Consultation 

2.1 Consultation 
2.1.1 Consultation is an important part of the Council approach to the asset management 

process.  Feedback from services, employees, users, tenants, partners and interest groups 
allows the Council to ensure that the property portfolio is allowing the delivery of good 
quality services.  Corporately, the Council has a full time employee, whose role is to 
manage consultation with the Council’s stakeholders.  A range of methods is employed to 
get feedback.  These include focus groups, challenge workshops, questionnaires, surveys 
and the internet.  Overall the Council follows principle of ‘Ask, Listen, and Act’. 

2.1.2 Consultation is ongoing and is a part of the way in which Peterborough City Council 
undertakes its business.  The outcome of the consultation exercises will continue to inform 
the Council’s approach to managing its property and its capital programme.  

 

2.2 Neighbourhood Management in Peterborough 

2.2.1 Co-ordination of services and agencies across geographical areas is an essential pre-
requisite to ensuring local services meet local needs and expectations and are accountable 
to local people.   

2.2.2 When residents and local communities can see how services are responding to their 
particular range of issues and problems, or perhaps responding to their ideas, it helps forge 
a stronger relationship between service providers and customers. 

2.2.3 It is not just about the Council and the way it delivers its own services in a particular area; it 
involves all agencies and organisations that allocate resources into an area coming 
together, and by working together adding value to the resources which are already there. 

2.2.4 By developing mutual understanding and ways of joint working, extensive and sometimes 
innovative ways of involving local people in service planning is needed - and not just on a 
one-off basis. The benefit of this approach is the development of responsive services- a key 
to creating and maintaining sustainable communities. This is the essence of 
Neighbourhood Management, demonstrating why this principle is at the heart of the 
Government’s priorities for better public services. 

2.2.5 Peterborough City Council has placed Neighbourhood Management at the heart of its 
continuous improvement agenda and cuts across the majority of its Objectives. The Greater 
Peterborough Partnership also acknowledges the role neighbourhood management has to 
play in improving the quality of life for Peterborough residents. 

2.2.6 The Council is developing a Neighbourhood Investment Plan which has been implemented 
and is continually being upgraded.  The plan aims to ensure that the benefits of growth in 
Peterborough are shared across the city and that the co-ordination and of services at 
neighbourhood level achieves better impact and value for money. 

2.2.7 The plan creates the opportunity to take a more comprehensive approach to service 
investment on a geographic basis and will encourage a better planned approach to the 
rationalisation, investment in and management of community assets.’  

2.2.8 The Neighbourhood Investment approach, is being reviewed to ensure that it remains fit for 
purpose and best able to respond to the needs and expectations of our communities. This 
is likely to result in a different, more effective form of delivery modelled on the principles 
described above. 

2.2.9 Peterborough’s Urban Regeneration Company, Opportunity Peterborough will have a key 
role to play in contributing to the delivery of these outcomes by leading a process of 
economic restructuring and city transformation. 
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Chapter 3 - Data Management 

3.1 Identification of Assets 
3.1.1 A statement of the Authority’s built and land assets are held electronically and on the Digital 

Land Terrier on GIS.  Where Deeds are held in secure storage and the land is registered 
the land certificates have been destroyed.  These records are accessible by designated 
officers. A team within Strategic Property maintains an electronic data base for the 
commercial estate and hold paper copies of the leases.  Since December 2001 the asset 
register has been cross checked against the terrier and the Badger data base to ensure 
completeness of the property data. 

3.1.2 Following completion of the electronic data capture, the old land terrier (a paper format of 
approximately 563 plans showing assets currently in the ownership of the Authority and 
assets that have been sold including Council houses; manual updates of this ceased upon 
transfer of the housing stock to CKH in October 2004), has been scanned to be available 
electronically with the paper records to be stored off-site. Validation of the electronic data is 
still in progress. 

3.1.3 Drawn data is held in electronic (AutoCAD Lite/ GIS - Cartology), paper and microfiche 
format; condition surveys, suitability, sufficiency, asbestos  and access audits are held 
electronically (Badger AMP database); an electronic  service contract data base has been 
set-up and the data presently held in paper format will be transferred.  This is a process 
which requires continued input to ensure currency of data. 

3.1.4 Condition, asbestos, access and suitability and sufficiency data are being collated in the 
Badger AMP database for both Education and the Corporate AMP. The recommendations 
would require significant capital investment which is not available from the Capital 
Programme and alternative funding options are being sought. e.g. A partnership 
arrangement is being established for the management of six leisure facilities. The collective 
data has shown that £0.49m is required to affect all of the alterations at the Regional Pool. 
Some of the requirements would be necessary and others are desirables and involve works 
that are commercially advantageous, but not essential. The leisure facilitator has 
contributed to the asset management process by doing a walk-through of the AMP’s with 
the AMP Property Surveyors to test the data. 

3.1.5 School AMPs are undertaken on a rolling programme basis.  Suitability, sufficiency and 
condition surveys form part of the AMP.  45 condition surveys of corporate properties have 
been undertaken this financial year. Whilst the condition surveys are being carried out, the 
drawn information is checked against the property and amended at the same time if 
necessary. If a drawing exists in a medium other than electronic, and requires updating the 
AMP property surveyor transfers the whole to electronic database. 

3.1.6 The updating and data gathering is a continuous process, with property requirements 
changing regularly, alteration works being carried out or condition or asbestos 
recommendations being addressed. The AMP relies on feedback from property users, 
maintenance surveyors, service clients, CPG etc communicating any actual or proposed 
changes. Where such information is made available a written note is placed on a file in 
service client and date order for updating the relevant AMP data. When the data has been 
updated the note is annotated. 

3.1.7 The Property Management and AMP’s data base have been set up following research to 
establish what would be appropriate information to hold and how it might be extrapolated to 
meet different or changing requirements. Both databases are largely based on DCSF and 
DCLG guidelines: 

• Condition & Asbestos Surveys & Service Contract data – Property that has been maintained 
or put in good condition enables continuity of service provision.  An environment that is 
functional, attractive and safe helps to maintain or enhance the property value, and 
potentially reduce costs. 
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Through comprehensive condition surveys carried out on all Corporate Properties, the 
identified backlog of maintenance has increased by £2m in the last two years even though 
some capital investment has been made to the Corporate Property portfolio. 17.13% of the 
properties are in condition Grade D priority year one. Due to financial restraints, limited funds 
are available for investment in the property to address the backlog of maintenance. With 
clawback restrictions on the amount of capital receipts available from sales of surplus 
property (contribution to English Partnership/CNT), and the decreasing number of property 
assets with significant development potential and therefore value, Partnership/Private 
Finance Initiatives (PFI) arrangements are one way in which the problems might be 
addressed. More importantly is the need for the Council to undertake a rigorous review of the 
current property holdings used for service delivery. Integrating services spread across a 
geographical area into one purpose built unit or disposing of those properties that have high 
maintenance costs are other possible options. The AMP will inform the overall property 
strategy. 

The AMP condition data will also be used to inform repair and maintenance programmes, 
with whole life aspects being taken into account to enable planned maintenance 
programmes to be established. The benefit of implementing a programme of planned 
maintenance will result in an overall reduction in cost in the long term. 

School AMP works are funded specifically by DCSF (Modernisation and Formula Capital) 
enabling capital to be targeted at the greatest needs. Using this funding, a rolling programme 
of works for condition categories D1, C1 & C2 has been implemented for the schools, with 
the order of works established through a priority matrix introduced into the asset 
management process to eliminate subjectivity (subject to emergency condition works). A 
similar funding mechanism from DCLG would assist authorities in a similar position to 
ourselves with limited available resource to address backlog of condition in corporate 
property portfolio 

Suitability & Sufficiency & Access Audits – We have gathered data from the property users 
and through access audits. These will inform the strategic property decisions on the 
effectiveness, efficiency and economic use of property for service provision and the need for 
change. Existing office floor space is being maximised in line with Audit Commission Hot 
Property e.g. Human Resources, Finance and Housing have been relocated into space 
created from the rationalisation of existing services in one of the principal operational 
buildings. The central library has also been adapted to include other services and the 
Peterborough Direct Service Centre has been relocated to Bayard Place.  

• Costs – the AMP includes a 10 year financial plan for condition (including asbestos related 
works), suitability issues are priced and access audits are priced and prioritised. The cost 
information will be used to inform overall decisions on the use of the property and the need 
to retain or dispose. Under-performing assets may have high running costs and these will 
need to be investigated. 

• Environmental considerations – Operational property, energy, water and CO² emissions data 
has been collected (PPI 4B-D). It has been agreed with the Children’s Services Department 
that schools will be benchmarked against each other grouped by type, size etc. e.g. 
Secondary Schools. The Corporate Properties will be benchmarked against National data 
provided by DEFRA and will be evaluated by types. Consideration will also be given to 
geographical location, since this might indicate a trend. When comprehensive information is 
available it will be used to inform the authority of property assets that have high levels of 
consumption or emissions.   

 Since the Authority does not have complete drawn data base from which to gather floor 
areas and has not been provided with copies of energy invoices (where the authority does 
not manage the account on behalf of the service provider), limited information is available 
at this date. 

• Investment portfolio – The authority has industrial, retail and agricultural investment 
property, which are currently being reviewed.  Some of the retail units are in the process of, 
or have been sold where it is known that considerable capital investment would be required 
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to upgrade them e.g. Bretton Centre and Orton. The IRR has provided a tool to measure 
actual costs of holding and managing a property against the rental income.  The covered 
market is known to be under-performing and will be part of the review of the City Centre 
referred to in the Capital Strategy.  Other but dated shopping centres are identified as 
suitable for disposal through the AMP process. 

 

3.2 GIS in Peterborough 
3.2.1 Peterborough City Council is currently implementing a corporate GIS programme. This 

programme includes using GIS to enable the council achieve its corporate objectives and 
priority outcomes, developing a corporate set of data and developing an internet/intranet 
service to make spatial data available to all officers of the council and the wider community. 
The objective of the strategy can be defined as: 

  “To improve the effectiveness and efficiency of service delivery through access to and 
analysis of high quality comprehensive spatial information referenced to land and property.” 

3.2.2 It is also recognised that 85% of local government information can be referenced to land 
and property addresses. (source IDeA). Therefore, in order to deliver joined up services 
and joined up information, GIS technology is seen as fundamental. 

3.2.3 At present, there are approximately 100 desktop GIS users throughout the council. The GIS 
programme will assess the quality of the data captured by these posts along with spatial 
information taken from outside the authority and assist with correcting anomalies and 
capturing missing data areas. Where appropriate, this data can then be made available 
through the desktop applications and the internet/intranet service. Hawkeye has been 
available for this purpose since July 2007 

 

3.3 Asset Summary 
3.3.1 At present the amount of data held by the Council in support of the Property Portfolio is 

limited.  Current property holdings are estimated to amount to approximately 1,557 asset 
records.  However complete data is held for only 433 of these assets.  Whilst it is 
recognised that these are the major assets the gaps in data brings into question the value 
of the rest.  This is recognised as an issue as there is insufficient data to allow 
management decisions and has been included into the service plan for Strategic Property. 

3.3.2 Given the above the data identified in the table below is limited and will change as 
additional information becomes available. 

Details of categories Summary of categories No. GIA (sq m)
Office, Depot/Store/Public 
Convenience 

Admin/Depot/Other 49 57,856 

Arts Venue/Pools Leisure 4 11,154 

Library Libraries 8 6,966 
Schools/Colleges/Childrens 
Centre/Pupil Referral Unit/Special 
Schools/Caretaker Houses 

Education 90 237,764 

Residential Homes/Day Care 
Centres 

Social care 19 14,590 

Sports Centres/Youth 
Centres/Community Use/Community 
Related Asset/Pavilion/Play 
Centre/Recreation Grounds 

Community assets 86 34,236 

Cemetery/Industrial/Retail/Not 
defined/Open Space inc 
buildings/Garage Site/Travellers Site 

General 181 50,307 
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Chapter 4 - Performance Management Monitoring and Information 

4.1 Responsibility for performance management  
4.1.1 As the lead officer for asset management, the CPO is responsible for ensuring that the 

Council’s property portfolio performs to its optimum.  The Council has developed its 
approach to asset management to ensure that assets are utilised to their maximum 
potential in delivering good quality services and financial return. 

4.1.2 The Council’s asset database system is used to collect, maintain and analyse performance 
information across all portfolio areas.      

4.1.3 The CPO and the Asset Management Group receive reports from Strategic Property on the 
performance of the portfolio and are empowered to make recommendations to CMT and 
ultimately Cabinet.  

4.2 Comparing Performance 
4.2.1 The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) no longer exists but the Department of 

Communities and Local Government has indicated that it no longer requires Council to 
submit information on property performance indicators.  In addition COPROP are 
formulating a new suite of performance indicators which Local Authorities may be required 
to collect and submit depending upon guidance that is yet to be provided.  However PCC 
will continue to collect data to monitor performance and allow us to benchmark with other 
Local Authorities and the Private Sector. 

4.3 Performance Indicators 
4.3.1 Over the next 12 months a new suite of indicators will be introduced.  This will allow the 

Council to compare the performance of those in other Councils across a wider number of 
areas.  At present there is insufficient information available from other Councils to provide 
meaningful data but the areas that will be considered are set out below. 

Indicator Description 
PMI 1 Condition and required maintenance 
PMI1A % Gross internal Floor space in condition categories A – D 
PMI1B Required Maintenance by cost expressed: 
B i) As total cost in priority levels 1 -3 
B ii) As a % in priority levels 1 -3  
B iii) Overall cost per square metre GIA 
PMI 1C Annual percentage change to total required maintenance figure over 

previous year 
PMI1D i) Total spend on maintenance in previous financial year 
1D ii) Total spend on maintenance per square metre GIA 
1D iii) Percentage split of total spend on maintenance between planned and 

reactive 
PMI 2 Environmental Property issues (National Indicator)  
PMI 2A Energy costs/consumption (gas, electricity, oil, solid fuel) to be reported by 

property category in £ spend per m2 

2B Water costs/consumption to be reported by property category in £ spend per 
m2 and by volume m3 per m2 GIA 

2C CO2 emissions to be reported by property category in tonnes of carbon 
dioxide per m2 GIA  

PMI 3 Suitability Surveys 
PMI3 A % of portfolio by GIA sq m for which a suitability survey has been 

undertaken over the last 5 years 
PMI3 B Number of properties for which a suitability survey has been undertaken 

over the last 5 years 
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Indicator Description 
PMI 4 Building accessibility surveys 
PMI 4A % of portfolio by GIA sqm for which an access audit has been undertaken 

by a competent person 
4B Number of properties for which an access audit has been undertaken by a 

competent person 
4C % of Properties by GIA sqm for which there is an accessibility Plan in place 
4D Number of properties for which there is an accessibility in place 
PMI 5 Sufficiency (Capacity and utilisation) Office Portfolio 
PMI 5 A1 a) Operational office property as a percentage of the total portfolio and 

b) Office space per head of population  
All calculations of space based on GIA 

5A2 Office space as a percentage of total floor space in operational office 
buildings using NOS to NIA  

5A3 a) The number of office or operational building shared with other public 
agencies  
b) The percentage of office operational building shared with public agencies 

5B1 Average office floor space per number of staff in office based teams (NIA 
per FTE) 

B2 Average floor space per workstations (Not FTE) use NIA 
B3 Annual property cost per workstation (Not FTE) 
PMI6 Spend 
PMI6A Gross property costs of the operational estate as a % of the Gross Revenue 

Budget 
6B Gross Property costs per m2 GIA by CIPFA categories/Types  
PMI7 Time and cost Predictability 
PMI 7 A  Time predictability: Design The percentage of projects where the actual time 

between Commit to Design and Commit to Construct is within or not more 
than 5% above, the time predicted at Commit to Design 

7B Time predictability Post Contract: The percentage of projects where the 
actual time between Commit to Construct and Available for Use is within or 
not more than 5% above the time predicted at Commit to Construct  

7C Cost predictability Design: The percentage of projects where the actual cost 
at Commit to Construct is within +/- 5% of the cost predicted at Commit to 
Design 

7D Cost predictability Post Contract :The percentage of projects where the 
actual cost at Available for Use is within +/- 5% of the cost predicted at 
Commit to Construct  

 
As a Council we are keen to improve our performance.  To assist with this we benchmark our 
performance against booth the private and public sectors.  We have also adopted the new 
COPROP indicators which will allow us to focus to a greater extend on areas where we can 
improve our performance.  The suite of indictors against which we measure performance are set 
out below: 
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No. Description Achieved 
2006/07 

Achieved 
2007/08 

Top 
Quartile 
2006/07 

Achieved 
2008/2009 

Target 
09/10 

Target  
10/11 

Target 
11/12 Comments 

1a To measure the condition of 
Property Assets.  From A 
(Good) to D (Poor).  
Expressed as a percentage 
of the property portfolio. 

 

 

 

 

    

 Operational Assets A:  0% 
B:  63% 
C:  25% 
D:  12%      

A:  52% 
B:  32.3% 
C:  19.8% 
D:  0.8% 

Not 
available 

A:  30% 
B:  75% 
C:  0% 
D:  0% 

A:  30% 
B:  70% 
C:  0% 
D:  0% 

A:  30% 
B:  70% 
C:  0% 
D:  0% 

A:  30% 
B:  70% 
C:  0% 
D:  0% 

Assets as assessed 
by Property Works 

1b To measure the maintenance 
liability of the Property 
Portfolio.  Expressed as a 
percentage of the totals for 
each area.  Priority Levels 
1(Urgent) to 3 (Desirable) 

        

 Operational Assets 1:  15.5% 
2:  23.4%. 
3:  61.1% 

1:  0.0% 
2:  10.1% 
3:  42.8% 

Not 
available 

1:  5% 
2:  25% 
3:  70% 

1:  5% 
2:  25% 
3:  70% 

1:  5% 
2:  25% 
3:  70% 

1:  5% 
2:  25% 
3:  70% 

Assets as assessed 
by Property Works. 

 Maintenance Liability 
(Operational) 

£45,794k £28,682k Not 
available 

£20m £15m £15m £15m Excludes schools 
and Investment 
Properties 

4a Repair and Maintenance 
Costs.  Expressed as cost 
per square meter 
 

4.55 10.51 20.00 12.00 13.00 13.50 13.50 Assets as assessed 
by Property Works 

4b Energy Costs.  Expressed as 
costs per square meter 
 

6.41 4.65 6.97 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 Assets as assessed 
by Property Works 

4c Water Costs.  Expressed as 
cost per square meter 

0.723 1.654 1.46 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 Assets as assessed 
by Property Works 
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4.4 Continuous Improvement  
4.4.1 The Council is committed to providing the best possible services to local people and will 

continue to see how it can improve those services even further.  Through the asset 
management process, the continuing development of service delivery plans and service key 
issues set out the property implications of service requirements. This enables Strategic 
Property to understand, improve and target more efficient, high standard accommodation for 
service provision. The aim continues to be to provide such accommodation where this will 
improve service delivery. 

4.4.2 Best Value reviews are one of the key drivers for identifying service delivery priorities.  
However there are a number of other drivers that also establish the need for Council Assets in 
the future.  For example this would include reviews of Service Assets, Improvement Plan and 
Council Priorities. These drivers have an impact accommodation and physical resource 
requirements for service improvement and set actions for improving services through 
rationalisation, refurbishment, rebuilding, integration of services, improving response to repair 
requests and other measures to ensure greater efficiency and increased performance.   

4.4.3 The Council has adopted a range of local indictors.  The Council not only uses these to 
compare performance year on year but to assess performance against other similar authorities 
and the private sector.  These practices are then fed back into the asset management process 
and contribute to improving the Council’s performance. 

4.4.4 Performance against indicators is reported to the Council’s CMT and the Cabinet on a 
quarterly and annual basis.  The Council has a well established policy and service planning 
cycle that involves regular monitoring of performance.  Progress is monitored quarterly and 
reported to CMT and then six monthly to Members.  Where performance is below expectations 
actions are identified to ensure targets can be achieved. 

4.4.5 In addition performance of key indictors is measured on a monthly basis at Senior level within 
Strategic Resources where corrective actions are identified if necessary. 

4.4.6 The Council also takes the opportunity to Network with other organisations through forums 
such as the IPF.  In particular this networking allows the Council to develop and adopt best 
practice from elsewhere 
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Chapter 5 - Programme and Plan Development and Implementation 

5.1 Service Delivery and Property – identifying project need 
5.1.1 The Council has implemented a corporate approach to asset management. This is an ongoing 

process of developing a programme whereby the Council’s assets contribute towards the 
Council’s objectives of year on year improvement in service delivery. In practice this involves: 

Property Information 
• A co-ordinated property review programme  
• A rolling programme of condition surveys 
• Asset energy use monitoring 
• Suitability & sufficiency surveys 
• DDA, asbestos and other specialist surveys 
• Compilation of data in the asset database 
• Ongoing reviews of property holdings, (Community Centres, Libraries, etc.) 

Corporate and Service Direction 
• Property Key Issues 
• Service Plans and Business Plans 
• Best Value Reviews 
• Corporate Policies & Strategies 
• Capital Strategy 
• Central Government Input 

5.1.2 The collation of property information and data is essential to enable informed decisions to be 
made with regard to the assets. The corporate and service direction issues guide these 
decisions.   

5.1.3 The forum for making recommendations to Members on property issues is the Corporate Asset 
Management Group. Decisions on programmes and plans for projects are made taking into 
account output and outcome targets. Approval of decisions made via this forum is sought 
through CMT the portfolio holder and Cabinet. An example of this in practice is the strategic 
maintenance budget. The condition surveys provide the base data to assess where the 
strategic maintenance budget of should be spent. The condition of the assets is then 
considered alongside the future operational life of the asset, service needs and corporate 
policies and strategies. A decision on the programme is then made by the Corporate Asset 
Management Group and put forward to CMT and Cabinet. This ensures that the annual 
programme for strategic maintenance is consistent with the Council’s priorities. 

5.2 Resourcing Capital Projects 
5.2.1 The Council can raise capital funding from a number of sources; 

• Grants and Contributions from external sources through the various funding regimes and/or 
through government initiatives 

• Borrowing, with the financing of the borrowing funded by either Central Government, 
Council Tax or savings within the revenue budget 

• Contributions from the revenue budget 
• Capital Receipts generated as a result of the LSVT with Cross Keys Housing 
• Disposal of assets. 
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5.2.2 In addition the Council continues to investigate alternative ways in which funding can be 
delivered these include: 
• Public Private Partnership 
• Building Schools for the Future (BSF) Project 
• Making Better Use of Local Authority Assets 

5.2.3 Within the Council neither the Capacity or Capability exists to deliver this ambitious Capital 
Programme.  In addition the relatively short programme makes it impracticable to recruit 
addition staff given the time that it will take for them to achieve the necessary level of 
competence.  Given this agency staff with the requisite skills will be used to deliver this 
programme.  

5.2.4 To meet the challenging objectives of the Council and the associated Capital needs it is 
essential that maximum capital receipts are obtained where practicable.  Given this the Council 
will not dispose of Property Assets at less than best consideration unless there is an overriding 
need which is supported by a Business Case.   

5.2.5 The Business Case will consider the difference in value between the proposed Capital Receipt 
and the maximum Capital Receipt that could have been obtained.  The value will be 
determined by an independent consultancy appointed by Strategic Property.   

5.2.6 The Council has been successful in securing funding from all the aforementioned sources in 
the past.  However, to meet the ambitions of the Council an ambitious programme of disposals 
was implemented as part of the Councils 2007-10 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).  
Initially this will focus on land but it is inevitable that this will also look at the property assets of 
the Council and focus in on those that have high liabilities, are underused and occupy valuable 
sites.  This has been reviewed as part of the 2009-12 MTFS and the outline programme for 
delivery of Capital receipts is set out overleaf. 

5.2.7 It should be noted that the ‘Credit Crunch’ currently being experienced, continues to have a 
significant impact on the funding on the Capital Programme, with the capital receipts target hit 
by a fall in value of both land and property and the Council receiving a reduction in demand for 
the larger sites.  The influence of the current challenging economic climate can been seen 
when comparing the 2009-12 MTFS and the 2010-15 MTFS capital receipts targets, shown 
below. 

09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 
Targeted Capital Receipts 

£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 
MTFS 2009-12       

Schools Sites 1,740 5,050 - 19,700 - -
Programmed General Fund Sites 7,255 2,605 14,650 10,000 - -

Total Anticipated Receipts (MTFS 2008-11) 8,995 7,655 14,650 29,700 - -
       

MTFS 2010-15             
Schools Sites 750 8,150 - 3,000 - -
Programmed General Fund Sites 4,879 5,232 7,192 11,042 10,000 5,000
Sites already sold or contracted 406 - - - - -

Target Capital Receipts Total  6,035 13,382 7,192 14,042 10,000 5,000
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5.3 Children’s Services Requirements 
5.3.1 Children’s Services approach is underpinned by the ‘Children and Young Peoples Plan’.  The 

Department is currently reviewing its Corporate Asset Management Planning process but has 
a robust system of school related Asset Management Plans.  Children’s Services is currently 
working towards ‘Delivery through Localities’; this may ultimately lead to locating services 
within certain localities and some attendant property requirements. 

5.3.2 The Department also plans to re-introduce the School Organisation Plan once a statutory 
document.  This strategic document will include information on demography and will inform the 
planning of schools places (including the need for additional schools) into the future. 

5.3.3 Previously 99% of Children’s Services capital expenditure has been Government grant funded.  
With pressures on Government funding it should be borne in mind that current funding streams 
may not be sufficient to meet the pressing demands of an increase in demand for school 
places from the current population and to meet the needs of future growth plans. 

5.3.4 The Local Authority has completed Phase 1 of a major modernisation of Peterborough’s 
secondary schools through the city’s Secondary School Review Project covering all secondary 
schools in the city in two main phases.  This commenced with the opening of the new Hampton 
College in September 2005.  In September 2007 the Thomas Deacon Academy and the 
Voyager School opened as successor schools to 5 closing secondary schools.  The Voyager 
School is covered by a PFI contract as are the extensions and refurbishments to Jack Hunt 
School and Ken Stimpson Community School. 

5.3.5 In parallel with these major projects, The Kings School, St John Fisher Catholic High School 
and Arthur Mellows Village College are all nearing completion of major refurbishments, 
including additional facilities, funded through successful bidding for Government grants. 

5.3.6 Bushfield Community College has entered the Governments Academy programme and opened 
as Ormiston Bushfield Academy in September 2009.  Plans for a new school building due to 
open in 2011 are in the design stage. 

5.3.7 Phase 2 of the Review, covering Stanground College and Orton Longueville School has now 
been accepted into the Governments BSF programme.  Plans for a replacement school and a 
major refurbishment programme are in the early stages of negotiation with the Government. 

5.3.8 As part of the School Place Planning process, it has been identified that due to changes in our 
demographic predictions; there may be a short fall of Secondary School places.  As part of the 
School Organisation Plan several alternatives are being investigated to meet this pressure.  
This may have implications for existing Council assets. 

5.3.9 The Government’s plans for investment in the Primary School Estate were announced in 
November 2008.  This is a 15 year programme which anticipates that 50% of the Council’s 
primary school estate will benefit from projects ranging from total rebuild to minor 
refurbishment.  The Primary Strategy Document approved by the Government will inform the 
decisions made on which schools benefit from the initial £8m available for 2009 - 2011.  
However the pressing demands of additional school places over the next few years has 
already meant a major review of this programme and aspirations of addressing suitability and 
condition needs of the Primary school estate will now be focused on having to provide 
additional school places. 

5.3.10 Continuing investment in the primary school estate through a comprehensive programme of 
mechanical and electrical improvements and fabric upgrades hopefully will still be able to be 
fulfilled.  

5.3.11 Children’s services are committed to incorporating sustainable solutions into all of its building 
projects, working towards the Government’s target of zero carbon schools by 2016.  
Government funding towards some specific zero carbon elements for the new Welland Primary 
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School has been awarded and technical designs are currently being worked up.  This should 
produce some qualitative data that will be shared with schools around the country 

5.3.12 An increased pressure on primary school places and the need to provide 6th form facilities at 
the secondary school has required the Council to invest in a school building programme in the 
Hampton area in addition to the planned growth from the Section 106 agreement. 

5.3.13 The Government funding secured for a major refurbishment programme at Clare Lodge 
continues as a phased project. 

5.4 Option Appraisal and Project Prioritisation 
5.4.1 The capital resources calculation for the next 3 financial year’s takes account of the Council’s 

agreed policy for prioritising capital proposals.  Priority is given to schemes that; 
• Are consistent with policy priorities identified in the Council’s Action Plans in particular 

those working towards the Councils longer term strategic objectives   
• Meet the principles of the Community Strategy 
• Allow spending in accordance with allocations and specific resources 
• Relate to commitments from previous years 
• Address strategic maintenance needs of existing assets from the AMP 
• Assist in the maintenance of existing service provision 
• Maximise the availability of external funding to enhance value for money 
• Meet mandatory and or statutory requirements  

5.4.2 Should it be decided that the most appropriate route for financing a project is through the 
Council’s capital programme, there is a robust appraisal mechanism that ensures that all 
projects work together towards the delivery of the key outcomes. 

5.4.3 Capital project proposals and an agreed capital programme are developed from action plans 
evolving through the Policy and Service Planning Cycle.  Best Value Reviews may also 
influence project proposals since option appraisals take account of property issues.  

5.4.4 As part of this process capital proposals are invited from Service providers and options are 
identified and appraised. The Council’s various Project Boards confirm the requirement and 
proceed to the next stage with regular reports back.  This does not preclude the requirement to 
obtain the necessary approvals as set out in Standing Orders.  It ensures that projects are 
tested before they get to this stage. 

5.4.5 It is now compulsory that the Head of Strategic Property acting as the CPO is consulted as part 
of this process. If the project is in accordance with the Asset Management Plan the Head of 
Strategic Property signs approval to the project and considers any property implications arising 
from the project. Targets are set for all projects and programmes requiring capital investment 
in accordance with the Council’s Asset Management Plan. 

5.5 Links to the Capital Programme 
5.5.1 The Head of Strategic Finance is responsible for co-ordinating the Council’s capital 

programme.  The preparation of that programme starts in the early autumn of each year when 
the likely level of capital resources including capital receipts from the sale of surplus property 
and development sites is identified.  The extent of funding required is determined by bids 
submitted by Directorates.  These are then prioritised against an agreed matrix which identifies 
those which should be given priority.  This will reflect the Medium Term Financial Strategy and 
determines the levels of capital spend 

5.5.2 The resources for the capital programme will come from the following sources: 
• Capital Receipts 
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• Capital grants and third party contributions 
• Supported and unsupported borrowing 

5.5.3 These resources are aggregated to give the total amount available to fund the capital 
programme in the next year.  After taking into account the level of slippage and commitments 
the level of resources available for new starts is determined. 

5.5.4 Using the best information available the likely level of capital receipts is also projected for the 
next two years.  As the review process continues to develop confidence in the projected 
disposals for the next few years is becoming greater and as such the estimated resources 
become more realistic.  An estimate of the likely level of other capital resources is also made 
for the following two years. 

5.6 Financial Planning for the future (3-5 year action plan) 
5.6.1 The capital resources projection currently allows a 3 year capital programme to be set.  As the 

review process becomes more sophisticated the level of resources for future years will become 
more certain, allowing the Council to develop a capital programme which extends to a 5 year 
rolling programme. 

5.6.2 The revised capital programme for 2010/11 has been set at £101.5m.  This includes £675k for 
the rolling programme for Structural Maintenance of Council Buildings.  This programme will be 
reviewed in line with the level of resources available and in accordance with the development 
of the Asset Management Plan and the Capital Strategy. 

5.6.3 As additional resources are confirmed, the Council will add schemes to the capital programme 
or reduce the borrowing requirements. 

5.6.4 As a Council we also look to maximise the use of external resources to deliver Council 
objectives.  Funding opportunities that have an impact on the property portfolio are considered 
at the Corporate Asset Management Group. Consideration will include: 

• Identify and disseminate information on relevant funding opportunities within the Council. 
• Analyse and evaluate funding opportunities in relation to Peterborough City Council’s 

strategy and long term objectives, and to recommend appropriate bidding strategies. 
• Provide specific advice to Directorate staff on project funding opportunities. 
• Lead on the development of cross-Council and inter-agency bids and initiatives, as 

appropriate. 
• Provide intelligence/analysis to Cabinet Members, Directors and lead staff 
• Develop and maintain high level relationships and contact with the representatives of 

principal UK agencies and organisations. 
• Develop and continuously improve relationships with key partners in respect of external 

funding. 
• Support and develop external and internal funding networks that focus on increasing 

funding leverage and improving capability internally and externally to develop successful 
relevant bids. 

• Identify quantitative and qualitative performance measures and to collate and compile 
corporate performance reports on external funding. 
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Chapter 6 - Towards the Future 
6.1 Getting More From Less  
6.1.1 At present day-to-day management of property is left to those Services that use it to deliver a 

service.  Whilst major maintenance will be funded from Strategic Maintenance (AMP Budget) 
the balance is funded from the services.  This tends to be responsive and is unlikely to take 
into account the long term future of the asset. 

6.1.2 In addition the Council is suffering from an ageing Property Stock.  There has been an under-
investment in the property portfolio and Peterborough, in common with many other authorities, 
faces a maintenance liability in excess of £50M that will have to be addressed. 

6.1.3 The current approach has led to a portfolio that is not focussed on council-wide delivery.   
Some services are being delivered from assets simply because the building has become 
available and not that it is ideally located and fit-for-purpose.  A more strategic approach would 
lead to a Property Portfolio that is targeted on service delivery consistent with the efficient use 
of assets. 

6.1.4 We are required to obtain Value for Money from the property we use.  We must ensure that our 
property portfolio is tailored to the needs of the Council with sufficient flexibility built into assets 
to ensure that they can respond efficiently and effectively to changing requirements. 

6.1.5 The current perceived piecemeal approach is leading to expenditure across the whole of the 
portfolio without focussing on those areas where there is a long term need and in-house 
expertise is not being fully utilised.  In contrast, a more centralised approach to the 
management of property would lead to: 

• A consolidation of the property portfolio into core assets i.e. those that have a long term 
future. 

• Savings generated from economies of scale. 
• Efficient and effective use of the property portfolio. 

6.1.6 In addition we would wish to achieve the following outcomes: 
• Enhanced customer and Stakeholder satisfaction – leading to greater VFM.  This will be 

measured by benchmarking, market testing and customer satisfaction questionnaires 
• Affordability – a clear process for assessing prudence, affordability and sustainability. 
• Compliance with statutory and regulatory codes 
• Improved corporate management – the ability to demonstrate clear linking between 

corporate and service goals 
• Environment – Sustainability through efficient use of resources and minimise the impact of 

our property portfolio on the environment. 

Consolidation of property into core assets will bring about savings in revenue expenditure.  Set 
out below are the anticipated savings in revenue  (* Actual savings). 

 Annual Saving Targets (£k) 
FY07/08 FY08/09 FY09/10 FY10/11 FY11/12 Cumulative 

Savings £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 
FY07/08 96*   
FY08/09 369* 369 369 369 
FY09/10 660 660 660 
FY10/11 580 580 
FY11/12  631 
Cumulative Totals 96* 369 1,029 1,609 2,240 
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6.2 The Next Steps 
6.2.1 The next three years there are many changes that will face PCC and in particular they will 

focus on the effective use of Property Assets.  The targets for property will be subject to 
change.  However it is possible for us to identify both medium and long term targets. 

6.2.2 Given the above the following action will be undertaken to support the rationalisation of the 
property portfolio: 

• Market Testing of areas of Strategic Property.  It is proposed that in the first instance this 
will concern itself with the Investment Properties. 

• Savings outlined by inclusion within the budget strategy 
• The appointment of consultants to undertake Phase 2 of Corporate Asset Challenge on an 

incentive fee. 

6.2.3 Work will continue to rationalise the property portfolio.  This will include the introduction of agile 
working principles and ways of working.  Together this will involve a different way of working 
with the Council moving away from where an outcome is delivered to focusing on where it is 
required. 
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Chapter 7 - The Strategic Approach to Property 

7.1 The Current Position 
7.1.1 The Property Stock of Peterborough is ageing.  Whilst there have been prestigious new 

developments such as the Voyager School, property acquisitions such as Bayard Place other 
developments such as PFI for schools the underlying trend is of an ageing property stock. 

7.1.2 This is confirmed by the increasing backlog of Maintenance and further compounded by the 
impact of new legislation such as the Disabilities Discrimination Act 1995.  The total 
maintenance liability exceeds £20m based on 08/09 figures which excludes any works 
associated with the DDA and Asbestos. 

7.2 The Way Ahead 
7.2.1 It is clear that we must drive towards a more efficient use of the Property Portfolio.  Major 

investment into an expansion of the Property Portfolio will be funded by Central Government 
Initiatives (PFI, BSF etc), through a partnership arrangement or by the use of Capital 
Resources.  In addition as a Council we need to look at ways in which we can make more of 
our existing portfolio whilst disposing of those which do not meet an operational need or fail to 
meet the necessary performance criteria.   

7.2.2 In addition the establishment of Peterborough as a Growth Areas will also lead to greater 
investment in the PCC area.  Working with Opportunity Peterborough the PCC will also lead to 
investment from the public and private sectors. 

7.2.3 In April 2007 Cabinet agreed the Corporate Property Strategy.  This sets out how the Council 
will ensure that property is effectively and efficiently managed.  In essence it establishes the 
following: 

• The Council will aim re-use properties which are declared surplus.  Any future use will be 
subject to the completion of a Business Case that is supported by an Option Study, 
Investment Appraisal. 

• Any building works including demolition, refurbishment, new-build, or alteration will be 
subject to the completion of a business case that will include an option study, investment 
appraisal and whole life costs. 

• Services will advise Strategic Property of a ‘Need’ in terms of Property.  When property is 
declared surplus Strategic Property will seek to align this opportunity with a requirement.  

• Surplus property will be offered to Groups, Services and Partner Organisations.  If there is 
no future use identified within 4 weeks then the property will be declared surplus and 
Cabinet will be advised of the recommendation for disposal.  Only in exception 
circumstances will a property be removed from the disposals list and only then with the 
agreement of the CPO and Cabinet Member responsible for property. 

• Where the Council holds properties ‘In Trust’ for the use of the Community then the Council 
will seek to make maximum use of these facilities. 

• The Council will seek to minimise the use of Leasehold Properties.  The Council will only 
enter into these types of arrangements for the short-term and when such a move is 
supported by a Business case that includes an investment appraisal and Option Study.  
Only Strategic Property working for the CPO will enter into negotiations and agree terms for 
a Lease or Licence.  

• The Council will aim to co-locate operational activities to maximise use and benefit from 
economies of scale. 
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• The Council will aim to dispose of those operational property assets that have the greatest 
outstanding liabilities.  These liabilities will include DDA, Backlog of maintenance, Energy 
Efficiency, Asbestos etc. 

• The Council will look to reduce the Backlog of maintenance by: 
 Identifying core assets and targeting expenditure in these areas. 
 Using the Backlog of Maintenance as a key indictor when considering the business 

case for the disposal or retention of assets. 
 Transferring assets to partner organisations. 
 Increasing expenditure 

In addition the position regarding Backlog of Maintenance will be reported to Cabinet 
annually. 

• The Council will work with partners to maximise the joint use property and benefit from 
economies of scale. 

• The Council will transfer ownership of property to partners where the objectives of that 
partner accord with the objectives of the Council. 

• The Council will ensure that all assets build by or on behalf of the Council accord with good 
practice, demonstrate best value and are economically and environmentally sustainable.   

• The Council will focus expenditure onto those assets that have a long term future. 
• Accommodation will be provided in accordance with the Accommodation Strategy 

contained within part 2 of this report. 

7.2.4 The Corporate Property Strategy will be updated annually. 

7.3 Backlog of Maintenance and Repair 
7.3.1 One of the many challenges that the property portfolio faces is one of age.  A large portion of 

the infrastructure is time expired and requires replacement.  At the end of FY08/09 the 
maintenance liability amounted to approximately £28.7M.  Figures are currently being collated 
for FY09/10 .  The maintenance liability of an asset will be one of the factors considered when 
determining whether the disposal option is practicable.  However to assist in this process the 
council will look to reduce the backlog of maintenance by: 
 identifying core assets and targeting expenditure in these areas. 

 using the backlog of maintenance as a key indictor when considering the business case for 
the disposal or retention of assets. 

 transferring assets to partner organisations. 

 increasing expenditure 

7.3.2 This combined approach will ensure that there is a reduction of the maintenance liability.  
However it should also be noted that as long as we hold a property portfolio there will be a 
maintenance liability.  This will need to be planned for to ensure that we have a structured and 
cohesive approach to the management of the portfolio. 

7.3.3 To address the backlog of maintenance the action plan as set out below has been adopted.  
This is a continuation of the Action Plan approved by Cabinet in June 2007 and should be seen 
as an evolutionary process that will allow us to focus expenditure on those assets that have a 
log term future.  This will ensure that we have a coordinated approach to the management and 
reduction of the backlog of maintenance by the efficient and effective management of the 
property portfolio.  This addresses property issues over the next five years and runs 
concurrently with the other targets as set out in the Asset Management Plan. 
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Action Task Timescale Comments 
Completion of Phase 2 
of Asset Challenge 

April 2010 This is an ongoing process with 
assets under continual review 

Identification of Key 
Council Assets 

Complete However as Council outcomes 
change this will require revisiting 

Identifying Core 
Assets and 
targeting 
expenditure in 
these areas Identification of Assets 

for disposal 
Ongoing 5% of stock per year based on a 

FY06/07 Baseline 
Option Studies to 
support the future use of 
property will include an 
investment appraisal 
that will include an 
investment appraisal 

Ongoing Depend upon demand 

Development of an 
assessment process to 
determine suitability of 
Partner/Community 
Organisations to take on 
Council Assets. 

July 2010 Will meet criteria as required by the 
Quirk Review 

Development of a 
Standard Transfer 
agreement to 
Partner/Community 
Organisations  

Complete  

Identification of Assets 
that are suitable for 
transfer to 
Partner/Community 
Organisations  

Ongoing Will be kept under review and subject 
to CMDN 

Work with relevant 
organisations to agree 
transfers 

Ongoing An ongoing activity 

Use the Backlog 
of Maintenance as 
a key indictor 
when considering 
for the disposal of 
retention of 
asserts 

Transfer of Property Ongoing This will be ongoing to tie in with the 
identification of assets for disposal. 

Increasing 
expenditure on 
Key Council 
Assets 

Increase expenditure on 
key Council Assets in 
real terms.  To include 
works in support of DDA 

Dependent 
upon 
outcome of 
budget 

As number of properties reduces 
average spend per asset will 
increase. 

 

7.4 The Disposal Option  
7.4.1 The process for dealing with surplus assets is set out in Part 2 of this Plan.  However there are 

factors that will be considered in coming to a disposal solution.  

7.4.2 The disposal of an asset is not a decision that will be taken lightly.  The criteria that will be 
considered are summarised below: 

• Location 

• Suitability 

• Maintenance liability 

• Value  

• Alternative use value 

• Energy Cost 
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• Annual Maintenance costs 

• Age 

• Condition 

• Capacity 

• Running Costs 

• Covenants 

• Potential future uses 

• Sustainability 

7.4.3 Each asset will be assessed against each of these criteria.  However any decisions will be 
based on the strategic need for a particular asset in a particular area and the impact of the 
closure and eventual disposal would align with the overall council objectives.  It will also be 
supported by a fully developed business case. 

7.4.4 The whole of the property portfolio will be kept under review.  Those operational assets held 
by services will be robustly challenged.  This will require services to justify the holding of 
assets.  As a Council we will only continue to hold those assets where there is: 

o A justified operational requirement 

o An acceptable investment return 

o A strategic reason 

o Social need.  

7.4.5 The council will also consider disposal of assets to partner organisations.  In such 
circumstances such partner organisations will also need to agree to sign up to the delivery for 
options that align with those of the council.  In addition the council will reserve the right to bring 
those assets back into council ownership.  Also such assets will not be disposed of without the 
permission of the council and the partner organisation will also take on all maintenance 
liabilities. 

7.4.6 In addition the council may look to dispose of assets to community organisations.  In such 
circumstances the council will need to be certain that any community organisation is capable of 
actively managing such assets.  Similarly any such agreement will allow for the use of the 
asset for community uses. 

 
7.5 Outcomes 
7.5.1 The Strategic approach to property must lead to a Property Portfolio that is tailored to the 

outcomes of the Council.  Property does not exist for properties sake.  The approach outlined 
will not only lead to a rationalised property portfolio but it will also ensure that the Council has a 
portfolio for the future.  A Portfolio that has the flexibility and efficiency to take the Council into 
the future 
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Part 2 - Supporting Policies and Procedures 

Introduction 
Part 2 of the AMP sets out the process and procedures that are to be followed during the management 
of the Property Portfolio.  They set out the roles and responsibilities of those who are tasked with 
managing the Councils Property portfolio on both a day-to-day and Strategic Level. 

It is the responsibility of those who manage Property to make themselves aware of these processes 
and procedures. 

This Part of the report considers: 

1. Health and Safety  - Premises Responsible Person 

2. Surplus Property Declaration and Procedure 

3. Disabilities Discrimination Act – Principle of Prioritising DDA Works 

4. Rationalisation of Operational Property – Accommodation Strategy 

5. Additional Property Requirements 

6. User Occupancy Agreement 

7. Energy and Water Policy 
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Health and Safety - Premises Responsible Person 
 
Premises Responsible Person – Health and Safety Duties 
The following outlines the duties of the responsible person for each Peterborough City Council 
premises. This is to ensure compliance with legislative requirements namely the Health and Safety at 
Work Act 1974, The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and the Fire Safety 
Order 2005.  Work is ongoing to fully define this role and any revised responsibilities will be advised 
through Insite. 

Staff are reminded of the importance of Insight in the communicating of Health and Safety and are 
advised to regularly review the information. 

If you have any queries or require further advice on any health and safety matter please do not 
hesitate to contact the Internal Health and Safety Section based in the Town Hall on 747474 

 

Main Duties and Responsibilities 
1. Responsibility for managing and ensuring compliance with regard to the control of health, 

safety and welfare of the building and facilities within the Directorship’s responsibility; 

2. To ensure the Premises Hazard Manual is completed and maintained and available for 
inspection at all times by internal and external authorised persons; 

3. To ensure that suitable and sufficient fire precautions and equipment and evacuation 
procedures are in place, tested, recorded and reviewed as necessary; 

4. To advise the Authority’s Property Services help desk, Tel:425425, of structural or other 
defects in connection with the premises; 

5. To ensure security of the building premise is upheld and that local security procedures are 
adhered to at all times within the premises; 

6. Respond and report to safety audits and inspections and ensure remedial action is taken to 
rectify any outstanding issues; 

7. To liaise regularly with other Premise Responsible Persons to ensure a developing and co-
ordinated approach to health, safety and welfare of staff. 
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Surplus Property - Declaration and Procedures 
 
SURPLUS PROPERTY DECLARATION AND PROCEDURES 
1. As soon as a Head of Service becomes aware that property used by his / her service may 

become surplus to the requirements of that service (either through a service review or 
otherwise) the Head of Strategic Property will be advised immediately.  

2. If a building or structure is at any time vacated by a service, it is the duty of the Head of 
Service to make arrangements, in consultation with the Head of Strategic Property, regarding 
security and insurance of that property. 

3.  The Head of Strategic Property must be consulted over any Cabinet / Strategy /CMDN report 
mentioning potential closure / vacation of a property. This will enable the Head of Strategic 
Property to inform and comment on the implications for the service and the Council over the 
future of that property and likely timescale for disposal.  

4.   When a Head of Service can confirm that a property definitely will be / is surplus to that 
services requirements, they will advise the Head of Strategic Property. The following 
information will be provided: 

• The future of any fixtures and fittings in the property 
• Arrangements for services and utilities and meter readings if necessary 
• Arrangements for security, fire and any other alarms 
• Arrangements for physical security of the property 
• Arrangements for any heating system in the property 
• Labelling and hand over of keys 
• Date for the property to be transferred to the responsibility of Head of Strategic Property.  
• Details of where costs associated with the previous use of the building e.g. dilapidations 

are to be booked to. 

5. The Head of Strategic Property will only accept the asset when: 
• It is secure and the necessary security measures are in place 
• The asset is safe or alternatively the Head of Strategic agrees to take the asset with the 

outstanding safety issues. 
• It is wind and watertight 
• Operating Costs i.e. rent, rates, insurances security, FM etc have been transferred to 

Strategic Property.  
• Any income is transferred to Strategic Property 
• The keys are provided   

6. In some instances the Head of Strategic Property will require the service declaring the 
property/land surplus to undertake certain works.  For example this could include demolitions 
or dilapidations.  These will be agreed before the Head of Strategic Property accepts the asset.  

 7. The service declaring the asset surplus should also make sufficient provision to cover 
dilapidations costs if there is no longer a requirement for the asset, if the lease (if applicable) is 
to be surrendered or the lease has come to an end. 
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8. On the date that the property is transferred to the responsibility of the Head of Strategic 
Property, the service declaring the property surplus will have: 
• No further physical management responsibility for the property.  
• No further responsibility for the capital charges, business rates (NNDR), energy costs, 

security and essential repair & maintenance for that property. 

9. Once the Head of Strategic Property has been informed of a property being considered as 
surplus by a service, and as soon as is appropriate, he will approach all appropriate Heads of 
Service across the Council. This approach will be by e-mail and will identify the property and 
location, and invite any interest from other services (or their partners organisations) with a 
deadline for response.  If no response is received within 4 weeks then it will be assumed that 
there is no future use for the asset.  Any future use of the asset will be supporter by an Option 
Study that will include a Whole Life Costing.  The Head of Strategic Property reserves the right 
not to offer any asset to Head of Service if there is a Strategic requirement to use that asset in 
another way. 

10. In considering interest in the property, the Head of Service will be required to: 
• Identify service need for additional property requirements 
• Identify funding for the costs likely to be associated with the property - Head of Strategic 

Property will endeavor to provide information on capital charges, business rates (NNDR), 
energy costs and repair & maintenance allowance. 

• Identify when occupation is likely to be required from and, if not indefinite, the period of 
occupation required 

• Respond within a set timescale. 

11. Where two or more services are interested in the property and joint occupation is not possible 
or agreeable, the Head of Strategic Property will initiate negotiations between the services 
concerned to resolve the conflicting claims for occupation. The Corporate Asset Management 
Group (CAMG) will initially consider any unresolved conflicting claims. In cases of continuing 
dispute, these would be referred to CMT for consideration. 

12.   When a service wishes to take over an asset it will, from the date stipulated by the Head of 
Strategic Property, take over the full operating and management costs of the asset.  The costs 
of this will be borne entirely by the Service taking the asset.  There will be no transfer of funds 
from Strategic Property.  

 
CMDN - Surplus Declaration and Future of the Property 
13. Where a service has a potential use the property (either alone or as joint occupation with 

another service), the Head of Strategic Property will arrange for the transfer of the property to 
that service or services. This will initially involve a CMDN prepared by the Head of Strategic 
Property involving both the service declaring the property surplus and the service(s) requiring 
occupation. Subject to CMDN, the Head of Strategic Property will then arrange for the transfer 
at an agreed date 
• of the property 
• of management responsibility for the property 
• to the service(s) requiring occupation (as appropriate). 

14.   Where there is a strategic reason to retain a property but no identified, immediate service 
need, the Head of Strategic Property will report this to CAMG and Portfolio Holder with details 
of: 

o an identified future need. 
o proposals for management of the property in the meantime 
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o a budget for management of the property as the service declaring the property surplus 
will not continue to be responsible for associated costs. 

15.   Where there is no service requirement for the property and no strategic reason to retain the 
property, the Head of Strategic Property will take immediate steps to report this to CAMG. 
Such a report will request that the property is declared surplus to the Council's requirements 
and is disposed of on the open market by the Head of Strategic Property. The subsequent 
agreed terms of any such disposal will be reported to the Cabinet for approval. 

16.   Where there is no service requirement for the property or there is no market for a disposal the 
Head of Strategic Property will report this to Cabinet with details of: 

o any alternative strategy for the property - demolition, gifting the property to an external 
body 

o proposals for the management of the property in the meantime 
o budget for management of the property as the service declaring the property surplus 

will not be responsible for associated costs. 
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Disabilities Discrimination Act - Principles for prioritising DDA Works 
 
Principles for prioritising DDA works required as a result of access audits 

These principles apply to the Council’s operational portfolio excluding Schools and associated 
educational property. 

Priority to be based on: 

1. Customer Service Centre 

Is the building a customer service centre with the associated profile and level of service that 
requires full and immediate compliance? 

2.  Number of public visitors accessing a service 

Based upon the number of service users accessing a building on an annual basis. Provides an 
indication of risk associated with not carrying out works 

3. Government service inspection  

Next date of government inspection and equality and diversity issues associated with that 
inspection or deadline associated with previous inspection. Interpretation of DDA requirements 
may differ; therefore agree definition of Council requirements under DDA with inspectors.  

4. Service users likely to have special access needs 

Realistically these buildings have already addressed the key issues under DDA. 

5. Other sources of funding to address the issues 

Alternative funding sources such as the Adult education programme in learning and Culture. 

6. Profile of the property 

Is the service delivered from the building high profile with a media interest. 

7. Property review and other costs associated with the property such as condition, backlog 
maintenance, energy usage 
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Rationalisation of Operational Property - Accommodation Strategy 
 
1.0 Executive Summary  
1.1 This strategy outlines a framework for the Council to establish and embed new corporate 

standards and to rationalise its current operational office accommodation in a programme over 
4 years.  

1.2 The strategy identifies opportunities to support effective and efficient service delivery. 

1.3 The strategy aims to put a framework in place to provide flexible accommodation to respond to 
changes in circumstances (sufficient for eventualities arising through, for example Customer 
Access, E Govt & ICT and initiatives operated by Service Review).  This would need to be 
achieved within budget constraints. 

1.4 The target is to have accommodation, which is modern, flexible and generally arranged on 
large open plan floor plates, capable of temporary partitioning according to service needs. 
Selection criteria for new accommodation will be focussed on fit for purpose, cost effectiveness 
and flexibility.  This may be owned or leased. 

1.5 Generally the Council’s current office accommodation provides barriers to the Council meeting 
objectives for customer access, joined up delivery, modernisation and best value in service 
delivery.  In short, the new accommodation would support all customer service and business 
process re-engineering objectives sought by the Council. 

 

2.0 Aims of Strategy 
2.1 The aim of the strategy is to: 

1. Set the corporate accommodation standards. 

2. Put in place a mechanism for standardising allocation of office accommodation and where 
appropriate bring the management of all office accommodation under the control of the 
Executive Director of Strategic Resources, i.e. all office based accommodation comes 
under the corporate management.  This came into effect in the 2007/2008 budgets.  
Strategic Property will lead on the transition from Directorate to Corporate approach 

3. Specify that all standard computers and peripherals to be corporately provided and funded. 
Wherever possible the principle of projects being self funded should be followed. This 
came into effect in the 2008.  Special arrangements would be made for any non-standard 
requirements (software and hardware). The management of this will again be under the 
control of the Executive Director of Strategic Resources. 

4. Confirm that all standard office furniture will be provided corporately and funded within the 
corporate accommodation charge under the management of the Executive Director of 
Strategic Resources.  Special arrangements will be made for non standard items.  (This 
would exclude school purchasing).  This again came into effect in the 2007/08 budgets. 

5. Identify needs and programme of option studies for the delivery of a corporate 
archive/storage facility (location and management of to be determined). 

6. Confirm the basis for assessing levels of funding requiring to be spent on newly acquired or 
existing accommodation to enable the property to be brought up to corporate standard.  
Any requirement outside that of the corporate standard would be either restricted or funded 
by the Departments budgets on a business case basis. 
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7. Set the corporate office standard which can then be factored into the “Asset Challenge” 
project lead by Strategic Property.  This seeks to establish whether, for example, 
accommodation is fit for purpose, fully utilised and provides the best investment return or 
service delivery benefits for the Council 

 
3.0 Context 
3.1 The strategy is timely as the Council is going through rapid periods of change. There is a need 

for adaptability of accommodation, for this to be accessible to the Councils customers where 
necessary.  To achieve this, the Council will need to have suitable, flexible, value for money 
accommodation. 

3.2 The Council currently holds properties where office space is its primary use.  In other cases it 
is a secondary use, for example, surplus space in schools and community centres used as 
offices. There is a much more diverse spread of accommodation types within what can be 
classed as “secondary use” office sites. 

3.3 Many of these premises were acquired to react to business pressures and are not necessarily 
fit for purpose or ideally located. They were primarily what were available in the Council’s 
portfolio of assets or on the market at the time that the need arose. Consequently they did not 
go through the option study/feasibility cycles to establish suitability.  This strategy is therefore 
consistent with the Councils drive to take a more strategic approach to the acquisition, 
management and retention of Corporate Office Buildings. Taking a medium to long term 
forward planning approach therefore features highly in this strategy. 

3.4 The disjointed and cellular nature of some of the Council's present accommodation is not best 
suited to modern office practice and for accommodating modern organisational structure.  This 
is often a barrier to effective communication both within and between departments and leads to 
'silo' working and mentality.  There are also buildings being used as offices clearly never 
designed for this purpose. 

3.5 The Council has, for example, schools with other non-school accommodation within the 
premises, which is utilised either by Children Services staff or 3rd party organisations.  
(However, the pressing need for additional school places puts these arrangements in jeopardy 
in itself causing concerns for additional requirements for staff work places).  Consequently 
these fall outside the remit of corporate office accommodation which raises issues about how 
office standards are being met. This is not untypical of local authority’s approaches to 
accommodation utilisation consistent with deficiencies in forward planning. 

3.6 In the national context this is consistent with Council’s seeking to better utilise its assets and 
drive through efficiency savings in Peterborough and across a number of other Authorities this 
process is known as “Asset Challenge” (a systematic and consistent review with service 
representatives of accommodation suitability and utilisation). 

3.7 A full Asset Challenge exercise commenced in 2007and this strategy formed part of this 
review.  The output of this project and the work of Corporate Accommodation Review Group 
(CARG) will help inform future decision making in the retention, acquisition and better 
utilisation of existing assets.  

3.8 There are a number of important emerging issues which give rise to the need for a step 
change in the quality, management and delivery of office accommodation for the City Council. 
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The Key Drivers for Change are Listed Below: 

Transit time - no. of man hours 
of staff walking or driving 
between buildings 

Example – say it takes 15 minutes to walk from Bayard Place to 
Bridge House. On average this journey is done 5 times a week – at 
an average hourly rate of £35.00 per hour – cost £43.75 per person 
per week.  Annual cost of approx £1706.00 per person.  

Filing Policy/Retention Development of corporate policy relating to filing and retention of 
files.  Inadequate or inappropriate storage or lack of resource to 
dispose of old files causing inefficient use of space. 

Sustainability Issues Council moving towards using less raw material, lower energy 
costs. Consideration of these in new builds or acquisitions. 

Extraordinary Costs Extra cost supporting multiple locations and duplication of facilities. 
Growth/Flexibility Flexibility in workplace and culture allowing for additional growth. 
Inconsistent quality is divisive 
(Staff survey pertains) 

80% of staff at Bayard Place satisfied with accommodation, 
whereas only 45% at Bridge House   (source staff survey 2005). 
Overcrowding in some areas and under utilisation in others.  

Quality of Accommodation = 
high opportunity cost 

Could some premises be used for commercial purposes rather than 
office space?  What is the opportunity cost of continuing in 
occupation? 

Limited Corporate Control on 
non corporate managed 
buildings. 

Increased level of risk.  If under Corporate Management control, 
this can be managed more efficiently.  
FM Audit.  This will identify strengths and weaknesses – See 
Attached Appendix E (NB: Also see Implementation Plan regarding 
timescales for Audit) 

Gershon/Efficiency Council Extra costs incurred supporting multi office locations including 
duplication of services. 

Blockers to business change New projects often require dedicated space i.e. Xansa/Oracle 
taking over meeting rooms.  

Health & Safety 
Considerations 

Standardised audits on all Council buildings. 

CPA 
 

Use of resources.  How we use our office accommodation is an 
indication. 

One Council Tendency for ‘silo’ mentality.  Single corporate “one Council” 
culture’.  Made more difficult with remote buildings and 
accommodation constraints. 

Unplanned investment 
decisions 

Often = Cost increases.  Limited up front planning for example – 
Emergency planning taking over basement at Town Hall – ICT 
needed to vacate so moved to space at Depot – Depot now moving 
location so ICT need to move back to Town Hall. 

Meeting room utilisation = 
protectionism 

Corporate meeting rooms fully booked, external venues being 
used.  However, departmental meeting rooms often vacant.     

Insufficient meeting rooms  Means space not meant for meetings are being used for example 
meetings held in corridors and on landings. 

Staff survey Staff survey identified non consistent standards; some areas do not 
support flexible working initiatives, whereas others do.  Can be 
divisive. 
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Problems Corporately in 
establishing need means in 
some instances short falls in 
briefing 

Briefing more complex due to the number of premises and their 
nature.  Vision and guidance needed from Corporate offices, team 
to inform briefing.  This strategy will underpin this. 

High City Centre office costs 
for staff not on the front line 

Out of town alternatives to be considered, example Axon B (PCC 
Occupied). 

3.9 Existing arrangements can present a constraint on the Council’s ability to achieve best value in 
the delivery of local services.  Typically officers have difficulty in achieving their full potential 
when constrained by their working environments.  New fit for purpose, energy efficient and  
flexible accommodation could unlock significant efficiency gains and would support the Council 
drive to achieve savings of the type required by Gershon.  A structured (well planned approach 
to office accommodation provision) is also a feature of Authorities already achieving excellent 
ratings in terms of Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA). 

3.10 The strategy identifies accommodation solutions that will meet the Council’s future service 
needs and enable the Council to move forward organisationally and culturally to achieve 
improved efficiency and better quality services to customers.  This will be determined and 
controlled by budgetary constraints.  First and foremost, the strategy seeks to support the 
effective operation of the Council with further considerations reflecting the wider socio-
economic wellbeing objectives of the authority i.e. sustainability and local regenerations. 

 
4.0 Recent Refurbishments and Upgrades 
4.1 Whilst accommodation in the Town Hall for the Chief Executive, ICT and GPPPC has already 

been refurbished and modified, there is currently no corporate model for furniture or IT.  

4.2 Opportunities for improving and rationalising will come with relocations for Peterborough Direct 
and structural changes within Chief Executives and Legal.   These alterations will involve large 
capital outlay.   

4.3 A comprehensive review of councils city centre assets began in 2008.  It will include 
predominately City Centre Council office accommodation as part of the option study to be 
known as “Civic Suite Study”. 

4.4 The Council has recently acquired Manor Drive (Feb 2008) and Stuart House (November 
2008) to support the reorganisation of the Property portfolio and improve service delivery. 

4.5 This is in addition to those properties previously acquired including Bayard Place (2004), 
Midgate House (2005), Minerva/the Forum (2005), Axon B (2005) and Peterscourt (2005). 

4.6 Although these offices are of a higher, more modern standard than many of the others in the 
portfolio there is no corporate identity, standard or model on fit out, furniture or IT.  The 
Strategy and its implementation aims to address this as part of the Councils improvement 
agenda.  

 
5.0 Partnerships 
5.1 The establishment of local area agreements and greater cross public sector working is driving 

major increases in partnership working and integrated service delivery in turn requiring 
accommodation fit for purpose.  There are aspirations and in many cases a requirement that 
staff working in Partnerships will be co-located with Partners.   

5.2 All of these changes may impact on the need for, and nature of, office accommodation that will 
be shaped by the strategy. The strategy recognises that partner organisations may have their 
own work styles, cultures, and statutory requirements and these will be taken into 
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consideration where appropriate.  However, it is identified that the strategy will challenge the 
need for staff to be co-located if ITC and other infrastructure arrangements are in place. 

5.3 Notwithstanding this there is usually a business benefit of co-location requiring flexible 
accommodation to respond to the constantly changing nature of partnerships and to enable 
new forms of integrated working to be established. 

 
6.0 Regional Growth Pressures 
6.1 Never has the need for effective property management been greater with land and property 

values being at an all time high in Peterborough (land and buildings).  In turn the issue of cost 
in use and opportunity cost is increasingly more and more relevant.   

6.2 The government's decision to include Peterborough into the London-Stansted-Cambridge-
Peterborough growth corridor means Peterborough will have access to growth funding pots.  
Peterborough anticipates its population will grow to at least 200,000 people over the next 15 
years.  The demand on Council services will grow in line with this, putting pressure on the 
Councils office accommodation stock. 

6.3 The accelerated growth targets of population rising to 250,000 raise a whole series of further 
questions, what, how and where the councils services are provided from. 

6.4 As a consequence of this, undoubtedly the Council will experience increasing demands for 
services and sustainable, quality infrastructure.  This demographic growth will put pressure on 
services such as office needs, schools, libraries, roads, waste, and homecare.  The Council 
will need to address these. 

 
7.0 Sustainability and Environmental Matters 
7.1 The City Council’s commitment to climate change is demonstrated by the drive to reduce travel 

- both to and from work and for work purposes, as set out in the Council’s travel for work plans.  
Flexibility in the workplace and home working will be supported by the creation of new office 
environments and complementary facilities. 

7.2 Further contributions towards reducing the environmental impact of the City Council’s 
operations lie in consideration of whole life value of buildings - the whole life costs and material 
requirements, rather than the initial build costs. The strategy will lead to a specification for 
office buildings using less raw material and having lower energy costs, enabling the 
replacement/refurbishment of offices having high energy costs with new efficient 
premises/systems. 

 
8.0 HR Matters 
8.1 Nationally, the cost to employers of sickness absence is high - and rising. ‘New’ health 

problems at work include stress, anxiety, depression, and musco-skeletal problems. 

 Chartered Institute of Personnel & Development calculates the average cost of sickness 
absence each year per employee of around £434 per employee. With Peterborough City 
Council employing approx. 2,426 staff (excluding schools) the total cost could be £1,052,884. 

 From Property for business: an essential guide Survey by Stanhope, Management today and 
ICM found that: Over 90% of respondents felt that well-designed workspaces play a crucial role 
in reducing stress, improving morale and reflect an employer's attitude to staff. 

 
9.0 Changing Work Patterns and Culture 
9.1 Lifestyles have changed in the past decade: people are more mobile and work flexible hours, 

many work from home - or are completely mobile.  
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9.2 There is now a range of office options, such as hot-desking, touchdown, open plan offices and 
the creation of flexible team - or group-working places, that support and encourage such a 
flexible workforce, but this can only be successful if accompanied by changes in the ways 
people are managed.   The Council is seeking to embrace some of these, and further details 
can be found in section 4 of this strategy. 

From Property for business: an essential guide Survey by Stanhope, Management today and 
ICM found that: 

Over 85% feel they are more productive in a stimulating workplace and that the workplace is a 
key indicator of a company's corporate culture. 

Over 75% said that the work environment influences decisions to work for an organisation, and 
a key factor in staff retention. 

 
10.0 Gershon Efficiencies 
10.1 Local Authorities are being pressed to make year-on-year efficiency savings.  In turn there is 

increasing on “back” office functions to release more money for front line services.  

10.2 The opportunity cost of letting a building in the city centre to a third party and receiving an 
income on average £13.00 per sqft as opposed to the Council using the premises for its own 
use needs to be considered.  

10.3 Just one of the many options which will be covered by the “Civic Suite” pre option/option 
studies. 

10.4 An effective workplace is not just about space and fit-out but needs a careful combination of IT, 
support services and HR policies.  Innovative workplace solutions can offer significant 
paybacks through: 
• facilitating team-working and breaking down barriers. 
• Streamlining work processes and improving communications 
• Improving work-life balance 
• Improving asset utilisation 
• Reducing costs 
• Making future business change easier and cheaper. 

In recent FM journal report: 

On average companies surveyed carried out 233 moves a year involving 35 people or more a 
move, with an average cost of £3,576.00, resulting in a cost per person of just over £102.00 per 
person.  Therefore, with the average total cost per annum of £833,208 on moves there is a 
strong initiative to reduce these costs to a more efficient use of space and moves management.  
Moving of staff only rather than furniture and IT will significantly reduce this figure. 

10.5 Accommodation that can suit working in multi agency partnership arrangements will also help 
meet the Gershon efficiency agenda. 
 

11.0 Government Challenge 
11.1 The Government is challenging local authorities in respect of their asset management 

strategies. As a major owner and occupier of property, the City Council is required to justify 
holding land and buildings and consequently to dispose of assets that are surplus to need. This 
echoes the Council’s prime concerns in the property context, namely that we must: 

• Not hold property unnecessarily 
• Expeditiously dispose of property which is surplus, and 
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• Use what we retain efficiently and effectively. 
  
12.0 Work-style Issues 
12.1 New and enhanced working styles can bring multiple benefits to an organisation but often 

require a great deal of planning and consideration prior to adoption.  

12.2 It is clear that changes to work styles and culture are not enabled solely through the provision 
of new and improved environments and technology. In order to implement new working styles 
successfully, new disciplines and management protocols need to be implemented to assist in 
the change of mindset and style of management. 

12.3 Successful utilisation of practical solutions such as hot-desking, a wide range of protocols need 
to be agreed and implemented by managers.  Such protocols might include clear desk policies, 
legitimised regular clearout of paper, or archiving of hardcopy and electronic files, in line with 
the concept of a ‘less paper’ (and possible future ‘paperless’) offices by using electronic 
document management. 

12.4 None of this can be achieved without further investment in new technology, but must be 
supported by effective management solutions designed to support modern flexible working.  

12.5 The Council has already started implementing some of these protocols and the establishment 
of the Corporate Accommodation Review Group (CARG) enhances the Councils commitment 
to improving the working environment. 

12.6 Key to this is “management by outcomes” whereby the worker is managed on the effectiveness 
to deliver projects in a timely fashion and to meet targets, as opposed to “outputs” which 
relates to number of hours worked by the number of staff.   

12.7 Staff need to be able to deliver what is required of them on time, and it is no longer the 
managers’ responsibility to dictate when or where, in many cases, the work is done provided 
that deadlines are met. 

12.8 The methods pursued to use office space effectively and facilities must be adopted and 
implemented across the organisation. To ensure that this is the case, there must be leadership 
by example - right from the top of the organisation and down through the management 
structure. 

 
13.0 Culture Change 
13.1 The City Council is committed to flexible working and improving work-life balance, but it is 

becoming increasingly important to create working conditions that support interaction and 
collaboration, particularly across team, section, directorate and organisational boundaries.  

13.2 It is accepted that space has to be retained, however, for concentrated and confidential work.  

13.3 The implementation of the strategy will result in having modern, welcoming, surroundings that 
meet the Government’s national property performance indicators for buildings.  

13.4 Developments with the 'One Stop Shop', bringing together the services offered by 
Peterborough Direct under one roof, namely Bayard Place, goes a long way to a more 
welcoming and efficient area for our customers. 

13.5 Significant improvements in flexibility may be achieved through service directorates identifying 
future trends in workload and staff numbers early and feeding the requirements into the 
Corporate Accommodation Review Group (CARG).  This will enable the planning of 
accommodation needs and enable a measured response to demand rather than tactical 
interventions that result in unsatisfactory interim arrangements.  
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13.6 Here do we want to be? 

The Government has produced the document Working Without Walls to assist organisations in 
developing office strategies and optimising the use of office space.  The document includes a 
key table setting out five stages of office development.  See appendix B. 

13.7 By reference to the Working Without Walls diagram, we need to be making progress towards 
Stage 4, although Stage 3 is currently regarded as realistic.  

13.8 Peterborough City Council is currently at stages 1 & 2, cellular and open plan.   This strategy 
sets out an implementation plan to move towards stage 3.  It will do this by developing a more 
flexible working environment, improving the IT infrastructure to support a culture of flexible 
working will enable Peterborough City Council to progress towards the desired stage and to 
align budgets, staff roles and responsibilities and to deliver the plan. 

14.0 Work style Solutions Already Being Considered 
14.1 Some work style solutions already being considered and planned by the Council are: -   

15.0 Flexible Working Patterns 
15.1 Flexible working patterns take advantage of the use of mobile technology such as laptops, 

local area networks, mobile phones, and e-mail to permit staff to work in locations remote from 
the office and outside the traditional ‘nine-to-five’ day.  This can aid staff to achieve better 
work/life balance.  Human Resources has set out the practical steps that need to be taken to 
agree and implement flexible working patterns in their Flexible Working Hours scheme. 

16.0 Hot Desking 
16.1 Hot desking is the shared use of a non-assigned desks by a number of staff on a part-time or 

ad hoc basis (as opposed to the allocation of desks to people on a one-to-one basis).   

16.2 This is particularly appropriate for staff members who spend large portions of their working 
week out of the office and for part-time workers. This has been accepted by some departments 
but others still have difficulty in accepting this.  The Council will work to an 80% workstation to 
staff ratio (see Appendix C).   

16.3 The effectiveness of this can be demonstrated by the Chief Executives Department who 
operate a hot desking working environment. 

16.4 By increasing the number of roaming profiles of IT staff hot desking can become more 
effective.  Staff will be able to log on at any workstation and at any Council buildings and 
download the data relevant to them. 

17.0 Home working 
17.1 The introduction of the Home working policy will allow staff members the opportunity to work 

from home on their own personal computers. Laptops may also be used for off-line working at 
any location. This can contribute to improved work/life balance. 

 

18.0 Touchdown Centres 
18.1 Touchdown facilities support short-stay drop in style working at fixed PCs or connections for 

laptops. Staff may call in at a touchdown facility to check e-mail, work on documents, or search 
the intranet/internet, whilst their roaming profile ensures that they get the same ‘desktop’ 
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(access to their normal range of software and folders) as they may get in their normal office 
computer.  

18.2 Touchdown facilities may be in a designated room or simply a designated area (or even one 
desk) near an entrance or circulation route.    

18.3 All of the above has now been incorporated into Agile working ERMD. 

19.0 Other Potential Opportunities to Improve use of Office Space 
19.1 Furniture 
19.1.1 Some of the office accommodation is furnished with a range of incompatible furniture, procured 

at different times over several decades. 

19.1.2 Only the newest or recently refurbished offices (Chief Executives, ICT) are furnished with 
furniture specially designed and laid out to suit the space.  

19.1.3 Most office furniture in other areas has been procured directly by service departments, 
although there are some differences in desks there is some standardisation emerging, i.e. 
green chairs and screen.  

19.1.4 Since service departments effectively ‘own’ the furniture, there exists a tendency for furniture to 
be moved around as departments move from one building to another.  This means that office 
moves are expensive because a simple office move may engender several furniture removals 
that need to be dovetailed with each other, and with building alterations and changes to 
telephone and IT services. 

19.1.5 Members of staff also tend to be opposed to moving to an older desk, and furniture removals 
add to the costs and difficulties of moving even single members of staff around. 

19.1.6 This strategy recommends that furniture is procured centrally and to an agreed standard as per 
appendix C.  Therefore future moves will only involve staff and personal effects, making 
potential for significant savings for the Council. 

19.1.7 As previously stated: 

 In recent FM journal report: 

On average companies surveyed carried out 233 moves a year involving 35 people or more a 
move average cost of £3,576.00, resulting in a cost per person of just over £102.00 per person.  
Therefore, with the average total cost per annum of £833,208 on moves there is a strong 
initiative to reduce these costs to a more efficient use of space and moves management.  
Moving of staff only rather than furniture and IT will significantly reduce this figure. 

20.0 IT Equipment 
20.1 In general, computers, printers and most other peripherals are currently procured by the ICT 

department on behalf of the service departments where the funding is held. Data networks and 
servers are funded corporately. 

20.2 At present, computers are generally moved with staff as they are relocated and this generates 
significant cost because of the need for disconnection, reconnection, and changes to personal 
profiles to enable use of network printers, etc., in addition to the transportation costs and 
potential for damage to equipment. 

20.3 From 2007/08 the Council will implement a three year desktop roll out policy, with funding 
being held centrally. It is recommended that all standard requirements of computers and 
peripherals are procured and funded centrally under the control of the Executive Director of 
Strategic Resources (Head of ICT) with any specific requirements specified and funded by the 
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service department, but again purchased centrally.  This would allow full support, as well as a 
knowledge of all hardware and software working on the Council's network, to be co-ordinated 
by the Council's ICT Section. 

21.0 IT Systems 
21.1 The Council has embarked on an ICT Improvement program to upgrade and maintain all 

central ICT systems and services.  Standards and Policies for ICT are being implemented 
during 2006. 

22.0 Corporate Identity 
22.1 Although there is a corporate identity for stationery there is not currently a standard for office 

accommodation. Signage and the image of building are inconsistent.  There is a future need to 
develop a Corporate Accommodation Identity. 

23.0 Car Parking/Travel to Work 
23.1 Car parking is provided for all staff. In some cases parking is on site, however the majority is at 

municipal sites around the city.    

23.2 Travel Choice was established by the City Council to addresses a number of corporate 
objectives (environmental, transport and planning) and supports the Council’s work-life balance 
initiatives.  Travel Choice have developed Travel Plans for staff with incentives to encourage 
sustainable transport and alternatives to car usage, for example: 
• Walking 
• Cycling 
• Car sharing 
• Public transport 
• Car park management 
• Reducing the need to travel/other ways of working. 

24.0 Storage 
24.1 Storage of equipment and files in city centre offices is expensive in comparison to storage in 

‘warehouse’ facilities in the outskirts of the city.  

24.2 Some characteristics of storage in offices are: 

• Most sections and directorates have their own filing stores, generally using hanging files or 
traditional filing cabinets.  

• Office layouts include individually designed file storage provision  
• Most sections and directorates have storage spaces (including, for example, stationery 

stores), much of which is in the form of wooden or metal cabinets  
• The age and quality of storage furniture is varied. 
• Off-site file storage is used for some files that are infrequently used, but this is not used 

equally across the organisation and some departments/sections continue to occupy large 
areas of office space with paper files  

• Some other large equipment (such as survey tools) are stored in office accommodation. 
• Expensive office space in city centre used for storage 
• Different arrangements across the Council for archiving - ranging from Children's Services 

important long-term storage of personal files in dilapidated accommodation (which will need 
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to be moved in the near future) and those expending sums on a decent archive retrieval 
systems. 

24.3 Electronic files are stored on the Corporate file servers (as required by the corporate ICT 
Policy) which states that staff are not to use local storage devises on Computer units.  The 
network storage is backed up daily by the ICT Division and kept for a period of time. 

24.4 It is recommended that the provision of a 'Corporate Archive store' be subject to an option 
based study (to be completed by Strategic Property by end of September).  Management of 
the facility to be decided once the option work has been completed. 

25.0 Overview of Issues 
25.1 A number of key issues will be addressed within the strategy as detailed in the previous 

sections.  These are tabled below for quick reference: 

Areas of consideration Key issues 
Office accommodation Drive for more open plan offices, higher grade premises so as 

to reduce 
maintenance costs and energy cost, standardisation of 
furniture and equipment. 

Offices fit for purpose More effective use of office accommodation, high value sites 
may be released to generate capital receipt. 

Furniture High costs in moving furniture rather than just moving staff. 
IT equipment Sustainable IT infrastructure, improved flexibility by 

introduction of roaming profiles etc, moving staff rather than 
computer. 

Corporate identity Inconsistent signage and image of buildings to be addressed. 
A step change? Location of City Council offices - do they need to be in city 

centre? 
Environmental design 
standards 

Incorporation of environmental standard in new build and 
refurbishment when appropriate. 

Charging Internal charging does not encourage budget holders to 
reduce space occupied.  This needs to be addressed. 

26.0 Next Steps - Summary of actions 
26.1 Office Buildings fit for purpose  
26.1.1 Buildings will be surveyed and categorised against suitability criteria with links to “Asset 

Challenge” and full FM audits will be carried out on each. 

26.1.2 The buildings identified for possible disposal will form part of the Capital Receipts programme.  
This will be informed by option studies both at building and service levels. 

26.1.3 The criteria for challenging future retention will include: 

• any with high maintenance cost and/or security issues 
• any that does not support the emerging culture change and flexible working 
• any that fail to meet the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 
• any in locations not reasonably accessible by public transport or cycling 

26.1.4 Buildings to be retained will be split into three further categories: 
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• Minor investment to be carried out over the next 12 months 
• Medium investment to be carried out within the next 3 years 
• Major investment to be carried out over the next 5 years. 

26.1.5 Investment would be in the form of IT upgrades, refurbishments and furniture requirements. 

26.1.6. New ways of working would be considered along with other method of office utilisation, for 
example: 
• Hotelling 
• Hot office 
• Open plan environments 
• Study booths 

• Team tables 
• Informal meeting area/social space 
• Quiet area 
• Support area 

26.1.7 An FM Audit managed by Strategic Property in conjunction with Contract Services and 
Environmental Services (Health and Safety) is currently being implemented (see Appendix E). 

26.1.8 A more detailed implementation plan will be developed in conjunction with the “Asset 
Challenge” option study, than that in Appendix D. 

27.0 Office Standard 
27.1 Corporate standards to be agreed and rolled out over a 4 year period. The standards will 

include:   
• Office sizes  
• Desk sizes  
• Basic IT requirements 
• Storage (storewalls) 

• Caddy stores - flexible working 
• Off site storage - link with retention and disposal 

policy 
 

28.0 Environmental Considerations 
28.1 The following will be taken into consideration when designing or refurbishing offices.   

• BREEAM 
• DDA 
• Design  

• Diversity 
• Environmentally sustainable including Carbon 

Neutral 

29.0 Funding 
29.1 A strategy implementation plan with funding requirements will be developed.  The plan will be 

split into short term, medium term and long term. 

30.0 Human Resource implications 
30.1 As part of the implementation planning human resource implications need to be considered.  If 

required unions will be consulted.  

31.0 Legal Implications 
31.1 As part of the implementation there will be a need to identify any legal implications e.g. 

• DDA 
• H&S 
• Procurement 

 

• Section 123, Local Government Act 
• Other Statutory requirements 
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32.0 Resources 
32.1 It will be necessary to identify and cost for all resources needed to implement the strategy.   

Resources will be needed from many different departments across the Council.  Strategic 
Property will lead on this through the Efficiency and Effectiveness Board (one of the Council’s 
four Corporate Programmed Boards).   

33.0 Programme 
33.1 It is recommended that the strategy be implemented in three stages: 

• Short term – up to 12 months 
• Medium term – 1-3 years 
• Long term – 3-5 years  

33.2 These will be dependant on the level of capital investment required to deliver the requirements 
of the strategy and the link with other Corporate Strategies and Policies i.e. IT Infrastructure 
improvements. 

33.3 Guidance Notes to be issued along with quarterly Newsletters.  Strategic Property will lead on 
these in conjunction with the Communications Team. 

33.4 A full implementation plan is attached as appendix D. 

34.0 Join up with other Change Programmes 
34.1 The Accommodation strategy cannot work in isolation from other change programmes.  It may 

be possible to use opportunities generated from other projects to implement the 
accommodation strategy and roll out the corporate standards i.e. Peterborough Direct.  
Projects will be monitored by the Corporate Programme Board so that accommodation 
requirements of projects can be addressed at the outset. 

35.0 Corporate Office Suite (Civic Suite Project) 
35.1 Decisions need to be made as to the location of a Corporate Office Suite or Campus of 

Corporate offices based on the data collated by the Corporate Accommodation Review Group 
and option studies.   

36.0 Equality Issues 
36.1 The needs of the Council staff and Members will be considered during the implementation of 

the strategy including Council’s requirements to work within legislative frameworks and good 
practice guidance where it relates to Race, Gender, Sex/Age and Disability Discrimination. 

36.2 Delivery of this Strategy is dependant on commitment, including leadership, people and where 
appropriate Capital and Revenue resources.  There is a lot to do but the benefits will outweigh 
the inputs 
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APPENDIX A - Establishment Lists –  
Children’s Services 

UERN Establishment Name Prop Class No. of Staff Leasehold/Freehold 
E1180 Bretton Green   +5 Leasehold to Cambs CC  
E2126 Cavell Court 9&11   +5 Leasehold 
E1172 Herlington House   +5 Freehold 
E1037 Laxton House   +5 Leasehold to Cambs CC  
E1161 Newark Court   +5 Freehold 
E1041 Staniland Court   N/A Leasehold (Managed by LSH) 
  Cavell Court 8&9   +5 Leasehold 
Additional 
E054, E1204, 
E0529 Cromwell Centre Operational Office +5 Freehold 

E1282 The Manor Respite Care Home +5 Freehold 
E1409 Cherry Lodge Respite Care Home -5 Freehold 
E2049 Midgate House Operational Office +5 Leased (12 years) 
E1156 Children's Home Children's Home -5 Freehold 
E1252 Children's Home Children's Home -5 Freehold 
E1230 Resource Centre Social Care Resource Centre +5 Freehold 
E1229 Gunthorpe Family Centre   +5 Freehold 
E1192 Clare Lodge Secure Accommodation Centre +5 Freehold 
E0043 Middleton - Hearing Centre   -5 Freehold 
E1254 Pupil Referral Unit - Fletton   -5 Freehold 
E0035 PRU Honeyhill   -5 Freehold 
E1290 PRU Riverside   -5 Freehold 
  PRU LEAP Perkins   -5 Not Asset 
  Edward Jenner Unit   -5 Not Asset 
  The Cedars   -5 Not Asset 
E0034 Highlees - Portage   -5 Freehold 
E0034 Highlees -  Primary Support   -5 Freehold 
E0532 PCAE   +5 Freehold 
E0078 Adult Learning AMVC   -5 Freehold 
E0078 Adult Learning Bretton Woods   -5 Freehold 
E0020 Adult Learning Bushfield   -5 Freehold 
E2127 439 Lincoln Road   -5 Freehold 
  Children's Play Centres   -5   
E0078 Youth Centres/Clubs   -5   
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UERN Establishment Name Prop Class No. of Staff Leasehold/Freehold 

E0519 
Youth Service North Team 
AMVC   -5 Freehold 

  
Youth Service South Team 
Fletton YC   -5 Freehold 

  Surestart Centres   +5   
E1164 Welland Family Centre   +5 Freehold 
E1163 South P'Boro Family Centre   +5 Freehold 
  Family Centres   -5   

Strategic Resources 

UERN Establishment Name Property Class No. of Staff Leasehold/Freehold 
E428 Bayard Place Office   Freehold 
E916 Chauffeurs Cottage Office   Freehold 
E1034 Bridge House Office   Freehold 
E1039 Register Office (Blocks C&D) Office   Leasehold 
E1042 Town Hall Office   Freehold 
E1044 York Road 05 Office   Freehold 
E1045 Bridge Street 25 Office   Freehold 
E1261 PPDC Office   Freehold 
E1922 Market Chambers Office   Leasehold 
E2048 Peterscourt Office   Freehold 
E2049 Midgate House (3rd floor) Office   Leasehold 
E2098 96 Bridge Street Office   Leasehold 
E2100 25 Commerce Road Office   Freehold 
E2101 2-5 Minster Precincts Office   Leasehold 
E2102 Unit 10b Axon Office   Freehold 
  Minerva, 5 The Forum     Leasehold 
  Street Warden Office       
  EARP facility       
  Depot       

 
Environment Transport and Engineering  
UERN Establishment Name Prop Class No. of Staff Lease Expiry 
E1047 CCTV Operation Room Office 12   
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APPENDIX B - WORKING WITH WALLS 
 
. 
The evolution of office space in departments and agencies 
University of Reading, 2004 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
 

cellular space 
 
 
 
 
 
• STAGE 1 

open plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• STAGE 2 

Addition of 
supporting 
communal 

spaces: 
• Breakout 

areas 
• Meeting 

rooms 
 
 
• STAGE 3  

Breaking link 
between 

workstation and 
individual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• STAGE 4 

Full non-
territorial 

environment 
 

Staff work in 
setting most 
suitable to 

activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• STAGE 5 
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APPENDIX C - STANDARDS OF OFFICE ACCOMMODATION FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 
 
 
• Directors - office with desk and meeting table to accommodate 8 people (suggest look at the size 

of Assistant Chief Executive office as standard size). 
 
• Head of Service - suggest the dimensions of Head of Property office as standard (say 10sqm).  

Desk with meeting table seat up to 4 people. 
 
• Senior Manager/Assistant Head of Service - suggest desk with D end meeting table in open 

plan office. 
 
• Staff - dependent on nature of work but in principal 1600 desk plus 1 pedestal for personal items 

(to be more space efficient could recommend 1400 desk and 1 pedestal - however flat screens 
would be needed on smaller desks). 

 
• Need to consider hot desking, home working, desk sharing. 
 
• Target ratios of no more that 80% ratio of workstations to staff numbers i.e. 8 desks per 10 staff 

(some departments could work with lower ratios, some may need 100% coverage i.e. data 
imputers/helpdesks). 

 
• Multi-purpose rooms i.e. staff room/meeting room/refreshment area (not canteen).  
 
• Supervision areas/breakout areas/touchdown space to be provided. 
 
• Meeting room ratios to be set per number of workstations (CARG to review further once audit of 

meeting rooms is completed). 
 
• Off site filing solutions to determine filing needs. 
 
• Standardised furniture and ICT (central procurement of). 
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Additional Property Requirements 
 
1.0 Additional Property Requirements 
1.1 The current property portfolio will not meet the future needs of the customer and it is inevitable 

that services will need to alter the way in which they use the assets from which they operate.  
On certain occasions the services may need to either move from the asset they use or 
alternatively require an asset in a different location from which to deliver to the customer.  This 
process sets out the way in which services request additional property. 

1.2 As soon as a service becomes aware that they have a requirement for additional property they 
are to discuss the requirement with their PoC in Strategic Property.  As a minimum they will 
provide an outline brief which will identify: 

• Number of staff to be accommodation 
• Preferred location (including a justification for the location) 
• Any special requirements 
• Reason for additional staff 
• Space to be released. 
• Confirmation form the Head of Service that this is a justified requirement. 
• A fully developed business case including investment appraisal. 

1.3 On receipt of the above the PoC will interrogate Strategic Property Databases to determine 
whether any existing Council property is available that meets the requirement. 

1.4 If existing property is available then the requirement will be met from this.  This could include 
co-location with another Council operation or Council Partner.  There will be no consultation 
and alternative properties will not be offered unless they are Council owned and have a long 
term future.  

1.5 Where the available property cannot fully meet the requirements set out above the CPO will 
determine the best available option following consultation with the Head of Service requesting 
the additional property.   

1.6 Properties will not be leased unless this approach is supported by the business case and 
investment appraisals and only when Council property is unavailable.  

1.7 The preferred property solution will be identified in the business case submitted to the relevant 
project board. 

1.8 In addition all Services and Directorates are to note that it is only Strategic Property that have 
the authority (as defined by the constitution) to enter into negotiations and agree terms.  Any 
service that agrees terms will be working outside their authorised powers. 
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User Occupancy Agreement 

POLICY FOR OCCUPATION OF OPERATIONAL PREMISES  
1.0 Introduction  
1.1 The PCC Corporate Asset Management Plan sets out the Council’s overall direction and 

framework for managing its property portfolio. It aims to optimise the contribution these 
properties make to providing quality services to the community. Delivery of the Asset 
Management Plan is the responsibility of the Corporate Property Officer (“the CPO”). 

1.2 This document sets out the responsibilities of Heads of Service in relation to the occupation by 
that Service (“the Service”) of any operational premises. The document also sets out the 
responsibilities of the CPO, including the advice and assistance available to Services to help 
them manage effectively and efficiently the premises they occupy. (In this document, reference 
to the “Premises” includes any building, or any part of a building.) 

1.3 All queries regarding land ownership or third party rights should be directed to the CPO. 
Services are reminded that the Council does not own all Premises occupied by Services, and it 
is therefore important to ensure the CPO is kept aware of any changes to buildings, as 
landlord’s permission may be required. 

1.4 It is not intended that this Policy overrides existing arrangements with to ensure continuity of 
service provision. 

2.0 Responsibilities of Heads of Service 

2.1 Possession 
2.1.1 The Service must not transfer or share possession of the Premises, or any part of them, 

without the prior written consent of the CPO. This includes an agreement for any person or 
organisation which is not part of the Council (e.g. the PCT) to operate from within the 
Premises. 

2.1.2 The Service must notify the CPO as soon as possible if consideration is being given to 
vacating the Premises or sharing the Premises with another service or outside body. When 
vacating Premises the Service should refer to the Surplus Property Procedure. 

2.2 Use of the Premises 
2.2.1  The Service must not use the Premises other than for the purpose of delivering those services 

for which it is responsible. The Service must obtain the consent of the CPO before changing 
the use of the Premises. (However, such consent is in addition to any formal approval required 
through the Council’s decision-making process e.g. from Cabinet.)  

2.2.2 It is the responsibility of the Service to ensure all necessary planning consents are in place for 
the use of the Premises. The CPO will make any planning applications required due to a 
change of use for which he has given consent. 

3.0 Outgoings 

3.1 Unless the Premises are managed by another Service of the Council, all costs and outgoings 
attributable to the Premises are the Service’s responsibility. These will include: 

• capital charges associated with 
the Premises 

• rates and taxes; 

• electricity, gas and water charges; 
• providing fixtures and fittings 
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4.0 Repairs and Maintenance 
4.1 Unless the Premises are shared with another service of the Council, the Service is responsible 

for making requests and payments for repair, unscheduled maintenance, and replacement of 
all the internal parts of the Premises. This includes: 

• fixtures and fittings; 
• floor coverings and finishes; 
• doors; 
• ceilings; 
• glazing; 
• window frames; 
• shutters; 

• internal décor; 
• window and door locks and alarms; 
• fire and security equipment and alarms; 
• consumable items (e.g. light bulbs; toilet 

rolls); 
• internal electricity, gas, air-handling and 

water systems 

5.0 Buildings Insurance 
5.1 The CPO is responsible for arranging buildings insurance. 

5.2 The Service is responsible for ensuring appropriate building contents insurance is provided 
through the Executive Director of Strategic Resources.  

5.3 The CPO will also arrange for any third party liability insurance required due to the Service’s 
occupation of the Premises. (This is a further reason for ensuring the CPO is informed in 
advance of any change to the use of the Premises.) 

5.4 The Service is responsible for ensuring nothing is done in the Premises that would cause any 
insurance policy relating to them to be void. In particular, there are conditions attached to the 
Council’s building insurance policy relating to cover for damage by fire. For ease of reference, 
these are attached as Appendix 1 to this document 

6.0   Statutory Legislation 
6.1 Unless the Premises are managed by another service of the Council, the Service is 

responsible for complying with: 

• all legislation relating to its occupation (e.g. Fire Regulations; Health & Safety); 
• all relevant Council policies (e.g. energy management; procurement);  
• any grant terms and conditions affecting its occupation; and 
• all reasonable requests of the CPO regarding building management. 

6.2   The Service must therefore only use contractors who have been appointed following a 
procedure complying with the Council’s Constitution and its Procurement Strategy. Advice on 
procurement of contractors, and the benefits of any new strategic procurement initiatives 
affecting the Council’s property portfolio, is available from the Head of Strategic Property. 

7.0 Alterations 
7.1 The Service must not make any structural alterations or additions to the Premises without the 

prior written consent of the CPO (inc. those required following statutory inspection, or the issue 
of new legislation or guidance). 

8.0  Access 
8.1 The Service must allow the CPO and his staff, agents or contractors, full access to the 

Premises for the purposes of inspection or carrying out any authorised works. The CPO will 
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always (except in the case of emergency) give reasonable notice regarding access and will 
ensure that wherever possible there will be no interference with service delivery. 

9.0  Nuisance 
9.1 The Service should take reasonable steps to ensure that nothing is done on the Premises to 

cause a nuisance, damage, annoyance, or inconvenience to other services of the Council, or 
its tenants, or occupiers of adjoining or neighbouring premises. 

10.0 Information Returns 
10.1 The CPO may require information regarding the Service’s occupation of the Premises, for the 

purposes of the efficient management of the Council’s property portfolio. All such requests for 
information will be answered fully and promptly. 

10.2 Every three years the CPO will conduct a survey of a cross-section of Council properties to 
inform decisions on their refurbishment, replacement or closure. These Suitability and 
Sufficiency Appraisals will give all services the opportunity to comment on the fitness for 
purpose of the premises they occupy and any changes affecting their operational efficiency. 

11.0  Shared Accommodation 
11.1 When occupation of the Premises is shared by two or more Services, or with an organisation 

which is not part of the Council (e.g. the PCT), the Service managing the accommodation must 
agree a suitable apportionment of the costs and outgoings with the CPO, and sign any 
additional documentation considered necessary. 

11.2 When occupation is shared, the Service managing the accommodation will be responsible for 
the cost attributable to vacant accommodation/rooms not occupied by another Service. 

11.3 It should be noted that Councils are being encouraged to share accommodation with partner 
organisations; however, the CPO must always be involved in any such proposals. 

12.0 Occupying Premises not owned by the Council 
12.1 When a Service (or person funded by a Service) has a need for accommodation which cannot 

be met from the Council’s property portfolio, the Service must contact the CPO as soon as the 
need is identified. This is to ensure that the CPO has sufficient time to find suitable 
accommodation and agree a suitable rent and apportionment of the costs and outgoings, and 
that all necessary documentation is in place. 

 (NB Only the Head of Strategic Property has authority to agree terms for the occupation of 
Premises.) 
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CPO 

1.0 Repairs and Maintenance 
1.1 The CPO will liaise with other groups and services to arrange for the structural repair and 

maintenance of the Premises, which includes: 

• walls; 
• roof; 
• floors (excl. floor coverings & finishes); 

• foundations; 
• all external areas (e.g. car parking); 
• external fire escapes; 
• external lighting; 

 and arranging for all electrical and mechanical servicing and planned maintenance (e.g. 
lifts). 

1.2 The CPO is responsible for the maintenance of any new plant and equipment or alterations 
and additions carried out with his prior written approval. 

1.3 The CPO is also responsible for any works not requested by the Service but undertaken by his 
staff, agents or contractors, including insurance works undertaken following damage by flood 
or fire. 

2.0 Support and Advice 
2.1 The CPO will liaise with other groups and services to ensure day-to-day support for the 

Service, such support to include advice on: 

• refurbishment, alteration, and extension of the Premises; 
• Energy Policy; 
• Fire Regulation and Health & Safety; 
• asbestos management ; 
• any other responsibilities or liabilities associated with the Service’s occupation of the 

Premises which may arise from time to time, including securing funding for exceptional 
repairs and maintenance; 

• reviews of portfolios/service provision and effective use of resources; 
• performance indicators relating to occupation of the Premises; 

3.0 Surveys and Inspections 
3.1 The CPO will ensure that all necessary surveys of the Premises are carried out relating to: 

• the Asbestos Management Plan; 

• the Electricity at Work Act; 

• Legion Ella; 

• the Disability Discrimination Act 1995; 

• any other surveys required to be carried out under legislation coming into force 
from time to time; and 

• annual service inspections. 

3.2 The results of all these surveys will be forwarded to the Service.
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Energy and Water Policy Statement – Peterborough City Council Public 
Buildings  
Energy and Water Policy Statement 
1.0 Policy Context 
1.1 This policy statement on the use of energy and water in Council buildings is consistent with 

the Council’s Corporate Strategy and acknowledges the important role the Council can play 
by setting a good example for other local organisations and groups to follow. In particular, it 
is consistent with the outcomes identified in the Corporate Plan and commitments we have 
to achieving the Climate Change targets as laid out in the 2008 Climate Change Act.  

1.2 We will achieve these aims by considering the environmental impact of decisions we take 
now and in the future, this will allow us to adapt to the challenges Climate Change will 
bring, whilst reducing emissions from our operations. In order to minimise the authorities 
impact upon the environment Peterborough City Council are committed to achieving a 35% 
reduction in CO2 emissions from 2008/09 levels by 2014. For this to be delivered we must 
proactively consider the environmental impact of our estate, ensuring we implement the 
necessary structural improvements and changes to the daily management 
routine required* within our existing assets. Any changes to the assets held by the 
authority, whether this be through re development or acquisition should be duly considered 
and evaluated from and environmental perspective. 

2.0 Commitment to Responsible Energy and Water Management 
2.1 The Council’s commitment to responsible energy and water management in set out in 

Peterborough City’s Climate Change Strategy and, in particular, the following strategic 
objectives: 

• to reduce energy consumption, ensure energy is used efficiently and encourage the 
increased use of renewable energy 

• to use water efficiently and with care and work with agencies and communities to 
ensure good water quality is maintained 

3.0 Policy Statement 
3.1 In working towards the achievement of these strategic objectives, the Council will practice 

energy and water efficiency throughout its own premises, providing best value for the 
authority and setting a good example for others to follow. 

3.2 The Council will control energy and water consumption in Council buildings in order to: 

• avoid unnecessary expenditure 
• improve cost effectiveness without compromising working conditions 
• protect the environment 
• prolong the useful life of fossil fuels 
• lead by example 

3.3 It is envisaged that the policy will give rise to the following outcomes: 
• Fuels for Council premises will be purchased at the most economical cost 
• Energy and water will be consumed in a responsible manner on Council premises 
• The overall volume of energy and water used by the Council will fall  
• Air quality pollutants, particularly carbon dioxide emissions, generated by Council 

buildings will fall 
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• The Council’s reliance on fossil fuels will fall as the potential of renewable energy 
increases 

• Each Council building (non-domestic) will have its own energy reduction target 
• Other local organisations will follow the lead taken by the Council in this area 

 
5.0 Aims 

5.1 In order to achieve these outcomes the Council aims to: 
• reduce energy and water consumption by reviewing our operations, motivation, training 

and awareness campaigns to improve good housekeeping 
• secure the resources necessary to finance a programme of energy saving measures 

which demonstrate cost effectiveness beyond doubt 
• partner Government agencies in match funding of energy saving schemes 
• provide regular, accurate feedback to budget controllers and building managers on 

their energy consumption and performance 
 
6.0 Implementation 

6.1 In implementing the energy and water policy for Council buildings, regard will be had to the 
following: 

6.1.1 Responsibilities 

• All employees are responsible in some way for controlling the consumption of energy 
and water used within Council buildings.  

6.1.2 Lines of Communication 

 The Council will:  

• monitor energy, water consumption and costs in all the buildings it is responsible for 
and meet periodically with building managers to discuss energy performance 

• Report as required to the Corporate Asset Management Group on all energy related 
matters concerning the Council’s Asset Management Plan 

• report on a regular basis to its customers with a statement of energy consumption and 
expenditure 

6.1.3 Action Plan 

• An Action Plan spanning one, three and five year periods will be developed to 
implement measures that will achieve energy and water savings in Council buildings. 
The action plan will focus on the following energy management activities in addition to 
any programmed works: 

• capital bid programme of initiatives involving identified plant replacement using  new 
energy efficient technologies e.g. condensing boilers and variable speed motors etc 
many of which can be a little more expensive to purchase but cost far less to run. 

• setting energy targets for all Council buildings (non-domestic).  As part of this we will 
implement a standard temperature that aligns with Health and Safety Legislation  

• providing energy awareness training for key building operatives 
• carrying out a cyclical programme of building surveys to identify potential energy saving 

measures both low cost and no cost, provide energy efficiency advice and record meter 
data. 

• Developing renewable and sustainable alternatives to fossil fuel energy 
• supporting and promoting energy awareness  
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7.0 Monitoring and Review  
7.1 All energy management activities and performance against the Action Plan will be subject 

to annual review.  

7.2 The Energy Conservation Unit will establish progress towards achieving Best Value targets, 
as defined under PI 180a - energy use in local authority buildings. The Unit will also provide 
an annual report on energy and water management within Council buildings to the Head of 
Strategic Property which will form the basis of an annual update report to Cabinet. 

 
 
 

THIS POLICY STATEMENT WILL BE SUBJECT TO PERIODIC REVIEW 
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Part 3  - Future Property Requirements 

Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Children’s Services    Service:  Strategic Resources 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. 2 primary schools for 

the Hampton 
Township 
development and 
Extension to 
secondary school for 
additional 500 pupils 

Requirement of the Section 
106 agreement to meet the 
need generated by the 
original 5200 dwellings 

Hampton 
Township 

Primaries September 
2009 ? and 
September 2013. 
Secondary extension 
2011 

2. Additional primary 
school for expansion 
of Hampton by 1800 
dwellings 

Requirement of the Section 
106 agreement to meet the 
need generated by the 
additional 1800 dwellings 

Ditto above September 2020? 

3. New 
build/refurbishment/e
xtension of three 
existing secondary 
schools. 

Completion of Phase 2 of the 
secondary school review as 
approved by Cabinet in 
October 2005 

South of 
the City in 
Bushfield, 
Orton 
Longueville 
and 
Stanground

Bushfield September 
2009 
Orton Longueville 
and Stanground by 
2013? 

4. Changes to existing 
Infant, Junior and 
Primary schools 

There are currently approx. 
2300 surplus places within 
the existing Infant Junior and 
primary sector. Demographic 
projections suggest that this 
surplus is likely to increase. A 
review of the future 
organisational requirements 
of primary places across the 
city has commenced and is 
likely to lead to changes to 
current provision. 

To be 
ascertained

2007 onwards 

5. New primary and 
secondary schools 
arising from the 
growth agenda 
proposed for the city 

Irrespective of the reviews 
completed and being 
undertaken with respect to 
school place provision there 
is a likelihood that the 
expansion of the city will 
require additional primary 
and secondary schools as 
part of the new infrastructure 
needs. Unfortunately the 
current surplus places do not 
coincide with the planned 
growth areas and as such 
some schools may be 
considered for 
downsizing/closure whilst 
there is the need to build new 
schools in other areas.  The 

To be 
ascertained

To be established 
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Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
additional requirements will 
be developed as the 
expansion programme 
proceeds 

Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Children’s Services    Service:  Learning and Skills 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. 1 special school for 

primary age children. 
2 autism outreach 
centres for primary 
aged children 
1 autism outreach 
centre for secondary 
aged children 

The increasing population of 
the city has led to an 
increase in the requirements 
for schools or centres 
meeting the requirements of 
children and young people 
with special educational 
needs 

To be 
ascertained 

To be ascertained 

2. 1 Learning and Skills 
Centre for young 
people aged 14-19 

To support the outcomes of 
the implementation of the 
national l4-19 agenda in the 
city. To increase the 
participation of young people 
in vocational studies and 
further education and 
employment. 

To be 
ascertained 

To be ascertained 

 
Directorate: Children’s Services   Service: Resources 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. 2 primary schools for 

the Hampton 
Township 
development and 
Phase 2 extension to 
Hampton College. 
 
New Primary school 
under Sectn 106  

Requirement of the Section 
106 agreement to meet the 
need of a growing township. 
 
 
 
 
Sectn 106 requirements 

Hampton 
Township 
 
 
 
 
 
South 
Stanground 

Primaries 
September 2009 
and September 
2013. 
Secondary 
extension 2011 
 
Est. 2009/10 
 

2. Secondary School 
Review Phase 2 

Completion of Phase 2 of the 
secondary school review as 
approved by Cabinet in 
October 2005 

South of the 
City in 
Bushfield, 
Orton 
Longueville 
and 
Stanground 

BSF 2011/12  
 

3. Primary Capital 
Programme 

The Government require us 
to have in place a Primary 
Capital Programme Strategy.  
This will inform the work of 
reviewing our Primary School 
Estate with a view to rebuild / 
refurbish 50% of our schools 
in a 15 year capital 
investment programme 

To be 
ascertained 
through the 
work of the 
Primary 
Capital 
Programme 
Project 

2009 onwards 
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Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
4. New primary, 

secondary, special 
and 6th form 
provision arising from 
the IGS growth 
agenda proposed for 
the city 

The IGS predicts the need for 
approx. 4,400 primary and 
2,200 secondary school 
pupils by 2026.  This will 
mean the need for the 
equivalent of 10 more 
Primary Schools and possibly 
2 Secondary Schools 
 

To be 
ascertained 

To be established 

 
Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Childrens Services   Service:  Families and Communities 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. Integration of 

Fieldwork teams for 
Intake and 
assessment, 
Children in Need at 
Newark and 
Herlington, LAC(up 
to 16) and Adoption 
and Fostering 

Services currently delivered 
from a multiple number of 
locations across the city. Co-
location of services will 
enable more effective 
delivery of services to 
vulnerable children and 
support Children’s services 
response to the Joint Area 
Review recommendations. 

To be 
established 

2007/08 – 2008/09 

2. Integration of 
Disability Teams 

Services currently delivered 
from a multiple number of 
locations across the city. Co-
location of services will 
enable more effective 
delivery of services in 
response to the Best Value 
review recommendations 

To be 
established 

2008/09 – 2009/10 

3. Relocation of Family 
Assessment and 
Support Teams 

Current properties at 
Orchard Street and Welland 
are not fit for purpose. 
Gunthorpe is adequate but 
requires capital investment. 
Further analysis of future 
service provision is required 

To be 
established 

2008/09 – 2009/10 

4. Co-location of LAC  
16+ team with Young 
People’s team to be 
based in town Hall 

Provision of integrated 
service with Universal 
services 16+ team 

Town hall 2007/08 
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Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Children’s Services    Service:  Universal Services 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. Locality Based 

Services 
Following consultation a 
proposed model for the 
reengineering of service 
delivery structures has been 
developed which seeks to 
make the best use of 
resources and improve 
outcomes for children and 
young people. The proposed 
model is based around the 
following principle 
(i) Integration of font-line 

services 
(ii) Split between 

universal/preventative 
services and specialist 
services 

(iii) Move to locality based 
delivery 

(iv) Services delivered in 
localities by ‘hub an 
spoke’ model 

(v) Integrated processes 

 
 
 
Central area 
South area 
West/Rural 
area 

 
 
 
To be ascertained 

2. Additional Children’s 
centres and youth 
provision in addition 
to current proposed 
provision 

The national agenda for 
children’s centres is based 
on criteria which excludes a 
number of areas of the city. 
To enable services to meet 
the needs of all children and 
young people additional 
facilities will be required to 
support the agenda 
proposed above. 

To be 
ascertained 

To coincide with 
delivery of locality 
based services 

3. New facilities to 
support the growth 
agenda of the city 

An increase in the population 
of the city will require 
additional facilities which 
meet the needs of children 
and young people outside of 
the school based 
infrastructure e.g Children’s 
Centres, Early Years 
provision and youth people 
provision. 

To be 
ascertained 

To be ascertained 
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Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Deputy Chief Execs    Service:  Communications 

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1. Unified Comms and 

Marketing Team.  
Approximately 20 
staff. 

A unified Comms and 
Marketing Team will 
benefit from economies 
of scale and synergies.  
In addition it will ensure 
that a consistent 
message is being issued 
by the Council.  

 
 
 
Town Hall 

 
 
 
ASAP 

 
Future Property Requirements 
Directorate: Strategic Resources   Service: EPPS   

Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
1 Material Recycling 

Facility & 
Commercial Transfer 
Station 

The existing MRF site in 
Fengate is too small for the 
processing of 100,000 
tonnes of recycled and a 
commercial transfer station 
and needs to be relocated. 

The current site proposals 
of the waste infrastructure 
could be linked together. 

The existing site however is 
suitable for the Energy 
Resource Recovery Facility 
(ERRF) 

Accessible to 
all major 
highway infra-
structures and 
a reasonably 
central location 
(could be linked 
with Southern 
Household 
Recycling 
Centre, 
Electrical 
Appliance 
Recycling 
Programme) 

2007/8 to allow 
development of 
existing site   

2 Householders 
Recycling Centre 
Southern Township 

A new HRC to serve the 
communities to the south of 
Peterborough.  The facility 
will also take off the existing 
pressure from the 
Dogsthorpe HRC which is 
exceeding its current 
license. 

South of the 
river, 
accessible 
from main 
highway 
infrastructure 

2007/8 

3 Electrical Appliance 
Recycling 
Programme (EARP) 

The recycling and recovery 
programme has out grown 
the current leased site in 
Fengate and need to be 
relocated.   This will allow 
the increase in recycling 
and recovery to take place. 

Industrial B2 
use.  Excess 
on main bus 
route for 
residents to 
reach the 
community 
shop attached. 

2008 

4 Energy Resource 
Recovery Facility 
(ERRF) 

New treatment facility to 
treat that material that is not 
reusable or recyclable 
although could be used to 
generate heat and power 
and off set existing use of 
fossil fuels 

The existing 
Material 
Recycling facility 
site.   Supported 
by external 
evaluation and 
study by Atkins 

2008/9 
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Item Description (Need) Justification Location Delivery Date 
5 Anaerobic 

Composting Site 
A facility to treat organic 
food waste as part of 
recovering and recycling 
65% + as set by full council 
in February 2007  

A b2 use 
although 
needs to be 
away from 
residential due 
to odours 
(America farm 
is a typical 
location site 
that is 
acceptable) 

 

6 Health Protection 
Partnership (HPP) 

The relocation of the 
existing HPP unit needs to 
be undertaken in 2008 as 
the current lease runs out in 
October 2008 and is not 
renewable. 
 
The service is a joint 
service with PCC and PCT 
and needs to located within 
the city centre for access of 
the public, support services 
who use the library and loan 
the current equipment.  

 
 
City centre 
location or 
easy access 
for bus travels 
and disabled 
persons 

 
Oct 2008 
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Asset Management Plan Glossary of Terms 
Acronym Meaning 

AMP Asset Management Plan 
BREEAM BRE’s Environmental Asset Method 
CAMG Corporate Asset Management Group 
CAMP Corporate Asset Management Plan 
CARG Corporate Accommodation Review Group 
CMDN Cabinet Member Decision Notice 
CMT Corporate Management Team 
COPROP The Association of Chief Corporate Property Officers in Local 

Government 
CPA Comprehensive Performance Assessment 
CPO Corporate Property Officer 
CSCI Commission for Social Care Inspection 
CYPSP Children and Young People Strategic Partnership 
DCLG Department of Communities and Local Government 
DDA Disabled Discrimination Act 
DEFRA Department for Environmental Food and Rural Affairs 
DFES Department for Education and Skills 
DTLR Department for Transport and Local Government Regions 
FM Facilities Management 
GPP Greater Peterborough Partnership 
GPPCP Greater Peterborough Primary Care Partnership 
GIS Geographical Information System 
IPF Institute of Public Finance 
IRR Internal Rate of Return 
NNDR National Non-Domestic Rates 
NOF New Opportunities Fund 
OP Opportunity Peterborough 
OPDM Office of Deputy Prime Minister 
PCAE Peterborough College of Adult Education 
PCC Peterborough City Council 
PPDC Peterborough Professional Development Centre 
PCT Primary Care Trust 
PFI Private Finance Initiatives 
RICS Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
VFM Value for Money 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 This is the seventh Annual Accountability Agreement produced in accordance with 

the Partnership Agreement between Peterborough City Council and the former 
Greater Peterborough Primary Care Partnership (now NHS Peterborough – the local 
Primary Care Trust – PCT). 

 
1.2 The Annual Accountability Agreement is a public statement of the following: 
 

 Peterborough City Council's contribution to the pooled budget for health and 
social care. 

 The level of performance that this contribution enables the PCT to deliver across 
a range of adult social care performance indicators on behalf of Peterborough City 
Council. 

 Key service developments that the PCT plans to take forward in 2010-11 that are 
either fully, or partly, adult social care. 

 The eligibility threshold for people to receive adult social care services as set by 
Peterborough City Council. 

 The charges that will be made to people receiving adult social care services on 
behalf of Peterborough City Council. 

 
1.3     Key drivers which underpin this agreement include: 
 

• “Putting People First” – the national direction of travel for the transformation of 
adult social care – delivering personalised care provision to enable people to 
remain independent 

• Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) and Local Area Agreement (LAA) – 
“Creating Opportunities and Tackling Inequalities” 

• Demographic context – increasing numbers of older and disabled people and 
increasingly complex needs 

• Financial drivers – efficiency through transformation including demand 
transformation, prevention and collaboration across the public sector (the strategy 
and goals are only achievable with this focus given rising demand and costs and 
reducing availability of public finance) 

 
1.4    Major outcomes to be delivered over the next three to five years include (these are a 

synthesis of the agreed outcomes within the SCS, LAA and the NHS Peterborough 
(NHSP) Strategic Plan): 

 
• Increased personalisation, choice and control through the introduction of 

Individual Budgets and self-directed support (LAA and NHSP goal) 
• Increasing the number of vulnerable people who are supported to live 

independently (LAA) 
• Increased support to carers (LAA local and NHSP goal) 
• Better support to older people to live independently (LAA local) – improve and 

maintain the health and independence of older people (NHSP goal) 
• Increasing the number of people with mental health problems in employment 

(LAA local) 
• Enable inclusion for those with mental illness and learning disability (NHSP goal) 
• Protect people from abuse, discrimination and harassment (SCS) and ensure 

services safeguard the vulnerable (NHSP goal) 
• Ensure modern and responsive services are provided for people with disabilities 

(NHSP goal) 
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1.5 The Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) drove the section of key outcomes 
within the SCS, LAA and NHSP Strategic Plan.  Performance data has also 
influenced the selection including a need to focus on improving the safeguarding of 
vulnerable adults following an inspection in January 2009.  The key outcome (self-
directed support) is aligned to “Putting People First” which requires all Directors of 
Adult Social Services to ensure choice and control through Individual Budgets by 
March 2011.   

 
1.6 The outcomes are rooted in the national Outcome Framework for adult social care 

which sets out seven outcomes to be achieved through effective commissioning, use 
of resources and leadership – improved health and well-being, quality of life, choice 
and control, economic well-being, making a positive contribution, personal dignity and 
respect, freedom from discrimination and harassment.  Stakeholder engagement and 
partnership working are fundamental to this agenda. 

 
1.7 Key deliverables for NHS Peterborough under this annual accountability agreement 

are: 
 

• Ensuring that safeguarding standards are met and that performance on the 
‘dignity and respect’ outcome is increased to at least ‘adequate’ 

• Ensuring the delivery of self-directed support in order that the Local Area 
Agreement target is met and that performance on the choice and control outcome 
increases to at least ‘performing well’ 

• Ensuring the delivery of outcomes sufficient to achieve a rating of at least 
“performing well’ overall 

• Delivering efficiencies within the pooled budget to achieve the targets set in 
relation to adult social care 

 
1.8 The PCT’s five year strategic plan has four priorities and seventeen goals for health 

and social care (those most relevant to adult social care are in bold): 
 

Promoting Healthy Lifestyles: 
• We will significantly reduce the number of smokers in Peterborough 
• We will halt the rise in obesity in all age groups and reduce childhood obesity 
• We will reduce under 18 conceptions and improve the sexual health of our 

population 
• We will reduce the harm caused by drug and alcohol substance misuse 
 
Reducing Health Inequalities: 
• We will reduce morbidity and mortality from coronary heart disease and stroke, 

with a focus on our most deprived communities. 
• We will reduce morbidity and mortality from cancer 
• We will reduce morbidity and mortality from chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease 
• We will reduce infant mortality in our most deprived communities 

 
Supporting Vulnerable People: 
• We will ensure services safeguard the vulnerable 
• We will improve and maintain the health and independence of older people 
• We will enable inclusion for those with mental illness and learning disability 
• We will support carers 
• We will ensure modern and responsive services are provided for people  

with disabilities 
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Improving Access: 
• We will increase personalisation choice and control 
• We will commission more care to be delivered closer to home 
• We will drive up quality and access to both general practice and dentistry 
• We will commission first class maternity care 

 
1.9 Section 2 of this document covers the financial arrangements for 2010/11.  The 

document then sets out the key workstreams that the PCT will deliver in 2010/11.  
This is structured as follows: 
 
Section 3 - Major Developments in 2010/11 – this section sets out the key 
deliverables in the major areas of adult social care transformation and service 
improvement with a particular focus on safeguarding. 
 
Section 4 – Workstreams under the ‘Vulnerable People’ priority of the PCT’s Strategic 
Plan.  The majority of adult social care goals and workstreams are covered here. 
 
Section 5 – Workstreams under the ‘Access’ priority of the PCT’s Strategic Plan.  This 
includes self-directed support (already covered in detail in Section 3) and end of life 
care. 
 
Section 6 – Workstreams under the ‘Healthy Lifestyles’ priority of the PCT’s strategic 
Plan.  This covers drug and alcohol services. 
 
Section 7 – Workstreams under the ‘Health Inequalities’ priority of the PCT’s strategic 
Plan.  This covers some work on long-term conditions. 
 
Section 8 – Workstreams relating to infrastructure and support are set out in this 
section. 
 
Section 9 – Performance indicators and targets are set out in tables. 

 
 
2. FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS  
 
2.1 The pooled fund 
 

 2010-11 2009 - 2010 2008 - 2009 
The Council (PCC) £38,098,000 £37,124,000 £35,295,000 
Peterborough PCT £195,411,000 £180,499,000 £177,482,000 
TOTAL £233,509,000 £217,623,000 £212,777,000 

 
 
The Council's proposed figure of £38,098,000 is net of assumed income from charges 
and other sources, capital charges and Area Based Grant. 

1.  
2.2 Charges for Social Care Services 
  
 The PCT operates and administers Peterborough City Council's charging policy for 

non-residential social care services (referred to as the Fairer Charging Policy) on 
behalf of the Council, but it cannot vary the level of charges.   

 
 There are no changes to the charging policy to be implemented in 2010/11.  The 

government has indicated an intention to remove charging for social care for people 
with high levels of care needs from October 2010.  Guidance is awaited on the criteria 
which will be applied to identify those with high care needs in order to calculate what 
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the potential reduction in revenue may be.  Funding nationally is likely to be a 
combination of additional grant plus an expectation of further local efficiencies. 

 
  
2.3 Eligibility Criteria 
 
 The PCT operates and administers the eligibility criteria for adult social care services 

(within the Fair Access to Care framework) on behalf of Peterborough City Council.  
Eligibility for services is currently set at the level of “high moderate”.   It will remain at 
this level for 2010/11.  This notes an intention to maintain the eligibility threshold and 
reflects partners’ wishes to continue to support vulnerable people through 
preventative approaches whenever possible.   

 
2.4 Medium Term Financial Arrangements 
 
 Indicative contributions to the pooled fund for 2011/12 and 2012/13 by the City 

Council are £37,360,000 and £37,909,000 respectively.  These figures are net of 
assumed income from charges and other sources, capital charges and Area Based 
Grant. 

. 
2.5 Capital 
 
 The capital programme includes the following items for Adult Social Care: 
  

 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 
Improving information 
management 

54,000 . 54,000  

Aids and adaptations 250,000 . 250,000 . 165,000 
Minor works programme 60,000      60,000  
Social Exclusion Unit 
(Mental Health) 

102,000 . 102,000  

Replace RAISE client 
record system 

435,000   

Electronic Call Monitoring 
System 

20,000   

Replacement of residential 
homes 

 3,000,000 3,000,000 

Total 921,000 3,466,000 3,165,000 
 
 
3. MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS 2010/11 

 
The PCT will focus on the transformation of adult social care as set out in “Putting 
People First” and will respond to the findings of the “Independence, Wellbeing and 
Choice” inspection, particularly in relation to safeguarding.   
 

3.1 Transformation of adult social care 
  
 The PCT will achieve the “Putting People First” milestones set out below by October 

2010: 
 
Milestone 1 - Effective partnerships with people using services, carers and other local 
citizens 
• That a communication has been made to the public including all current service 

users and to all local stakeholders about the transformation agenda and its 
benefits for them.   
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• That the move to personal (individual) budgets is well understood and that local 
service users are contributing to the development of local practice.  

• That users and carers are involved with, and regularly consulted about, the 
council’s plans for the transformation of adult social care. 

• That local service users understand the changes to personal budgets and that 
many are contributing to the development of local practice. 

 
Milestone 2 - Self-directed support and personal budgets 
• That every council has introduced personal budgets, which are being used by 

existing or new service users/ carers.  
• That all new service users / carers (with assessed need for ongoing support) are 

offered a personal budget.  
• That all service users whose care plans are subject to review are offered a 

personal budget.  
 
Milestone 3 - Prevention and cost effective services 
• That every council has a clear strategy, jointly with health, for how it will shift 

some investment from reactive provision towards preventative and enabling/ 
rehabilitative interventions for 2010/11.  Agreements should be in place with 
health to share the risks and benefits to the ‘whole system’. 

• That processes are in place to monitor, across the whole system, the impact of 
this shift in investment towards preventative and enabling services.  This will 
enable efficiency gains to be captured and factored into joint investment planning, 
especially with health. 

 
Milestone 4 - Information and advice 
• That every council has a strategy in place to create universal information and 

advice services. 
• That the council has put in place arrangements for universal access to information 

and advice. 
 

Milestone 5 - Local commissioning 
• That councils and PCTs have commissioning strategies that address the future 

needs of their local population and have been subject to development with all 
stakeholders, especially service users and carers; providers and third sector 
organisations in their areas.  

• These commissioning strategies take account of the priorities identified through 
their Joint Strategic Needs Assessments. 

• That providers and third sector organisations are clear on how they can respond 
to the needs of people using personal budgets. 

• An increase in the range of service choice is evident. 
• That councils have clear plans regarding the required balance of investment to 

deliver the transformation agenda. 
 

3.2 Service Improvement 
 

The PCT will ensure a focus on improving safeguarding for vulnerable people in 
Peterborough and delivering the Care Quality Commission (CQC) “Independence, 
Wellbeing and Choice” inspection action plan: 
 
Safeguarding: 
• Develop and implement robust governance, performance management and 

quality assurance arrangements to ensure effective safeguarding arrangements. 
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• Ensure that all staff and managers undertaking key safeguarding roles receive 
competency based specialised skills training and that the impact of this training is 
evaluated. 

• Ensure the annual safeguarding report sets out comprehensive activity data and 
performance analysis set against a measurable work programme and objectives 
to track improvements year on year. 

• Ensure that people who have been, or consider themselves to be, at risk of harm 
have effective opportunities to contribute to developing and improving the 
safeguarding arrangements. 

 
Delivering Personalised Services 
• There is partnership working with people who use services to improve the 

availability and access to multi-media information about social care, leisure and 
wellbeing opportunities. 

• Services with a preventative focus are fully developed, including at evening and 
weekends. 

• The needs of carers are fully identified and met.  (actions are part of the Carers’ 
Strategy 2009-2011) 

 
Working in Partnership 
• Systems are in place to facilitate the implementation of the Single Assessment 

Process (SAP) in accordance with national expectations. 
• All duties undertaken by the PCT on behalf of the council are delivered and met.  
• Service users with physical and sensory needs are supported in their parenting 

role. 
 

Leadership and Commissioning 
• Strengthen the leadership role of the Council by ensuring the knowledgeable and 

close engagement of councillors in scrutiny and evaluation of arrangements and 
outcomes. 

• Beneficial outcomes for people with physical and sensory needs are delivered 
and monitored. 

• A system is in place to monitor continuous improvement at both team and staff 
level. 

• A multi-agency workforce strategy is in place to support the delivery of service 
objectives and expected outcomes.  

 
4.0 VULNERABLE PEOPLE 

 
4.1 The adult safeguarding policy and procedures are overseen by Peterborough Adult 

Safeguarding Board, a multi-agency partnership. All agencies working with vulnerable 
adults are required to report concerns.  

 
4.2 Adult safeguarding alerts have shown an increase since 2002.  In 2008 there were 

651 reports of possible abuse, just over half (346) relating to people aged 65 and 
over. 412 alerts related to women and 27 to people from black and minority ethnic 
communities. The most common place for abuse to have taken place was in people’s 
own homes (265 alerts).  

 
4.3 The PCT will continue to work to ensure that the requirements outlined in ‘No Secrets’ 

and the Association of Directors for Adult Social Services standards on protecting 
vulnerable adults are fully implemented. 

 
4.4 Population projections over the next 10–15 years point to a significant growth of older 

people in Peterborough. The fastest growing section of the Peterborough population, 
those aged 85+, has already seen a marked increase in numbers. Research suggests 
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that this will lead to significant growth in conditions commonly associated with older 
people such as dementia, depression and physical frailty. 

 
4.5 In addition to the growing older population, there will be an increasing diversity of 

needs, arising in part from the increasing number of older people from minority ethnic 
communities. There is also a high level of health inequality between wards in the city. 

  
4.6 In Peterborough, 3,443 people received a community based care package during 

2006/07; this is approximately 15% of the older population. A further 478 people 
received support in residential or nursing accommodation, while an additional 1400 
people received grant funded preventative support.   

 
4.7 There are an estimated 17,774 people aged 16-64 with mental health problems in 

Peterborough, based on the Mental Health National Service Framework prevalence 
estimates.  

 
4.8 Learning disability is the most common form of disability in Britain affecting around 

1.2 million people. It is estimated that there are 339 people in the Peterborough 
resident population aged 15- 64 with profound learning disability, and a further 3803 
with mild to moderate learning disability. Some people live relatively independently, 
hold down jobs and have busy social lives. At the other extreme, where people have 
profound and multiple disabilities, round-the-clock support can be necessary.  
“Valuing People Now” sets out the framework to ensure that everyone with a learning 
disability is supported to achieve good outcomes and live the life they want. 

 
4.9 There are significant spending pressures on social care and NHS budgets for 

learning disabilities across all local authorities and primary care trusts. The reasons 
for these pressures (all of which Peterborough faces) include: 
• significantly increased numbers of learning disabled people, children and adults in 

the population. 
• children surviving into adulthood with major disabilities and complex needs. 
• adults are living longer and surviving into older age. 
• capacity of family carers to care for the extent and diversity of needs is limited. 
• significant increases in the costs of specialist services for people with high 

dependency. 
• complex needs and challenging behaviour. 

 
4.10 Approximately 10% of the population of Peterborough provide unpaid care to family 

members, friends and neighbours - their role and contribution to society and the 
people they care for needs to be recognised and valued. Without unpaid carers, 
formal services would be unable to cope with demand. 

 
4.11 Locally, the 2001 Census identified that: 

• nearly 15,000 people in Peterborough viewed themselves as carers (around 10% 
of the local population and consistent with national estimates). 

• 3000 people were caring for more than 50 hours per week. 
• nearly 480 children 18 or under are providing care. 
• Approximately 3225 adult carers are currently known to support agencies. Of 

these: 36% of carers are aged 65 and over (5% are aged 85 and over). 
• 38% of those cared for have a physical disability and 35% of their carers are aged 

65 and over. 
• 14% of those cared for have a learning disability and 32% of their carers are aged 

65 and over. 
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4.12 The PCT maintains a register of people with sensory impairments and 388 people 
with sensory impairments were supported by community based social care services 
in 2008, covering 26.1% of those registered. 
 
The following sections detail specific work-streams on which the PCT will focus in 
2010/11 to deliver the agreed outcomes. 
 

4.13 Safeguarding vulnerable adults 
 
 The PCT will ensure that vulnerable people are safeguarded from abuse and will 

address the significant improvements identified as being needed in the Safeguarding 
Action Plan.  This includes quality assurance, care practice, case recording, 
management oversight, data improvements and the multi-agency approach and 
governance for the agenda.  The PCT will ensure that the CQC inspection 
recommendations are implemented and that the 2010/11action plan for the 
Peterborough Adult safeguarding Board is delivered.  The Council will provide 
additional investment (£500,000) to support the delivery of these improvements.  See 
Section 3.2. 

 
4.14 Supporting Older People 
 
 The PCT will fulfil its statutory responsibilities in relation to supporting older people 

and work to improve and maintain the health and independence of older people in 
Peterborough.  Assessments and reviews will be carried out in a timely way 
according to the agreed targets.  Older people will be supported to live at home 
whenever possible and there will be a focus on prevention, re-enablement and 
rehabilitation.  If older people need more support, extra care housing will be available 
to meet their needs.  The PCT will continue to maintain low numbers of older people 
entering residential or nursing care.  The PCT will ensure the effective involvement of 
older people in the developments and will ensure an effective Partnership Board is in 
place. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Completion of one care home reconfiguration – April 2010. 
• Implement the next steps in relation to the accommodation strategy for older 

people – March 2011 (and beyond). 
• Continue to increase the availability of extra care housing in line with the agreed 

targets (400 places by 2011) – March 2011 (and beyond). 
• Expand availability of re-enablement services – March 2011. 
• Review of older people’s day services – September 2010. 

 
4.15 Carers 
 
 The PCT will ensure the implementation of the Peterborough Carers’ Strategy and 

action plan which will deliver the national carers’ strategy requirements.  There will be 
a particular focus in 2010/11 on increasing the availability of breaks for carers and the 
PCT has received funding in its baseline to help support this objective.  An effective 
Partnership Board for carers will be in place.  The PCT will ensure that its core 
statutory requirements around carers’ assessments are fulfilled. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Evaluate the emergency respite service by March 2010 and agree commissioning 
plan by June 2010. 

• Ensure carers have access to, and benefit fully from, the planned expansion of 
direct payments and the introduction of individual budgets programme – October 
2010. 
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• Increase the number of breaks that are available – March 2011. 
 
4.16 Physical Disability and Sensory Needs 
 
 The PCT will fulfil its statutory responsibilities in relation to supporting people with 

physical disabilities and sensory needs and work to improve and maintain the health 
and independence of disabled people in Peterborough.  Assessments and reviews 
will be carried out in a timely way according to the agreed targets.  Disabled people 
will be supported to live at home whenever possible and there will be a focus on 
maximising choice and control.  The PCT will ensure that assessment and care 
planning addresses the needs of dependants in the household.  The PCT will 
continue to maintain low numbers of disabled people entering residential or nursing 
care.  The PCT will ensure the effective involvement of disabled people in the 
developments and will ensure an effective Partnership Board is in place. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Review the existing range of support in Peterborough, including voluntary sector 
and Council funded services such as transport, to identify current gaps – 
September 2010. 

• Issue a policy / protocol offering best practice guidelines for staff on supporting 
disabled adults in their parenting role – September 2010. 

 
4.17 Older People's Mental Health (OPMH) 
 
 The PCT will develop and implement a strategy for OPMH including the 

implementation of the national dementia strategy.  The requirements in section 4.15 
for older people will also apply to older people with mental health problems. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Develop strategy and action plan – April 2010. 
• Develop more extra care housing which is suitable for people with dementia – 

March 2011. 
• Increase use of assistive technology to support people to remain safe within their 

own homes – March 2011. 
 
4.18 Mental Health 
 
 The PCT will fulfil its statutory responsibilities in relation to supporting people with 

mental health problems and work to improve and maintain the health and 
independence of people with mental health problems in Peterborough.  Assessments 
and reviews will be carried out in a timely way according to the agreed targets.  There 
will be a focus on recovery and maximising outcomes for people with sever and 
enduring mental health problems.  The PCT will ensure the effective involvement of 
service users and carers in the developments and will ensure an effective Partnership 
Board is in place.  The new, emerging national strategy “New Horizons” will form the 
basis of the future mental health strategy in Peterborough. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Contract in place with mental health trust covering all social care related aspects 
– April 2011. 

• Develop and implement housing strategy and action plan (to contribute to 
reducing delayed transfers of care) – March 2011.  

 
4.19 Learning Disability 
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 The PCT will fulfil its statutory responsibilities in relation to supporting people with 
learning disabilities and work to improve and maintain their health and independence. 
Assessments and reviews will be carried out in a timely way according to the agreed 
targets.    There will be a focus on choice and control and a principle of “nothing 
about us, without us”.  The PCT will work to reduce the numbers of people in 
residential care and those placed outside of Peterborough.  The PCT will ensure the 
effective involvement of service users and carers in the developments and will ensure 
an effective Partnership Board is in place in line with statutory guidance.  The PCT 
will implement the recommendations of the 2009 strategic service review to deliver 
the requirements of “Valuing People Now” and return the service to a sustainable 
financial footing. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Expand adult placement scheme to deliver savings and greater choice – March 
2011. 

• Commission an intensive community support team to increase options in the 
community for those with high needs and challenging behaviour – March 2011. 

• Ensure that the requirements of the Campus Closure programme are met through 
effective use of the ring-fenced grant – March 2011. 

• Put in place a policy on inter-personal relationships (across client-groups) – June 
2010. 

 
5.0 IMPROVING ACCESS 

 
5.1 In England, 15.4 million people have a long term condition. Long term conditions are 

common and affect approximately 1 in 3 people. With a resident population of 
168,000, this equates to 56,000 people in Peterborough. 

 
5.2 The latest evidence continues to support the clear messages about long-term 

conditions: 
• People with long term conditions can be intensive users of health and adult social 

care  services, including community services, urgent and planned acute care 
services. 

• Numbers are predicted to increase due to factors such as an ageing population 
and certain lifestyle choices that people make. 

• Ill health among the working population poses a major challenge to health and 
adult social care commissioners and providers. 

 
5.3 There are huge benefits to the population and financial savings to be made if health 

and adult social care communities effectively engage with individuals, enabling them 
to take responsibility for their own health and well being. Identifying those at risk is 
critical, as is supporting them with the right information, advice and care to effectively 
manage their long term conditions. 

 
5.4 We know that, nationally, 50% of deaths occur in hospital when most people would 

like to die at home, and most have had multiple admissions, spending up to a month 
in hospital in the year before they die.  

 
5.5 We also know that, in Peterborough, certain ethnic or socially disadvantaged 

communities do not routinely access health or adult social care services towards the 
end of life. 

 
5.6 Effective support and care in their daily lives for people with long term conditions, as 

well as effective intermediate care services, are crucial in order to avert crisis 
admissions to hospital. Emergency admissions have grown in the last two years. 
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5.7 The following sections detail specific work-streams that the PCT will focus on in 
2010/11 to deliver the agreed outcomes. 

 
5.8 Self directed support – personalisation, choice and control 
 
 The PCT will ensure the implementation of the national policy for the adoption of self 

directed support.  See section 3.1. 
 
5.9 End of life 
 
 The PCT will deliver the End of Life Care Strategy and improve services for palliative 

care.  The PCT will evidence improved services, support and impact on families as 
required by the adult social care outcomes framework. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Increase the number of people identified for the Gold Standards Framework 
(GSF), Liverpool Care Pathway (LCP) and Preferred Place of Care (PPoC) in 
order to provide care closer to home, raise awareness of end of life issues and 
guarantee better access to services – March 2011. 

• Review and re-commission/re-provide palliative care services by a range of 
providers, in a range of settings – March 2011. 

• Implement the Marie Curie "Delivering Choice" programme – March 2011. 
 
6.0 PROMOTING HEALTHY LIFESTYLES 

 
6.1 It is estimated that over 10,000 people aged between 16 and 59 years in 

Peterborough have used an illicit drug in the last year, with 46% of these aged 16 to 
24 years. 

 
6.2 There are on average 525 hospital admissions per year in Peterborough where drug 

misuse or drug poisoning are included in the reason for admission. 
 

6.3 Alcohol misuse has a significant impact on the health of adults in Peterborough. 
Alcohol attributable hospital admission rates for Peterborough are significantly worse 
than the East of England region or England average at 1,252, with an average of 74 
alcohol related deaths a year. 

 
6.4 The incidence of alcohol related criminal behaviour is also significantly worse than the 

East of England regional or England average. The highest admission rates for alcohol 
specific conditions are seen in people aged 35 to 64 years. Recent years have seen a 
significant increase in the number of alcohol-related hospital admissions both in the 
UK and in Peterborough, with the most common cause for admission being mental 
and behavioural disorders due to alcohol consumption, followed by alcoholic liver 
disease and the toxic effect of alcohol. Males have a greater reduction in their life 
expectancy than females due to alcohol related conditions, with males having over 
double the rate of females. 

 
The following section details a specific work-stream that the PCT will focus on in 
2010/11 to deliver the agreed outcomes. 

 
6.5 Alcohol and drug misuse 
 
 The PCT will lead on the development of a new alcohol strategy and action plan.  

Drug and alcohol services are lead commissioned by the City Council under a 
specific Section 75 agreement and the PCT will work with the City Council to ensure 
effective commissioning of these services to reduce substance misuse and the harm 
associated with it. 
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 Key milestones for 2010/11: 

• Alcohol strategy and action plan agreed – April 2010. 
• Improved involvement of service users and carers and evidence of the impact this 

has made (City Council to lead on this) – December 2010. 
 
7.0 REDUCING HEALTH INEQUALITIES 
 
7.1 In Peterborough, coronary heart disease is the major cause of premature mortality 

and therefore a major contributor to the lower life expectancy experienced compared 
to similar cities (Office for National Statistics cluster) and nationally. The premature 
mortality rate from coronary heart disease experienced by the Peterborough 
population is one of the highest for both males and females in its Office for National 
Statistics cluster. 

 
7.2 Over 50% of all deaths are caused by either circulatory or respiratory diseases or 

cancers. Detailed analysis by the London Health Observatory has identified the 
conditions that contribute significantly to the health inequalities experienced by the 
Peterborough population. These data definitively identify the priority disease areas 
and populations which need to be addressed. 

 
7.3 Peterborough has an 8% higher death rate from coronary heart disease than England 

and Wales. 
 
 The following section details a specific work-stream that the PCT will focus on in 

2010/11 to deliver the agreed outcomes. 
 
7.4 Long term conditions – heart disease and stroke 
 
 The PCT will work with a focus on prevention and early intervention and will redesign 

care pathways re-commissioning services as appropriate.  The PCT will have regard 
to vulnerable groups and will target services accordingly.  The PCT will ensure that 
effective use is made of the ring-fenced social care funding to support good services 
to support people who have had a stroke and ensure that the impact of these 
services is evidenced and included in the adult social care performance assessment. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Designated stroke centres in place – May 2010. 
• Delivery of outcomes identified for ring fenced stroke funding - March 2011. 

 
8.0 INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT 

 
8.1 To support deliver of these key work-streams and the drive for improvements to 

efficiency and quality, the PCT will take forward work programmes to enhance the 
following strategic, infrastructure and support functions.   

 
8.2 Contracting & Provider Management 
  
 The PCT will ensure there are appropriate contracts with the independent and 

voluntary sector for services which support people to live as independently as 
possible and prevent their needing to access adult social care.  The PCT will ensure 
there are robust contract frameworks in place for all services including residential, 
nursing and domiciliary services and that these are monitored effectively.  
Contracts/service level agreements with the PCT provider arm and mental health 
trust will ensure that all social care requirements are delivered. 
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 Key milestones 2010/11:  
• Implement the outcomes framework for all independent living services - March 

2011. 
• Contracts in place for 2010/11 – April 2010. 

 
8.3 Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) 
 
 The PCT will lead on refreshing the JSNA and reviewing its presentational format to 

make it a live and searchable product. 
 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Stakeholder engagement and project groups established – April 2010. 
• Data collection, analysis and commentary completed – December 2010. 
• New JSNA published and communicated to stakeholders – January 2011. 

 
8.4 Quality 
 
 The PCT will develop and implement effective quality systems and processes across 

all commissioned services including responding to complaints, incidents, feedback 
from service users, carers and other stakeholders and the use of research and 
development.  The Local Involvement Network (LINK) will feed into these 
arrangements.  A particular focus on quality systems and processes in safeguarding 
is required for 2010/11. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Quality systems and processes embedded in all areas of commissioned services - 
April 2010. 

• Strengthened quality monitoring meetings carried out for all commissioned 
services – March 2011. 

• Develop new terms of reference for learning from complaints and formalise as 
part of governance arrangements – September 2010. 

 
8.5 Information Governance 
 
 The PCT will develop and follow practices relating to data security and integrity and 

will respond to any breaches of data security.  The PCT will ensure the requirements 
for the Caldicott Guardian for adult social care are met. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• All staff trained in information governance - March 2011. 
• Compliance with national information governance toolkit – April 2010. 

 
8.6 Communications and engagement 
 
 The PCT will provide local people with good quality information on the choices 

available and support individual empowerment.  It will signpost local people to the 
range of services available.  The PCT will also ensure the systematic involvement of 
local people in planning and decision making processes and foster a culture of good 
two-way communications and engagement with stakeholders.  It will encourage and 
monitor feedback from service users, carers and other stakeholders to improve the 
range of quality of services.  The PCT will ensure that communication and 
engagement is sufficiently tailored to people who use adult social care services and 
their families including ensuring information is available in accessible formats.  The 
PCT will ensure that the NHS Public Consultation Forum is as representative as 
possible of all stakeholders and that it has a balanced agenda across health and 
social care.  The PCT will continue to work with the Local Involvement Network and 
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encourage and assist them to become more involved in adult social care.  The PCT 
will ensure that the communication and engagement milestones linked to self-directed 
support and adult social care transformation are met. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Ensure eligibility criteria can be easily found on the website – April 2010. 
• Staff extranet redeveloped – November 2010. 
• Review of information provided to stakeholders - July 2010. 
• Review website ensuring public involvement - September 2010. 
• Develop a micro site for safeguarding – December 2010. 

 
8.7 Producing social care returns and completing the annual self assessment 
 
 The PCT will ensure compliance with all statutory return requirements and timetables 

for adult social care.  The PCT will also ensure the completion of national indicator 
reporting to the City Council.  The PCT will develop a robust evidence base on the 
delivery of outcomes ensuring the best possible quality of self-assessment for adult 
social care. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Submission of year end statutory returns – May 2010. 
• Sign off self assessment, submission to CQC – June 2010. 
• Collection of evidence for 2010/11 assessment – March 2011. 

 
8.8 Information Technology 
 
 The PCT will plan and implement the replacement of RAISE, the electronic social 

care record system.  The replacement should ensure that the system is fit for purpose 
to support self-directed support and significantly improve the quality of information 
and reporting on safeguarding. 

  
 Key milestones for 2010/11: 

• Project Initiation Document produced April 2010 
• Tender process commences July 2010 

 
8.9 Performance Management 
 
 The PCT will ensure that a robust performance management framework is fully 

operational and that all relevant staff are proficient in the use of the PCT's 
performance management software (Performance Accelerator) and that there are 
adequate feeds of information into the council's performance management system 
(Performance Plus). 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Monthly updates produced for all national indicators and passed to the council's 
performance plus system – May 2010 onwards. 

• Quarterly summary and exception reporting to Scrutiny Committee – July 2010 
onwards. 

• Performance report to each Partnership Governance Group meeting – quarterly. 
• Enhance performance and quality reporting around safeguarding - April 2010. 
• Through Future Jobs Fund capacity, improve the availability of information on the 

impact of voluntary sector services – July 2010. 
• Improve the data available on ethnicity – July 2010. 

 
8.10 Fiscal Management 
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 The PCT will ensure that regular maintenance and reporting activities are carried out 
by the finance team and that these sufficiently support adult social care in terms of 
the City Council, partnership governance and external requirements.  This includes 
monthly Board reporting to the PCT Board, reporting to the Partnership Governance 
Group, annual and interim accounts and monitoring returns to the Strategic Health 
Authority.  This also includes the regular tasks carried out within finance e.g. treasury 
management, meetings with managers and liaison with Peterborough City Council. 

 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Finance report to each Partnership Governance Group meeting articulating clearly 
the adult social care position – quarterly. 

• Significantly improved reporting to the Adult Social Care Strategic Improvement 
Board which feeds into each Partnership Governance Group – April 2010. 

 
8.11 Delivering Efficiencies & Improving Value for Money 
 
 The PCT will ensure that efficiency and savings targets built into the adult social care 

budget are met.  This includes ‘standard’ efficiency levels plus specific savings 
identified within the medium term financial plan.  To do this, the PCT will identify 
areas of spend where efficiencies and savings can be achieved across both health 
and adult social care and take plans forward to monitor and measure savings and 
efficiencies achieved.  The PCT will work with the City Council collaboratively on this 
agenda. 

  
Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Continued effective implementation of the Independent Living Support Service to 
deliver £1.5m savings per annum – April 2010. 

• Implement invest to save schemes to deliver savings as set out in the budget – 
September 2010. 

• Work with the City Council to pilot a family recovery project to generate savings 
across the system – complete pilot by March 2011. 

• Complete changes to one in-house residential home – April 2010. 
• Implement the recommendations in the learning disability service review to deliver a 

sustainable service in the future – March 2011. 
• Work with the City Council to pursue greater levels of collaboration across the public 

sector in Peterborough – from April 2010. 
 
8.12 Use of Resources Assessment 
 
 The PCT will ensure the robust collection of evidence for the use of resources 

assessment and increase its score to three. 
 
 Key milestones 2010/11: 

• Workshops held for each KLOE (key line of enquiry) to identify the relevant 
evidence and outcomes – October 2010. 

• Draft self assessment for reporting to Audit Committee – January 2011. 
• Audit visit for formal assessment – February 2011. 
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9. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 
 The attached table summarises the targets set for adult social care in 2010/11 which the PCT is required to achieve.  These schedules 

may be subject to change following out turns for 2009-10 being received in June 2010. 
 

National Indicators   

Ref  Measure Title 
Responsible  
Officer 

Baseline 
Figure 

2010/11 
Target 

2011/12 
Target 

2012/13 
Target 

Rationale for targets  LAA Outcome 

NI125  Achieving independence for 
older people through 
rehabilitation/intermediate 
care PSA 18 

Alison Reid  85%  85%  85%  Not yet 
set 

Current performance is above England Average 
– targetted to remain. 

 

NI 
127 

Self reported experience of 
social care users PSA 19 

Aidan Fallon  58%  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

Awaiting confirmation of this years  survey 
theme and client group. 

 

NI 
130 

Social Care clients receiving 
Self Directed Support (Direct 
Payments and Individual 
Budgets)DH DSO 

Denise 
Radley 

238.57  3815 
(60%) 
 

Not yet 
set 

Not  yet 
set 

Target agreed with Department of Health for 
LAA.  Expectation that 100% of people receiving 
community socical care packages will receive 
individual budgets by March 2011 

Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 

NI 
131 

Delayed transfers of care from 
hospitals per 100,000 of the 
population DH DSO 

Alison Reid  7.53  5.9  5.1  Not yet 
set 

Plan is to reduce mental health delays and 
maintain acute delays zt the low baseline levels. 

 

NI 
132 

Timeliness of social care 
assessment DH DSO 

Denise 
Radley 

73.7%  87%  90%  Not yet 
set 

Targeted improvement up to top quartile by 
2010/11 from low baseline. 

 

NI 
133 

 Timeliness of social care 
packages DH DSO 

Denise 
Radley 

93%  95%   95%  Not yet 
set 

Targeted improvement in lin e with top  quartile 
of performance 

 

NI 
135 

 Carers receiving needs 
assessment or review and a 
specific carer’s service, or 
advice and information DH 

Denise 
Radley 

35.9%  36%  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

2010/2011 is the target agreed with in the LAA.  Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
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DSO  inequalities 

NI 
136 

People supported to live 
independently through social 
services (all ages) PSA 18 

Denise 
Radley 

37.16  42.26  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

Increase modelled on demographic growth in 
older population  and long term  conditions. 

 

NI 
138 

Satisfaction of people over 65 
with both home and 
neighbourhood PSA 17 
 

Aidan Fallon  85.6%  85.6%  85.6%  Not yet 
set 

Modelled to maintain performance above the 
Englance Average (84.55) 

 

 

 

 

NI 
139 

People over 65 who say that 
they receive the information, 
assistance and support needed 
to exercise choice and control 
to live independently PSA 17 
 

Aidan Fallon  30%  30.42%  30.42%  Not yet 
set 

Targeted to reach the national average.  Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 

NI 
140 

Fair treatment by local services 
 

Denise 
Radley 

67.5%  69.13  70.75  Not yet 
set 

Targeted to reach national average of  70.75    

NI 
145 

Adults with learning disabilities 
in settled accommodation PSA 
16 

Denise 
Radley 

70.6%  73  75  Not yet 
set 

Modelled to build in crease in respect o moving 
people on from residential care homes 

 

NI 
146 

 Adults with learning 
disabilities in employment PSA 
16 

Denise 
Radley 

6.7%  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

   

NI 
149 

Adults in contact with 
secondary mental health 
services in settled 
accommodation PSA 16 
 

Denise 
Radley 

7.2%  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

 Out turn for 2008‐09 was low  due to missing 
data.  Full data set due from mental health trust 
in October 2009.  Targets can then be set. 

 

NI 
150 

Adults in contact with 
secondary mental health 

Denise 
Radley 

0.65%  26%  50%  Not yet 
set 

Targets  originally those set in the first round of 
LAA – under recnegotiation in round 2.  For 

Creating 
opportunities 
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services in employment PSA 
16 

2008‐09 employment staus was only reported 
for  256 clients from the 3098 clients known.  20 
of those were in paid employment. 

and tackling 
inequalities 
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Local Indicators   

Ref  Measure Title 
NI this 
refers to 

Responsible  
Officer 

Baseline 
Figure 

2010/11 
Target 

2011/12 
Target 

2012/13 
Target 

Rationale for targets  LAA Outcome 

C72  Older People admitted to 
residential care per 10,000 
of the population.aged65+ 

NI 136  Jessica 
Slater 

75.98  79  79  Not yet 
set 

Low levels of residential 
admissions are evidence of 
intensive support packages in the 
community being provided as an 
alternative. 

 

C73  Adults under 65 admitted to 
residential care per 10,000 
pop aged 18‐64. 

NI 136 / 
NI 149 / 
NI 145 

Jessica 
Slater 

1.47  1.1  1.1  Not yet 
set 

Low levels of residential 
admissions are evidence of 
intensive support packages in the 
community being provided as an 
alternative.  Also evidence of 
higher rates of adults with 
Learning disabilities and mental 
health problems in settled 
accomodation 

 

D40  Percentage of clients 
receiving a review in 12 
months 

NI 130  Karen 
Wadham 

75.98%  80%  85%  Not yet 
set 

A proxy indicator to montior 
capacity for introduction of 
indiviudal budgets. 

Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 

D54  Percentage of items of 
equipment and adaptations 
delivered in 7 working days 

NI 133  Jessica 
Slater 

96%  96%  96%  Not yet 
set 

Links to NI 133 – wiating times for 
care packages as a high 
proportion of service users 
receive equipment as part of their 
package of services. 

 

E47  Ethncity of older people 
receiving assessment 

NI 140  Jessica 
Slater 

2.11  1.8  Not yet 
set 

Not yet 
set 

   

E48   Ethnicity of older people 
receiving services following 
assessment 

NI 140  Jessica 
Slater 

0.98  1.0  1.0  Not yet 
set 
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Forecasting performance on National  Indicators 
2010/11 Targets 

Ref  Measure Title  Quarter 
One 

Quarter 
Two 

Quarter 
Three 

Year End  Rationale for targets  LAA Outcome 

NI 
125 

Achieving independence 
for older people through 
rehabilitation/intermedia
te care PSA 18 

85%  85%  85%  85%  This target seeks to maintain performance at the current level   

NI 
127 

Self reported experience 
of social care users PSA 
19 

na  na  na  na  This indicator will be via the annual satisfaction survey.  The 
PCT’s Qulaity Grioup will take an overview on overall 
satisfaction levels – feed by a range of quality indicators and 
data 

 

NI 
130 

Social Care clients 
receiving Self Directed 
Support (Direct Payments 
and Individual 
Budgets)DH DSO 

2939  3231  3523  3815  The target sets a staged increase between the targetted 2009‐
10 out turn and the targetted 2010‐11 out turn. 

Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 

NI 
131 

Delayed transfers of care 
from hospitial per 
100,000 of the 
population DH DSO 

5.9  5.9  5.9  5.9  This is a rolling average per week    

NI 
132 

Timeliness of social care 
assessment 

87%  87%  87%  87%     

NI 
133 

Timeliness of social care 
packages 

95%  95%  95%  95%     

NI 
135  

Carers receiving needs 
assessment or review 

36%  36%  36%  36%    Creating 
opportunities 
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and a specific carers 
service or advice ad 
information 

and tackling 
inequalities 

NI 
136 

People supported to live 
independently through 
social services 

42.26  42.26  42.26  42.26     

NI 
138 

Satisfaction of people 
over  65  with home and 
neighbourhood 

na  na  na  na  This indicator will be monitored via the Councils’ Citizens Panel 
survey. 

 

NI 
139 

People over 65 who say 
that they receive 
information and assistanc 
eand support needed to 
exercise choice and 
control to live 
independently 

na  na  na  na  This indicator will be monitored via the Councils’ Citizens Panel 
survey. 

Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 

NI 
140 

Fair treatment by local 
services 

na  na  na  na  This indicator will be monitored via the Councils’ Citizens Panel 
survey. 

 

NI 
145 

Adults with Learning 
Disabilities in settled 
accommodation 

71.2%  71.8%  72.4%  73%     

NI 
146 

Adults with learning 
disabilities in 
employment 

na   na  na  na     

NI 
149 

Adults incontact with 
secondary mental heath 
services in  settled 
accommodation 

na  na  na  na     
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NI 
150 

Adults in contact with 
secondary mental health 
services in  employment. 

na  na  na  na    Creating 
opportunities 
and tackling 
inequalities 
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Appendix 7 – Budget consultation Feedback 
 
BUDGET CONSULTATION 
 
The December Cabinet started the process of consultation on the budget proposals. 
This appendix outlines the feedback received through this process. 
 
This has included the following: 
 

• Discussions at neighbourhood councils in December: 
 

o Central and East 1 – draft minutes attached 
o Central and East 2 – draft minutes attached 
o North and West 2 – draft minutes attached 
o North and West 3 – draft minutes attached 
o South 1 – draft minutes attached 
o South 2 – draft minutes attached 

 
NOTE – The NW1 neighbourhood council meeting took place on December 3rd. This 
was before Cabinet papers were released for the meeting on December 14th. As such 
it was not possible to present the budget at this session. All attendees were invited to 
other sessions 
 

• Scrutiny Committee review (two sessions were held where all Scrutiny 
Members were invited to provide a more joined up approach, rather than 
having several separate meetings) – Recommendations, draft minutes 
and responses attached 

• Parish Liaison Committee - draft minutes attached 
• Survey open to all residents (available on-line and in hard copy format 

from council offices) – Summary included 
• Direct representations from the public – letter attached 
• A session with the Youth Council – notes attached 
• liaison with employee representatives 
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CENTRAL & EAST 1 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 
(Central & North Wards) 

MINUTES of the meeting held on Wednesday 16 December 2009  
 

Present: 
Cllr Y Lowndes (Chairman) 
Central: Cllr Z Hussain & Cllr N Khan 
North: Cllr C Swift & Cllr K Sharp 
 
Also present: 
John Harrison, Executive Director, Strategic Resources 
Cate Harding, Neighbourhood Manager (Central & East) 
Carrie Denness, Principal Solicitor 
Ruth Griffiths, Lawyer (Education Children Services and Adult Social Care) 
Angela Bailey, Chief Executive NHS Peterborough 
Cllr David Seaton, Cabinet Member for Resources 
Steve Boast, Chairman and Independent Member, Standards Committee 
 
28 members of the public attended including representatives from MANERP, 
Gladstone Connect, Innova, Fulbridge Residents, Bluebell Residents’ Association, 
Fire Service and Cross Keys Homes. 
 
1. Council Budget 2010-2011 
 
1.1. Elected members and the public received a presentation from the Executive 

Director, Strategic Resources on the 2010-2011 budget and financial strategy 
for the next 5 years.  The draft budget for 2010-2011 was available on the 
Council web site. 

 
1.2. The Executive Director, Strategic Resources responded to questions which 

included the following: 
 

• Independent inspectors have determined that the City Council 
provides good value for money and has good financial management; 
the City Council has received awards for efficiency. 

• the current budget allocation for Neighbourhood Councils was 
£25,000 per year for five years, at a total of £125,000 per 
Neighbourhood Council over the five years. 

• £6 Million had been allocated to refurbish and re-open Hereward 
School and to re-open the John Mansfield School as a community 
facility, this should ease oversubscription problems at the Thomas 
Deacon Academy. 

• Neighbourhood Councils would be able to decide the allocation of 
funds and area priorities by including these in their Community Action 
Plans. 

• No extra funding had been allocated in the budget for parking or 
landlord enforcement. 

• Comments regarding Council Tax would be fed back to Cabinet 
• Government instructed a low Council Tax rise. 
• Regeneration works should be included in the Community Action Plan, 

however external funding may be required to realise aspirations for 
this. 

• The Gladstone Primary School was a priority but secondary schools 
would be dealt with first. 
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CENTRAL & EAST 2 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 
(Park, Dogsthorpe and East Wards) 

MINUTES of the meeting held on Thursday 17 December 2009  
 

Present: 
Cllr Y Lowndes (Chairman) 
Dogsthorpe: Cllr A Miners & Cllr B Saltmarsh 
 
Also present: 
Mike Heath, Commercial Services Director 
Steven Pilsworth, Head of Corporate Services 
Amy Brown, Solicitor 
Colin Miles, Lawyer 
Adrian Chapman, Head of Neighbourhood Services 
Cate Harding, Neighbourhood Manager (Central & East) 
Anne Smith, Independent Member of Standards Committee 
Lindsay Tomlinson, Senior Governance Officer 
 
30 members of the public attended including representatives from the Police and 
local youth groups. 
 
 
1. Council Budget 2010-2011 
   
1.1 The Council’s Head of Corporate Services gave a presentation on the 

Council’s budget process which included the following points: 
 

1. The financial settlement for 2010/11 had been received but there was 
no clear picture regarding future grant funding beyond the next 
financial year; 

2. Government grant of £77 million for 2010/11 was £4 million less than 
the Council was entitled to receive using the local government funding 
formula; 

3. A Council tax increase of 2.5% was proposed which sought to keep 
taxation low whilst continuing to deliver key services; and 

4. The Council was eager to obtain the views of the public on its 
spending priorities for the forthcoming year. 

5. each Neighbourhood Council would receive £25,000 to spend on 
improvements to their local area for the coming year. The works 
chosen to receive funding would be determined by the Community 
Action Plan. 

 
Locally, it was planned to refurbish and then reopen Hereward School and to 
refurbish the John Mansfield Centre. 

 
 Members of the public present at the meeting raised the following queries: 
 

• How can old age pensioners be expected to cope with the rise in 
Council Tax? 

 
 Response: we are aware of the impact for those on fixed incomes and also 
on those  who have lost their jobs. The Council Tax increase is one of the lowest 
in the  country, but we understand that it will have an impact. We have made every 
effort  to keep the increase as low as possible. 
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• Why was the decision taken to change the working week for refuse 
collectors? Local residents are still finding that their bins are not 
emptied. Will there be a review of the new system? 

 
 Response: The 4 day working week has been found to work better around 
Bank  Holidays, it is  more efficient and it saves money. The decision has been 
made and  won’t be reviewed. It has proven successful; we have re-routed 
70,000 properties  and rationalised routes which saves on vehicles and fuel. 
Although there have been  some initial teething problems, overall the new system 
is working very well. We now  need to concentrate on education people on how to 
separate their waste.  
 

• Could the Council make savings by having only 1 councillor per ward 
rather than 2 or 3 as we have in some areas? 

 
 Response: that is a political question and not appropriate for officers present 
to  answer.  
 

• Concern was expressed at the plans to close public conveniences in 
Dogsthorpe. 

 
• What proportion of the budget is set aside for maintenance of roads, 

footpaths and general maintenance of the area? 
 
 Response: the Council provides lots of services and covers a very large 
area, and  there is pressure on limited resources. If an area feels that it is not 
being properly  provided for then this can be fed into the Community Action 
Plan.       
  

• How much money is being set aside to improve schools, particularly 
primary schools? 

 
 Response: there are a range of issues which are being addressed including 
capital  investments and putting money into raising standards at secondary level. 
Many of the  investments in the primary sector will come from the Dedicated 
Schools Grant  (DSG). 
 

• What is happening to residents’ parking charges? The cost of city 
centre parking was decreased last year and residents feel they are 
having their charges increased to subsidise this. 

 
 Response: all charges are explicitly set out within the budget papers – the 
 information will be fed back to the Neighbourhood Council. 
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NORTH & WEST 2 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 
(Werrington North, Werrington South, Paston & Walton Wards) 

MINUTES of the meeting held on Monday, 14 December 2009  
 

Present: 
Cllr P Nash (Chairman) 
Werrington North: Cllr JA Fox, Cllr JR Fox & Cllr S Lane 
Werrington South: Cllr D Fower & Cllr P Thacker 
Paston: Cllr D Day & Cllr S Day  
Walton: Cllr N Sandford 
 
Also present: 
Lisa Emmanuel, Neighbourhood Manager (South) 
John Harrison, Executive Director, Strategic Resources 
David Whiles, Independent Member, Standards Committee 
Israr Ahmed, Lawyer (Contracts & Procurement) 
David O’Connor-Long, Legal Executive 
Marie Southgate, Lawyer (Education Children Services and Adult Social Care)  
Alex Daynes, Senior Governance Officer 
 
 
28 members of the public attended including representatives from MANERP, 
Gladstone Connect, Innova, Fulbridge Residents, Bluebell Residents’ Association, 
Fire Service and Cross Keys Homes. 
 
 
1. Council Budget 2010-2011 
 
1.1 Elected members and the public received a presentation from the Executive 
Director,  Strategic Resources on the 2010-2011 budget.  The presentation 
outlined the budget  for 2010-2011 and over the next 5 years.  It was explained that 
the draft budget  2010-2011 was available on the Council web site. 
 
1.2 The Executive Director, Strategic Resources reported that: 
 

• funding received from Government was as expected however £4 
Million had been held back 

• about 50% of funding went to schools 
• the majority of the next year’s capital spend needed borrowing and 

asset disposal 
• £25,000 had been made available in the 2010-2011 budget for each 

Neighbourhood Council upon completion of its Community Action 
Plan. 

 
1.3 The Executive Director, Strategic Resources provided responses to questions 
 including the following: 
 

• The apparent reductions in the Children’s Services budget were as a 
result of large investment in the City south to be completed over the 
first three years, which will drop off in the final two years 

• There was a budget allocation for fencing around the Werrington 
Allotments in the draft 2010-2011 budget 

• The Council would determine at a special meeting on 21 December 
2009 whether to purchase the POSH Ground for £8.65million 
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• The Community Leadership Fund money is allocated per ward and 
can be used for projects which would not result in ongoing financial 
costs to the City Council.  The £25,000 made available was for each 
Neighbourhood Council to spend as per the priorities outlined in its 
Community Action Plan once developed. 
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NORTH & WEST 3 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 
(Bretton North, Bretton South, West and Ravensthorpe Wards) 

MINUTES of the meeting held on Tuesday 15 December 2009  
 

Present: 
Cllr P Nash (Chairman) 
Bretton North: Cllr W Fitzgerald & Cllr D Morley 
West: Cllr S Dalton 
Ravensthorpe:  Cllr G Nawaz & Cllr H Newton 
 
Also present: 
Paul Phillipson, Executive Director of Operations 
Steven Pilsworth, Head of Corporate Services 
Leonie McCarthy, Neighbourhood Manager (Citywide) 
Alison Ivatt, Neighbourhood Manger – North and West 
Michelle Abbott, Lawyer 
Elaine Lewis, Lawyer 
Steve Boast, Chairman and Independent Member, Standards Committee 
Gemma George, Senior Governance Officer 
 
More than 32 members of the public attended the meeting including representatives 
from Peterborough City Councils Children’s Services, CP Learning Trust, the Police, 
NHS Peterborough, the North West Neighbourhood Panel, Bretton Parish Council, 
North Bretton Residents Group, Langley and Pyhill Residents Association and the 
Allotment Association. 
  
1. Council Budget 2010 - 2011 
 

The Council’s Head of Corporate Services gave a presentation to the 
Neighbourhood Council meeting which gave an overview of the Council’s 
budget process. Key points were highlighted including: 
 

• The lack of funding available for local government in the current 
financial year  

• The lack of clarity regarding future grant funding beyond the next 
financial year. 

• The breakdown of funding available and how much of that funding 
came from council tax. The Neighbourhood Council was advised that 
council tax could be attributed to a quarter of what was spent each 
year. 

• The savings that would need to be identified in the next financial year. 
• The proposed 2.5% council tax increase which was highlighted as 

being a low increase in comparison to other authorities in the country. 
• The projects in the area which required funding.  
• Capital funding had been allocated to each Neighbourhood Council to 

spend on local improvements over the coming year. The works 
undertaken would be determined by the Community Action Plan. 

• There was a potential £5 million of service funding available across 
the seven Neighbourhood Councils. 

• The Council was eager to seek the views of the public regarding 
service and budget priorities for the forthcoming financial year. 

 
Members of the public at the meeting were invited to comment on the 
presentation and the following issues and observations were highlighted: 
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• What would the scenario be if council tax was not raised at all, or if it 

was raised by 5%? 
Response: If council tax was not raised, then an additional £1 ½ 
million would need to be identified from elsewhere and if council tax 
was raised by 5% then there would be an additional £1 ½ million 
available to spend 

 
• What would the cost implications be for local residents with a 2.5% 

increase in council tax? 
 

Response: All information relating to the cost of an increase in council 
tax was available in the consultation pack. For example, a band d 
property could expect to pay around £27 extra per year with a 2.5% 
increase. The public was informed that if they were unsure of their 
particular banding, this was visible on their council tax bill 
 

• How extensive had the consultations been for the new water park in 
Bretton? Many local residents had not been aware of the plans for it 
and were opposed to the amount of money which had been spent on 
it. 
Response: Members of the public and Parish Councils had been 
consulted on the updated proposals for the water park and the 
statutory planning process had been followed. The pool had been 
funded by grant money which had been specifically requested as it 
was felt that a children’s play area was desperately needed in that 
locality. Over the summer months the park had attracted 200 – 300 
children each day and the general consensus was that the park had 
been a great success.  
 

• Was there likely to be something similar provided for the older 
children? 

 
Response: That idea was currently being looked into 
 

• There had been a recent news story about the cuts in funding for 
school meals, were there any other efficiencies like this proposed? 
Response: The cost of providing school meals had increased 
substantially and the change in the staff pay regulations meant that 
the Council was effectively subsidising the provision of school meals. 
Talks on this point were due to take place at the Schools Forum 
 

• Wouldn’t an efficiency saving be to cut out consultants? Could other 
council staff not take on their roles? 

 
Response: Consultants were specialists employed to do specific jobs 
or roles that did not need to be filled permanently. However in certain 
areas, Council staff were being trained in order to take over 
responsibilities performed by consultants. It was also highlighted that 
consultants had made considerable savings at the Council 
 

• The money that had been spent on landscaping the roundabouts, 
could that have not been better spent somewhere else? 
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Response: This issue was highlighted as a good example of the fact 
that part of the Neighbourhood Councils action plan was for local 
people to suggest where they wanted money spent in the future. 
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SOUTH 1 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 

(Fletton, Woodston and Stanground Wards) 
MINUTES of the meeting held on Thursday 10 December 2009 

 
 

Present:               
Cllr Goodwin (Chairman) 
Cllr Lee 
Cllr Rush 

 
Officers Present:  
Helen Edwards – Solicitor to the Council 
Steven Pilsworth – Head of Corporate Services 
Lisa Emmanuel – Neighbourhood Manager 
Claire Boyd – Senior Solicitor 
David Blackburn – Principal Democratic Services Officer (Clerk) 
  
There were 30 persons present in the audience. 
 
1. Council Budget 2010/11 
 

The Council’s Head of Corporate Services gave a presentation on the 
Council’s budget process which included the following points: 
 

1. The financial settlement for 2010/11 had been received but there was 
no clear picture regarding future grant funding beyond the next 
financial year; 

2. Government grant of £77 million for 2010/11 was £4 million less than 
the Council was entitled to receive using the local government funding 
formula; 

3. A Council tax increase of 2.5% was proposed which sought to keep 
taxation low whilst continuing to deliver key services; and 

4. The Council was eager to obtain the views of the public on its 
spending priorities for the forthcoming year. 

 
In response to questions from the public, it was identified that: 
 

1. Investment in the renovation of schools and new build would continue 
as part of the Council’s capital programme and the amounts allocated 
to schemes were reviewed each year; 

2. Capital projects which were not completed within the financial year 
were rolled forward into the following year or removed from the capital 
programme if no longer required; and 

3. Funding from central government would not keep up with the growth 
of Peterborough and additional funding was being sought from other 
sources, including the EU, whenever possible. 

 
The Cabinet Member for Resources added that: 
 

1. The Council would prefer not to increase Council Tax and it should be 
understood that a 2.5% increase would only raise £1.5 million which 
was far less than the £4 million clawed back by central government; 
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2. A specialist team had been set up within the Council to bid for external 
funding so that the city would have the best possible chance of 
securing additional funding; 

3. The Council was using its resources effectively and although there 
was scope for further improvement, it had been recognised recently by 
the Local Government Chronicle as having the best efficiency initiative 
of all Councils within the UK; 

4. The proposed allocation of £25,000 capital funding per 
Neighbourhood Council would require robust Community Action Plans 
to be developed to support the release of capital funding; and 

5. Details of the draft budget could be found on the Council’s website 
and any member of the public seeking further information should leave 
their e-mail address on the comments forms circulated at the meeting. 

 
It was agreed that the presentation on the budget setting process be received 
and noted. 
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SOUTH 2 – NEIGHBOURHOOD COUNCIL 
(Hampton and The Ortons Wards)  

MINUTES of the meeting held on Monday 7 December 2009 
 

Present:                
Cllr Goodwin (Chairman) 
Cllr Allen 
Cllr Elsey 
Cllr North 
Cllr Seaton 
Cllr Trueman 

 
Officers Present:  
John Harrison – Executive Director of Strategic Resources 
Steven Pilsworth – Head of Corporate Services 
Lisa Emmanuel – Neighbourhood Manager 
Emma Black – Head of Legal (Litigation) 
David Blackburn – Principal Democratic Services Officer (Clerk) 
  
There were 35 persons present in the audience. 
 
1. Council Budget 2010/11 
 

The Executive Direction of Strategic Resources reported on the Council’s 
budget setting process for 2010/11 and identified the following points: 
 

1. The lack of funding available for local government in the current 
financial year and the likelihood that there would be  less available in 
future years regardless of which political party formed the next 
government after the general election; 

2. The government had held back £4 million of funding as part of the 
Council’s settlement for 2010/2011; 

3. Only 25p of every £1 of funding came from council tax; and 
4. A 2.5% increase was proposed to balance the council’s budget. 

 
Major capital projects requiring funding in the area of the Neighbourhood 
Council included Orton Longueville School, Hampton Primary School, 
Hargate Primary School, the Joint Service Centre and Hampton College 
extension.  In addition, capital funding of £25,000 had been allocated to each 
Neighbourhood Council which would require robust Community Action Plans 
to be developed as a pre-requisite for the release of the capital funding.  In 
addition, there was potentially £5 million of service funding available within 
existing budgets across the 7 Neighbourhood Council areas. 
 
In response to a comment from a member of the public about the 
effectiveness of the community leadership fund in supporting local projects, it 
was identified that the current allocation to the fund of £250,000 remained in 
the budget for the next 5 financial years although options would need to be 
considered over whether the community leadership fund should be retained in 
its present form or combined with funding for Neighbourhood Councils. 
 
Councillor Seaton, speaking in his capacity as the Cabinet Member for 
Resources, identified that: 
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1. The proposed council tax increase of 2.5% would only generate 
additional revenue of £1.5 million in comparison with the £4 million 
clawed back by central government; 

2. The Council would continue to seek ways of using its resources more 
effectively and had been recognised recently by the Local 
Government Chronicle as having the best efficiency initiative in the 
UK; and 

3. The Council was eager to seek the views of the public regarding 
service and budget priorities for the forthcoming financial year. 

 
The Chair identified that further information about the Council’s Medium Term 
Financial Plan could be supplied to Members of the public on request. 
Additional information was available on the Council’s website and would also 
be published in the Evening Telegraph. 
 
In response to questions from members of the public, it was identified that the 
Highways Agency was responsible for trunk roads and was funded separately 
from the Council.  It was also confirmed that every effort was being made to 
make progress with the proposed Hampton Primary School extension with 
solutions being sought to overcome the problems inherent in it being 
designated as a site of special scientific interest with a large colony of great 
crested newts. 
 
It was agreed that the report on the budget setting process be received and 
noted. 
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Environment Capital Scrutiny Committee - Scrutiny of the Budget 
 

Recommendations (responses in italics) 
 
(i) That the Cabinet is recommended that: 
 

(a) future budgets must contain more detailed information on proposed 
areas of savings, business transformation initiatives and changes to 
fees and charges so that effective scrutiny can be undertaken of the 
proposals as part of a more transparent decision-making process. 

 
The production of the budget papers remains a difficult balancing act 
between providing an appropriate level of detail, but not significantly 
increasing the size of an already large document. Discussion took 
place at the Scrutiny meetings at possible ways of drawing attention to 
key issues e.g. reporting fee and charge increase above a certain 
level by exception. Whilst we would not want to change the budget 
papers partway through the process, these can be introduced next 
year.  

 
(b) the Council and NHS Peterborough must look to integrate their budget 

setting processes in future years so that effective scrutiny can be 
undertaken of service provision, particularly in areas of joint activity. 

 
Some differences in the statutory timescales for budget setting for the 
two sectors do remain. However the partners are looking to align such 
activity, as approved by Cabinet in December 2009 (report titled 
‘Refreshing the Local Strategic Plan’) 

 
(c) once details of the number of full time equivalent posts that are 

required to be deleted from the staffing structure is known, this is 
communicated to all Members of the Council. 

 
Work is underway to assess the impact of budget proposals on staff 
levels and will be shared with Members in due course 

 
(ii) That the Cabinet is advised of scrutiny’s support for the commitment given to 

delegate budgets to the Neighbourhood Councils. 
 
 Noted 
 
(iii) That the Cabinet be requested to note the Committee’s continuing concerns 

regarding the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s use of consultants and 
its request to the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee to undertake an in-
depth inquiry into this issue and to make recommendations on the future use 
of consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years. 

 
  Noted 
 
(iv) That the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee is recommended to 

undertake an in-depth inquiry into the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s 
use of consultants and to make recommendations on the future use of 
consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years. 
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 The Chair of the Committee  and Executive Director of Strategic Resources 

are currently working on the terms of reference for a focussed piece of work 
in this area. 
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Draft minutes of the Parish Council Liaison meeting held on 20 January 2010. 
 
 

1. Budget for 2010/11 and the Medium Term Financial Plan 
 
The Executive Director of Strategic Resources gave a presentation on the draft 
Council Budget for 2010/11 and the Medium Term Financial Plan.  The Director gave 
an overview of the proposed expenditure, explaining that funds amounting to about 6 
per cent of the total council tax bill were clawed back by central government from 
government grants, putting pressure on the council to identify savings through 
efficiencies wherever possible. 
 
Other key points included: 
 

 £15 million of efficiency savings needed to be identified  
 £25,000 had been allocated to each Neighbourhood Council  
 The Community Leadership Fund was still operating and £10,000 per ward 

remains in the budget  
 Savings through shared back office functions between other local authorities 

were being investigated  
 The 2.5 per cent increase in council tax was one of the lowest nationally when 

compared with similar councils  
 The draft budget 2010/11 and medium term financial plan would be 

considered by Cabinet on 8 February 2010 and Council on 24 February 2010  
 
Questions were raised and responses given including: 
 

• It was a commercial decision not to continue to subsidise school meals.  
• The Council’s staffing numbers are going down, for example ICT staffing 

dropped from 60 to 40 prior to being outsourced.  
• The Council is lean, but could be more so.  Efficiencies through resource 

sharing with neighbouring authorities, for example revenues and benefits 
services, procurement and payroll, was the preferred way of finding savings 
to any future increase in council tax.  
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE ENVIRONMENT CAPITAL SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE HELD AT THE BOURGES/VIERSEN ROOM - TOWN HALL ON 6 

JANUARY 2010 
 
 
Present: 
 

Councillors D Day (Vice-Chairman), R Dobbs, J A Fox, 
N North, J Wilkinson and N Sandford 
 

Also Present: 
 

Councillor Seaton – Cabinet Member for Resources 
Councillor S Dalton – Cabinet Advisor for Environment Capital 
and Culture 
Councillor Allen 
Councillor Rush 
Councillor Saltmarsh 
Councillor Thacker 
 

Officers Present: 
 

John Harrison, Executive Director of Strategic Resources 
Denise Radley, Executive Director of Adult Social Care 
Steven Pilsworth, Head of Corporate Services 
Jonathon Lewis, Assistant Director of Resources, Children’s 
Services 
Claire Boyd, Senior Lawyer 
Louise Tyers, Scrutiny Manager 
 

 
2. Scrutiny of the Budget 2010/11 and Medium Term Financial Plan to 2014/15  

 
The proposed budget 2010/11 and Medium Term Financial Plan to 2014/15 had 
been considered by the Cabinet on 14 December 2009 where they had resolved that 
the proposed budget now be consulted upon. 
 
It was within the Environment Capital Scrutiny Committee’s terms of reference to 
receive and consider the Executive’s budget proposals and to make any 
recommendations.  In previous years each of the scrutiny committees considered the 
relevant parts of the budget proposals and made comments individually.   As the 
remit was now within one committee, a new approach was being taken to scrutinise 
this important issue.  Undertaking scrutiny of the budget in this way would enable the 
budget to be looked at as a whole rather than as individual parts.  This would lead to 
a better understanding of where one part of the budget might have an impact on 
another part. 
 
A briefing session on the budget had been held for all members prior to this meeting 
and tonight’s meeting would look at the aspects of the budget in relation to the 
following areas: 
 

• Creating Opportunities and Tackling Inequalities Scrutiny Committee 
• Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues 
• Overall financial plans and Council Tax level 

 
The meeting on 14 January would consider: 
 

• Scrutiny Commission for Rural Communities 
• Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee 
• Strong and Supportive Communities Scrutiny Committee 
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• Environment Capital Scrutiny Committee (operational issues)  
 
The relevant Cabinet Members, Directors and relevant scrutiny 
committee/commission had been invited to attend and themed scrutiny would be 
undertaken aligned to the terms of reference of each scrutiny committee/commission 
and relevant recommendations would be agreed at the end of each session. 
 
Creating Opportunities and Tackling Inequalities 
 
The Assistant Director for Resources advised that the budget showed a huge 
investment in education in the City.  Resources would also be put into supporting 
children in care. 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
 

• Why was there such a drop in the capital programme for children’s services 
between 2010/11 and 2014/15?  The first couple of years would be delivering 
Phase 2 of the Secondary School Review and the Primary Capital 
Programme.  In further years it would revert to the standard funding for 
maintenance etc. 

• How much of the dedicated schools grant was held back by the Council?  
About £11.7m was retained for areas such as support to special educational 
needs, pupil referral units, alternative education provision and early year’s 
education. 

• What was the Green Shoots pilot?  It was an exciting project working with 
Westminster City Council which looked at the families who had need for most 
support.  It would be looking at targeting those families in a different way and 
looking at better ways of delivering services across departments. 

• What was the reasoning behind the decision to remove the subsidy from 
school meals?  It was a business decision of City Services which had 
contracts with a number of schools.  City Services was currently making a 
loss on the service due to salary costs rising following job evaluation.  City 
Services was now looking to bring in new contacts with an aim of breaking 
even.  A number of schools had already opted out of the service and free 
school meals would still be provided at cost. 

• Parents would see the decision to stop the subsidy as an educational issue.  
How would the decision affect the charge that parents would be required to 
pay?  Each school set their own charges for school meals and they would 
decide how much would be subsidised.  Schools were keen to see the take 
up of school meals improve and officers were talking to them about how this 
could be achieved. 

• How much was the subsidy for school meals?  The figures varied quite 
significantly.  We would be encouraging the schools not to pass the cost of 
the rise of the meals onto parents.  About 40 schools obtained their meals 
from City Services and we were confident that any increase could be 
absorbed by the schools.  About 50% of all the schools in the City were not 
supported as they paid private rates to other suppliers.  Some schools did 
make a profit from the meals and employed their own catering staff.  All of the 
secondary schools made their own arrangements. 

• Hereward College would be reopening in 2012, would there be a pressure on 
the current provision of places until then?  We would like to open the school 
quicker but there was a process which had to be followed.  It would be a 
permanent reopening and the decision had not been taken lightly.  Work had 
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already started on how to take this forward and how the school would run. 
There would be sufficient places available for next year.   

• Members asked for further explanation as to what the savings would be within 
adult social care.  It would be looking at how we worked with intensive 
families, procurement savings, prevention, investing to save by establishing 
an Intensive Community Support Team and more collaboration between 
public services. 

• When would the fees and charges for adult social care be confirmed?  They 
would be set over the next few weeks and were expected to rise by the cost 
of living, about 2.5%.  Some fees and charges would not rise. 

• What type of business transformation savings were Children’s Services 
looking to make?  It would be around the areas of business support, 
management information systems – the department would be looking to 
procure one system, better procurement, electronic document and records 
management, agile working and office accommodation.  The department 
would be looking to establish a training and development centre and a centre 
for teacher training. 

• What was the thinking behind the closure of the children’s centre at 
Copeland?  We were currently trialling a temporary closure of the centre but 
we were not assuming it was an efficiency saving.  We were not looking to 
make any savings around play centres. 

• What was meant by delivering efficiencies via Natural Alliances and when 
would further information on what it would entail be circulated?  It would be 
looking at the savings previously mentioned along with looking to deliver 
services within localities.  Further details could be provided when details were 
being fully developed. 

• The details of savings and transformation only detailed the major headings 
but more detailed information was needed to enable full scrutiny to take 
place. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That the Cabinet is recommended that future budgets must contain more detailed 
information on proposed areas of savings, business transformation initiatives and 
changes to fees and charges so that effective scrutiny can be undertaken of the 
proposals as part of a more transparent decision-making process. 
 
Scrutiny Commission for Health Issues 
 
The Executive Director for Adult Social Care advised that a number of growth items 
had been included within the budget to look to support the pressures brought by the 
growing number of older people and the safeguarding adults’ agenda. 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
 

• Members were pleased to see that within the Annual Accountability 
Agreement the needs of carers were being considered as these were very 
special people.  Officers thanked members for their comments about carers.  
The Creating Opportunities and Tackling Inequalities Scrutiny Committee had 
recently held a fantastic session with carers, both adult and young carers, and 
the session had been very challenging. 

• There was concern that some parts of the Annual Accountability Agreement 
were still showing as ‘to follow’, when would this information be available?  An 
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updated version of the Annual Accountability Agreement was available and 
could be provided. 

• Members had concerns that increases in fees and charges for adult social 
care were showing as ‘to be confirmed’.  Scrutiny could not do its job 
effectively if not all of the information was provided.  For future years we 
should look at integrating the budget processes of the Council and NHS 
Peterborough to ensure that the work was done at the same time to ensure 
effective scrutiny.  Officers accepted that this was a fair point and work was 
already being done within the two organisations to better align processes.  
Information on fees and charges could be circulated prior to the meeting next 
week for any additional questions. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
That the Cabinet is recommended that the Council and NHS Peterborough must look 
to integrate their budget setting processes in future years so that effective scrutiny 
can be undertaken of service provision, particularly in areas of joint activity. 
 
Overall Financial Strategy 
 
The Executive Director for Strategic Resources advised that the grant the Council 
would be receiving was as expected but approximately £4m had been held back by 
the Government.  The Council would continue to drive up efficiency along with trying 
to balance these issues with the needs of the Council Tax payers. 
 
Councillor Seaton, Cabinet Member for Resources, stated that this budget was all 
about balance.  The Administration had a commitment to services and would be 
investing for the future.  The Council could not do everything but the Executive 
believed that a balance had been achieved with this budget. 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
 

• Some members had concerns at how the information was put forward within 
the budget papers, for example, in some cases single phrases were being 
used for areas which had large commitments.  There was a lack of detail 
around savings and business transformation savings and it was written in 
such a way that members of the public would not be able to understand what 
it was saying.  Further details on the proposed efficiencies would be provided 
at the meeting next week.  Councillor Seaton advised that he would be happy 
to work with the Committee on the format of the budget for future years.  He 
and officers would also be happy to provide extra detail on the budget if 
required and they were also happy to receive suggestions on how to improve 
public consultation.  This was an ongoing process and the Executive would 
continually bring forward efficiency savings. 

• To meet the Capital Programme there would be large borrowing requirements 
over the next few years.  Was there a danger of the Council borrowing too 
much money as this could lead to problems for the revenue budget?  To 
deliver the Capital Programme the Council had a choice to either invest or not 
and this could only be done by either borrowing or by selling assets.  If it was 
the view of the Council not to sell then the only option was to borrow.  We 
were required to have a Prudential Code and Treasury Management Strategy 
and this stated our levels of capital investment and associated borrowing.  
Major programmes such as the Secondary Schools Review and Waste 2020 
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could not happen without borrowing.  The Council was seen as a well 
managed organisation to lend money to. 

• Councillor Sandford asked for a reassurance from Councillor Seaton that at 
the Council Budget Meeting in February there would not be any headline 
grabbing proposals tabled without having been scrutinised.  Councillor Seaton 
gave an assurance that he was not aware at this time of any additional 
proposals. 

• How was the Community Leadership Fund linked to the proposed delegation 
of budgets to the Neighbourhood Councils as the Leadership Fund could only 
be used in specific wards?   The issue of the Community Leadership Fund 
had been posed to the Neighbourhood Councils and it was agreed to 
maintain the existing arrangements.  It was the view of officers that it would 
be a lost opportunity if members did not use the Community Leadership Fund 
to support the Neighbourhood Plans.  Members could, if they wanted, agree 
to give their part of the Fund to the Neighbourhood Council. 

• How were the possible financial delegations to the Neighbourhood Councils 
made up?  The possible delegation of £5m would be from existing budgets, 
including parks and play areas, grounds maintenance and cleansing hot 
spots.  The £25,000 would be additional funding.  The Administration would 
like to delegate as much as possible to the Neighbourhood Councils as they 
gave a flavour of the local communities.  It was important that the Councils 
moved forward with their Neighbourhood Plans as soon as possible and the 
Chief Executive had asked for plans on how these could be developed by the 
relevant Director. 

• How confident were the Executive and officers that a 2.5% Council Tax 
increase was sustainable over the term of the Financial Plan?  It was the 
Executive Director’s view that the proposed Council Tax increases would be 
sustainable but they were dependent on the level of savings and grant 
funding.  Overall it was a broad, sustainable strategy. 

• What would the impact be on the Strategy if the level of savings was not 
achieved?  The Council was good at achieving its efficiency targets and had 
won a number of national awards.  There was a need to keep up the existing 
level of savings but also to make additional ones. 

• To make the proposed additional savings would it be necessary to make any 
staff redundant?   It would be virtually impossible to make the level of 
efficiency savings proposed without losing people but this would likely be by 
removing vacancies and placing people on short term contracts.  A large 
proportion of our costs were staffing and we were keen to look at retraining 
staff to move into vacancies. 

• How many full time equivalent posts were likely to be deleted from the 
structure?  This was still being worked through as we were looking at a 
number of initiatives such as shared services and joint working. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
(i) That the Cabinet is advised of scrutiny’s support for the commitment given to 

delegate budgets to the Neighbourhood Councils. 
 
(ii) That the Cabinet is recommended that once details of the number of full time 

equivalent posts that are required to be deleted from the staffing structure is 
known, this is communicated to all Members of the Council. 

 
Summary of Recommendations 
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(i) That the Cabinet is recommended that: 
 

(a) future budgets must contain more detailed information on proposed 
areas of savings, business transformation initiatives and changes to 
fees and charges so that effective scrutiny can be undertaken of the 
proposals as part of a more transparent decision-making process. 

 
(b) the Council and NHS Peterborough must look to integrate their budget 

setting processes in future years so that effective scrutiny can be 
undertaken of service provision, particularly in areas of joint activity. 

 
(c) once details of the number of full time equivalent posts that are 

required to be deleted from the staffing structure is known, this is 
communicated to all Members of the Council. 

 
(ii) That the Cabinet is advised of scrutiny’s support for the commitment given to 

delegate budgets to the Neighbourhood Councils. 
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE ENVIRONMENT CAPITAL SCRUTINY 

COMMITTEE HELD AT THE BOURGES/VIERSEN ROOM - TOWN HALL ON 14 
JANUARY 2010 

 
Present: 
 

Councillors D Day (Vice-Chairman), J A Fox, N North and 
N Sandford 
 

Also Present: 
 

Councillor Harrington 
Councillor Fletcher 
Councillor Todd 
Councillor Lee, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for 
Environment Capital & Culture 
Councillor S Dalton, Cabinet Advisor for Environment Capital 
and Culture 
 

Officers Present: 
 

John Harrison, Executive Director of Strategic Resources 
Paul Phillipson, Executive Director of Operations 
Mike Heath, Commercial Services Director 
Andrew Edwards, Head of Shared Transactional Services 
Steven Pilsworth, Head of Corporate Services 
Mark Speed, Transport Planning Team Manager 
Michael Stevenson, Project Engineer 
Amy Brown, Solicitor 
Louise Tyers, Scrutiny Manager 

 
 

3. Scrutiny of the Budget 2010/11 and Medium Term Financial Plan to 2014/15  
 
Further to the meeting held on 6 January 2010, the Committee continued to 
scrutinise the proposed budget 2010/11 and Medium Term Financial Plan to 
2014/15.  The meeting tonight would examine the budget as it related to: 
 

• Scrutiny Commission for Rural Communities 
• Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee 
• Strong and Supportive Communities Scrutiny Committee 
• Environment Capital Scrutiny Committee (Operational Issues) 

 
Scrutiny Commission for Rural Communities 
 
The Executive Director of Strategic Resources was asked whether the budget had 
any specific impacts on the rural communities.  He advised that there was nothing 
specific for the rural communities but he would be presenting the budget to the 
Parish Liaison Meeting next week which may highlight specific issues. 
 
Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
 

• Why were some offices within Council buildings being used as storage?  It 
was a difficult balancing act between what and when items were needed.  A 
project was looking at storage in a different way, including placing storage 
where it was needed and ideally looking at electronic storage.  There was a 
need to maximise office space within buildings. 
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• What was cheapest, using office space or using a warehouse?  A warehouse 
would be cheapest but at the current time the Council was tied into existing 
leases for office space. 

• Some staff were starting to work from home, for example the Revenue and 
Benefits team and we were also looking at out of city centre offices. 

• The budget papers showed the savings which had been made and were 
expected to be made by the Business Transformation Team.  If they were 
doing such a good job why were we still required to keep increasing the level 
of Council Tax?  Were the savings the Business Transformation programme 
making going on consultants?  The Business Transformation Programme had 
saved £24m.  The need to raise Council Tax was due to a number of factors 
including the impact of the credit crunch and recession, leases of council 
properties and low interest rates which kept the investment income down.  
The use of consultants was good value for money and covered consultancy 
work and interim appointments.  All consultants were procured properly. 

• We were currently paying around £8-9m per year on consultants, why did we 
not have the staff with the required the skills to undertake the work.  The last 
Freedom of Information request was around that figure.  We often needed 
specialist expertise and it sometimes was best to employ people as and when 
they were needed.  We did look to see if we could use the expertise of people 
internally. 

• It was clear that the Council was continuing to employ consultants at the 
same level even though we had been given a commitment that the Council 
was working hard to reduce its reliance on them.  It seems that some 
consultants appeared to be employed on a permanent basis. 

• Were there any records which showed the number of consultants employed 
for more than six months?  There was not a central database kept but within 
Strategic Resources no consultants were employed for five days a week. 

• The Deputy Chief Executive has been employed on an interim basis for a 
long time.  The salary of the Deputy Chief Executive had already been raised 
at a meeting of full Council and a written answer had been given.  We looked 
to engage the best people at the most affordable rates for the benefit of the 
City. 

• If a consultant is used for a six month contract, are they paid for the full six 
months or only the days they work within that period?  They are paid on a 
daily rate.  All of the Business Transformation programmes must have a 
business case approved including the value of any consultants, once agreed 
any variations had be approved by the Executive Director of Strategic 
Resources. 

• Why did the Council employ contractors on a long term basis?  It was 
common practice to employ consultants in areas such as engineering and 
architectural services, such as our contract with Atkins.  Through the 
Business Transformation programme a business model has been introduced 
in the Council which is very effective and an exemplar to other authorities.  
This is shown in our good use of resources scores. 

• An in-depth inquiry should be held into the circumstances of the Deputy Chief 
Executive post as some members did not feel that the published figures were 
correct.  The arrangements for the Deputy Chief Executive post would be 
ending by 31 March 2010 and the Chief Executive was proposing that the 
post would be vacant for three years.  If members wished to undertake an 
inquiry, the Executive Director would put together clear terms of reference for 
the remit of any inquiry. 
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• A review on the use of consultants had been undertaken by a previous 
scrutiny committee a number of years ago and it would be useful to see 
whether the recommendations from that were implemented. 

• There were a number of errors within the document which needed to be 
updated prior to going back to the Cabinet. 

• Some savings had been made by moving employees to Manor Drive but how 
committed were the Council to sustainable transport?  A shuttle bus was 
available for staff at the start and the end of the day and for some members of 
staff it meant that they had to travel less miles to work. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
(i) That the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee is recommended to 

undertake an in-depth inquiry into the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s 
use of consultants and to make recommendations on the future use of 
consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years. 

 
(ii) That the Cabinet be requested to note the Committee’s continuing concerns 

regarding the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s use of consultants and 
its request to the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee to undertake an in-
depth inquiry into this issue and to make recommendations on the future use 
of consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years. 

 
Strong and Supportive Communities Scrutiny Committee 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
 

• How would the establishment of a Culture and Leisure Trust affect the budget 
for the coming year and in future years?  There would be implications as 
there would be an element of efficiency savings that the Trust would have to 
sign up to.  However, the Trust would be entitled to discretionary rate relief on 
buildings which would mean savings to the Council.  A key benefit would the 
agility of the new Trust because as a smaller organisation it would be able to 
quickly change to different circumstances.  Even though the Council would be 
the main financial contributor, private companies would be able to donate 
money which would be a tax advantage to them. 

• One of the outcomes of the Local Area Agreement (LAA) was around 
improving health outcomes.  How would an above inflation increase in fees 
and charges encourage people to take up sport?  The increase in charges 
relate to areas not going into the Trust.  The fees do need to go up and there 
has been no indication that usage will go down.  Costs such as fuel and 
salaries do go up so there is a need to balance the budget.  If the public 
wanted to use the facilities then they should pay and the burden should not 
be put on all Council Tax payers. 

 
 
 
Environment Capital Scrutiny Committee – Operational Matters 
 
Observations and questions were asked around the following areas: 
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• What was being done about lobbying the government for extra money to fund 
the Concessionary Fares Scheme?  This was a national issue and the Local 
Government Association (LGA) were leading the lobbying.  The government 
had agreed to put more money in and this was currently out for consultation 
but this would not reimburse the actual costs of the Scheme.  We would be 
introducing smart cards which would enable us to get accurate figures on 
usage.  Travel on public transport was much easier in Peterborough than in 
some cities due to the sustainable travel town initiative. 

• In Peterborough concessionary fares were only able to be used after 9.30am, 
however in smaller councils such as South Kesteven would be taking off the 
restriction.  We use the national scheme.  South Kesteven, as a district 
council, did not have the pressures that we had.  It was a balance as we 
could remove the restriction but something else would have to give. 

• Where were the unattended toilets which it was proposed to close?   In 2009 
the Council agreed that City Services had to find £1.8m in savings, the 
options put forward in the budget papers showed how those savings would be 
achieved. The savings would be achieved from low use, low take up services. 
The toilets it was proposed to close were in Dogsthorpe (near the Bluebell 
pub), Eastfield Cemetery, Alma Road, Nene Park at Orton Mere and the 
Embankment.  The Embankment toilets would be replaced with a facility to 
provide water for boat users. 

• A lot of large events are held on the Embankment, are these toilets not used 
and where would visitors to these events go?  These toilets did not have a 
high use.  At the Alma Road toilets syringes were found on a daily basis. 

• Will there be a notice at the closed toilets telling people where the nearest 
facilities are?  We will look to put notices up. 

• How would the new charge for replacement bins be enforced and could this 
lead to an increase in fly tipping if people did not pay to replace their bins?  
We would replace bins which had been damaged during collection. There 
was currently big problem with bins being left out on the highway after 
collection and fires in bins.  We needed to encourage people to look after 
their bins and it was hoped that introducing the charge would help with this.  
We do repair bins when we are able to, for example, by replacing lids and 
wheels. 

• This proposal had been suggested before and would hit the people who did 
not have any options as to where they placed their bins.  It may also lead to 
green waste being placed in the black bins to save on the charge.  People 
needed to take responsibility for their bins and the best way to do this was to 
mark their bin with their house number.  Again, it was a balancing act as the 
majority of people looked after their bins responsibly.  Leaving bins out after 
collection caused problems with footpaths being blocked and other 
neighbourhood problems. 

• Will you write into the policy that if the loss of the bin was not their fault, for 
example theft, they would not have to pay the charge for a replacement?  
Everybody would have to pay in all circumstance unless the Council damaged 
it during collection.  There will be no appeals process and if a bin is stolen 
householders should report it to the police. 

• It was accepted that someone, whether householders or the Council, had to 
pay for the bin, people should be encourage to get together with neighbours 
to help bring in bins when people are not there. 

• Was the bulky waste and white goods collection charge an increase in the 
charges for second and subsequent collections or will all collections be 
charged?  All collections would be charges at a flat rate of £20 for each 
collection. 
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• Would the removal of the subsidy from school meals impact on the viability of 
the school catering service?  Would you be expecting any schools to look for 
an alternative provider?  Each school would make their own decisions. 

• £600,000 had been allocated for water taxis but this is not one of the priorities 
in the Local Transport Plan (LTP).  We would look to incorporate this in the 
next LTP as it was a good mode of environmental travel. 

• Would the realignment of bus services lead to a reduction in public transport?  
We are continually looking at the bus services which are provided.  The 
Committee should look at the proposals when they are brought forward and 
review them in the proper way. 

• In last year’s budget there was a proposed saving due to ceasing staff 
parking permits but nothing has happened? It is still in the budget and we are 
currently engaged with the unions at the moment so we can understand the 
concerns of staff.  It is not a straight forward issue as there are a number of 
variances in the different buildings were staff work.  We need to consider the 
impact on staff and we will be working to try and persuade staff to use public 
transport. 

• The Independent Members Allowances Panel had also recommended that 
members’ permits should stop and members’ should be seen to lead the way.  
We are actively considering all of the options. 

• The budget had a number of significant borrowing requirements, including an 
Energy from Waste facility, but where were the specific capital costs of the 
facility in the budget documents?  There is a clear line in the budget for the 
waste programme and is shown in the Capital Programme.  Officers would be 
happy to give a breakdown of the individual elements of the programme.  
£53m had been included for an Energy from Waste facility and the 
procurement exercise has commenced. 

• The £53m does not include the revenue costs for the facility.  The money 
borrowed had to be repaid so would be a burden on the budget.  Nothing has 
been hidden and the slides that the Deputy Leader has used to show the 
costs can be made available.  Nothing is being deliberately withheld but we 
are currently in commercial negotiations so we are restricted in what we can 
say. 

• Will we be required to take in waste from other areas to protect the 
sustainability of the facility?  The size proposed for the facility would 
accommodate the waste needs for the city.  There would be a small gap at 
the start and we may need to take in some external waste for that period. 

• Richard Olive of Friends of the Earth addressed the Committee on the 
proposed costs of the Energy from Waste facility.   

• There were a number of figures in the report from Friends of the Earth which 
needed to be examined.  If it does not compromise the position of the Council 
officers would be happy to publish the figures at a public meeting of the 
Committee so that everyone understands the full picture. 

• It had previously been agreed to hold trials for food waste collections but this 
was not now in the budget.  This initiative has been delayed for a year to 
enable more work to be undertaken before it was brought in. 

• Could composters be used as an alternative option to food waste collections?  
The composters could be expensive but the Council could use its buying 
power to buy in bulk and then sell on to residents.  The Deputy Leader was 
happy for councillors to trial new systems for waste collections and would 
write to all councillors making that offer. 

 
Summary of Recommendations 
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(i) That the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee is recommended to 
undertake an in-depth inquiry into the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s 
use of consultants and to make recommendations on the future use of 
consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years.  

 
(ii) That the Cabinet be requested to note the Committee’s continuing concerns 

regarding the cost and effectiveness of the Council’s use of consultants and 
its request to the Sustainable Growth Scrutiny Committee to undertake an in-
depth inquiry into this issue and to make recommendations on the future use 
of consultants by the Council to inform the development of budgets in future 
years. 

 
ACTION AGREED 
 
The detailed figures for the Waste 2020 programme to be brought to a future 
meeting of the Committee. 
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BUDGET CONSULTATION RESPONSES FROM THE SURVEY 
Initial Overview 
The survey asked for views on a range of priorities, savings and council tax based 
upon the Medium Term Financial Plan published at December Cabinet. The survey 
was available for completion on-line, as well as hard copies being available from 
council offices. The survey has now closed. 
There were 93 respondents in total to date 
.  
Summary of responses 
 
Council Priorities 

• Delivering substantial and truly sustainable growth was the most important 
priority with creating the UK’s environment capital being the lowest ranking in 
importance according to survey respondents. 

• Creating opportunities-tackling inequalities had a reasonably balanced view in 
terms of importance with respondents, with a similar number of respondents 
in each of the available ranking options. The same is the case for Creating 
strong and supportive communities 

The results can be seen in Chart 1 
 
Day to Day Spending – Savings Proposals 
There were seven options for respondents to prioritise as follows: 

1. Reduce shrub replacement programme 
2. Close unattended public toilets 
3. Introduce a collection charge for bulky waste and white goods 
4. Savings in adult social care following investment in prevention to reduce need 
5. Savings in children’s services through working in partnership 
6. Introduce a charge for replacement bins 
7. Bus service realignment 

There was strong support for options 1 and 2. There were preferred to options 3 and 
6. 
 
The results can be seen in Chart 2 
 
Day to Day Spending – Investment 
There were six investment options for respondents to prioritise as follows: 

1. Additional funding for adult social care services to provide services for more 
vulnerable adults 

2. Council's contribution to environmental projects and developing the 
Environment Capital 

3. Advisor support in secondary schools to improve standards 
4. A programme of events for the Peterborough area 
5. A project team to take forward work on developing the university 
6. Wi-Fi for the city centre 

Strongest support from respondents was for option 1 and more limited support for 
option 6. All the other options received balanced responses in terms of priority. 
 
The results can be seen in Chart 3. 
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Council Tax 
Nearly half of the respondents (47%) felt that an increase above 2.5% to avoid 
having to make some of the savings suggested was not acceptable. 53% of 
respondents felt that an increase above 2.5%, in order to avoid making some of the 
savings listed would be acceptable. Of this 53%, some respondents favoured 
increases as high as 5%. 
 
The results can be seen in Pie Charts 1 and 2. 
 
Capital Programme 
There were four options for respondents to determine the importance of capital 
investment within priorities as follows: 

1. Affordable housing 
2. Refurbishment of secondary schools, covering Bushfield Community 

College, Stanground College and Orton Longueville School 
3. Maintenance of roads and bridges 
4. Invest in new waste management facilities to remove dependency on 

landfill sites and increase recycling 

Option 3 had the most support from respondents. Options 1 and 4 had a balanced 
position of strong to weak support for these priorities.  
 
The results can be seen in Chart 4. 
 

   . 
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Chart 1 – Respondents views on the importance of the Council priorities 

 
 
 
 
Chart 2 – Respondents views on savings proposals within day to day spending  
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Chart 3 – Respondents views on investment within day to day spending 

 
 
Pie Chart 1 – Respondents support for a council tax increase in excess of the 2.5% 
proposed council tax increase 

 
 
Pie Chart 2 – Respondents views on a suggested council tax increase. NB, the 
difference between Pie Chart 1 ‘No’ responses and ‘No change’ below is due to the 
earlier question requiring a yes / no response to a proposed increase of 2.5% with 
the follow up question in pie chart 2 referring to a suggested increase below the 2.5% 
proposed. 
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Chart 4 – Respondents views on investment within the capital programme 

 
 
Appendix A shows all of the comments received during the budget consultation.
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Appendix A 
Budget Consultation Survey Responses Comments 
I think the Council should focus on the following priorities 
Comments 
I think the environment capital aspiration is the key to achieving all the other priorities 
- from longer, healthier lives, to increased art and culture 
 If the council wishes to become the environmental capital of the UK (and I would 
agree with those aspirations, then it needs to undertake a major overhaul of public 
transport services throughout the city.  Public transport needs to play a major role in 
both protecting the environment and providing a high quality service that will 
encourage its use. Bus access through Long Causeway and St Johns Street would 
deliver more people into the heart of the city and assist in delivering a more 
convenient way to visit the city centre 
Making Peterborough more attractive for new businesses 
Asking, listening to and, where appropriate, acting on what we the people of 
Peterborough actually need and want - More schools are desperately needed, 
especially in greater dogsthorpe area, the city centre urgently needs updating both 
with businesses/smaller independent shops and NOT fountains. Areas i.e Millfield 
and older parts of Peterborough are being deliberately forgotten in place of 
developments i.e. South Bank and Westgate that never seem to happen.  The 
Council should be focussing on the present needs of the people and the city as there 
are many 
Spending less money on Conservative Councillors allowances for non-jobs 
Containing costs within the RPI, and should this be negative then sobeit reduce your 
budget.  You have to realise there an awful lot of people who are on fixed incomes or 
out of work with limited resources who cannot aspire to the sort of funding and 
salaries enjoyed by PCC executives and staff.  Year on year rises way ahead of 
inflation MUST be seen as a thing of the past or you will be equated with the likes of 
the arrogant bankers 
Improve public transport, particularly the reliability of the bus service, Citi5 in 
particular 
Saving money 
Forget such ideas as water taxis and cable cars. I believe these impractical and 
ludicrous ideas are turning people away from supporting environmental transport 
issues and most definitely oppose any money being spent on looking into such 
airy/fairy schemes. Money would be much better spent on looking at sensible 
permanent park and ride schemes such as York i.e. much more affordable bus fares, 
free parking areas with toilet and waiting facilities and secure parking for bikes, 
available for use by pedestrians, cyclists and motorists 
Keeping the residents of the City safe and sound in all weathers e.g. maintaining 
roads and pavements in all weathers especially in ice and snow conditions. 
Listening to what the people want - not what the Council wants - e.g. a prime 
example the water feature in Cathedral Square.  Not only has this caused great 
inconvenience and financial loss to businesses located around the square, the safety 
and access aspect does not appear to have been taken into consideration at all.  
Rather than install the water feature, which will become a prime target for vandalism 
and 'high jinks' this money (how many millions?) could have been put to far better 
use - see question 3 above. 
Making sure pavements are safe and that lighting is to a standard that enables 
people to walk in their areas at night without fear of falling where pavement slabs are 
either broken or raised. Transport should also be looked at as the present bus 
system seems to be run when and how Stagecoach warrants not for the convenience 
of the public also the buses are not cleaned regularly which does not put the city in a 
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I think the Council should focus on the following priorities 
Comments 
good light. Before putting all these so called improvements to the centre of the city 
the older parts of Peterborough should have money spent on them and improving the 
standards of all estates. 
The university is really crucial and shouldn't be allowed to flounder. The college must 
work with rather than against the uni (and stop trying to get its mitts on the new 
building by booking rooms out so the uni can't use them it can later claim they are 
being underutilised). 
I would like to see unification regarding the proposed bidding for the Energy from 
Waste Facility, Improved material Recycling Facility and the Operational Services 
provided by City Services. I don't think that three individual bidders would deliver 
cohesive sustainable growth with each faction looking after their own ends as 
opposed to integrated decision making for the overall good of the City. A one channel 
decision making process would be less conflicting, more economic and more efficient 
producing Economies of Scale which would benefit the local taxpayer. Street 
Cleansing, Refuse and Recycling and Waste/Recycling Facilities are all interlinked 
and in my opinion would benefit from a unified management approach as opposed to 
multiple pathways of control. 
Cutting wages to all the top earners get rid of earnings related pensions. 
REAL sustainable growth (and I DON'T mean sustainable ECONOMIC growth). 
We've had too much development which has cared little about the effects it will have 
on our children and grand children. Not just the energy and water usage but we need 
to ensure we use materials which don't pollute the environment during manufacture 
(e.g. PVCu and concrete). But I don't suppose the Council will even understand the 
concept.   
I would like to see a properly funded sustainable transport system which includes 
trams to all the major areas in Peterborough 
Stop wasting tax payers’ money on ludicrous projects such as water taxis and cable 
cars.  Put the money into roads and communities and provide a year round PAID 
FOR park and ride 
Regenerating run-down neighbourhoods and creating local community facilities so 
that people can use them without the need for any transport.  No transport 
requirement is better than green transport. 
Focus on people and not processes and bureaucracy 
Regenerating the old PDC estates. like footpaths, dirty rundown property that look 
like slums. Enforce keeping front and rear areas clean and tidy. 
Cutting out expensive politically correctness 
The Councils priority should be the green economic vitality of the region, and less 
about social manipulation and other political aims. 
Shifted on to the NHS in the form of weather related injuries.  But then................ 
As proposed in the previous pages about this survey, I believe that putting money 
into making the city a university city will improve the city far more than any other 
measure previously announced. Business will come to Peterborough due to an influx 
of graduates, professors, lecturers etc will come to the university bringing in money 
and improving the local economy, helping to keep Peterborough's youth to stay in the 
city rather than going to a different university city. Our city is a good size, yet there 
are many small towns which have universities and benefit greatly from it. This is 
where Peterborough really lacks in, higher education. 
The primary focus should be to increase business development and therefore 
increasing tax take.  Deploy the master plan now, rather than the continual wait.  I 
have worked in Peterborough now for 6 years, and for nearly all of this time have 
heard about the master plan but have not seen any evidence of anything taking place 
to execute the plan.  Additionally, the city does not attract people to live and work 
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I think the Council should focus on the following priorities 
Comments 
here.  Millfield now resembles a deprived area rather than the vibrant business driven 
area it once was.  The centre of Peterborough is awful and does not meet people's 
needs. 
Concentrate on the city we have and cease plans to grow and use our taxes to 
improve our present city. 
Invest in a GPS bus tracking system to even out the irregular bus services.  Now that 
the South Bank has been cleared, invest in a second bridge flyover, over the river 
from embankment road to the south bank roundabout joining oundle road.  Then a 
one way gyration system can be used over the two bridges.  This would be council 
money 
Get the right things in place, the infrastructure that will support communities, and the 
other things will fall into place.  One cannot achieve social engineering by legislation 
can we see more police back on the beat in the poorer area, these are where the 
economic crisis has hit hardest and unfortunately were the more crimes are 
Infrastructure needs complete renewal. Better transport system. More variety of 
shops. 17 dress shops between JL and BHS. Better teaching and smaller classes. 
Pupils to speak english. Spend money on youth projects and keep down crime. Get 
proper jobs in not supermarkets and warehouses. P'boro's prosperity was built on 
engineering and railways. P'Boro's city centre has no character it’s a miserable place 
 

Do you have any alternative suggestions for saving money? 
Comment 
Increasing efficiency in the council so different departments aren't duplicating the 
work of each other or the work of other local NGO's 
Look at the supply base. Work with suppliers to reduce annual costs by '5%' share 
the savings with suppliers. win/win 
Cathedral Square should just have been tidied up and not ripped up and expensive 
fountains installed - this would have saved a lot of money. Immigration services could 
be cut i.e. translation costs, New Link service. Councillors should be made to take a 
pay freeze - the same as my husband and a lot of other people. Councillors should 
not be paid for attending meetings - it is their job. Also, put more effort into identifying 
and prosecuting non-payers of council tax - this should bring in a lot of money! 
Spending less money on Conservative Councillors allowances for non-jobs - this 
could save £93,000 
Severely prune staffing levels, arrange jobshare where feasible, stop chasing around 
looking for ways to spend (waste) money viz the reorganisation of the city centre 
(there was nothing wrong with it). 
Forget cable cars, water taxis, commuter trains from Orton’s Does the city really 
require 2 waste incinerators, one private, one council - where will all the waste come 
from? Surely the council is not going to 
Cut the size of the Council 
Scrap the Your Peterborough magazine, the biggest waste of money I have ever 
seen. The council should be able to keep people informed adequately through the 
local media without financing such an expensive self promoting publication. 
Cancel investigation into water taxis. Cancel investigation into cable cars. Cancel any 
further ridiculous schemes such at the football ground which is not essential. Cancel 
any further proposed speed bumps which are now at a ridiculous high profusion 
throughout the City. Introduce a charge for Council employees and Councillors to pay 
for their car parking. 
reduce the number of councillors 
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Do you have any alternative suggestions for saving money? 
Comment 
Cut down on the amount of executives on the council, councillors to pay for car 
parking like everyone else, where councillors can walk to a meeting or get on a bus 
then this should be the norm. Expenses should be looked at and kept to a minimum. 
Review all Council owned acquisitions with a view to selling off non profit making 
land/buildings. 
Sack all the high paid executives at PCC. Cap all expenses claimed by councillors. 
STOP the plans to buy Peterborough Football Ground - No one within Peterborough 
should pay for this. 
Water taxi will be a waste of money (although we do need a better 'Park and Ride' 
service: it would be a good investment for Peterborough). Council's incinerator 
project should be scrapped. The people of Peterborough don't want one especially 
when there are better and cheaper ways of dealing with our waste, e.g. MBT. It is 
crazy that Peterborough is even considering building its own. As I understand the 
interest payments on the loan will be a minimum of £5.1m per year and then there 
are the running costs on top of this figure. And I don't believe the Council will be able 
to sell the low grade heat generated. These phenomenal costs are the reasons why 
other neighbouring local authorities are not planning to use them. Cathedral Square 
Fountains. Maintenance cost: £15,000 per year. We cannot afford such frivolities. 
Turn them off. 'Your Peterborough' magazine. Another waste of money. It’s just a 
propaganda sheet. Hand it to a private company which could widen its appeal and 
include items which are of wider interest (include a 'Whats On' section for commercial 
and voluntary groups events: the library produced one for many years). 
Reduce the use of consultants, they only say what the staff say but you believe them 
more than you do your staff Stop the mad March spend to get rid of budgets Better 
negotiation with suppliers not always to get a reduction in cost but more for the same 
money - or sponsorship of a post Pay freeze for councillors, don't pay mileage make 
them use the public transport to support sustainability (yes the buses do run late 
enough!) Walk the talk! Reduce your own Estate - do you really need so many 
offices? how about flexible working so staff can work from home and you can reduce 
the size of your estate Run a placement scheme for those doing a business 
management degree in Peterborough University - you get some cheap labour they 
get experience Reduce your hospitality budget. If your visiting dignitaries etc don't 
understand that protecting services is more important than a free lunch - then what is 
the point of those dignitaries! get your staff together - you know= the ones that work 
damned hard that management never listen to - and ask them how things can be run 
better Cut out a layer of management for quicker effective decision making Don't 
outsource - it costs more!!!!! and is a worse service!!! 
Sack all the officers over 60,000 per year, put the money saved into front line 
services and scrap councillor allowances and councillors 
Scrap some of these local link busses running around empty all of the time. 
Perhaps the Local Authority need to look at themselves first before cutting much 
needed services. Perhaps they should first start with cutting bonuses across the 
board. Then let’s look at expenses including petrol allowance for everyone in the 
Authority. 
Cut councillors allowances. Cut numbers of car parking wardens Reduce spending 
on projects e.g. Cathedral Square Introduce parking charges for councillors and 
withdraw free passes 
Privatise Key Theatre, scrap the silly fountains in Cathedral Square, and Stop 
sending out the 'Free' News sheet. 
Cut out wasteful over-employment. The council is much overstaffed for the services it 
provides. 
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Do you have any alternative suggestions for saving money? 
Comment 
Reduce the amount spent on council publications. I understand the need to keep the 
public well informed. However I believe it could be done in a less glossy and less 
frequent manner. I sometimes feel that many publications are no more than a self 
congratulatory publication. I would welcome the opportunity to fully understand the 
real issues which we are obviously going to face in the coming months /years. Please 
could we stop using the word investing when it comes to public expenditure. What we 
really mean is spending 
Charge for refuse collection by weight, with discount for recycled weights. Ignore the 
Charge local businesses for tourism promotion 
None of the above suggestions are touching the real spend / waste reduction 
opportunities. Pareto the council spend and seek reductions on that biggest spend. 
How much are we really going to save by reducing the amount of shrubs that we 
plant! 
The top management structure needs an external appraisal.  Job titles can be 
changed with reduced pay, the same way the management structure has been 
changed at the key theatre twice and the department of arts and culture, without 
paying for a consultant 
This seems to offer a limited menu of choices. These cannot be the only ones. I think 
each is important for social or environmental reasons. Money raising might be 
increased by raising parking charges. This would help to encourage the move away 
from car travel. I would not want to see the school meals subsidy removed. What is 
the 
Re Street lighting, have only every other light on where applicable and unlikely to 
cause accidents or crime. use inmates of the prison to clean the streets etc Free of 
charge the fresh air will do them good of course they would be supervised. 
with new system, at least 30 councillors are redundant. Close down Opportunity 
Peterborough and associated guano's down better times come. Make council more 
efficient (letter 6 pages 1 with just signature on. Duplication departments don't 
converse with each other. no leadership. clear out top get fresh blood in. Drop green 
nonsense. then start looking at services to public which could cut if council ran a tight 
ship there wouldn't be a need of cuts and rises in tax. 
look carefully at management structures in all depts and in particular children 
services with a view to increasing the range of responsibilities each manage holds, 
thus reducing the management numbers. The county council structure priori to PCC. 
becoming a unitary authority was much less top heavy. managers coped with far 
more than PCC decided was required. I know this is a difficult subject but I speak 
from a position of knowledge about both structures. PCC needs to 'reign in' 
expensive management costs even though it is difficult. It needs to be done in all 
departments from the top downwards. Give parking enforcement back to the police. 
they still have powers over obstruction but not over parking violation. It’s a muddle 
and confusing and costly. Allow them to resume all responsibility so that better 
enforcement of parking can be made. (Its not working in all areas at present) 
 

Comments regarding Council Tax 
Comments 
The maximum permitted 
Spend less money on Conservative Councillors allowances for non-jobs, then cuts 
elsewhere would not have to be made 
Will you people get the message from the general public at large that increases, 
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Comments regarding Council Tax 
Comments 
especially beyond inflation, are a thing of the past. You just cannot go on, and on, 
and on, increasing the way you have over the last decade. So, if the RPI is zero, then 
there should be NO increase. And if the RPI is less then you will have to cut your 
budget. That's the way we pensioners have to live, and that's probably the lucky ones 
amongst us. |Come on, wake up and get real 
It is better to  raise the tax gradually rather than have a large increase in the future 
1.5% as promised 
As most of council tax is going to council salaries I believe the people should set any 
pay rises. 
far too much of the council tax is used on wages and earning related pension save 
money on that then spend money on people no need for tax rises then 
however only coupled with more appropriate savings as I have already identified. 
Also why do you need to pay a team to develop the university - get some free help 
from the businesses in Peterborough who will benefit from the outcome! All the major 
and maybe some small ones could put in say 0.5 FTE of someone who has the skills 
- why don't you identify the skills you need and ask those businesses to support by 
providing someone who has the skills - then you may need only to pay for a project 
manager! 
No increase is acceptable in the current inflation circumstances. 
5% Providing that NOT A PENNY goes on public sector pay increases for the next 3 
years. 
Depends what it would buy or the council spends it on? Too open. As a guide 4.5% 
to provide a hedge against inflation, reduce the borrowing requirement which might 
reduce interest payments in the future and so lessen council tax 
at this moment in time any increase whilst in the economic crisis is very difficult with 
so many out of work, even though they get a subsidy everybody is counting the 
pennies with increase all round, i.e. petrol food heating etc people are not getting 
wage increases but costs are still rising, better to put prices up at a later date when 
they are better off and make cut backs for the time being 
 

I think the council should invest in the following areas: 
Comments 
I think the council should invest in reducing the waste people are creating rather than 
just tackle the waste problem once the rubbish has been created. None of these 
inspire me - I'd like to see art made a priority and environmental improvements like 
more areas for growing food, space for trees, green space improvements, permanent 
park and ride 
Invest in things that will attract business/jobs. Investment should have a strong ROI 
and early payback. 
    Primary schools - there are not enough places. Our children are the future of 
Peterborough. There should be more smaller schools, in more areas of the city that 
are more accessible i.e. walking to school. Youth Clubs should be established to give 
children/teenagers somewhere to meet and go. There should be more sports 
facilities 
Gritting paths when the weather is severe 
  I would like to think that with correct and sensible waste management investment 
that new facilities will pay for themselves in time. Road and bridge investment is an 
unwelcome necessity, but preventive maintenance or new build should again be 
cheaper in the longer term than waiting for minor/major catastrophes 
why are we building a separate waste management system to that being built by the 
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I think the council should invest in the following areas: 
Comments 
private sector? This would appear to be expensive duplication or the council has 
failed to make its reasons clear! 
Improve the Planning Department staff to enable them to ensure that the Planning 
Law is properly enforced. Too many people get away without paying Planning fees 
for works they have carried out and there are insufficient staff to enforce this. This 
would bring in a substantial amount of cash to the council coffers. 
Real services for people rather than 'pie in the sky' ridiculous schemes which belong 
in silly dreams 
Affordable housing - made available to local people who were born and brought up in 
this area and have contributed through taxes. Maintenance of existing infra-structure 
in terms of roads, bridges and lighting. As a priority over new projects. 
Libraries, teaching in schools, children's services. 
Clean streets and Green Open Space. It's important not only for residents to see a 
clean Environment without Litter,Flytipping and Graffiti but also the perception of our 
many visitors to the City. First impressions remain at length and add to a feeling of 
security in a well managed City. 
how can you talk about affordable housing there are no council houses you gave 
them all to cross keys 
Although I have indicated spending on waste management it needs to be the 
CORRECT type of technology which is used and NOT EfW, EWRF (or as it is 
correctly described an incinerator). Peterborough needs to investigate what other 
local authorities are doing better than we are, e.g. kerbside separation and collection, 
inner caddies (Newcastle), MBTs ( Cambridgeshire, Northampton, Milton Keynes), 
'Real Nappies' campaigns, increase recycling streams. (MRF is another waste of 
money and NOT required). 'Park and Ride'. If visitors cannot access Peterborough 
city centre without getting caught up in jams they are liable NOT to try again. Also 
saves on pollution and carbon footprint. Further improvements to bus services: more 
comprehensive routes and a more frequent even service. These would have the 
effect of reducing the amount of traffic on our roads/congestion which would in turn 
reduce the need for expensive new road schemes/improvements. 
 Why does the council need to provide a waste facility when there is already a company 
willing to put one in Schools need the money first - Christ Orton Longueville still has areas 
untouched from when I was there 30 years ago! Make your contracts on the maintenance of 
roads and bridges a requirement to last a minimum number of years it might cost more up 
front but will save in the long term 
Roads (especially in the older parts and the provision of off road cycle paths from 
ALL parts of the city 
Infrastructure improvements are vital Investing in 24/7 road works 
Bringing old PDC housing estates up to standard 
HOSING IS THE PRIORITY. There are too many unscrupulous landlords who are 
bleeding their tenants dry, most of these claim benefits so who ends up paying but 
the taxpayer in the end. There are many empty council properties not being 
used....another waste of money...just the usual for Peterborough City Council again!! 
That the bridges on the parkways need to be refurbished every other year is a 
scandal. Were they built to such an unacceptably low standard that this is 
necessary? 
I think the council should be more open in its dealing with vulnerable adults in the 
community. Particularly those suffering from mental illness and/or alcohol/drug 
dependency. Thais seems to be the elephant in the room which no political party will 
openly address. This seems to me to be the major cause of theft and low level crime 
in the community, and our only response seems to be incarceration of offenders. I 
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I think the council should invest in the following areas: 
Comments 
was surprised when I attended for jury service when it was openly discussed in open 
court the rather pointless outcome of locking someone up in Peterborough prison 
given that drugs are so readily available. I understand that this topic is not a vote 
winner, but the  problem will not go away by ignoring the reality 
Waste management should be priority as this will save the council money in landfill 
taxes which can then be spent in other areas such as housing. 
Priority - attract new businesses & people to move to the area. We can do this by 
improving infrastructure and affordable housing. The pursuit of the Green Capital is 
noble but will it really ever deliver any tangible financial benefit for us? 
This form should have been delivered to all households with Your Peterborough 
The recycling of food waste. When introduced in Bristol the recycling rate jumped 
19%. The anaerobic digester should not be delayed while the incinerator is pushed 
ahead. Until recycling is maximised we don't know what needs to go the incinerator. 
The two are almost mutually exclusive in the waste they use and we don't want it 
diverted the wrong way because it was their first 
Transport. Wider range of specialist shops. Youth projects for all to bring them 
together. Affordable housing but not the ghettos of the past. Waste management but 
no duplication that waste. Leave more green spaces it seems council wants to build 
everywhere. education but with proper leadership. 150 out of 160. If I'd been that bad 
Miss Campbell would have used stick on my backside 
invest in new waste…. Just to clarify I think one area of this vast subject that urgently 
needs looking at is the appalling structure of the Dogsthorpe public waste site. It is 
not user friendly and badly organised. There are many other better examples around 
the country which are user friendly and thus likely to be used more with benefit of 
recycling more rubbish of all kinds. Why was a copy of this form not sent out to all 
households? It is important for everyone to be given the opportunity to comment and 
I only received this from a friend who attends a local meeting group. How widely was 
this circulated? The P'B 'Bulletin' goes to all households why could this have not 
been included? 
Local amenity areas and recreation. Local community centre refurbishment. 
Refurbishment of local children’s play centres - such as Crofts Corner 
A programme of events for the Peterborough area - not all on the same day as you 
do now 
Sustainability - Campaign for win power for Businesses. More recycle (i.e. batteries) 
A lot more education of people about recycle + penalty for not filling bins correctly! 
Make landlords responsible for the recycling of the people they rent to: Appropriate 
clauses in contracts and increased charges for those who don't want to recycle. 
Make people learn English as a prerequisite for their English status. This will save a 
lot of money in healthcare who currently translate everything in lots of languages. 
More cycle and bus lanes and close cars to city centre.  
Cost savings - Switch off 50% of street lights on the parkways around the city and 
reduce speed limit to 50m/h. Better sponsorship by businesses of round about 
gardens and other public places. 
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Comments in response to letter from ODRA: 
 
Our experience of the public conveniences is that they do not get any significant 
usage and significant inappropriate activity takes place in them.  Because of the 
comments specifically about the toilets at Newark, adjacent to the cemetery, we have 
employed someone to sit and count all usage during the opening hours.  We 
undertook this count after the snow and ice had fully cleared and the cemetery was 
operating again.  Our count showed that during the week the female toilet was used 
15 times and the male usage was 127.  There were some odd usage patterns in the 
male toilet as visitors were using it several times during a relatively short period and 
a number of visitors were accompanied.  One of our supervisors interrupted an 
indecent act involving three men and the problem has now been reported to the local 
police team who will undertake their own observations. 
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Notes of the Youth Council meeting held on 12th February  2010. 
 
The Head of Strategic Finance gave a presentation on the draft Council Budget for 
2010/11 and the Medium Term Financial Plan.  
 
Questions were raised and responses given including: 
 

• Why are we installing wi-fi in the city centre, when local shops provide it 
already ? 
PCC considers that wi-fi will make Peterborough a more attractive place to 
live, as well as being helpful for businesses. The coverage provided by 
existing sites is not comprehensive across the whole city centre. It has not 
proved possible to find a company that will provide this level of coverage 
without PCC meeting some of the cost 

• Why is there such focus on growth and attracting people and business to 
Peterborough – why isn’t there more focus on existing residents and services 
?.  
Much of the population growth in the future will come from existing residents. 
If we do not prepare for this growth, then young people face leaving school 
with reduced employment and housing prospects. 

• Why are we proceeding with the Water taxi proposal ?. It does not seem to 
make sense to focus on a fixed transportation route such as this, whilst at the 
same time reducing bus provision across the city (reference to Bus Services 
Review). Does the council have any idea how many people will use the 
service, or will it just be used by tourists ? 
The water taxi idea is part of an overall approach to provide alternatives to the 
car. Initially a feasibility study will be undertaken, and if the project is viable 
(including attracting additional external funding) then the scheme will proceed 
at that stage. A service running in Lincoln is apparently operating successfully 

• Concerns were expressed over the impact of the bus service review on young 
people getting to school, and the lack of consultation with the Youth Council 
in this issue. 

• What are the benefits of setting up the University nursing School, and could 
we get central government to contribute ? 
The nursing school will provide skilled medical professionals for the 
immediate area. Peterborough would also benefit from having a number of 
students in the city, bringing in additional spending to the area. 

• The contribution to energy efficiency was welcomed, but could more be done 
if the budget was higher? 
Agreed that it would be possible to do more with more money, but that the 
Council had to balance this across all priorities. The money should enable us 
to draw in external funding to increase the total sums available 

 
 
The concluding remarks from the Council to pass to Council as are as follows: 

• Concerns over the impact of the bus service review on young people getting 
to school, and the lack of consultation with the Youth Council in this issue. 

• The water taxi idea is not supported at this stage. The Youth Council would 
be interested to receive feedback on the feasibility study when it is 
undertaken. 

• Wi-fi for the city centre is considered to duplicate existing provision, and 
hence the money could be used more effectively elsewhere. 
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